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This research aims to contribute to the understanding of th~ nature 
of technical change and its role in industrial development. It is 
intended that the study will form part of the burgeoning literature 
which seeks to construct a distinct 'theory of inrlovation'. This 
objective reflects dissatisfaction with the way traditional econo
mics r~s treated technical change. The emerging theory is based on 
case study material, which has tended to restrict itself to radical 
innovations in the newer industries. This research examines the 
view that innovation is essentially a process, a stream of minor 
and incremental changes; to understand this process it must be 
examined by detailed historical enquiry. The predilection for the 
study of exciting innovations in "glamorous" industries has led to 
negl~ct of irillovation in traditional industries and, consequently, 
a lack of awareness of the important role of these staple industries 
in industrial development and economic progress. Th~ study argues 
that technical change is a complex and diverse ph~nomenon which is 
best understood \-li thin a broad analytical framework. To achieve 
this an inter-industry, or "systems", Jerspective is necessary. 
This study examines iBchnical change in can-making since 1810, it 
focuses particularly on the natur~ of innovation and its role in 
the ind~stry's development since 1945. The ~~alysis is ~xt~ndcd to 
includ~ tinplat~, food processing, alt~rnative pac~~gir~, complemen
tary production, socio-economic and marketing factors. It has been 
f.ound that the humble tin-can industry has been a hot-bed of innova
tion, albeit for the most part minor and irLcremental. It is shOvin 
that this ir~ovation has made a consistently significant contribution 
to human welfare. In the case of tinplat~ it is argued that although 
the industry appears to be characterized by major ir~~ovation, these 
are but the accumulation of on-going advances in engineering in 
general. It has been found that a broad analytical framework is 
required in ord~r to understand can-making innovation at both the 
tec~~ical and th~ cornnercial level; technical advances are made 
only after reference to the likely ~pact on inter-dependent 
processes, often across industrial boundaries. On the commercial 
plane, it has be~n sho'vm that the principal stimulus to innovation 
is competition - in its widest sense. The immediate industrial 
structure is of significance in that it may be an additional source 
of competitive pressure. The study has found that diffusion is a 
valuable indicator of the importance of both major and minor 
innovations, but it must be applied with due regard to the pre
Vailing industrial franework and the purpose for which each technical 
change is introduced. The research has sugg~sted that physical 
measur~s, rather than monetary, are best suited to assess the sig
nificance of technical change. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIE'.1 
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1. The Importa'1ce of Technological Innovatim 

Definitims of 'technology' and of 'innovation' vary, even when 

the chosen definition is accepted problems are often encountered 

in deciding which changes constitute innovations. One method of 

defining technology and innovation is to differentiate between 

science and technology on the me hand and invention and 

innovaticn on t.~e other. Science is cmsidered to be concerned 

wi th 'knowing why' whereas technology is concerned with 'know how' , 

with the distinction being that the latter implies the application 

of knowledge. Pre-occupation with the dichotomy between inventicn 

and innovation stems from the work ot Schumpeter (1) who argued 

that innovation need not embody invention at all. This has led to 

the abandonment of the definitim of innovation as the 'application 

of an invention'. Schumpeter's own definition, and regarded as 

amongst the widest, is that an innovation is the commercial 

exploitation of a 'new thing' or a new way of doir:J~ something. 

This is the definiticn adopted in this study. The main problem in 

applying such a general interpretaticn to empirical analysis is in 

determining whether minor changes in fact contain the necessary 

element of novelty to be regarded as innovatims. 

Technological innovatlcn is about 'getting more for less' or, to 

put it differently, improving the ratio of outputs to inputs. The 

key to maximizing eccnomic performance is by making optimum use of 

scarce resources. Technological innovation is important because it 

offers an industrial strategy by which me "can improve the 

productivity of resources and generate new products, or improvements 

to existing products". (2) 

There is no alternative method of lVeal th creation to technological 
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innovatiCll without the disoovery and exploitation ot additional 

scarce natural resources. Modem industrial society 1s consuming 

its natural resources taster than it is discovering them, 

Technological innovation theretore ctters the only plausible long 

term strategy tor maintaining or improving hWll8ll weltare in 

industrial societies. 

2. The Need tor studY or Techriolog!oal Inriovaticn 

Despite a widespread consensus on the eisniticanoe ot ~eobnological 

change to industrial development, atuq ot the tormer ia, as 

Johnston and Gibbons (3) have noted, atill very much in the 

impressicnistic stB8e. Academic study ot the area iii atill 

relatively neglected, despite an upsurge ot interest in the last 

decade. Attempts to evolve a distinot theory ot technological 

innovaticn is a comparatively reoant phcOID8nCl1, Tb.ere ii, 

cansequen tly, a need tor more underatanding ot the nature ot 

innovation. The priority at pr •• c~ would appear to be tor the 

tormulating ot bypo~8es CIl the nature . or !nnoyatiCl1, and the 

testing ot tho.e bypotheail b1 eap11'1oal atudJ, In rue w1'3 an. 

might hope to oontribute to the oonatmot1c:n ot & theoretioal . , 

oorpus regarding teohnioal ohese, an4 the2:8bT l'X'0T14e a t1'&1118-

work tar subaequan t re •• arch, 

3. The Theoretioal. Perspective 

This study postulates three oentral !:qpoth •••• regarding the 

nature ot technological innovation, from which a number ot further 

related hypotheses follow, 

i. The InnovatiCll System is Complex 'and Diverse 

The innovation' system - the boundaries within whiob the principal 

causes and etteots ot technioal ohange mar be round - i, a 
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complicated matrix of interactions which cut across traditional 

ideas of industrial groupings. To exam.ine the nature of innovation _ 

the factors which give rise to it and the industrial impact which it 

has - one must "adopt an ~~alytical framework which is sufficiently 

inclusive to reflect the major causes and consequences of innovation. 

H. Technological Cha..'1pe is Essentially Evolutionary 

It is postulated that technical change is predominantly a continuous 

evolutionary process rather than a series of irregular and 

discont.inu01.lS interruptions to on-going industrial development. It 

is held that because the vast majority of innovations are 

evolutiona...7, in aggregate they contribute more to human welfare 

than the radical but infl'equent innovation. 

iii. ~'1ovation Owes its Industrial Significa..~ce to Diffusion 

It is argued that an innovation owes its relevance to the rate a.."1d 

extent to which it is diffused throughout an industry, rather than to 

its first application. 

From the above three hypotheses the following may reasonably be 

postulated. 

a. Because in.r'lovation cuts across traditional industrial 

classifications, and because a number of individual industries are 

at any me time engaged in complementary or competitive activity of 

one kind or another. innovations will tend to generate a chain 

reaction of supportive or defensive developments. A major stimulus 

to innovation, it is argued is, therefore, innovation itself. 

b. Most evolutionary innovation, rut not necessarily all, must be 

minor or otherwise it would disrupt ccntinui ty. Because the 

majority of innovation is both minor and on-going it may safely be 

said to be "routinised"; being minor, such innovation must largely 
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represent incremental improvements to the state of the art. It 

would seem reasonable to expect, therefore, that at least some 

'radical innovaticns' are in real! ty merely the harnessing of a. 

number of piecemeal developments, possibly drawn from diverse 

areas. 

:Because innovation is typically minor it should not be associated 

principally with the emergence of new firms and new industries. 

It is argued that because innovation is part of the process of 

widespread industrial evolution and adaptation to change, the 

most common and typical source of irmovation is the traditional 

industrial base. 

c. It follows from the hypothesis that iP~ovatian is generated 

from the interplay of a complicated array of commercial forces that 

the propensity to innovate should not be primarily determined, as 

it is often argued to be, by one factor alone - market structure. 

Given hyJIotheses 1, .it is postulated that market structure 

determines the propensity to innovate only inasmuch that market 

structure controls the operation of these complex commercial 

pressures. It is argued that as these pressures are held to cut 

across traditional ideas of industrial groupings, alternative 

industrial structures should not of themselves produce different 

patterns of innovative behaviour. It is, however, considered that 

firm size, irrespective of market structure, may be an important 

variable in innovative behaviour. 

d. From the hypotheses ccncerning diffUsiCll, it is fUrther argued 

that the rate of d1e:seminatian of an innovation is determined 

primarily by the attractiveness of that innovation to potential 

imitators and, secondly, by the extent of the capital outlay 
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required to ad.opt it. 

e. It is also argued that the process of diffusion will tend to 

generate defensive technical change in the product or process 

being displaced which, if successful, will delay, perhaps 

indefinitely, the rate of adoption. 

f. From the observation tha t innovation owes its significance to 

diffusion follows a more general hypotheses that physical 

measures in general axe the most mea."lingful indicators of the 

impact of an innovaticn. Monetary measures are frausnt with 

comparability problems both nationally and internationally and, 

more importantly, over time. Industrial innovaticn initially 

manifests itself as physical changes to the process or product; 

these physical changes are the intended outcome of the innovation. 

These physical changes axe only a means to an end - redUCing costs, 

increasing sales etc. - the extent to which they do In fact 

materialize reflects the success of an innovation in a 

manufactu:ring context. This study will try to reflect the 

industrial impact of innovations by recourse, principally, to 

physical measures - the degree of diffUsion, the reduction in 

material input, the speed of output etc. These are the real 

consequences of technical change in terms of optimiIrlzing the use 

of resources, and they lend themselves to causal relation more 

readily than monetary measures such as price, profit etc. which are 

prey to every transient commercial breeze. 

4. ECcrlomists'Views of Technological Innovaticn 

II) (Traditimally, the primaxy role of ecooamics is to explam the "OJ 

in which wealth is created. This process of wealth creaticn is more· 

usually referred to as eccnomic development or, more recently, 

ecCllomic growth. ECCllomic development was originally cCllsidered to 
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be the fundamental problem facing ecmomics though, over time, 

its treatment has not always been ccnsidered crucial or fashionable. 

i. Classical Treatments 

"The Wealth of Nations" (4) by Adam Smith was, in 1776, the first 

successful general treatise which sought to identify the 

determinants of economics progress. Technical change plays a 

cen tral role in Smith's explana ti on of the cause s of eccn omic 

progress because, ~s Kierstead (5) has observed, Smith equates it 

with the divisim of labour. Cannan (6) believes that this 

associaticn relegated the importance of technical knowledge and 

innovation in eccnomic change by submerging the two under the 

general advantages to be had from the division of labour; Robbins (7) 

however, ridicules this criticism. Cannan's point does however 

draw attenticn to the fact that the division of labour and tect .. nical 

change are not surrogate terms and Smith, indeed, does occasionally 

use the term 'project' when referring exclusively to innovation. 

When talking of the division of labour Smith is including, by his 

own tripartite definition, (8) an integral element of tect~ical 
change. It is analytically tenable, therefore, to take Kierstead's 

premise and examine the role of innovation in industrial develop-

ment through the division of labour. 

Smith's view of the role of innovaticn is, then, hinged on the 

effects of the divisicn of labour. These he observes to manifest 

themselves primarily in physical output. From his analysis that 

innovaticn - or the divisicn of labour - increases output Smith's 

whole prognosis follows: Increased output per unit of input means a 

growth in the Naticnal Income. Naticnal Income is comprised of 

three elements - rent, wages and profit (which· includes the rate of 
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interest). Smith examined the problem of profit, wages and rent 

separately and thereby invoked technological innovaticn into the 

separate discussion of each, as well as dealing with it in his 

first three chapters. This piecemeal approach to technical 

change is not the most satisfactory approach to the problem. More

over, Smith's treatment in detail of the repercussions of 

technical change are somewhat superfiCial; he argues that the 

improved output of labour caused by innovation is invariably 

accompanied by capital formation. As such, this observatim adds 

little to what we know about the effects of economies of scale. 

Smith fails to tackle the question of completely new enterprises 

arising out of radical innovation, keeping his perspective within 

technological horizons. He assumed, further, that a process 

innovaticn would always and cnly manifest itself in the form of 

cost reductions, ignoring qualitative changes. 

Smith's treatment i~ important, however, because of the central 

role of the division of labour, and thereby innovatim. Moreover, 

in Smith's analysis mnovaticn was the result ·of economic 

pressures i.e. he considered it to be wholly endogenous. This 

insight is most important from the historical perspective. 

The salient criticism of the 'Wealth of Nations' applied equally 

well to most of the other classical writers, and also to Marx, the 

cri ticism being the failure to discuss technological change in its 

own right. 

Ricardo (9) is perhaps even a more lUCid example of this tendency. 

Richardo discusses technical change intermittently in all the 

traditional theories; thus, we find it surfacing'in the theory of 

rent, of value and of wages; he broaches it again in his theory of 
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comparative advantaee and, fmally, m his chapter en machmery 

wherein his celebrated • change of mind' on the effect of new 

machines an employment is discussed. 

Richardo's'change of mind' was the major stiIITlllus to that part 

of the subsequent classical work which dealt with innovation. 

The focal question now became, m this debate, what was the effect 

of new machines an the dem~~d for labour? Malthus (10) devoted 

ten pages to the qu.estion while Sismond! (11), J. S. Mill (12), 

Cairnes (13), Bentham (14) and McCulloch (15) all added their 

own cmtributicns. 

In t~e case of Marx (16) the criticism of partial treatment to the 

subject of technical change must be abandoned. To Marx the whole 

of his analysis rested upon the owners of capital being eng--c:l€E!d in 

an unavoidable quest for the revolutiar.ising of the methods of 

production. It was this process which would, it was predicted, 

ultimately bring about the downfall of Capitalism. As in the post-

Richardian Classical analysis, Marx concentrated an the question 

of whether there was a labour saving bias in the process of 

technical change. His conclusiO!1 In the affirmative has been well 

substa..'1tiated by :Blaug as the fundamental error :in }!.a,rx' analysis. 

Despite the limitations of the classical economists' treatments of 

technology, they do contain important insights into the process of 

innovation. Richard 0, for example, whose treatment of technical 

change is characterized by a particularly :inadequate perspective, 

did contribute, as Schumpeter (18) has noted, the insight that 

there accrued to management a temporary 'abnormal' profit when 

innovating. Schumpeter observes that what Richardo, and 

subsequently Marx, had observed as a peculiarity was in fact the 



most ty}:>ical of all, the return an risk-taking. 

In this overview of the classical. treatment mIl" the major names 

have been mentioned and mly an indicaticn of their contribution 

given. A detailed discussion would reveal further specific 

criticisms such as the above by Ricardo; the classical economists 

neglect of a theory of substituticn, particularly important for 

the labour-capital saving nature of innovation argument has not, 

for example, been mentioned. Moreover, in considering cnly the 

leading figures lesser known writers, now often virtually for-

gotten and who did in fact contribute pertinent observations al 

the subject of technical change, are overlooked. Lauderdale and 

J olm Rae are two particular examples and, to a lesser extent, 

Knight and also :Babba.ge (19) 

ii. Neo-classical 

The neo-classical era is both a far less productive ~~d far less 

in. teresting one as regards discussion of technical change. 

This is primarily because it was considered that problems which 

had pre-occupied the later classical writers had been overtaken by 

events. It was considered that the Marxian prognosis of collapse, 

if not disproved, was pertainly postponed far the forseeable 

future. The continuing productive achievements of capitalism made 

the labour displacing argument temporarily unfashionable and 

created a confidence in the ability of lang term development to 

look after itself. Given that the productive powers of the Western 

eccnomies appeared to be eelf generating, eccnomic analysis turned 

to a consideration of the detailed short term problems, in 

particular that of distributicn and the theory of the firm. The 

. (20) 
tools of analysis also changed; as Musson observes, the neo-
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classical eccnomists discarded the empirical socio-historical 

techniques in favour of the more rigorous theoretical and 

mathematical techniques which had proved so successful in the 

physical sciences. 

This sterility regarding the treatment of technology was not 

universal. 1fu.sson (21) cites the example of the German 

Historical School as evidence of some continued interest :in lcng 

term questions of change and development. Marshall, (22) too, 

still gave some attenticn to technical change but took the 

analysis no further than had already been achieved by classical 

scholars. An important excepticn is that of John :Bates Clark (23) 

who represents the early American variatien in neo-classical 

thought. Clark, however, was similar to the classical eccnomists 

in that he had no theory of technical change per se, but dealt 

. with the problem where he met it; in Clark's case in the theory 

of Distribution. Clark is particularly interesting bec3llse he 

attempted to temper the neo-classical 'static' (or 'natural' in 

classical terminology) analysis by :introducing dynamic 

considerations. He used this technique in an attempt to show 

that a natural law of distributive justice existed whereby each 

productive agent received its just rewards. He introduced 

technical change as the dynamiC factor which disturbed static, or 

'natural', distributicn patterns but in doing so re-allocated new 

wealth along lines predicated by static analysis. 

Clark was, then, interested in the effects of technical change 

rather than technical change itself. His analysis, however, is 

rather too abstract to be of practical use in an empirical analysis. 

He does, though, make some concrete observatials en the nature of 
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innovatiem. He notes, for example, truit the dramatic now of 

inventiems taking place at the time were cnly serving to alter 

the industrial structure and not to create unemployment. Clark's 

work, however, reinforced the neo-classical faith :in lcng term 

development and, as such, militated against a re-appraisal of the 

role of technological innovation. 

There was renewed interest in the lang term problem of economic 

development jn the inter-war years. Musson has probably 

correctly identified the cause as unemployment, which must have 

shaken faith in the idea of self generating progress and of 

distributive justice. The focus of attention regard:1ng innovatim 

was cyclical fluctua.tions. The leading exponent of a causal 

relationship between technological innovation and fluctuations jn 

business profits was Sch~eter. Schumpeter was a product of the 

Austrian Subjectivist School led by Menger and Bohm-Bawerk. The 

subjectivist tradition had historically te~ded to ignore technical 

change, as in the case of Gossen and of Walras. (24) Bohm Bawerk (25) 

broke this tradition with his 'temporal' theory of capital which 

argued that productiem methods differed in the extent of their 

'roundaboutness'. Bohm Bawerk argued tha.t inventiems could lead to 

more or less roundabout production methods but usually the former. 

Schumpeter believed, like Wicksell, that the business cycle was 

generated by innovation. He used the three cycles identified by 

Kondratieff (sixty year), Juglar (nine and a half year) and Kitchin 

(thirty eient months) to illustrate his ar(;\lII1ent. ":Business Cycles" 

(26) 
, his most profound work, is the most important general treatise 

ttl eccnomic development inasmuch that it ccntains detailed 

theoretical argument em the nature and role of technical change. 
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Ironically, the appearance in 1938 of "~Bmess Cycles" did not 

make a major impact on the direction of economic thought because 

of academic pre-occupation with Keynes' "General Theory", which 

had appeared two years earlier. 'Keynesianism' took such a hold 

on fashionable intellectual opiniCll that the inter-war work on 

cyclical fluctuations 'Was all but abandClled at what should have 

been its finest hour. The ideas which Sclnunpeter generated in 

the first half of the twentieth century including, in particular, 

one of his last works - "Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy" -

still have a major influence upon thought 0..'1 the nature and 

process of innovation, despite the demise of cyclical analysis. 

Ch the subject of technical change 8Jld loog term eca10mic 

development his influence can best be seen in the post-war 

writings of Kuznets (z7). 

iii. The Production Function 

The work of Schumpeter was outside the mainstream of both micro-

economic and macro-economic thought in that it did not conform to 

the increasingly widespread trend of examining economic problems 

by means of mathematical techniques. Mathematical approaches to 

the theory and problems of production found expression in the 

concept of the production function. The very earliest attempts 

to develop this type of analysis - those of Walras, Wickstea.d and 

(28) 
Barone - tended to ignore the changes caused by technology. 

Theoretical production functions describe the connection between 

production and factor inputs. In its simplest form, the micro

eCCl'lomic production function describes the technical possibilities 

open to the firm from the particular combination of factors of 

productioo embodied. in the productim !'unction. Because technical 
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change causes an adjustment ,in the relationship between production 

and its combinatioo of factors, technical change which is gradual 

and continuous therefore CBllses a 'shift' in the productiQl 

function -' the equilibrium between factors of production and out-

put. Major technical change leads to the creation of wholly new 

production functirns. The micro-eccnomic production function is 

commonly used as a statement of the existing or 'given' technical 

possibilities a~d as the starting point of economic analysis, this 

is reconciled by saying that the state of tecr~ology is a nrn-

economic factor a~d cutside the control of the firm. This 

pers~ective is inadequate and militates against serious 

consideration of technology by eccnomists. Technology cannot be 

treated as a non-eccnomic factor because it is dependa~t on 

economic processes 

The existence of a macro-economic production function rests on 

the premise that it is analytically tenable to aggregate micro-

production functions. A central problem which this raises is 

whether it is realistic to assume that heterogenous units of a 

factor of production, say capital, can find mathematical 

expression as if they could be reduced to some common denominator. 

Because a micro-economic production function represents an 

optim~ equilibrium between the factors of production and output, 

it does not follow that aggregating the production functions for 

all the firms in an industry, or in an econany, will give an 

efficl~Jt allocation of resources for the industry or economy as a 

whole. Consideratioo of the fact that the resources of individual 

fims are typically allocated so as to oppose or frustrate the 

allocation of resources by other firms would seem to bear this 

criticism out. Attempts to come to terms with technical change 
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and to represent 1 ts effects through the macro-economic 

J)roductiCll functiaJ. have met with great difficulties. It bas 

been J)ointed out that in the micro-sense technical change is such 

a diverse process it can be described more or less adequately by 

assuming that new productim functims are arising all the time. 

This cannot be reconciled by macro-eccnomic theory which assumes 

that aggregate J)roduction functims not only exist, but are 

shifting all the time (30). lI..acro-eccnanics has tried to over-

come the constraints m its analysis created by technical change 

by asS'..uning that all innovation is 'neutral' i.e • it does not 

re-allocate the factors of production. Such a limiting assumption 

amounts to disregard of t.echnical change because, by definition, 

technical Change re-a110cates resources. 

The producticn function is such a central part of most University 

curricula that its propcnents are amcngst the widest known in 

economics. The theory tas been developed very much a.s an academic 

debate in the leading ecmooic journals with the principal figures 

being Cobb and Douglas, Hicks, Robinson, Kaldor, Salter, Solow and 

Samuelson. 

Iv. Growth Theory 

Inter-war unemployment encouraged. a return to the traditional 

problem in eccnomics of long term development. Ecananists became 

concerned to explain the process of eCaJ.anic development and 

prescribe how it could be generated., prinCipally by central 

government directim. This branch of economics became known as 

Growth Theory, and the term 'growth' itself is now, errClleously, 

used interchangeably with 'development' and 'progress' to describe 

the central or overall problem facing eCCllomics. 



Growth theory 1s in fact very mucJ;l an extensicm of macro-economic 

production function theory, the analytical tools and techniques 

of the two being very similar. Not surprisingly, therefore, many 

of the leading expooents of the production function are to be 

found in growth theory. 

The principal analytical framework of growth theory has been the 

growth model. Growth models are based on measureable variables, 

any variable which cannot be measure1 therefore poses problems. 

This predilection for measurability has meant that growth theory 

has concentrated primarily on one factor, the rate of investment. 

Only a small band of eccnomists, principally out of the Austrian 

Subjectivist tradi tian, have consistently denied the value of growth 

theory throughout the post-war period. The foremost of these, 

Hayek, restated in his Nobel prize - winning lecture (31), that the 

application of the techniques of the physical sciences to the study 

of economics had done the latter a great disservice. 

The definitive study of the theory of economic growth is that by 

(32) . 
Hahn and Mathews • Hahn and Mathews identify three categories 

of post-war growth theory, 1. Growth without technical progress -

in these theories growth is due solely to population increases and/ 

or capital accumulatiCll. 2. Growth with technical progress and 

3. The linear models such as those of Neumann and Lemtief. 

In the models of' growth with technical progress much of the 

empirical work in the 19508 conceptually separated the effects of 

technical progress and capital accumulatiCll eg. Kendrick (1961), 

Abramovitz (1956), Solow (1951) and Reddaway and Smith (1960). 

Hahn and Kathews note, 

"The basic procedure is to estimate the cantributiClls made to the 
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growth in cutput by increa.ses in inputs to labour and capital 

over a period by multiplying the observed increases in inputs by 

observed factor prices (taken as a measure of marginal product) 

and deducting the result from the overall growth in output; the 

'residual' is attributed to tect~ical prQgress". 

This approach was subsequently considered inadequate and a 

second branch of theory argued that the 'residual' was unsound 

because the effects of capital accumulation cannot be separated 

from those of technical progress. Beoause technical progress 

cannot be implemented without new kinds of machines it is not 

possible to speak of capital as a homogeneous entity. In this 

approach ca?ital accumulation is regarded as the vehicle of 

tecr~ical progress i.e. technical progress is embodied in new 

machines. 

'Endogenous'. 'exogenous', 'neutral'. 'nan-neutral', 'embodied', 

'disembo~i~d', are examples of qualifications which growth theorists 

introduced to make their models either realistic or workable; the 

two however represented opposing poles and the legacy of the 

'residual' is a testament to an inability" to provide a satisfactory 

treatment of technical change. 

It is the quandry in which conceptual approaches to technological 

innovation find themselves and, in particular, the lack of any 

fundamental agreement on the nature and process of technological 

innovation, which makes empirical york to formulate a basic 

understanding of what technical progress is all about so important. 

Until technolQgical innovation is better defined by rigorous 

empirical work, the advance in theoretical conceptualisation is 

restricted. Chly when an understanding of the real nature of 



technological innovation is arrived at will the very foundation 

of further ccnceptual model building exist. Not un til this bridge 

has been crossed is it likely to be possible to then formulate 

theories which are oren to empirical app1icaticn and verification. 

In the words of Hahn and Mathews "We want theories that can be 

used as plumbers use a spanner - not simply abstract systems". 

Growth theories have not treated technological change in a manner 

that is either empirically applicable or verifiable. What is 

needed is industrial studies so as to come to grips with the real 

life realities of industrial innovation. When this is achieved 

it will then be possible to formulate theories which are likely to 

have both empirical applicability and verifiability. 

It is the unsatisfactory treatment of technological innovation as 

a residual factor that has spawned the exclusive treatment of the 

subject in its own right in the last ten years or so. 

v. The Theory of Technological InnovatiCl'l 

The burgeoning literature on technological innovation in its own 

right which has been emerging from British and American Universities 

in recent years represents an attempt to construct a "theory of 

innovatic:n". The work is based on the cc:ncept of a 'IJrocess of 

innovation' which begins with discovery and development, is followed 

by the transition from pilot plant to full scale production, 

culminates in commercial exploitation, is then diffused throughout 

the ecanomy until it is relegated to the status of routine, or is 

itself reIJlaced. (This is closely akin to the idea of a new produet 

life cycle). In examining the nature of innovation the literature 

asks such questions as 'what are the factors which give rise to 

innovation' and how can it be promoted and, similarly, what factors 

affecti ts rapid disseminatim and how can these be promoted. The 
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students of innovation in constructing a theoretical fram~work, 

therefore see a practical application for their observations in 

encouraging innovative behaviour by exposition of the factors 

which facilitate it. 

The formulation of abstract principles regarding technological 

innovation has to date been based largely en the evidence of 

case studies, these stUdies characterise the €arly, tentative 

investigations. Case stUdies can vary in their approach but have 

tended to be historical narrative, while attempting to identify 

factors of importa."lce. Johsten and Gibbons (33) have noted that 

such an approach is appropriate in the early development of a 

field because of the scarcity of supportive theory and the 

general uncertai .... l.ty about the nature of the phenomenoo involved. 

postgraduate theses on innovation surfaCing from British and 

American Universities en an individual basis ha-ve tended to be 

of the case study type. These studies are generall,;r limited in 

that they are unstructured and, also, lack a common methodology -

which often prevents the collation and comparison of data. The 

case study approach has, however, become more re!ined ~"ld there 

are now examples of studies which employ a common methodology, 

cover a number of cases, and are therefore able to offer abstract 

ideas en the na.ture of innovatien, an example is that by Langrish 

et al (34). The Langrish study examined eighty-four industrial 

innovations which had won the "Queens Award for Industry". 

Al though individual case studies may be of limited value because 

they often lack a theoretical nucleus, in aggregate they perform 

a useful role in helping to structure a field as similarities 

between different cases, perhaps fortuitously, present themselves. 
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A development f:rom the case study approach, and an extenslm of 

the Langrish methodolQgy, are the more sophisticated attempts to 

identify similarities in the case histories of a large number of 

inn ovaticns. The study by Myers and Marquis (35), project 

Sappho (36) and project Hindsight (37) are three examples. Myers 

and llarquis studied 567 innovations, project Sappho analysed 

twenty two paired innovations in chemical processing and twenty 

cne in scie.'1tific instruments, whilst Hindsight was a study of 

thirty major weapons projects involving several hundred new 

tec~~ical developments. All three studies attempted to identify 

the factors which characterized successful .innovations. These 

studies differed from earlier case histories &.90 in that they 

employed quantitative measures to support their arguments. 

A review of the dissertation index (38) of ]ritish and American 

Universities reveals that the majority of theses dealll!g with 

technological innovation do so within the framework of a chosen 

industry. These industry studies employ the case study methodology 

to examine the role of a single innovatien, as with Engler (39), en 

the development of an industry or, more usually, the role of 

technical change in general wi thin an industry, as the case with 

Gidwani (40). Tnese studies reflect the treatment of technical 

change by many historians, notably Nef (41) and Usher (42), who 

interpret economic history in terms of technical and mechanical 

developments. 

Many of t.~ese industry studies relate technical change to a single 

other variable such as unemployment (43), productien (44) or 

organizaticn (45). Such analyses may be 'causal' studies or simply 

'association' studies, either way they represent a move away from 
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the purely case study approach towards the more analytical 

hypothesis - based perspective. 

From the unstructured case study material and from the testing of 

specific hypothesis about the nature of innovation have emerged a 

number of central themes which will ultimately be among the 

cornerstmes of a theory of innovaticn. Two of these themes are 

the way .in which innovatims arise and, seco...'1dly, the way in 

which they are diffused. The questicn of the way .in which 

innovations arise has primarily been approached by hypothesising 

that innovation is the result of 'technology push' or, alternatively, 

'dem~'1d pull'. According to Schumpeter (46), change is :inherent in 

the capitalist process and technological innovation is the vehicle 

of that change. Schumpeter has been criticized on the grounds that 

his analysis fails to show how innovaticns arise. Schumpeter would 

no doubt reject this criticism and cite the role of the entrepreneur 

who, driven by the profit motive, harnesses tec:imical possibilities 

and carries them through to commercial exploitation. This act 

generates abnormal profits - the return en risk taking - which is 

the stimulus to imitators. However, it is true that Schumpeter does 

not detail the constituent elements of innovation as is meant by the 

contemporary idea of a 'process of innovation', and his definition 

of innovaticn as the act of commercial introduction has largely 

given way to the idea that lnnovaticn encompasses the whole process 

from discovery to end use. The argument that innovation is 

'technology push' generated is based on the idea that the work of 

scientists, inventors and professicnal research and development 

departments generates its own output and technical possibilities 

without, often, any clear recognition of market needs. Work such 

as that of Jewkes (47) tend to support this theory. The belief 
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that innovation was in fact generated. by 'd.emand pull' was greatly 

strengthened by the aforementicned stud.ies of success and failure 

such as that of Myers and Marquis. The most influential study 

supporting the demand theory was probably that of Schmookler (48) 

he observed. that: 

"The fact that inventions are usually made because men want to 

solve economic problems or capitalise on economic opportunities is 

of overwhelming importance for economic theory". 

In assessing the state of the debate Freeman (49) argues that whilst 

there is still controversy the available evidence has tended to 

favour the dema..'1d pull theory. The essential weakness of the 

technology push argument is its implication that invention and 

innovation is exogenO'..ls to the eccnomic process, which goes against 

recent work which argues for more serious and c.ystematic treatment 

of innovation by economists. It also questions the whole rationale 

of the need for a theory of innovation. 

The diffusion study is typically a further extension of the basic 

case study me thoaology. It was Schumpeter (50), again, who first 

drew attention to the importance of dif!'usicn in his analysis of 

the role of the imitator. In the Schumpeterian scheme, imitators 

competed aWa::! abnormal profit and by their acticns, in aggregate, 

created a depression. A depression in Schumpeterian terminology 

does not have the contemporary overtooes of gloom, it was primarily 

a depression of business profits. Imitators reduced the market 

price of an innovatory product or process by increasing its supply. 

This downward. price trend. increased. the numbers able to benefit by 

purchasing the innovaticn. Ultimately price creates an equilibrium 

between supply and demand at which point further production is 
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unviable. In the Schwnpeterian analysis, therefore, diffusiCll 

was the process by which the masses of people benefited in terms 

of real. welfare from innovation. The effect of the diffusion . 

process in reducing the real. prices of goods and the factors of 

production which produce them ultimately creates conditions 

favourable to the exploitation of further technical advances. 

This view of diffusion as the central agent in the innovation 

process is reflected in contemporary work. Nasbeth and Ray (51) 

for example, state: 

" ••• even if a new process was used CIlly by its innovator in his 

home country it might still be of great eCCI10mic importance. 

But it is mostly thr~ its diffusion to other companies, both 

nationally and internationally, that a new process becomes really 

sig;lificant. " 

The principal perspective in diffusion study is the rate of 

adoption and the factors which f;..f.:'ect it. There are two alternative 

methods of measuring the extent of diffusion; Gold (52) has chosen 

the percentage of output of an industry accounted for by an 

innovation whereas Mansfield (53) uses the cri terian of the number 

of firms adopting the process. Output measures would seem to be a 

better measure for total diffusion whereas the number of firms 

adopting may be more appropriate far, say, information flows. Each 

can be used to measure different things but, in general, output is 

proba.bly the more useful. The number of firms adopting a process 

would, far example, have serious limitations in a Monopolistic 

situation. 

An advantage of the diffusion study approach vis-"a.-vis many earlier 

case histories is that while they focus en a particular .1nnovaticn, 
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or group of innovatiClls, they take the analysis beyClld the frame-

work of the innovating firm. In their study of the US Iran and 

Steel Industry Gold et al (54) found that a complex interplay of 

factors affected the adoption decisiCll including technological 

uncertainties, cost and output projections, effect an"undepreciated 

assets, and a whole host of external factors. The authors found a. 

great diversity of difrusicn patterns, suggesting that firms 

appraising newly available major technological innovaticns usually 

emerge with widely differing estimates of the desireability of 

immediate adoption. 

A variation Cll the usual diffusion study is that of Pierce (55); 

Pierce studies a major innovation at the blast furnace stage of 

the American Iran and Steel Industry - the 'tachcni te process' • 

This process involved the use of a. 'synthetic iran ore', derived 

from tachanite rock in pelletized form as the input to a. blast 

furnace as an alternative t~ the use of ccnventianal foreign iran 

ore. He examine s the viability of the tachoni te process by 

breaking down the separate stages of productiCll and distributicn 

of tachanite. His analysis demonstrates that if the attractiveness 

of the process is assessed in terms of the alternative cost of 

tachani te compared to 'natural' irCl'l ore then the pelletizing 

innovaticn woold appear unec'c:nomic, mainly because the pellets 

cost 25% more than the conventional ore. When the viability study 

of tachcnite is extended beyc:nd the iran ore industry, however, to 

include the blast furnace, transportation and ancillary stages of 

productian and distributiCll the overall cost factors change 

decidedly in favour of the new process. This explains the success 

of the tachoni te innovation. JSy exploring succesive 'ripples' 
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caused by pelletizing Pierce draws attention to the inter-

dependent and competitive nature of mnovatioos in different 

industries: 

"There is good reasCl'l to believe that the ripples still spreading 

out from pelletizing will interact with the complex patte~ of 

ripples from other innovations, cancelling and reinforcing each 

other at numerous obscure points". 

The evidence of Pierce's approach would seem to suggest that the 

mly way to adequately explore the process of innovation is not 

through a case study or a diffusion or industry study, but 

trJough a ~stems approach. 

In measuring the output attributable to an innovation, the 

diffusion study is in effect trying to apply an indicator of the 

impact of an innovation in an industrial CCl1text. The evidence 

from diffusion studies of wide disparaties in adoption rates 

suggests that individual assessments by firms of the likely 

repercussions of an innovation and the magnitude of its effects 

vary widely, indicating that either the knowledge of those likely 

effects or the means of measuring them is inadequate. :Because of 

its close connection with diffusion studies this has been an area 

to which Gold has given cCl1siderable thought (56). 

Gold found that management and engineering literature seemed to 

support the belief that innovatiCl1s generate a distinctive pattern 

of cost effects, with particular types of innovations associated 

with particular cost reducing effects. However, in the six 

industries studies by Gold and his colleagues, actual cost adjust

ments over a forty yeu period did not ccnform with these 

expectaticns. Gold emphasised that innovaticn affected industry by 
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-
producing physical effects: 1. Changes in physical inputs -

quantity and quality, skills eto. 2. Changes in physioal out

puts - aggregate quantities, product variety, range of sizes/ 

grades, product characteristics. 3. Changes in physical aspects 

of production flows - techniques and characteristics of 

production flow ego degree of integration. What is therefore 

needed is to "either assess the effects of past innovations or 

select which alternatives to promote in the future ••• by 

penetrating ber!eath measures of aggregative effects to identify 

the distinctive outcomes likely to be associated with eaoh 

(innovation)" • 

vi. Priorities in the S·';udy of Irmovaticn 

There is a consensus that technological innovation has been such 

a neglected area that there is a general need for further research 

in all areas to gain a better understanding of what technical 

change is all about. In the words of Thirwell and Kennedy (57): 

tI ••• the process of technical change is of vital interest. The 

reader of this survey may well have been struck by the apparent 

thinness of studies in this field as compared to macro-economic 

production functions • 

••• most of the research an technical progress is American. In 

Great Britain there is obvious scope for ••• micro studies which 

seek to examine the process of technical change in a disaggregated 

way. At present the evidence in this country and elsewhere seems 

to be incQ1clusive Q1 such fundamental issuee ••• If firm judge-

ments are to be made ••• there is no substitute for more and more 

research both in the testing of general hypotheses and of the 

case study variety ••• research an the process of technical change _ 

especially ••• en the determinants of the speed of diffusien of 



innovations - could be very fruitful". 

Gold (58) considers that the most urgent needs in the study of 

ir.novation centre around 1. The development of concepts of 

technological cr.ange and of measures of their effects which 

would facilitate more"effective probing of the complex re1atian-

ships to be identified and appraised. 2. The development of an 

analytical framework that will break open the 'black box' which, 

in conventional analysis, covers the stages of adaptive inter-

actions between the initial impacts of innovations on physical 

inputs and their eventual effects en physical outputs and costs _ 

and that will extend the analysis to consider further effects 

within and beyond the plant and firm. 3. The accumulation of an 

expanding array of empirical findings reflecting a variety of 

technological innovations and industrial cantexts in order to 

replace the prevailing oversimplifications of popular mythology 

and ad hoc theorising. 

Regarding the pool of case study material Gold says: 

". •• the analytical framework which has been focused primarily on 

the individual firm up to this point tmlst be placed within the 

larger economic context composed of: competitors constituting the 

industry; the labour capital and material supplied from which the 

firm's inputs are drawn; the buyers whose tastes and purchasing 

power shape shifts in demand; and even broader influences 

exercised by competing industries and various levels of govemment". 

In respect of the analytical problems found in a burgecning area 

of study Gold notes: 

"Input - output measurements are essentially a means of aummarizing 

the results of complex activity systems rather than the basis for 

understanding or managing the intricate and usually highly 
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specialised processes involved. Indeed such measurements are 

likely to become useful only as a result of progressive under

standing of whatever system is of CQ'lcem - for cnly in that 

wa:y can we learn which variables are important for particular 

ccr.trol or evaluative purposes. In short ••• when we do not 

underst~~d the ~stem ••• we car~ot devise strategically 

significant measures of its 'productivity' or 'efficiency' or 

determine its production functicn". 

vii. Literature Review - Summ~ 

The foregoing review has ex~ined the ways in which economists 

have, or have not, treated the subject of technical change. 

The examination has two purposes; to indicate the diversity of 

approaches and, secondly, to substantiate the challenge that 

these treatments had been inadequate. The central flaw of 

classical analysis was that it treated the subject of technical 

cha~ge in a ,iecemeal fashion within the structure of several 

different theories instead of treating it in its own right as a 

separate theory. Marx, on the other hand, made technical change 

the lynchpin of his theory but confined his analysis largely to 

one erroneous premise - that technical change cQ'ltained a labour 

saving bias. Neo-classical eccnomists tended to ignore technical 

change in a general neglect of problems of long term development. 

Schumpeter is the exception in that from the publication of 

Economic Development at the turn of the century until the 

publication of Business Cycles in 1938 he expounded, like Marx, 

the theory that the capitalist process was generated by the process 

of technical change. Schumpeter, however, in keeping with the 

Austrian Subjectivist School, clung to traditional analysis at a 

time when academio interest was centred on the use of the tools of 
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the physical sciences in ecCil anic!!. Partly for this reason and 

also due to its publication being preceeded by the General Theory, 

Schumpeter's work failed to stimulate serious treatment of 

technical change by eCCilomists. Micro and macro producticn 

functicns, and subsequently economic growth models, tended to pay 

lip service to the importance of technical change, but found 

fundamental problems in incorporating them wi thin their models 

whilst retaining any resemblence to reality. As a result, main

stream economics has tended to treat technology as • given I or 

'exogenous' which is totally inadequate. Probably because of 

frustaticn at this sidelining of technical change in economic 

theory proper, in the last decade or so an attempt has been made 

to give serious consideration to innovation. This work is still 

in its formative stage and the corpus of knowledge assembled has 

been almost wholly through a case stu~ t,rpe methodology. 

Increasingly, however, treatmer,ts of technical change are based en 

the formulation and testing of abstract hypotheses. 

5. The Empirical Study 

The nature of the hypotheses to be tested and the evidence of the 

literature review suggest that the most appropriate focus of study 

would be a traditional British industry with an unglamorous 

l.n..l')ovatory record. The UK can-making industry, while not 

particularly long establis.~ed, is the archetypal mundane and 

unexciting industry. The end product of the industry would appear 

so humble as not to warrant serious academic ccnsideraticn. The 

innovative record of the industry is, to say the least, superficially 

unspectacular. Not surprisingly, therefore, there appears to have 

been no consideration of the UK can-making industry as a sui table 
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subject for the basis of academic enquiry. Review of the 

Eri tish and American dissertaticn index, again, indicates that 

the can-making industry has not been used as the object of 

empirical academic study. The objectives of the research 

suggested that the co-operation of industrial organizations was 

essential; in this respect the chosen area seemed to pose 

considerable research problems because the UK packaging industry 

in general and the ca."'l-making industry in particular, is noted 

for its 'closed' outlook. A consequence of this attitude within 

the industry is that can-making is completely devoid of generally 

available statistics about its operations. Metal Box, the UK's 

and Europe's leading packaging company, and the second lare-est 

can-make::- in the world, exemplify this outlook. The success of 

the empirical research therefore hinged an penetration of this 

cloak of secrecy. It was considered essential that, in the 

absence of secondary data, the UK can-making industry agreed to a 

detailed examination of its innovative record, and its relation

ships with associated industries. 

6. Sum:nary and Ccnclusions 

Technological innovation is worthy of academic study prinCipally 

because of its role in wealth creaticn, or eccnomic welfare; 

technical change offers the only plausible long term strategy for 

improving human welfare in industrial societies. 

Despite a recognition by academics of the important role of 

industrial innovation, mainstream eccnomics in the post-W?~ era 

has sidelined technical change to the stratus of a • residual t or 

'exogenous' factor. Recent attempts to develop a distinct 'theory 

of innovation' have been severely restricted because the available 
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studies are scanty, and they tend to be piecemeal. Hypotheses en 

the nature of innovation have inevitably been influenced by the 

methodology and character of the research which has been undertaken. 

This has predominantly been of the case study variety and has 

tended to focus on specific, major innovations, usually within 

'glamorous' or high technology industries. This has encouraged the 

belief that innovaticn is essentially cCllcerned with radical change, 

and that the most innovative fir~s and industries are those with a 

strong science base or those which are highly capital intensive. 

This study examines the view that teclmical change is essentially a 

process, a stream of incremental innovation, with only occasional 

radical change. It argues that this change is evolutimary rather 

than revolutionary. It is argued that to understand the "process of 

innovation" me must foresake the single innovation, case study 

methodology and examine the development of an industry over time; 

innovation CaI".not be studied in isolation, an inte:::-industry or 

'systems' perspective is necessary because change in one part of an 

industry affects another. The perspective adopted attempts to 

include those competitive and complementary activities upon which 

innovatim in the focal firm or industry is likely to impact, and 

possibly produce a response, which in turn may generate a further 

change in the innovating firm or industry. One of the most 

important responses to an innovation, it is held, is the diffusion 

process. The extent to which an innovation is adopted or imitated 

is held to be the best measure of its worth. 

To examine the above hypotheses a detailed historical examination 

of industrial development within a traditional industrial 

classification has been undertaken. The innovative record of the 
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tinplate and can-making industries since the turn of the eighteenth 

century has been examined. The innovaticn that has taken place is 

analysed from the perspective of the technological needs of the 

industries themselves, and from the industrial structure from which 

they evolved. From this analysis it is hoped to gain insight into 

the nature of innovaticn and its role in industrial development. 
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CRAFTER II 

HISTORICAL BA cr:GI~mm 



Section A: The TechnoloeY of Tinplate Manufacture ,8,o-,Q32 

1. Introduction 

The established method of manufacturing tinplate in Britain at the 

end of the period under discussion differed little in principle from 

that employed at the time of the birth of the canning industry in 

1810. At that time Britain had not only an indigenous tinplate 

industry producing 150,000 boxes (112 sheets of 20 in. x 14 in. per box) 

of the material each year, but was also exporting significant quantities 

to the continent of EUrope. This was a noteworthy achievement in 

view of t he fact that it had been found necessary to institute a 

protective tarrif against imports from Germany in 1706, following a 

number of abortive attempts to successfully manufacture the product 

in England and Wales. 

Although the tarrif of 1706 may have facilitated the foundation of 

a home tinplate industry, the competitive strength of that industry 

was due to the technological lead t~.ken in Britain. The original 

method of manufacturing tinplate for tinning was to heat the prepared 

iron bars in the forge, to mechanically hammer them into plates and, 

finally, to hand beat them to a smooth finish using a tilt hammer. 

This final operation required the benefit of experience, a factor 

which would have seriously limited the potential early growth of the 

domestic industry. The production of smooth, flat plates from iron 

was not, however, a problem peculiar to the tinplate industry. This 

same problem had been overcome in other branches of the iron trade 

by the development of the wate:r-driven rolling mill; the application 

of this British innovation to the manufacture of blackplates overcame 

an important constraint on the British industry. This development. 

which took place in South Wales in 1728, represented the first 

mechanization of tinplate since the mechanical ha.mmer. 
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The rollL~g of iron slabs; or 'tinplate bars' as they were kno~~, 

was followed by a number of accommodating innovations. The sequence 

of operations which hot bar rolling instituted became kno~~ as the 

'hot-pack' procesz. Despite the slow but reasonably continuous 

development of this production method into the 1950's it remained 

recognisably the same. It is, therefore, principally with the 

evolution of the hot-pack process that we are here concerned. 

In view of the modifications which the process underwent it is 

not pos~ible to give a detailed description of ~ hot-pack process. 

~oreover, developments proceeded throughout the induetry at an 

alar~ingly tL~even rate and with critical diffusion problems. 

At anyone time there was, conse~~ently, an enormous variation 

amongst the existing practitioners. However, if one takes the 

'het-pack' process to refer to the complete sequence of operations 

from the forge through to the final despatch of plates, and not only 

to the eperations undertaken to produce the required gauge of base 

material, then it becomes analytically tenable to consider the 

1810-1939 hot-pack period in Britain as in two phases. The death 

knell of the first period was so~~ded by the introduction of steel 

in place of iron and by developments in the end uses of tinplate. 

These production and marketing factors exerted pressure for change 

on the technology of tinplate manufacture. The first of the two 

pr~ses of the hot-pack period began its demise arotL~d 1870. Within 

the second epoch it is necessary to consider the United States' 

experience; in the first quarter of the twentieth century the 

Americans were more concerned with the replacement rather than the 

improvement of the hot-pack method. This development did not materialise 

in the UK until 1938, but since this was a straightforward case of 

international technological diffusion one must, to understand the 
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background to post-war British developments, examine the American 

origins. 

2. 1810 - Circa ,870 

1. Hot Hand-rol1in~ 

One of the clearest differences between the manufacture of tinplate 

in the first half century or SO of can-making and that subsequently 

practised was in the organization of production. In the earlier 

period the making of tinplate was considered to commence with the 

actual production of the 'tinplate bar' from wrought iron. This is 

as would be expected since the charcoal forge or puddling furnace 

in which the iron bar was produced was usually on the same 61 te and 

attached to the rolling area. Similarly, the area in which the plates 

were fabricated was a.djoined to the section in which the coating of 

tin was applied. The manufacture of tinplate was, therefore, a 

predominantly vertically integrated operation undertaken in three 

stages. The forge and the rolling arpa comprised the 'mill' and the 

final stage the 'tinhouset • 

Despite the apparent homogeneity of the product, commercial tinplate 

is not, nor has it ever been, produced to any pre-determined specification. 

The tinplate produced by the hot-pack process was to satisfy specific 

customer requirements and was not despatched from existing stocks. 

Consequently, the first stage :in the hot-pack process was the production 

of iron bars of a length commensurate with the final dimensions required 

in the plate. From the long bar form in which the iron was forged 

were cut the so determined short lengths which were then passed on to 

the rolling mill. 

The mill consisted of a number of cast iron mill-rolls arranged in 

sets of two. Each set of rolls operated in a fashion not unlike the 
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early hand operated clothes wringer. The rollerman took the iron 

bar and passed it through the first set of rolls. This was continued 

until the bar was converted to a plate of the required dimensions. 

This concluded the first stage of the rolling operation. The iron 

was then re-heated to its original temperature in the furnace and 

re-rolled; on completion of this second working the 'pack' operation 

commenced. The iron plate was folded over and flattened by the use 

of doubling shears. "The "Doubles", as this folded plate was known, 

was then re-heated and the process of wrestling the plate through 

the rolls re-comrnenced. This further extended the plates and reduced 

their gauge. A further doubling was then performed and the uneven 

ends cut off by the use of squaring shears. If the required gauge 

had by then been attained the pack was complete and ready for final 

working in the finishing roll. Usually, however, the process of 

heating, rolling, doubling and shearing was continued until 'eights' 

were produced. The packing stage of the hot-pack process was then 

complete apart from the final separation of the sheets. At this stage 

holes or surface' imperfections would appear on the plate if there 

was undue difficulty in separation; indeed, the plates were sometimes 

all but welded together. To reduce the likelihood of this eventuality 

the rolled and re-rolled sheets would be separated before each bout 

in the furnace. 

The production of good quality blackplate of the desired gauge by 

such mechanistic methods was Dot the stultifying task it might seem. 

The process required considerable physical strength at ma.w points, 

and where this was not B? women or boys were often employed. 

Estimating the amount of rolling required to convert the iron to 

blackplate with the minimum wastage or 'wasters'. as below standard 

plates were termed, was the critical operation in the mill and one 

, , 
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that necessitated considerable skill and experience. 

The blackplate produced by hot rolling required further treatment 

before it was in a suitable condition to take its coating of tin. 

Before transfer to the tir~ouse it was necessary to improve on the 

characteristics of the material and also to alleviate some of the 

undesirable effects of the hot rolling. 

ii. Pickling 

The last of these preparatory processes was that of 'pickling'. 

E¥en by 1810 this term, like 'blackplate', was an anachronism. 

In past times the separated pack had been immersed in fermented barley 

water to remove rust, the process thus being referred to in the trade 

as pickling. In the early decades of the canning industry, while the 

problem of a film of scale and oxide still remained after the plate 

had been fabricated, barley water had been dispensed with as a form 

of treatment. Dilute Muriatic acid was adopted as a picY~ing agent 

in the second half of the eighteenth century, whilst in 1829 a sulphuric 

acid pickling process was patented by one Thomas Morgan. The plates 

were individually placed into troughs containing this acidic solution 

and left to steep for about ten hours. They were then transferred to 

a second trough containing a mixture of sulphuriC acid and water and 

agitated for about an hour to acquire a bright surface free from black 

spots. The pickled plates were then put in pure water and scoured 

with hemp and sand, followed by a final rinsing in clean water. 

iii. Annealin~ 

The brittle temper of the material produced in the rolling mill is 

illustrated b.y the frequene.y of the breaking of plates, this was always 

a problem during the early hot-pack period. To help impart the ductile 

qualities necessary for subsequent fabrication of the plate into useful 
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articles it was necessary to 'soften' the material. The technique 

by which this quality is imparted is known as annealing. Annealing 

was an intrinsic part of the hot-pack process but its execution became 

increasingly elaborate over the years. The earliest method had been 

to heat the plates and then simply allow them to coolon the mill 

floor. However, as small grain size became recognized as important 

to good surface finish so box annealing became commonplace. This, 

basically, involved slowly heating batches of blackplate on iron 

stillages, followed by equally gradual cooling in a stationary 

furnace. 

iv. Cold Rolling 

To further produce the uniform characteristics required in the material 

the blackplate was subjected to its third and final preparatory treatment, 

cold-rolling. This process was not unlike the hot-rolling performed 

earlier, nor did the rolls themselves differ greatly in appearance. 

The aim of cold rolling was to iron out any surface irregularities. 

To achieve this it was essential that the rolls also be maintained 

to a smooth, highly polished finish. As in the previous hot-rolling 

several passes were necessary, though in the cold rolling process an 

extra, third, set of rolls was used. 

v. ,,'hit e Annealinp.; 

The cold working, unfortunately, counteracted some of the qualities 

imparted in the original annealing, partially returning the plate 

to its previous bard condition. To reintroduce this lost ductility 

the plates were given a second annealing. This was largely a repetition 

of the earlier treatment except that the temperature and the length 

of time required in the furnace were both reduced. 
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vi. r.'hite Pickling 

Dlring the final annealing process oxide film may have re-a.ppeared 

on the plate. To remove any such contamination the blackplate was 

given a final pickling. The reduced nature of the problem is again 

reflected, this time in the lower concentrate of acid used. These 

last two finishing processes were known as 'white' annealing and 

'white' pickling to distinguish them from the earlier 'black' 

annealing and 'black' pickling; the nomenclature may have been 

intended to suggest the appearance of the blackplate at each stage 

or, perhaps, the intensity of the differenct treatments. 

vii. Cl ean sing 

After pickling the plates were washed with clean water and then 

deposited in a water bath, or trough, where they were left fully 

immersed until oonveyed to the tinhouse. 

viii. Tinning 

Only one method of tinning was used in ~ritain throughout the 1810-

1938 period - the process known as 'hot-dipping'. The subsequent 

innovations which led to the demise of the manufacture of tinp1ates 

in pack form did not in themselves technically nec~ssitate the abandonment 

of the hot-dip process; as a result the two processes have retrospectively 

been regarded as distinct. In the nineteenth century, however, the 

two were regarded as different stages of the same operation. 

In the earliest recorded manufacture of tinplate in Bohemia in the 

thirteenth century the material was produced ~ dipping the prepared 

plate in molten tin. In the period 1810 to 1870 the hot-dipping 

technique retained most of its earlier characteristics, despite the 

accumulation of minor changes. The tinning process entailed a multi-stage 
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operation involving a number of different pots all of which contained, 

in the main, grease, molten tin or some mixture thereof into each 

of which the plates were individually dipped with the help of tongs. 

For the moment, one may summarise hot-dipping as·the sequence of 

operations by which was effected the alloying of tin with iron, the 

ar~ealing of the alloyed plates and, finally, the cleaning of those 

plates. The thickness of the tin coating deposited depended primarily 

on the length of time the plate was left in the pot of hot grease. 

The extent of the excess of tin on the plates was somewhat reduced 

by wiping them with a hemp brush on emerging from the tinpot. As 

practised this process relied wholly on hand labour; it produced 

a plate whose ti~ coating was excessive for the vast majority of 

purposes, if not all, for which it was required; a coating whose 

surface was never uniform; and a coating whose application was time 

consuming. The actual tin content of tinplate at this time was over 

ten per cent. 

iX. Summary 

The above description of the hot-pack process between 1810 and 1870 

includes all the essential aspects. The'sequence of operations described; 

heating rollir.g shearing, packing, black pickling, black annealing, 

cold-rolling, white annealing, white-pickling and tinning remained 

as constituent elements throughout the 1810-1939 era. To g,ynthesize 
. 

the art of tinplate manufacture over a sixty year period, as has been 

attempted, is bound to suggest a sharper break in an historical trend 

than was in fact the case. If one were to go further and cite one 

single salient feature of the art during the earlier periOd it would 

have to be it s manual nature. 
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3. c.1870-19:9 

i. lntroduct:i an 

ThE' Bri Ush tinplate industry between 1870 and 1939 may be said to 

be characterized by the 'mechar.izati(n of the hot-pack process'. 

This description lmlst be interpreted in the context of the definition 

of 'hot-packing' as the complete tinplate making sequence. From ~~e 

technical point of view hot-dippine waS the crux of the tinplate 

makL1'1g operation. Even allowing for earlier comment on the tilt 

hammer, the actual depositing of tte tin onto the fir"ished black

plate had always been the most technologically dema1'1ding operation 

involved. An inability to successfully tin sheets had been a major 

factor in the failure to establish 2 British tinplate industry in 

the s~v~1'1teenth century. If the quality of hot-dipped plate had 

remained at its pre-1870 level of sophistication it wO'lld have 

effectively barred the growth of a can-making industry using mass 

production methods which was also based an tinplate. There is, 

consequently, good reason for regarding the deposition of the tin 

onto its ferrous base as the kernel of the tinplate making p~ocess. 

A clear account of the technical chf.r.ee which took place after C.1870 

may be achieved by summarising the developments in their manufacturing 

sequence, even if somewhat at the expense of the chronological order. 

ii. The Steel Base 

The break in trends in tinplate bar production that occurred around 

1870 was the introduction of steel. Iran was first replaced by steel 

~ tinplate manufacture in 1856 when the experimental Bessemer steel 

making process was introduced by Bessemer, Phillips and Smith of Llanelly. 

This, however, proved to be premature birth and the tinplate produced 

from this trial steel only served to create an unfavourable climate 
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of opinion as regards the potential of steel as a base metal for tin

plate. A tinplate industry based on steel bad to wait until 1810 

when Sir William Siemens introduced the Siemens open-hearth steel 

making process at his Llandore works in South Wales. This may be 

regarded as the first successful commercial exploitation of steel 

in tinplate. Siemens' steel quickly became recognized as an acceptable 

substitute for high quality charcoal iron in tinplate manufacture. 

Although Bessemer steel became available for tinplate manufacture in 

1880 the tinplate manufacturers opted, by and large, to use open hearth 

steel. Bessemer steel was regarded as a less satisfactory product 

by the tinplate makerE but was used to replace the lower quality 

puddles iron in tinplatf; manufacture. Siemens steel, which did not 

entail erecting a blast furnace, required a comparatively small capital 

outlay and did not necessitate large scale production, was the salient 

factor in the complete ousting of iron in tinplate by 1900. 

In the evolution of the hot-pack process the introduction of this 

mild steel was most important as regards the organization of the three 

integrated production compartments. With the success of steel the 

forges and furnaces adjoining the South Wales tinplate works became 

obsolete. Since steel was produced at its own locations a separation 

in the tinplate industry was effected. By 1900 it was the norm for 

tinplate to be produced by units independent of steel or iron-making 

facilities. 

i1i. The RollinG Mill 

As a result of the eep::a.ration of steel making from tinplate making 

in the last decades of the nineteenth century, the rolling mill came 

to be regarded as the first stage in the manufacture of tinplate. 

This was the only major innovation concerning the rolling mill until 
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the ver,y end of the period. There was, as is often the case in all 

manufacturing processes, minor improvements in the utilisation of 

existing methods of production. One invention applicable in the 

rolling mill to be made in the late nineteenth century which was 

considered highly promising at the time was a mechanical device 

for separating the pack of blackplates. This particularly troublesome 

operation was also the objeot of further mechanical ingenuity throughout 

the first half of the twentieth century. However, the original Williams 

and White invention, nor any of those that followed it, ever gained 

widespread acceptance. The use of steam power in tinplate works, 

which was first adopted at Siemens Llandore works in 1850, was r&pidly 

diffused in the late nineteenth centu~. This innovation affected 

the location of new tinplate works rather than the methods of production. 

The method of preparing the rough blackplate for tinning, while it 

was not subject to any revolutionar,y change, was significantly improved 

upon. It has alrea~v been shown that these operations had been the 

subject of 'enhancement' type innovations ever since the establishment 

of tinplate making in Britain. Such developments had included, in 

particular, the invention of the 'Crease-pot' by ?o~oseley in 1745. 

In 1850 steam heated pickling vats were first introduced to replace 

the heavy leaden pots hitherto used, but the innovation which heralded 

the mechanization of the pre-tinning department was that of the pickling 

machine in 1874. This machine, which replaced hand pickling and 

subsequent cleaning, allowed the plat es to be treated quickly and in 

bulk. The central device of the pickling machine was the steam powered 

cradle, operated by a valve. This was so called because of its rocking 

motion which imparted movement to the vertically stacked plates thus 

allowing all round immersion in the acid and water baths. The machine 
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also economised on the consumption of acid. White pickling was done 

in like fashion in a second machine. The pickling operation took 

about five minutes and used hydrochloric acid. 

The annealing operation was also improved during this period ~ both 

mechanization and also b,y furnace design. Previously the sti11ages 

of tinplate were manhandled in and out of the furnaces. A variety 

of mechanical methods were invented which led to the displacement 

of labour from this operation. The' Dressler muffle furnace was the 

first advance on stationary' in and out' annealing in which the 

plates were deposited in the furnace and withdrawn ten or twelve hours 

later. The Dressler furnace was built over a railed way on which 

bogies of tinplate would be mechanically pushed in. By generating 

maximum heat in the middle of the furnace each consignment of plates, 

successively pushed along ~J the following bogie, passed through the 

full cycle of heating, holding and cooling and emerged annealed. 

iv. The Ti~~ou~e 

The centre of the break in trends in tinplate manufacture, i.e. excluding 

the production of the base metal, during the 1870' s was to be found 

inside the tinhouse. Mechanical change in the tinning department 

tackled all the failings of established hot-dipping mentioned earlier. 

The introduction of machines to apply the coating to the b1ackplate 

had profound effects upon the organization of the tinhouse operation, 

but its most important feature was the improvemen~ it produced in the 

quality of the tin layer. The tinhouse revolution begain in 1866 

when the ~orewood tinning process was introduced. This innovation 

embodied a number of significant changes in hot-dip practices, but 

its outstanding feature was the coating rolls it incorporated. These 

rolls were placed in the grease-pot thereb,y controlling the crucial 
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variable, the duration of the tinning operation. The Morewood 

process also aided the fusion of the base metal with the tin by using 

palm oil instead of grease in the first stage of its operation. 

The Morewood innovation ~~s followed b,y further improvements such as 

the ~dne,y duplex pot which increasingly mechanized. while never . . 

basically altering, the hot-dip process. The Lydney duplex pot 

was based on the Morewood principle but b,y employing an extra pot 

apparently enabled the speed of production to be doubled. Morewood's 

palm oil was itself subsequently replaced as a tinning flux by zino 

chloride. This changeover in turn facilitated the adoption of the 

fully mechanical tinning pot the first of which, the Taylor and Leyshon 

pot. was introduced in 1882. 

The final treatment given to the plate in the tinhouse is the cleaning 

and dusting performed on ey.it from the tinning machines. Rere again 

mechanical devices were introduced to replace hand labour. 

The impact of this proliferation of innovation on the tinplate industr,y 

in the last quarter of the nineteenth century is borne out by the 

record of the industry. 
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TABLE I 

Year Production Value A. vera.(e Price 
(Tons) £.) 

1861 78,906 2,060,410 26.11 

1872 118,083 3,806,973 32.24 

1877 153,226 3,033,126 19.80 

1882 265,039 4,642,125 17.51 

1887 353,506 4,792,854 13.56 

1881* 448,379 7,166,655 15.98 

1892 395,449 5,330,216 13.48 

1893 379,172 4,991,300 13.16 

1894 353,928 4,338,786 12.26 

1895 366,120 4,239,193 11.58 

4:* American import tarrif set. 

The theme of the tec~~ical activity in the later decades of the 

nineteenth century continued throughout the early decades of the 

twentieth. Outside the tinplate industry the steel base, which in 

itself contributed to better hot dipping, was continually improved 

upon. In the mill and t inhouse too the machines were upgra.ded and 

added to. The initiative in technical development, however, was 

taken by the burgeoning American industry and throughout the first 

half of the century the technological gap between :Britain and the 

United States widened. The mechanical 'leaf' doubler was invented 

by L.e. Steele in 1911 and commercially exploited in America four 

years later. The notable Welsh invention of this time was the automatic 

combined feeding, pickling, swilling, tinning and cleaning machine 
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of Thomas and Davies. In America further technical developments 

proceeded in rapid succession and included stoker fired coal furnaces, 

continuous pair and pack furnaces, mechanical catchers and pilers, 

and an assortment of conveying tables. Two reasons can be advanced 

why these developments were pioneered in the United States. The 

I 
first was the intransigence of the Welsh tinplate worker toward labour 

! saving improvements and his general liking for restrictive practices; 

: the Welsh tinplate industry was the first and most highly inionized 

in Britain. The second argument concerns industrial structure. The 

Welsh industry was characterized b.7 a plethora of tinplate works in 

marked contrast to its American counterpart. Within seven years of 

the establishrnent of the US industry most of the small inC'ependent 

mills were banding themselves together into large combines. It is 

this factor which has been cited as principally responsible for 

American world pre-eminence in the iron and steel industry in general 

and the subsequent revolutionary innovations in sheet and tinplate 

manufacture. This concentration had important implications for the 

last phase of development in the 1810-1939 period - the hot-strip mill. 

Before turning to this development one may s~mmarize the break in trends 

which occureed around 1870 as the introduction of steel and the 

consequent 'shortening' of the tinplate manufacturin£ sequence and, , 

also, the mechanization of many mill and tinhouse operations. 

4. The American Tinplate Revolution 

i. Introduction 

While the Welsh industry was falling behind its new competitor across 

the Atlantic within the parameters of traditional tinplate technoloey, 

the American manufacturers were busily exploring the possibilities of 

a new process which had the potential to completely shift the existing 

technological horizon. This process was the move to the continuous 
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production of leng1hs of steel in 'hot Strip mills'. Although 

experiments in continuous production were being undertaken quite 

widely, the first tangible indicator of things to come appears to 

have occurred in 1902 when steel was produced in strip form in 

Pensylvannia. This was not a continuous process, and narrow as 

opposed to wide strip was involved. The operation was not a 

commercial success and was abandoned after two years. 

The hot strip produced at a number of locations in the United Sta.tes 

during the first quarter of the twentieth century continued to be 

too narrow to allow the further reduction in gauge necessary for 

tinplate uses. American mill-oWT!ers remained convinced however, 

that continuous strip was desirable for tinplate production and, 

more importantly, that the new process would, when perfected, be 

economically suited to American manufacturing and market conditions. 

(The confidence of the tinplate owners was not, however, the main 

impetus to the development, this came from the rapidly expanding 

motor-car industry). 

Whatever the desires of tinplate makers the successful commercial 

exploitation of hot strip for tinplate production was reliant on 

further developments in a wider industrial context. General advances 

in the technology of mechanical and electrical engineering particularly 

in the areas of rolls and bearings, lubrication, control and automation 

would have to be made first. These developments came together in the 

mid-1920's to facilitate the high speed production of continuous hot 

rolled strip and its further reduction to tinplate gauges. 

The actual culmination of this quarter century of development materialised 

in 1924 and 1926 when continuous wide hot strip was produced in Xentuc~ 
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and Pensylvannia respectively. This was quickly followed in 1927 

by the first production of hot rolled strip for tinplate manufacture 

on the Republic Steel Corporation's mill at Warren, Ohio. This, in 

turn, was followed in the same year b.Y the first production of hot 

strip b,y a tinplate manufacturer at the works of the American Sheet 

and Tin Plate Company, Gary, Indiana. These units rolled steel slabs 

unlike unsuccessful predecessors which had continued to use tinplate 

bars. Despite this success these advances continued to be more pertinent 

to other steel using industries because hot strip was not in its present 

form suited to use for tinplate. The strip still bad to be cut into 

sheets and hand rolled on the conventional hot mill to reduce it to 

t inp la t e g'c:\.uge r.; • 

. ii. The Hot-Strip Mill 

The hot-strip mill in itself only replaced the preliminary hand rolling 

operations but the chain of events it either accelerated or set in 

motion constituted a complete revolution of both the steel base 

manufacturing sequence and the tinplate industry. Prior to the two 

installations of 1927 all tinplate was still made from the bar b.Y 

hot-pack rolling in two-high band mills, batch pickled, box annealed 

and coated b.Y hot dippinb. The hot strip mill signalled the beginning 

of the continuous production of tinplate which would give a product 

of lower unit cost and incomparably greated uniformity and reliability. 

Exactly where the tinplate manufacturing sequence is considered to 

begin under the continuous method is determined to some extent by the 

degree of integration of the production operations and locations. 

Strictly speaking the sequence begins at the blast furnace stage where 

the pig iron and other materials are converted into steel. Sinoe only 

a minority of the output of these prim.ry units goes forward to be 
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made into tinplate it is more realistic to consider the hot -strip 

mill where the steel ingots first enter the rolling process as the 

initial operation, (this is less applicable to the UK situation). 

At the entry to the rolling mill the large ingots of around five 

tons weight were first rolled in a reversing mill to slabs of around 

5 in. x 36 in. The slabs were then heated in recuperative pusher 

type furnaces before being passed to the basic producing unit of 

the process of the hot strip mill for further reduction towards 

tinplate gauges. The rolls in the mill varied between installations, 

but always incorporated was a series of four-high rolls the number 

and arrangements of which was optional. Ever.y mill, though, performed 

two basic operations - roughing and finishing. The roughing section 

may only have consisted of one mill in some of the very early plants 

but three - six was the norm. In the roughing mill the slab was 

reduced to something around 1 in. in gauge whilst its width was 

controlled. If a number of sets of rolls was used to accomplish 

this reduction then the elongated slab was held on a holding table 

between each successive mill stand. The strip was then passed through 

the finishing stands of similar design and typically six in number 

at which it was given its final hot reduction. Strip passed through 

these mills continuously i.e. there was no holding table between the 

rolls. The additional reduction was less at each successive mill 

stand, this was accomplished by reducing the duration of time spent 

in each stand. To achieve this necessitated a complicated 

synchronization system if the strip was not to buckle between stands. 

On exit from the final stand the strip was allowed to cool before 

being sheared or coiled. The final dimensions of the hot rolled band 

varied according to the design of the installation. The hot strip 
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mill built at Butler, Pensylvannia in 1926 rolled a band of 36 in. 

wide, the following two at Cary and Warren rolled widths of 26 in. 

and 42 in. respectively. The thickness and lengths of the band also 

varied, a range of .01 to .1 in. covered the typical range, whilst 

the Cary Tin Mill prodcued a band 180 ft. long. These early mills 

aimed at a maximum throughput of 1000 ft. per minute, with a rolling 

capacity of 100 to 125 tons per hour. 

iii. Cold Reduction 

As long as it remained necessary to feed hot rolled strip through 

the old hand mills to reduce it to final tinplate gauges, the 

advantages of the new method to the tinplate producer were dubious. 

The substitution of the continuous cold reduction process for the 

hand-mill method was the most important development in the manufacture 

of tinplate for two hundred years, i.e. since the tilt hammer was 

replaced by the r~nd mill itself. 

The successful reduction of the hot rolled band to tinplate gauges 

in a continuous operation was based on the back-up roll principle first 

patented in 1863. This patent referred to the fact that the smaller 

the diameter of the roll the less is the pressure required to produce 

any given reduction. A four-high mill is capable of exploiting this 

principle by employing a larger back-up roll to provide the necessary 

resistance to deflection. For small to medium outputs a single stand 

reversing mill may be used for cold reduction; to serve the outputs 

of the continuous hot strip mill a multi-stand tandem mill is usually 

favoured. The first such mill designed to manufacture tinplate was 

commissioned by the Wheeling Steel Corporation at their Yorkville, Ohio, 

plant in 1929. In 1933 the American Sheet and Tin Plate Company 

installed the first single stand f~high reversing mill for tinplate 

making. 
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The throughput of these mills ~~s comparable to their hot-strip 

count erpart s. 

Cold reduction radically altered the method of manufacture but it also 

represented a major product innovation. Not only did it effect gauge 

reduction but improved the shape, flatness, surface finish and mechanical 

properties of the plate. It also led to greater shearing accura~, 

reduction of waste and a major reduction in the frequency of 'wasters'. 

An important impact of the adoption of cold reduction was felt at the 

blast furnace stage; in the hot-pack process it had been necessary to 

use steel having a phosphorous content of between .07 and .10 per cent 

if sticking or welding of the plates was to be contained. As this was 

not a problem in the cold reduced product it w~s possible to use lower 

phosphorous steel. This is inherently softer, more ductile and has 

increased corrosion resietance. 

iv. Ancillary Tecl'mical Development s 

The repercussions of a fundamental change to the kernel of any major 

manufacturing process are likely to be considerable, this was certainly 

so with hot strip rolling and continuous cold reduction. Over and above 

the implicatons for the blast furnace stage the new rolling methods 

generated accommodating, complimentary and parallel innovations within 

the tin mills. The accommodating category refers to those additional 

processes which are actually necessary to exploit an innovation. An 

obvious necessity was the adoption of welding techniques to join the 

hot rolled bands into continuous coils and, similarly, improved shearing 

d€vices for cutting the coils up into plates for hot dipping, and also 

coiling and uncoiling devices. A further requirement wa~ the removal 

of the hard and brittle oxide scale after bot strip rolling so as to 

avoid damage to the surface of the plate during cold reduction. This 
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involved the pickling of the tinplate in coil form. Bot strip pickling 

of narrow gauge plate had been successfully undertaken as early as 

1913 and by the advent of cold reduction was developed to a high degree 

of corrmercial sophistication. The introduction of cold reduction simply 

involved a piece of technoligcal transfer within the steel using 

indu£1tries. 

Complimentary innovations refer to developments adopted to enhance a 

new process rather than as technical pre-requisites. The distinction 

between the two types may often be blurred, particularly when commercial 

criteria are included. If continuous annealing had been introduced 

along with continuous rolling and pickling this would perhaps have been 

a case in point. In 1930, however, annealing technology was somewhat 

behind the overall trend in the industry. The old stationary furnaces 

with the sealed boxes of cut sheets which were rolled in and out - or 

through - were only just being replaced by the portable, radiant tube 

furnace. In this newer annealing method coils were stacked three high 

on steel bases and covered with a light steel tube, 'or bell'. The 

bell was then sealed at the base with sand. An outer heating cover 

was then placed over a row of these bells and heat introduced. A 

controlled atmosphere was produced in the inner bell which prevented 

oxidisation and facilitated the production of a steel surface of good 

tinning quality and adequate corrosion resistance. The newer process 

of heating, holding and cooling could still take several days to complete 

its cycle, and so counteract the work hardening involved in the heavy 

cold reduction. The principal advantages of the newer method were in 

fuel and maintenance savings. It was not until 1936 that the solution 

to the time consuming batch method was first introduced by Crown Cork 

and Seal at Baltimore. This was the tower type continuous a~~ealing 
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furnace. This was not adopted to any extent until the post-war period. 

A further complimentary development was that of 'temper rolling'. 

Although this was a new term which came into being with cold reduction 

it did not represent an additional manufacturing process. It referred, 

rather, to the comparable cold rolling element of the hot-pack method 

the purpose of which was to impart the final characteristics to the 

steel base. Its desirability arose because it handled coil continuously, 

it was not, however, an accommodating innovation like continuous pickling 

because the operation could have been performed by a hand mill after 

the ooil had been cut. In temper rolling the ooil was passed through 

two stands of four-high tandem mills. As apparently with all the 

process innovations introduced in the ~~ke of the hot strip mill temper 

rollins had a significant product dimension; as well as the surface 

properties imbued in the plate temper rolling introduced for the first 

time the ability to control the hardness of the steel base exaotly. 

Just as the bot strip mill and cold reduction had their impact on the 

manufacturing sequence SO the accommodating and oomplimentary innovations 

set up secondary ripples of effects. Hot strip pickline and temper 

rolling were such precise, controlled operations that they dispensed 

with the need for white pickling and white annealing, thus effecting 

a shortening of the manufacturing sequence. In the American context 

the cluster of innovations surrounding the hot strip revolotion redUCed 

tinplate making to nine stages. 

1. Rolling of steel ingots to slabs 

2. Slab heating 

3. Hot strip rolling 

4. Hot strip pickling 

5. Cold reduction 
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6. Annealing 

7. Temper rolling 

8. Coil preparation and shearing 

9. Bot dip tinning. 

v. Wider implications 

Cold reduction offered tremendous advantages due to economies of scale 

but it was also very capital intensive and greatly increased the optimum 

plant size. It became desirable as a result to construct fully integrated 

steel works to exploit these economies. The concentration of ownership 

in the American Tinplate industry put it in a strong position to adopt 

these innovations and to construct fully integrated units. When cold 

reduction was introduced there were six hot strip mills in the 

United States, by 1939 there were twenty eight. By 1939 every major 

American producer had installed cold reduction mills. Cold reduction 

also stimulated parallel, or competitive, innovation in the hot-pack 

sector because initially many prod~cers did not possess the necessary 

technical expertise to convert immediately to the new technology. 

These producers therefore set about and achieved considerable improvement 

in their traditional methods by embraCing what were in the context of 

the hot-pack process radical changes. The increased efficiency they 

obtained was principally due to thermal and mechanical alterations. 

Lower metalloid steel was also given more prominence and although not 

comparable with the cold reduced alternative did lead to considerably 

improved standards in the hot-pack product. The traditional methods 

lingered on in the US into the post-war period but this was not due 

to any hopes of ultimate competitiv~ness. 

5. British Developments 

Although Britain's first strip mill was not built until 1938 the 

developments within hot-pack technology and a slow move toward 



concentration did have their impact. In 1905, for example, the 

number of employees in the industry was 19,800 and the tonnaee of 

tL~plate p~oduced 664,300; in 1939 the number employed had risen to 

25,000 and the tonnage produced increased to 929,000 tans. A 

significant but hardly dramatic increase in output per head of 10.7 

per cent. 

.. 
The procrastination in the development of a strip mill capacity was 

not out of ignorance of the tec~ology due to American secrecy, 

visits across the Atlru1tic to see the new mills were commonplace. 

The major problem was a doubt as to whether the new methods were 

suitable for UK conditions i.e. whether the British market justified 

a c~,tinuous wide strip mill. Despite concentration in the steel 

industry and the rise of Richard Thomas a..'rld Co. as the dominant firm 

in the tinplate sector the Welsh industry was far too slow to 

reorganize to meet the ch~'rlging domestic a'rld world situation. The 

eventual construction of the Ebbw Vale hot strip mill with an 

a..~:.ua1 capacity of 200,000 tons of tinplate still left the Welsh 

industry in a perilous position to meet the post-war demands of the 

dynal'Ilic :British can-making industry. 

1. Origins 

,AI though man has been only too familiar with the ccnsequences of 

micro-organisms in food for thousands of years, up until comparatively 

recently he never understood the cause of this deterioration. It 

follows, therefore, that the early methods employed to control 

deterioration must have been discovered haphazardly. The pre-science 

teclmiques used are still familiar today - pickling in vinegar, salting, 

the addition of sugar and such like. The common denon:inator amongst 

all these methods 1s that the immediate environment in which the food 
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is held is unsu1 table for the growth of micro-orga.nisms. The principal 

disadvantage of these methods, to a greater or lesser extent. is 

that an environment unsuitable for bacterial growth imparts a change 

in the palletability of the food. 

The basic difference between these earlier methods and the canning 

process is that in the latter the food is held in conditions ideally 

suited to the growth of micro-organisms. The prevention of deterioration ,. 
depends entirely on the elimination by thermal death of any such harmful 

organism capable of growing in the particular food to be packed. 

This heat treatment is effected on the food in ~~ airtight ('hermetically 

sealed') enclosure, thus Freventing the re-entry of spoiling organisms. 

It will be appreciated that food so prepared will keep in an unspoiled 

condi tion for as long as the container performs its function of excluding 

air and, also, as long as the container is of such a material that 

the vessel itself does not affect the food. 

In view of these principles it 1s interesting to note that in the 

Elizabethan era cooks would Freserve cooked meat by placing it in a 

dish in which it was fully immersed in hot gravy. As the gravy cooied 

a 'lid' of dripping was fo~ed on the surface thus creating a type of 

hermetic seal. 

The origin of the union between metal canisters and cooked meat is 

Dot known. It is known, however, that in 1111 a certain Captain Steadman 

recorded in his diary whilst in Guinea an experience strange to him. 

He observed how roasted beef was stored in an edible condition in a 

closed metal canister from which the meat was served. ThoU8h 

Captain Steadman was himself unacquainted with this practice the nature 
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of his descripticn suggests it was no novelty to his hosts. 

Although the inventors of the metal food canister and of hermetic 

food sealing may never be discovered, the title of father of the 

modern calming irJdustry belongs indisputably to the Frenchma."l 

Nicholas Appert. Appert was actively experim~"lting in methods of 

food preservation, a~pare~tly of his own volition, in the last 

decade or so of the eighteenth century. It can be estimated from 
, 

Apperts oml writings that he first used hermetically sealed fooi 

cCJ1tainers in 1791. It is also clear from his writi.l'lgs that 

Appert had a sounc. understanding of the principles of thermal 

food preservatlar. long before Pasteur provided the scia~tific 

proofs. Appert coo.tinued his empirical work in the nineteenth 

century publishir1g 1.'1 1810 his book "L' .Art de Conserver'~ Appert 

described his process as: 
. 

"(1) in enclosing in bottles the substances to be preserved, (2) 

in corking the bottles with the utmost care, for it is chiefly 

~"l this corking that the success of the process depends, (3) in 

submitting these enclosed substances to the action of boiling 

water in a water bath, for a greater or less length cf time, 

according to their nature, and in the manner pointed out with 

respect to each several kinds of substance, (4) in withdrawing the 

bottles from the water bath at the period described". 

Appert was here describing what were to always remain the essentials 

of the food canning ind'Jstry. Although Appert experimented with 

metal receptacles he expressed a preference for glass as the more 

suitable material. In recognition of his work the French 

Govemment rewarded Appert with the sum of 12,000 francs. 
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Ir. the first two yearE or so Dor~in's buzine~E proceeded precariously but 

it was not long before it was on a sure footing. F~s best cuctoeer was 

probably the Adoiralty. Imitators were soon inevitably in the field ~ooe 

of thee, ironically, fo~er e~ployees at the Bernondsey factory. But with 

no acricul tural su..rylus, allied to the hibh price of the canned product, 

the industry coulc not flourish in Britain. End-uscs continued to be 

the E'peciC'::'id e:-:pedi tior .. ary type \!herc fresh food \-IaS not an alternative. 

~hc first c~~ed food did not ~o on sale to the SCLeral public in Ehgland 

~~til 1830, and oLly then at a prohibitive price. It was, ~oreover, very 

~~appetizir.g ar;.d the public were understal'1dably sUEpicious of it. 

L~ the earl:,' decades of can makinG, the vessels were ha..'1d made in the '-linter 

on the packer's pre::lises and filled in the harvesting searOD. There \Jas 

v:irtilally no E'pecialisation a"'ld the dichotomy behleen can-makinG a!1Cl canr..ing 

did not e):ist. (In fact the actual tern 'ca:~ing' '·las not itself coined 

until the 1860's). 

In the early tlanual I:1cthod of production blarJ':S for the body a..'1d end 'vJere 

c~t ty shears fro~ ~hcets of ccored tin~late 14 in. x 20 in. The cut 

pieces ... ;ere then s~pplied to the tin:::r.Ji th \:ho forned the rectancu1ar body 

blarJ: into a cylinder \,i th the help of a roller, hI: then held the body 

Eteady whilst applyir.c the soleer to the carefully overlapped edges of the 

side. After this operatio:;. a :plain disc ""hich had been flangec. 't/ith a 

ha':11:1er and anvil so as to fit neatly over the aperture of the body l/a::; 

soldered on usinG capping irons. In most cases the other end of sioilar 

Ehape and flange was also soldered on at this point and a ve!1t hole an 

inch or less in dianetcr was left for the food to be inserted. In these 

cases a tinplate disc knO\m as a 'stud' was soldered on i::Jmediately after 

filling to seal the vent. From 1833 it became the practice to also leave 
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a very ~mall hole in the stud and before this was sealed, or 'brogged', with a 

drop of solder the ean was heated for a time to expel some of the reoeining 

air. This mall hole also prevented a..'1y bulSing or bursting of the can 

during processir~. Ir. so~c cases a cooplete end wa~ left off a..'1d 

soldered on after fillir.g. This method \<JSS disfavoured because of the 

possibility of co~tamir~tion between the solderir~ area a..'1d the contents. 

Charring of the food was alEo a problem \<lith this tlethod. 

The cans fir~: tlade by this ~d operation could be ttL~.ed out by a skilled 

tins~i th at the rate of five or six per hour. (One may still :e luc}~ 

enoush to see this craft practised by 'tir..kers' in the Hest of Ireland). 

~his essentially remained th~ method of production ~'1til the late 1840's 

thouSh in beb.,reen times bade foot and hand operated oecLanical aid.!:; ,,;ere 

deviGed. By the use of these ~le~entary devices and also presu=.ably by 

virtue of the accunulation of experience it was pozsible to achieve O".:.tputs 

approaching fifty per hour. 

4. l·:echnr.ization of Cal1-Mnl(i~e 

It is at this j"..wct~e thc.t the tremer .. dous divergence bebleen British ar .. d 

~erican oar.ufacturing tlethods origir~ted. AlthouSh the market for thermally 

processed food~ L'1 the Ur.ite~ States was still l~ited, and the ~ajority of 

such produce r.ad up to 1935 been packed ir. glc.ss jars, the America.'1 can 

industry set about rnecha'1ization. 

The first tr~sition to machine po~:ered operations, as opposed to 

mecha.rdcally assisted r.and operations took place in 181t7 when Allen 

Taylor, an American, introduced his Crop press. This ~achine cut a..'1d 

flanged the end fron the tinplate sheet by dropping a heavy die on thee. 

Until this t~e the end had been cut with shears and flar.ged with a very 

basic die. This innovation appears to have been the stimuluz to a flurry 
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of imitative inventionD for the production of the can end. Two years 

later another American, HenIJ· Eva~~, devised a 'pendulum' press for the 

Sar.1e purpose; vlithin a fev,' years the best features of these oachiLes had 

been collated to produce the 'conbir~tion press'. 

':'his machine cut out the tir.plate disc, flar~ed it, and punched out the 

ve:.t hole, i.e. produced a fi:".ished can from the nat sheet in one 

oIJera tion. 

This cluster of il"_"lovations i1": the production of the end r.rust :bave created 

ar; inbalance i..'1 the output of the cOr.1j;llete ca.'1 for attention ''las 

ir:1.'71ediately diverted in the early 1850' s to il7ll~'roving the speed of body 

production. The first efforts ,-:ere dedgned to facilitate faster solderinG; 

a mandrel \:a5 introduced arc-u.nd "'hich the boc.y blan1: , .. as held by a bar of 

slate. This bar \:as it~,elf SOO:1 replaced l-y a device l'.no\m as 'Jones' 

blocks'. 'dith a secure lap between the edces the ti::.s:::ith could quicl~y 

ap;:ly the solder. ':'he solc.eril"-C Ol)eratior. \o]as further i.o;]F-rovcd Ul)on in the 

1860' s ,:hen Eolders -of \!ire \-]crc e::;ployed. Ther;e eco::-.omiscd on cost by 

allo·.:ing the ::ir:il7lUr.J neceEsary a':]ount of solder to be used for bocy, e::.d 

and ve~t hole se~s. 

Ir:;:Jroved I:'lethods of rroduci.!:C the can end. a::-;d of ~olderir.g the 'body 

ir..evitably directed inver.tive efforts to the thirC!. production o?eratio!'~, 

joirdns the t\JO together. The ori£ilj,al carT/ins iron method \-Jas disndva!:ta

beou.:; in that the hcatil1,£; of the can ,,:l:ich it involved cor.letines re-flo'.';ed 

the side sea':] solder. A variety of techniques \-!ere tried durinG the 1860' s 

to overCO:7le this problem includinS the cri.'T.I--i.'1S of the ends of the body prior 

to Eide-t,ea"':'i soldering. The advar;ce "lhich finally cured this problem and 

considerably increased rates of output in the procec~:. viaE: the 'HO\'ie neater' 

introd .... ced in 1376. By this nethod the can "naB nor. alonE,; on its side at Euch 

an ru:.gle and "lith the end in place that the sean rolled through a bath of 
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solder and cealed on. ROvJc's flocter did r.ot involve any nov-c:1ty apart fror.1 

its usc of a machL~e because the sa~e principles for sc1deri~ had been 

er.1p1oyed as early ~s 1358. From the tlid-1e6o's onv;ard.s nachines \·;ere beine 

tried o~t for all the solder~g operations. 

In the secor"d huf of the nineteenth centm-y the trend to'.:ard. I:lechal·.i:::.aticn 

of caYl-r;;al:ir~g r.;anifested itself in all the constituent operatio:.1s w:ti1 bJ' 

188,5 the .Ar:-Jerican food can \:as I:lade er.tire1y by z:;a.chinery. Ir. the fir.cl 

q,~rter of the century tlechani:::.atio!1 started to give 'v:ay to the besir.l~inbS 

of autor.1ation, it v;az: principally this deve1opl:Jcnt ,,:11ich transfcr::1Cd output 

fro~ craft industry to process i~dustry proportions. L~ the 1880's the first 

ser.:i-automatic can bodymaker was developed.. This vias c. turret t:y"?c bodyr.K'lker 

.. :hieh ;o!lnided of a series of E.o1c::.erir.g horns c::J.to ,,:hich pre-cur7.ed bodies 

",!ere: fed by hand, sc1derir ... c of the dde seru11 \laB carried out autor.1D.ticcJ.1y 

as the turret revolved tU1cer the control of an operator. This i::.r.ovation 

gave can-makir!/; a cta:us in its 0',:11 rici1t a~-.d l7'.arv.c the d.i vergence bet',icen 

the h'n processes of the r;Jci:.i!';.G and the fillir:e of Cru1S. 

The dividing 1ir.e, if O:1e car. be dra\Jl:, beh:ecn the mechanical ar~c1 autwatic 

era took place in the 1290'c \;it.h the advcl:t of a complete sycter.: to r..<;:.1,e a 

can autoDatica1ly fro:':) a c.hect of tir.rlate. The firct such mac!:ir~e ,:as 

introc:..:.ced 1:;'1 the :nO:rtol: Brother~, \:ho rank a~ong:;;t the foundir.s fat1:ers of 

the r::odern i!Jdustry. Tr.is bod~'T.iaker led to the firet ,·:ideEpread USc cf the 

'loc1: and lap' .side sear.; - as Ol)~osed to the E:L':1ple overlapped sea:: - since 

its i:lver.tion in. Germany in 1870. Hi th the Horton machine the ter::1inoloCY 

of can-r.:al~ir.c v:a:: chanced; one no 10:lger tall.ed 0; clm output in ter:::: of 

co r..a:ny per hour but as so r::c.ny per rr.ir.ute, one hu...'1dred per nir.ute in this 

case. \!ith the developme:,.t of the fully autor.:atic bodynaker the tecr.r.o1oCi ccl. 

horizo:t~ of the can-t1aker reached a plateau, he nOil concerned hinself 'r:i th 

cr.hance!:icnt rather tha.'1 original development. The Norton bodyr..a1:er was 
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followed by a series of others, notocle anong thee the Troyer-Fox ~ner~.e 

of 1910. As the equipLlent \;as ::mproved so the output ,.,rer.t up a:.d :opeec.s 

of over three hu:.dred per ninute \Jere co~on-place in the 1930'~. 

5. The Develonne!lt of thf' Can 

The hi~tory of tecrxical cha~be in the can i~d~strJ clearly decon3tratcs 

the iL."1I'calistic nature of the distinction bet...!een process and product 

irJ...'1ovation. l:any of the r.e\·; mec!1a:::ical devices Llentioned above brc".1Ght 

\::. th U~em an ir.':proved final !,roduct and, sioilarly, the product im;rove::lents 

v;hieh \"ere instituted could not have been achieved .:i thout £Or.1e cha!lce in 

the r:l<;.r ...... facturing processes. 

It has alreac.y beer. r.ledio:.ed that rr.etal ca:1iders vJcre an edabl:"shcd 

?:rticle before the tirth of the ca.''lning; inGustry ar.d it i.: Froba'ble that no 

novelty v:aE. involved in the early can sufficient to justify a British patent, 

althoubh the first US patent for a C~1 \-:as taken out by Keru:;ett al1d DaGcett 

in 1325. It :ws also beer. observed that the first cans \;ere rr.acle of th:i.r..!Qy 

tir~'1ed Hrousht iron; in fabricated fom these contai:-.ers were a c-..u:-;'berBo::.e 

loo1~i::.g object \':i th a rir.£; at the tor: for ease of carriase. So forr.;iclable 

".:ere these cans that the:; \',ere a~1otated "Open v:i th a harx:.er and chisel". 

It is Llozt u:.1il:ely that the firtt tinijlatc to be used for cans \;as dedbr.ecl 

for the purpose, it is r.:ore rrobatlc that it \-Jas the heavy gaUGe type of 

material e~ployed for variour. co~ercia1 uses, e.g;. roefing. As the car.nL'1G 

industry becar.le esta't:liEhed the production of lighter gauge plate becar.le 

j~tified a~d the can benefited accordingly. 

The t1ajor design problen facing the can maker in the early days \:as ho',: 'to 

=ake his Ca~ tlore attractive to the general public. Given co-operation on 

the part of the tinplate r.:akers reGarding the gauge of plate available, this 

problem centred on methods of devising a can \:hich once boUCht co'.D.d be 
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ea~ily opened. This objective could be achieved by either rnodificstior£ 

to the can itself or by the development of opening devices, both options 

'viere pursued. 

As early s:o 1833 .A..'1glibert Tlatented a ne1;; type of can the body of \Jhich had 

a gutter or collar arour.d the rin into \oJhich "lent the solder. A na!1ged 

lid v:aE pressed into the selder \ihile it vIas still mol ten; to open the can 

the solder v:as re-rnelted. This invention 'vIaS root de.signed \d. th conve:dence 

in mind, but cost. ':'he :rlovel r.1ethod of opening Vias intended to replace the 

har..r.ler ar;d ch:'sel and so prevent irreparable de:.age to the can. This idea 

to re-use the can ~dicatcs their hibh cost to produce. The first ~~porta!1t 

developf.lent q)ecifically \d th opening in r;ind ,:as that r;ade by J. Bouvet in 

1862. Vire "Ias placed in a groove around the rim of the can so that it 

\':a~ in cor.tact \.,.ith both boC:,' a:-.d end. By no\!ing solder into the groove a 

,,:ire effectively held the ca:1 together. A loose end of the wire \:as left 

free Hhich could be pulled by ha"'1d thus openil1t; the can. 7his sotie,d".at 

crude device will be recocni.sed as the principle on \~'lich rnany modern shallo\! 

fish cans are or.-ened.· (A £~~ilar tYl)e of idea ,,'S:::; in fact patented for 

01je!1inc a sardine can by h'iciCe!'"J in 1871). A sor;,c\'/hat different type of 

ea::y openiI:s idea \:o.s the 'te.cr.er top' can. By this r:1ethod a very thin 

piece of ti!:plate was Eoldered 0:1 to provide the hermetic seal a:..d \':as 

itself protected by a secon~ry loose cover. J4~ a~sortr:1ent of 'taccer tops' 

were invented in the 1860' E but nor.e \'Ias applied to the food can until :rIm!e 

did so in 1873. This tJ~e of closure had little scope for thertially 

procesr.ed foods but 'vlill be readily recogrdsed as the foreru:mcr to the 

modern foil ciaphra~ on dry products packed in 'lever' and 'slip' lids. 

As the quality and suitability of tinplate i~?rOVed the more practical 

avenue 'vIas not cans 'vii th an l.r.tep-al opening facility but the developnent 

of efficient can openers. By the 1870' s there Here a variety of sound ca...'1 

openers on the American market. 
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The can \-,hich was used conti..'tJ.ued to be the vent hole type of the early 

days. The job of closing these Cru1S after filling remained the greatest 

single barrier to the achievement of high speed production ir; the 

car.neries. It \/i1l be rerncnbered fror.l another cor.te:...-t that soldering on 

of the 'vlhole end at this stage was irr:practical o'vling to the dE..:'.ger of 

charrir.g the food. E;ually disadva::tageous 'vIas the necessity of enploying 

skilled cappers to effect the closure, which put the employer in a 

particularly disadvantageous bargairJ.ing position during the short harvest

ing season. 

It is apparer.t fror:! these disadvantage~ that ".-hat waE· required '.-las a vessel 

U.at could be s-.;.pr:lied to the canneries 'vJi th an open end of full aperture 

the lid of \·.1hich could. be hermetically aUaer.ed without the use of solder. 

The advantages of such a can v.'ere not lost on the can-nakers even in the 

early eighteen hUl:dreds. It would take a century of can-r:;akir~g, ho .. !ever, 

before such a vessel 'It.'as established in the food industry. One of the 

interestinc facets of the development of this type of can is the fundamental 

disti!lctiol-, .:hich it illustrates bebJcen an invention a..'1d an innovation. 

TilTISmiths, it seens, had been attachinG ends to canisters 'v.'ithout solderinG 

si:::ce before the advent of the thermally procesDed fooC: can. \'thatevcr this 

hand operation entailed it is clear U..at it car.not r..ave been sui table for 

the food ca..'1. It was riot long before attempts \Jcre nade to perfom this 

operation by machine. The first device for double seaming \Vas r..ao.e 'by 

Joseph RhoC:e~ of V:akefield, Engla.'1d, in 1824. This t".achine 'vIas I:laTl.eted 

and \"as a commercial Sl,.;,ccess ina~!!Juch that P.!1odes' firm probably made 

money on it. It cru:not be considered an 'innovation' in the co:dc::t of the 

canr.ing industry because it clearly vIas not adopted for the purpose it 

\-las designed - to hermatically seal cans. The continued failt;.!'e of 

soldered cans \d th an open ended dir.1encion such ac Anglibert' s re-er.lphasized 
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the need for a practical double seamir~ ~achine. Such machines continued 

to be invented for perfoming the operation into the twentieth century 

~ithout being turned iLto inr.ovations. The reason why all these devices 

failed to make a coroercial impact vIas 'because, as in Rhodes' I:lachine, the 

achievement of a!'l airtight closure \-;as dependent upon the quality of plate 

and the acct:racy a!1d consictency \d th ...,hich the cor.;ponent parts \-lere put 

together. Deficiency in any of these respects v:as likely to cause a defect 

in the fir.al double s.ear.;. \~'hat was required was S01:;C fom of gasket ,,!hich 

\'!ould talte up any irre£U1arity in the plate or in the join likely to cause 

aT. air leak. Atter.:pts \'Jere Llade to incorporate a gasket in the sea-::ing 

operation in parallel ~ith continued effortc at a gasketless seal. In 1861 

Bouquet invented the first double seam to employ a gasket, in this case a 

rubberised band, but asain with no cor:.lnercial impact on the ca.11nir~ ~:.dustIJ'. 

Bouquet I S Has obviou.sly considered a practical principle on ,,,hich to '-Jork for 

it \'!a.::; follo\·:ed by a r,u':';'lber 0: sir::ilar inventions. Research and developLlcnt 

en a cad~ct for the double sear.l concentrated on finc.ing a sui ta1:.1e solution 

and the most approFriate 'I;:ay to apply it. The first half of the probler.l 

\-Jas finally solved in 1896 by Charles kiD \-.. ho patented various l:i.'1ds of 

sealicg cO.":1poW1ds. It tool: the cO::1bined efforts of a DULlber of participants 

incl udinS Bogle a::.cl Scott ace the Coob F'reservil":c Cor:,?a::.y to perfect J-ir.s' 

idea beb:een 1900 a'1d 1910. \Jithin this time a diverse ranee of l'aethods, 

both roand aLe. rlechanical, ".'E;re tried for a:':l·,l~-ing the cO::Jpour:d. By 1910 

the u1 ti!':'lately successful device was being used by \:hich the sealins cO::ipound 

was placed in the curled edge of the can end. The double sea~ing operation 

\'Jas l)erforoed, basically, by placing the end containinG the cO::lpound over 

the flanged rim of the body, by hookL'1C the parts tOGether in one sear:d.r,.f; 

oI,eration, follo',led by a second seami:lS in which the first join is co::pressed, 

the sealir;g cO::lpound took up a.. ..... y slight iLlperfections in the S~ar:l a ....... d thu.::; 

ensured an airtisht closure. 
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For the first tine it became co~ercially feasible to supply cans to the 

packers with one corr.plete and completely loose end. This end could be 

seaned on in the ca."1l1ery at half the speed at which the opposite end was 

attached by the can-mal~er usins the same type of autol7latic machinery. The 

new tj~e of conta~~ers were called 'sanitary' cans. This te~ referred to 

the fact that solder was applied only to the outside of the side seam and 

not to the end or inside as had previously been the case. In the UK the 

term 'open-top' can was preferred. 

By 1920 the sanitary can had corne into general use in ~~erica, mair~y for 

fruits and vegetables. Ca~~ with soldered ends renained in use ~~til at 

least the late 1930's for foods such as corned beef in rectangular ca~ 

and condensed nilk in cylindrical c~~. 

~1e final area which must be considered concernir~ the development of 

the cans is that of the coatings. This is a further area in which the 

distinction behleen a process ar.d a product innovation cannot easily be 

made. Basically it may be said that internal and external can coatings 

are employed to protect a.~d decorate respectively. 

Inside can linings are termed 'enanels' in the United States and 'lacquers' 

in the ID(. These prevent reaction between the inside of the can a.~d its 

contents be it corrosion, discolouration or some other problem. ~be first 

use of inside can varnishir~ was made in Paris in 1868 by Peitier and 

Paillard ,,;hose specific problem was internal can corrosion. This i:r_~ovation 

was not adopted in the Uri±ed States until used by l!ax AIDs in 1890. 

Thereafter a variety of linings were developed in A~erica for ca.~ing 

products of different acidity etc., one notable adva.~ce beine in 1924 when 

'e enamel' ~ss introduced to eliminate corn black. In the m~ the application 

of lacquers reoained experimental into the 1930's. The major development 

of these coatings did not take-off in the States until the 1930's ~hen the 

beer can was being designed. This impetus was overtaken by war-time 
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conditions which led to the development of the modern rar~e of synthetic 

lacquers. 

Cans with eA~erna1 coatings, (other than paper labels) have an even more 

recent history of aFplication tha~ lacquers. Abain the beer can was the 

first real stimulus but the decorated processed food can did not appear 

in the UK until the 1950's. Despite this post-war aspect it is appropriate 

to mention at this ctage the background to modern can printir~ practices. 

The contemporary method of tin-printing is lithography (litera~lYt 'to 

write by stone'). This process vIas actually invented with tin-printing in 

mind by Senefelder in Ge~~y in 1798. (The first processed food cans were 

painted, but this 'vIaS undertaken for protection rather tha."l decoration). 

The earliest lithographic presses were hand operated until 1865 when the 

flat bed printing machine ,,,as introduced by Voirin in Fra.~ce. It was soon 

discovered that zinc sheets outperformed stone and so consequently they 

quicldy replaced it. The zi."lc sheets were advantae;eoU!:i 'because they could 

be shaped arm,md a cylindrical roller allo\-ling hiGher speeds to be obtained. 

These developments in tin-printing were not made vIi th the can in mind. The 

first application of lithography to the tin box was made in New York in 

186) and first experimentally applied to a can a few years later. 

The indirect, or offset, process of lithography v:as patented by Barclay and 

Fry in the UK in 1875. The actual ir~ovation to which modern high speed 

tinprinting methods can be traced back was the hand fed rotary tin 

printing press patented in the UK by George Y.ann and Co. in 1903 a.~d knO\\'Il 

as the 'Hann Standard Tin Printer'. This innovation led to the automatic 

metal decorating press. 
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6. Dev€lo~ment of Ca~nir.~ 

In food car~ingthe te~ 'processinG' is preferred to sterilisation ~ince 

in car~~ir.c not all the ~icro-organis~s are killed. Proces~ir.g, or 

'commercial sterilisation' as it is sometimes called, involves the 

destructio!1 of all those r.arr:ful orga:ri~ms v.'hich \-Iould proliferate in the 

conditions of car~ed food. To achieve complete sterility by elllJir~tir~ heat 

resistant organis!:is v.rhich do not rnul tiply in the conditions of canned food 

VlouJ.d cause over-cooki:ng. 

Appert himself did postulate the existence of r.licro-organisr.1s even thour;h he 

could not prove their presc::1ce. His o .. m ca."'l.."1ing practices dravffi on his 

er;;pirical investigations provided a ~ou...~d base for the cOT.r.1ercial food 

proce~sing i.'1dustry. It v:as to sor.,e extent unfortur..ate therefore that Gay-

l"Jssacs, ..... ith 'l"lhO::1 A:;'pert disacreed, ... Ias at the SaI:1e time (1810) expou-v:ding 

hi~ 'free oxygen' theory of food ~poillage. 'l'his diverted research from 

the actual cause to u...~s"Jccessfu1 attempts at 'cold sterilisation' by canning 

foods in inert gasees. 

In the early decac!es of the ca.''l.''ling industry food vias processed by Eir.Jply 

heatir..£; it in boiling \'later in stoves or ovens; this method tool. ir.ord.inate 

twe to achieve sterilil;;ation. About 1037 stean was er.1ployed in rroce.ssinc. 
. . 

The firEt major adva::ce on Ar}Jcrts rractices \':::15 the ~ethod in .!hich chemical 

addi ti yes \-,ere used to allo\'! procesl;;ing te~peratures beyoYJd boilir..r; point. 

In 1841 Stephen Goldner pate~t~d: 

'A node of heating the vessels in which a~inal or vecetable substa~ce3 

a.re to be preserved by drivinC off the atmospheric ~ir and producine 

a vacuun therein which has heretofore for the most part been perforned 

by stoves or ovens \:hich are liable to burn the naterials. I cr:iploy 

a chemical bath in the r.1anner described in John ~lertheiner5 patent. 
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be cooled rapidly. The first retorts were of the 'still' type which were 

not ideally suited to fulfilling these conditions without modification. 

As a result between 1874 a~d 1939 the canr.ing industry advanced primarily 

by incre~enta1 ~~provements to the retort. This incremental innovation 

contained two main themes; the use of automatic controls to facilitate the 

manipulation of still retorts and, secondly, the introduction of 

conti~uous and agitatir~ types of retort. 

Ehriveis retort of 1874 was the first cooker to r~ve externally generated 

stearn fed into it rather than to r~ve the retort itself heated. This 

alloHed the use of autooatic controls on the heat supply. In 1895 Underwood 

ar.d Prescott started their classic research on food spoillage; three years 

later their results re-emr:nasised ... :hat Appert l'.ad always mair.tained - but 

which the industry had tended to overlook - namely the i~portance of the heat 

penetration rate at the centre of the can, and also the irr.porta.'"lce of rapid 

cooling. This 'Work encouraeed the developmel'.t of heat measuring devices in 

retorts. As a result in '1j17 thernocouples ",lere first used to measure heat 

penetration in place of glass thermometers. 

The introduction of continuous pressure cookers allowed, by the use of stear.! 

valves, the car.s to be loadE-d into and taken out of the retort ... :i thout ar.y 

prccsure loss in the chc~bcr. This rncarlt that precisely the sa~e treatment 

could be given to different batches of cans without a.'"ly guess\1ork. An 

importrult addition to the pressure cooker was the principle of agitation. 

This feature may r~ve been used on still retorts as early as 1855, but its 

first significB-l1t application appears to have been nade by l·:eyenberg in 1885 

for sterilising milk. In 1899 the spira~ type continuous pressure cooker 

... :a5 pateded, by 1939 this had received widesprea.d a.cceptance. \~'r.ilst 

agitation of the can imFroved the rate of heat penetration to the centre 

of the Ca.l1'S contents, thus controllir~ overcooking of the contents adjacent 

to the side walls, it was not suitable for products which were easily 

da~aged such as pear halves. To overcome this gap in the technology the 
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Anderson-Barr..grover non-agitatine; pressure cooker was introduced in 1931. 

7. Earket Develop~er.ts 

Although the American market for car~ed food was never as l~ited ac that ir. 

Britain the gro\orth of the fomer \-las slOvl for the same reasons \o!hich 

prevented its burgeonir~ in the m~ - price, the quality of the c~~ a-~d 

prejudice, not unfounded, about the dangers of poisoning. The introduction 

L~to the States in 1853 of car~ed condensed milk led to a sicnificant 

lowerins in the ir.f~~t mortality rate in the areas in which it was sold. 

This considerably inproved the acceptability of canned foods in general. 

It ,,;as not, hOvJcver, .ur.til 1860, \-!hen it became apparer.t that the Civil v.'ar 

was not going to be quicy~y resolved, that canned food received its real 

impetus. Canned food was ideal for oSolvir..g the problem of feeding the 

Union ~-mieoS in the field. 

vlith thE' conclusion of the Civil v:ar both victors and vanquished turned to 

the opening up of the vJest, this -:;igration re-fuellcd the "lar-time impetus • 

.A further socio-economic factor favouring the continued gro\·:th in the use 

of ca::1ned food \t;as rapid urbanization in the later r:ineteenth cer.tcry. 

Once canned food had made these brealdhroughs into the nation' oS diet its 

diffusion and proliferation vias reasonably aSE-ured given the Ar:Jerican 

standard of livir~. By the early twentieth century the ca~ had beco~e a 

symbol of the American way of life. 

8. UK Developments 

While the American market for canned goods was accelerating apace UK 

domestic production remained negligible. There was no separate c~~-mru~ine 

inc!ustry in existence although tin box makers did occaGional1y produce cans 

e.g. for the Boer vJar. At the end of the nineteenth century there were 
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only a fev: fil"F.l~ \,ho pad~ed a.VJ.y of their food in cans, wone ther.l the nov: 

far:Jou~ na.':les of Crosse and BJ.ackwell (Forrlerly Donkir. Gamble a.."1d Ha1.l) 

and Chivers. These fims r;;ade vlhatever CaYlS they required on their 0\0'11 

premiE.es usinc the old ha'1d methods. 

This situation continued ur uy,til the 1920's when the first deterrr.ined 

atter-pte "Jere initiated to establish a UK canning industry. Improved 

nethods of refrigeration and transportation and higher sta:-J.dards of living 

in Britain took the pressure off the dOr.lestic agricultural sector in the 

late nineteer.th and early twentieth centuries. They allo,Jed r.:uch [,reater 

importation of ca:~ed food and in much ~~proved condition. As a result 

the cOUl1try was ripe for its mm c8.'1ning industry to be established. 

By the early 1920' s the nU.":lber of firms which canned food had risen to ten; 

vlith E!Dtiquated r:1cthods that produced ca.'1S cf ,·!hieh hJenty-five per cent 

'V.'€re defective (cor..n:-ared vJi th one per cent in the US) it v;as w-J.ikely that 

a caYl-r.laking industry could be soundly based on this nucleus. 

vir...at \las needed ir. Britain in the mid-twenties was a firm corJni tment to the 

adoption of Anerica~ ~ethods of high-speed, high quality can-waking from 

ar~ orca~~i=.ation \:;ith sufficier:.t d;Y':r:a':lism to en.co~abe the food. processors 

to i.iake the nececsary cO!:i}:lLrnenta.ry aavar;.ces. This is in fact ,·:hat happened. 

In 1927 the tin box r.;c}~er G. E \-Jillia:nson atter.1;,ted to revitalise his 

busincEs by diversifying into can-r.1al~ir.g. He chose to irJstall a can-making 

facili ty on a semi-autornatic basis. This hOr.1e based i:l.dustry z::ight \-:ell 

have been nipped in the bud h;o years later when the Al'nerican Can Cor;:par:y 

(ACC) entered the British market. ACe vias at thi:::; time by far the largest 

ca..l1-r.1akine compa.";.y in the US - and the world - havi.VJ.g been forr.:ed in 1901 

from a combination of over one hur.dred other enterprices. It might have 

been expected, particularly in viev] of the popularity of Frederick Lists' 

infa::t industry arcurnen t, that the fL't"ffis rna.1dr.g canE in Britain .. :ould have 
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been ove~~hel~ed by this competition. On the contary after a sharp bout 

of industrial manouverings ACC was forced to withdraw from the British 

market ~~thin two years. At the end of this conflict the Metal Box Company 

under the dyr~ic ~~d rutr~ess leadership of Robert Barlow emerged as the 

domL~ent force, having taken over Williamson's business. 

In the early 1930's the British Carilling industry was in a depressed state. 

Price competition was of the cut-throat variety and canr.ing practices left 

much to be desired. Faced with ·an outlet ill prepared to capitalise on 

the opportUl:i ty offered by modern can-waldng the J.1etaJ.. Box COr:Jpany tool); upon 

itself the task of endO\-!ing the processors v.:1. th the ability to fill their 

cans correctly and at high speed. The conmercial policy adopted by Robert 

Barlow was in this respect a carbon copy of that instigated by ACC thirty years 

before. In 1973 Willia'":l s. \lioodside, Executive Vice-Predde:r..t of ACe, 

described his conpany's achievements in these early dayS! 

"Alon{; the ",ay (since the turn of the century) "Ie have helped the 

farmer grow his crops better and smarter. l:e have taught the food 

processors hOH to }Jack food. \~e have designed a.."1d engineered 

packages a:J.d equipr.lent to IlIanufacture them, as \-Jell as the 

equipment to fill them in the customers plant. 'vIe ,,!ere F,ioneers 

in establishing ~ost of the thermal car..ning practices no\: in use". 

In other importar.t respects Robert Barlo\"/ adopted the techniques of ACC. 

The most notable of these was the co~pany's policy of leasing closing 

machinery to the canners at a subsidised price with the proviso that they 

close only cans made by Hetal Box. This contractual obligatio:n on the 

car~ers effectively deterred a~y s~bsequent entrants who wa~y have 

cor.sidered competiIlb. As a result by 1937 the Betal Box Co~pa."1y had 

achieved a total mo:nopoly on the sale of cans in the U~. This is perr~ps 
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maintained \-:i thout statutory rrotect io::::.. 

~!hatever the ethical as?ects of the I'~etal Box C or.-.p any , s policy there is 

little doubt that it v;a~ this mo~wpoly po.sition \oJhich allO\':ed it to r.ave 

such a crucial and beneficial influence on the developnent of the food 

processi::lg industry. This industrial development is reflected L'1 the gro\!th 

of ca~'1ed food production. 

TABLE II " 

UE Production of Hain Items of Ca..'1ned Food 

(, 000 tons) 

1924 1930 1935 

Fruit 5.0 10.5 23.3 

Vecctable.3 1.0 15.7 60.6 

Soup 1.0 3.0 10.0 

Fish 7.6 7.0 8.6 

Ijilk -zC "> 
2=.:2 4~.7 148.7 

TO'l'f'J.. 53.5 87.9 251.2 

" ',,,~ UJ /i) . .,...... / 

In addition to these items a minor a~ount - around five percent - of 

miscellaneous products, mainly' meat, ~!ere also car ... '1ed. 

Vii th the raiDirlC of the techr.ological horizons, if not the U.reshold, of 

the car.nir"b industry and \:l th the rapid increase in production a nunber of 

dominar.t fires bega...'1 to emerge. De~pi te this the industry \'laS characterized 

by small independent ca:~ers. Of a total of 197 ca'1ninc firms in 1937, 153 
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were s:nall scale operators. This re;:rescr.tG a rewarkab1e rate of entry 

since 1920. Of the total of 197 aroll.."1d one third concentrated on the 

proceszir_5 of fruit a..'1el vegetables. 

It r.iust be ren€r.;bered that Table II docs Lot include i.rnports of ca'1l1ed 

food, of vihich fruit was the r.Jain iter.J i.e. con,sUr.Jption was greater tha."1 

dO!:lestic rroduction. Ol'le haE' lEI situation, therefore, of the rapid growth 

in cor..:::,u:1ption of a product, \Ihich '.,as a luxury irt as much that a preffiium 

\·:as. :raid for the convenience it offered, durine; a period of eco:1o!Yiic 

depression. This apparent ar,Ol:',oly requires SOr.1C explar:ation. The reason 

for it is e. confusion over the meanir.g of an 'econo:;.ic depression' in 

traditio!1al lor:.g term eco::or_:ic analysis, i.e. before j\eynesiar..ism, an 

econo;;.ic depression meant or.l.ly a depressioll .of business profits. It was 

r.ot associated Hi th such phenonomena as mass unem:r:1oynent or a slo1;;doim ir:. 

business activity. A depression, or. the contary, was a time \Jhen the 

consumer real'ed the benefits of the investment undertal-:en in the precedinc 

boo:.,; it vias the proliferatior.:. of conpeti tion at U.e pea!>; of a boon \:hich 

led to the dovmturn in businec[. profits ar.d a consumer bo:r:.a.'1za a!:: prices 

Here forced dovJn. Although the depression of the "1930' s is nov: 

1 I principally rer.'J(:r.:bered for rlass unemploymer..t this aberration \Ias caused 

by institutior.al factors and not the operation of the trade cycle. A careful 

eXC'..":1inntion of the 'Great Derressio!'l' .;ill in fact reveal that it conformed 

pretty r.;uch to the predictio:!1s of traditio:1al theory. A dm:ntu.rn in 

business proi'i ts via!:: accoI:ipa."'l.icd by falling prices and a considerably 

increased sta.'1G.ard of living for the !.,ass of the people. Beh:een 1911 and 

1939 inco=:1c per head increased nearly t\ver.ty per cent. Even those v:ho are -
aware of this overall picture may point to the hardships of the c1der 

industrial regions beset c.:;: the'j' ' .. ·C1'0 bJ u;:cq:lo:'T.lent. Again t in tCTr.lS 

of the standards of the time, this can be seen as a carefully fabricated 
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j
1rnyth since it car" be demo:'lstrated that the unen:YJloyed family man wns better 

off in the 1930' s tha11 the um:::killcd labourer in 1913. 

It is ar,>r,>arent, then, that the gro .. ·:th of the Bri tir:;h can..."1ing industry 

between 1929 and 1939 'o!as quite L"1 keepine v,ri th socio-econonic conditions 

a!ld in no v .. a:.:/ represents an a~10r.:aly. 

9. Co;')clusion 

The forecoir.:.g historical survey indicates the difficulty v:i th 1;Jhieh one ir:; 

faced trying to assess the impact of an innovation in any defir:.itive cause 

w..d effect terns. IJithin, for e::a'T.ple, can-makinG there lIas at any O:lC time 

a r:u."1ber of thC'!':ler. to the pattern of ir.:.rJ.ovation any t\-:o or more of "Jhich 

"Jere often sir.lUl taneously in a d;y:r:a:dc phase. Similarly, the el:1cr£ence of 

car.:ncd food i:1to the Anglo and ilr.1erican diet Vias dependent upon a number of 

pa.:-al1el develo:pl:1ents. F'rogress in the production of tinplate, in the 

nature of the ca!"; and its l:1ethod of nanufacturer and also in food I)rOcessine 

tecr.:noloQ', \,icre mutually supportive in increa~.:.inG the acceptability of 

ca!".!.!lcd fooe:. Further, it has been rhO\'ll1 that external, or lexosenous', 

market forces ';JEre also actine on each of these irmovatio:l systens to 

further cOr:1plicate the r.1atrix of intera~tiom: vhich underlay the- rise of 

the therr.:ally car:...."led l")rocluct. I!: srJite of these diffic>llties it v."ill be 

attempted to discern in the rer.iainder of this chapter the exter~t to \·!hich 

can-17,arrufact't;.!'ing co~tributed to the overall scenario and also to what 

degree such an evaluation must be ter:1pered by consideration of other 

salient factors. 

The record of British can-mru:i:r.g in the nineteenth century illustrates the 

important distinction betvleer~ tech..."1ical and e:conor:lic progress. 1;Jithout a 

I:Jarket for the final product there was no incentive to invest in ne,! 

ma.'1ufacturing m~thods. The British can-makers made no attempt to exploit 
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better quality tinplate as it becane' available because they could satisfy 

demand within existing techology. 

A relevant dichoto~y would also appear to exist between demand and 

potential de~and. "here a potential dem~~d exists the can-maker is able 

to invest in improved processes to both capitalise when deo~~d materialises 

~~d, more importantly, to encourage the potential demand to early 

eA~ression. This would seem to be what happened in America after 1847. 

The US industry mechanized while growth in consumption was still very slO\oJ 

because the resources and potential for convenience foods existed. This 

dem~~d emerged dramatically, ~~d perhaps slightly prematurely, with the 

Civil \var but when it arrived the rnea...~s existed to satisfy it. Because 

~he product offered to the Union Army was far superior to the crude vessel 

supplied to the British Admiralty its use was consolidated when hostilities 

terr.linated. 

'l'he clearesteYA"!lple of the ability of an innovation to create its own 

der.1a.~d was that of the sanita.ry can. Nineteenth century soldering restricted 

the variety of product suitable for the c~~. ~~en the s~~itar)' container 

was introduced the range and acceptability of canned food was greatly 

increased. Other less spectacular :product imr,;roveI:lents such as in can 

lir . ..ings helped to reinforce this 'iIL'!'J.ovation push' gro-v:th. It vli11 be 

appreciated that this relationship between market forces ~~d technical 

change is complicated in that once the spiTal of innovation a.~d market 

demand is underway it becomes difficult to be certain which is the stimulus 

and which the response. 

In assescing the role of can-making vis-a-vis canning it has already been 

argued that c~~~ing methods tended to adva.~ce at the behest of ACe and the 

Metal Box eOr.lp~'1Y. This should not be taken to imply that ca.'l-making is 
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irJ..~Erent1y the dor::ina.'"lt partner but only a[) a.~ indication of the 

sui tability of the large orga'"lization for carryint; forwc..rd its our. 

technical progress and, tiore i.':lportantly, for using its CO::ll'l1ercial 

strength to encourage compatible develo:pments vi thin those it su)plies. 

(On the first point it \dll be remembered how the concentrated structure 

of the US tinplate industry facilitated in.'1ovation). 

In the case of the relative role of tinplate and can-making tec~~olobY ir" 

the grov!th in the acceptability of car ..... '1ed food the relationship is again 

not straightfon:ard. '1'he advance in can-naking tech:dques behleen 1810 

and 1939 derr.anded ever increased quality of plate and there is no doubt 

that the tinI,late industr:i \:as ah;ays under pressure f::-om the can-nakers. 

It is also the case, however, that vlith the food can becomins the oajor 

sinGle outlet for tinplate i!l the tvJc::1tieth cer.tury it equally beca'7le in the 

steel indust::-y's interest to ir:prove its technoloGY to secure its positior. 

acainst alternative materials. The forner relationship can clearly be 

seen in the ninetee!1 hu..'l1dreds as the 'vJelsh tinpln>~e i!':dustry turned 

increasingly to the r;roductio!1 of gauges a'"ld coatings suitable for the 

American ca!l-nai":er rather thar. for industrial and household USCD. (It musJ
.;. 

be rer.Jcr.lbered that another C):O£E>J10US variable, the oil industry and the 

motor-oil ca:1, '-Jere also involved here). In the Early hientieth ce::tury 

the adoption of hiGh speed bod:JT18,l:.ers also kept the pressure on the 

tinplate r:;anufacturer to 'Produce consiste:r..t r:;aterial ,·:hieh "ould not foul, 

the machines. ROi-ieVer t vli th h:o irJlovatio!ls aSI:}Or:lCntoU3 as the hot strir 

mill and cold reduction one must set a~ide the perennial propoganda of the 

can-maJ.:er regarding quality a::d to sone :xtent credit the steel industry 

vlith the doninant role. ~hese h:o innovations produced less variation in 

gauge and the can-l:lakers could consequently reduce the cross neetional area 

without sacrificing strer~th i:r.. the container. This ir~~ovation also 
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benefi ted the ca.'1ninc indu::try considerably. Up until this tj.l'1W the 

ca!'..r.i:nr; bu.siness had be-en considered a risl'=Y investr.jcr.t not least because 

of the short ar..d E;Ol':lE:Hhat U!" .. reliable shelf life of corrosive products. 

The impact of cold r8duced plate in the US on this end of the business 

ViaS considerable. 

TABIJ:: III 

Shelf life of Selected Ca~'1ed Fruit and Vegetables - Central US. 

Fro::uct t:o:lths 

1931 ~944 

A.'nnJ.es 
~~ 

12-15 36 

Blackberries 9 12+ 

Fruit Salad 9-12 36 

Gra:::-,efrui t 9 36 

Peaches 18-24 36 

Pears 24 -I" 
,.)0 

Rhubarb 6 12+ 

AS:i;aragus 24 -I" 
;"0+ 

Beans, Lir.la 24+ 96+ 

Sprouts, Cabbage, Cauliflour 18 48 

, Carrots 24+ 36+ 

Peas 36-60 96+ 

Tomatoes 15 48 

ThiG ir:lprovewe:r.t was not reflected in the m: where the quality of plate in 

the 1930's remained a serious problem for the c~'1-mal~ne industry. 
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1. In troducti em 

The tech.'1ological challenge facing the Welsh tinplate industry in 

1945 was both cQ'1siderable ~d diverse. The process and product 

adva'1tages of coutinuously rolled plate were by now so well proved 

that there was no lcrlger any question as to its suitability for UK 

conditions. In the war years another new process had.emerged in the 

United states the impact of which was to rival the developments of 

the 1930s. This innovation was the continuous deposition of tL'1 by 

electrolysis. With the rolling and the plating of tinplate now 

possible in continuous coil fo~ the pressure to also cemvert the 

intermediate batch processes was considerably higher. As a result 

the task facing the Welsh infr~stry in 1945 was a greatly increased 

cne on that of 1939. Not or.ly was it now desirable to abandon the 

old r~d-mills, but also to forsake hot-dipping ~'1d most of the other 

batch processes wr~ch characterized UK production methods; in other 

words, a comp18te re-modernization of the tinplate industry was 
, 

re~uired. The task of implementing what has bea'1 largely pre-1945 

technology has continued th=oughO".lt the post-war period. 

It has never been sufficient to simply adopt these innovations; 

coopetitive pressures have a'1sured that within the framework of new 

rolling methods and new coatL'1g methods there has been a continual 

need to exploit the possibilities offered by these adva'1ces to their 

fullest extent even to what, in some cases, has proved undesirable 

extremes. It is with the implementation of new technolQgy and its 

further developma'1t, together with the demise of older processes, 

that this section is concerned. 
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2. Developments.in Established Rolling Technology 

Introduction 

Before embarking on an examination of the innovations which made 

their first appearance :in the UK in the post-war era, it is 

appropriate to briefly update the progress of the hot-strip mill, 

cold-reduction, the hot-pack mill, and the temper mill. 

i. The Eot-Strip Mill 

The unique importance of the hot-strip mill to the development of 

the tinplate industry warranted its inclusion :in the pre-1945 

section as if it were the first stage in the tinplate manufacturing 

dequence. There is some logic :in such an ordering in the American 

context since the hot-strip mill was associated with the move to 

fully integrated steelworks. In the UK, however, the first stage of 

the tinplate manufacturing sequence is ccnsidered to be when the coils 

of steel arrive from the hot-strip mill ready for rolling to tinplate 

gauges. This ;:eview of hot-strip developments therefore constitutes 

something of a short digression from the central theme of the secticn. 

When in 1945, Richard Thomas and Company and Baldwins Limited 

amalgamated, their integrated steelworks (coke-ovens, blast furnaces, 

Bessemer plant, continuous hot-strip mills, .cold reduction mills, 

pickling, ar~ealing and hot-dip tinplating) at Ebbw Vale incorporated 

the only hot-strip mill in the UK providing steel for tinplate 

manufacture. The mill itself could roll strip fifty six inches wide; 

in 1946 a sixth four-high stand was added to the mill. 

In 1941, in order to find additional finance for a second hot-strip 

mill, the four leading steel companies - Richard Thomas and Ba1dwins 

(R.T.B.), Guest Keen Ba1dwins Iron and Steel Company Limited, John 

Lysaght Limited, and Llanelly Associated Tinplate Companies - were 
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fo=med into the Steel COIDP~~y of Wales Limited (S.C.O.W.). R.T.E.s 

association was mly temporary. The second hot-strip mill was part 

of the rebuildir.g of the Mar€a~ and Abbey steel works at Port Talbot. 

For political reasons the Port Talbot plant was not pl~~ed as an 

integrated lI'orks; the hot-rolled band was to be transported to two 

separate locations for reduction to tinplate gauges. The strip mill 

was co~issioned in 1951; it was the first such installation in the 

UK to be fully auto:nated. 

L~ August 1962 the LTK post-war hot-strip development was complete 

when R.T.B. co~ssi~led their second mill at llanwer.n, near Newport. 

Tne pl~~t was originally referred to as 'Spencer Works' by the Company 

in honO'Jr of their Cr...airman. 

The actual layL"I'l£' dom of wholly new plant did not Co:lsti tute the end 

of hot-strip chanEe a~d ,rorress; at E~bw Vale in 1959 major 

modifications including re-motoring were carried out, Lla~wern had its 

~~~ual capacity increased to 35~ tannes in 1976 and Port Talbot is 

scheduled for expansion to six million tonnes a year. As part of the 

massive tL~plate development scheme Ebbw Vale was by ~d-1978 completely 

phased out as an integrated ircn and steel works 2...T'}d the hot-strip mill 

closed down. On.ly tinplate ma.~ufactu.ring facilities remain. 

ii. Cold Red~ction 

Cold reduction, or rather the preparation of hot-rolled strip for cold . 
reducti~~, is conventionally considered to be the first stage in the 

tinplate manufacturing process. 

In 1938 Richard Thon:as and Company had installed two cold reduction 

mills at Ebbw Vale. The original American-bui~t five-stand mill worked 

thrO'ugh ~~til 195h when it was replaced by another five-st~~d mill 
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ccnstructed by David and United Fngineering Company. This mill 

rolls strip upto a maximL~ width of ~~irty eight inches at a 

fini~hing speed of 5,000 feet per cinute (f.p.m.). Its weekly 

producti~! capacity is 10,700 t~~es, and it rolls to a minimum 

tinplate gauge of 0.152 mID. The second original cold-reduction 

mill started operations in 1938 with three-st~~ds capable cf rolling 

upto speeds of 800 f.p.m. In 1959 this mill was re-modelled and a 

fourth stand added at the delivery end. These a1 teratians increased 

the possible finishing speed to 1,500 f.p.m. and also allowed the 

mill to roll thir..ner gauges th~~ previa~sly. It rolls strip upto a 

maximu.m width of 48" and has a weekly producticn capacity of 4,096 

tar..nes. It rolls to a min.imtun tinplate gauge of 0.356 mm. 

At a time when both economics and the world-wide trend seEmed to 

suggest that steelworks should be integrated, it was decided that 

the two cold reduction mills to be serviced from S.C.O.W.s new Abbey 

Works ~~ould be located so as to ga~erate employrner.t over as wide an 

area as practicable. As a result the first of S.C.O.W.s cold 

reduction mills was sited at Trostre, near Llanelly, a dist~~ce of 

some twa~ty five miles by rail from Port Talbot. 

The !till installed at Trostre in 1951 was of the five sta..'1d four-high 

type and rolled coils of upto forty eight inches in width at speeds 

of 1200 f.p.m. Ideally S.C.O.W. would have constructed its second 

tinplate works ccncurrently with the Trostre plant, but for financial 

and other reascns this was not possible. Construction of the plant 

started in 'July 1953 at its chosen site, Velindre, near Swansea. The 

ccld reduction mill was the now usual five stand tandem affair and was 

built by David and United. It began rolling steel in July 1956. The 

mill rolls strip upto thirty eight inches wide at speeds upto 1400 f .p.m. 
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from a maximum ingoing gauee of 2.7 rom. to a minimum outgoing gauge 

of 0.152 mm. 

There was little tb.at was technologically verJ c.'1allenging about 

what was, after all, possibly the most cataclysmic ir~ovatian in the 

history of tL~plate ma~ufac~~e. It was from the steel company's 

point of view s:illlply a matter of raisL~g the necessary finance and 

in single large capital ou.tlays purchasing the already tried and 

tested tec~nolO£Y of inter.natianal engineering firms. 

As the ~ctian of this section is essentially to 'r~wnd-up' the 

loose ends from the pre-1945 section details of the workings of these 

mills is left until an overall description of the modern tL~plate 

ma~ufactu=ll.g sequence is appropriate. 

iii. T€~uer Rolline 

It will be remembered from the pre-1945 sectiQ~ that the term 'temper 

rolling' was a new n~~p. for an old operation to restore work hardness 

to the plate. While from the point of view of ir>.novatian there is 

little to say c..bout temper rolling, it is ap~ropriate - while an the 

~~bject of rcllL~g technology first adopted in the UK L~ 1938 - to 

also briefly review the implerner.tatian of temper mills. As tr~s 

opE:raticn is an integral part of tinplate making it follows that each 

new plant m~st have incorporated a facility. At Ebbw Vale ttJee 

single stand teI:lper mills were gradually phased out in favour of two 

forty two inch two stand mills. The original tills handled coils 

upto 16,000 Ib at speeds upto 1,000 f.p.m. The first two stand mill 

to be installed accepted coils upto 36,000 lb at speeds upto 4,000 f.~. 

The second two stand mill could handle coils at 6,000 f.p.m. ! third 

mill - discussed later - installed primarily for a different purpose 

may also be used. for temper rolling. At Trostre two tandem temper mills 
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were incorporated when the plant was laid down, both facilities 

ran at a maximum speed of 1,000 f.p.m. At Velindre, similarly, 

two tandem te~per mills were installed in the year of the plant 

being commissioned to work at a speed of 4,000 f.p.m. 

Iv. Hot-Pack Rolling 

The cold reduction of hot rolled strip was so advantaeeous from 

the persp~ctive of production costs (see Table 1), quality, caneist~~cy 

of the finished product and, also, the working candi ti ens under which 

it was produced that there could be no long term future for the 

obsolescent pack-mill. The impact of the new technology an the 

older process was, firstly, to cause it to be cancentrated under a 

few owners and, secondly, for it to be inceasingly aba~doned as the 

newer type installatiens came an stream. Al thou€'h it has been 

earlier mentioned that the appeara~ce of the new rolling methods in 

the US in the 1930s produced some quite radical alterations in pack

rolling procedure, such changes were not (as they would be in the case 

of hot-dip tirming) ~~fficient to maintain viability. 

As the tinplate producers prepared to adopt the newer tech~oloeY they 

bought up large mwbers of old mills so as to secure a large en ough 

quota to permit a high operating rate for the stri'P mill. By 1937 

Richard Thomas and Company already cootrolled 224 of the 518 tinplate 

mills in Wales. (1) When R.T.B. was formed in 1945 so as to build a 

seccnd strip mill 340 of the 500 pack-mills in the :industry came 

under one control. (2) Wh~~ S.C.O.W. was formed a·further 142 old 

type units in 18 works came under one control. (3) 

The pres~~e of demar.d both at home and overseas in the decade after 

the war was such that, somewhat ironically, as the new mill at Trostre 

was getting into its stride there was still plenty of work for the old 
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ha.'1d mills; in 1953 the old type mills still rrodu~ed 300,000 tens 

of tinplate - over thirty eight per cent of the total. (4) This 

figure would have bee.'1 even greater if it had not bee.'1 for an 

acute shortage of labour which prevented the hanc.-mills worki."rlg at 

a;:ything like their rated capacity. This purple T,atch for the old 

t~~e mills in the twilight of their days was never, however, any-

thing more tha.~ a stay of execution during a trar.sitianal period; 

the coup de grace ca.'":]e in 1956 with the cornrr.issianing of Velindre 

after which ~he renaining 110 mills at aroUo'1d twenty works were 

more quickly closed dow:1. By 1958 most of the works still nO!:lin~11y 

listed were no longer working and, finally, in 1961 the last 

re!!l2.ining tinplate pack-mill at P011tardulais was closed down. 

TABLE 1* 

Ccnparative Prod""Jction Costs in Old ar;d New Type Mills (Shillings 

per Ton) (5) 

New PI ant Old T;'"D€ Plant 

207~ of PI a.'1 ts Next 20% 

Prime Costs Capital Charges Total wit~ Highest Costs of Pla.'1ts 

500 105 605 725 675 

"* Source: Wa....~en 

3. The Tin Coatinp' 

Introduction 

Developments in the w~.r in which the tin coating is applied to tin-

plate have beer. a continual theme in the post-war era. This trend 

has IDa.'1ifested itself primarily as a reduction in the thickness of 

the coating applied. It has already been mentioned that 
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this has been a feature of tinplate manufacture since at least the 

early days of ca~ing. The difference in the post-war period has 

been the much closer boundaries of possible reducticn and the 

greater sophisticaticn required to achieve them. Just prior to the 

introduction of cold-reduction it was considered that the two per 

cent tin c~~tent of tinplate which had been attained represented 

the mini~~ practical level, in fact the trend started to move 

towards slightly higher average tin cOG..tin[;S in the remair.ing pre-

war years. The innovation which reversed this regression was 

electrolytic deposition. (This would seeo to highlight wr~t would 

appear to be a recurring pattern in industrial innovation, i.e. 

cct'ltinued. erl.!:-...ancement t:r-pe ir ..... '1cvation until cne reaches a limit 

beycnd which further improvement is uneconomic or even impossible. 

The!"! thi s point is reached the industry can only advance along this 

particular avenue by a radical departure from existing practices). 

It is the implementation and s11bseCluent progress of electrolytic 

tinplate that comprises the bulk of this section an the tin coating. 

i. Electrolytic (elt.) T'ir:'!Jlate 

Oririns 

If there was ever a classic example of a majcr invention known to an 

:industry lying dormant then it is surely that of el t. tinplate. The 

case of elt. tinplate supports the arguma'1t that invention is a ~Jnor 

variable, perhaps even exogenous, tofue innovation system. A variety 

of factors co~bined to bring about the commercial exploitation of elt. 

coating methods by the tinplate ma~ufacturers, but inventive novelty 

is notable only by its absence. References to electroplating go ba:k 

as far as Rosleur in 1850, (6) though the most prophetic observation 

Imlst 'be that of Trubshaw (7) in 1880. 
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"Tin plates have been coated by the aid of electricity but we do 

not hear of this process being extensively adopted. Possibly this 

invention is only in its infancy and ere lang more may be heard 

of it". 

In 1908 Schlotter in Ge!'!llany was propounding the advantages of 

coating steel with electricity. Research work in electro-chemistry 

cCt"ltinued in all three maj or industrial countries, particularly 

after the first world war. It is in Germany, however, that we find 

the origins of the commercial production of electrolytic tinplate -

at the }~dernach works of Rasseistein A.G. L~ 1934. This was an 

relatively narrow strip. 

Early Dev€lopm~nt 

The mode~ development of the elt. process is - like the hot-strip 

mill - almost exclusively an American achieveme..l1t. .An account of 

the early American work is therefore a:ppropriate. 

In the mid 1930s all commercial tinplate was still produced by the 

tried and. trusted hot-dip method. The eccnomic advantages of 

keeping the cold reduced tinplate in coil form for as lang as 

possible naturally produced attempts to apply the final coating in 

a continuous operaticn. The obvious course of action was to adapt 

the existing hot-dip tirilling methods. The results were encour2~ing 
" 

whe..~ this tecr~ique was first applied to narrow strip and there 

seemed little reason to suppose that any major problems would be 

encountered with the full width strip used in tin mills. (At about 

the same time the first pilot attempt at tin coating w~th the aid of 

electricity was being undertaken by United States Steel Corporation 

(Carnegie-Illinois) at their Gary Tin-mill). Contrary to 

expectation both the electro-chemical and, particularly, mechanical 
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problems found in coating wide strip at high speed proved to be 

both different and more demanding than those in the narrow strip 

case. USSC went into commercial production of elt. tinplate 

betwe~~ 1938 ~~d 1941; it is probable that the new method would 

have been developed alongside a modified hot-dip procedure if 

events had been allowed to run their natural course. It is 

important to remember that the conditions in America prior to 1941 

were completely different frc·m those thereafter. In the latter 

1930s there was no overriding pressure to abandon the hot-dip 

process, indeed, elt. plate was not considered an alternative to 

hot-di~ped but as a complementary product. The newer material was 

originally a~visaged for use in the nan-critical dry goods area of 

tin boxes. 

However, the capture of the major tin prodUCing areas of the world 

by the Japanese in 1942 completely distorted the normal course of 

technological advance. ~his produced a situation whereby the supply 

of tin was simply L~adequate for the demands of hot-dipping; as a 

result it created conditions which were bound to favour the i~ediate 

and rapid development of elt. lines. At this time 1.25 lb of tin per 

base box was considered the absolute minimum reduction of the tin 

c~lta~t of tinplate under the hot-dip method. The elt. process, an 

the other hand, could produce usable plate with a coating as little 

as 0.5 lb, though m terms of the potential savlr.g' m tin these figures 

cannot be taken at their face value. The actual saving by USSC Q"l 

their first lme was m the order of sixty per cent - though the final 

product was net used for thermally heated foods. Heavier coating 

weights were needed in 1942/3 wha~ elt. plate was used an a large 

scale for these corrosive packs. The advantage of the elt. method 



was that it was capable of employing less tin than hot-dipped even 

for very aggressive packs because of the greater precisian of the 

coating operaticn. Owing to variaticrls in the coating thickness 

with hot-dipp~lg it had always been necessary to err an the side 

of cauticn, this entailed using more tin than was strictly necessary. 

The speed of installation of elt. capacity in the United States 

during the war years was staggering. In 1941 the Crown Cork and 

Seal Company (incidentally a food packer) was the only company 

beside USSC to be co~ercially producing elt. tinplate. Before the 

end of the war there were twenty nine lines (nine belcnging to USSC) 

in operati on eli strHrilted among thirteen mills. Correspcndingly, 

production increased from negligible proportions in 1941 to around 

im tans p.a. at the a~d of hostilities. This was consolidated by an 

even more dramatic increase in production in 1946 until, in 1947, 

output from the new lines outstripped that from hot-dipping. Wha~ 

considering this investment it should be remembered also that elt. 

technology was expensive, t1,OOO,OOO being a typical cost for a line. 

This remarkable example of the rapid diffusion of a major irillovatian 

should not, however, be allowed to cloud the real reaso.~s which gave 

rise to elt. plate. The artificial tin shortage and the mitigation 

throu.gh war-time candi Hans of the risk factor cr!e normally associates . 
with new technologies, important as they both were, cnly served to 

accelerate a trend which was already underway. In terms of the 

relationship between ir~.ovatians the elt. changeover, albeit a 

revolution, was essentially generated by the even more fundamental 

innovatim which hC'.d arisen earlier in the steel industry - namely 

the hot-strip mill. The hot-strip mill generated the further 

development of cold reduction, and the improved physical characteristics 



and corrosion resista~ce of cold reduced ~late, irrespective of 

the fact that it was also in coil form, encouraged the exploration 

of the possibili~J of reducL~g the tin coating below the 'minimxm'. 

UK Fersnective 

In 1945, with the pack-mills still dominating, the i~~ediate 

advantage of elt. facilities was less applicable to the lJA situation. 

Elt. capacity could only be installed as the output from hot strip 

mills via cold red-..lction plants increased to justify it. It was 

readily accepted at the time that the days of hand roll.ing were 

numbered, but since it was necessary to cut up all coils at so~e 

point before despatch it was not anticipated that the passing of 

the older rollL~g method would of itself affect the econoIDics of 

hot-d.ipping. 

In view of the rapid developma~t of elt. tinplate in America the 

rate at which the irmovatian was adopted by the Welsh L~dust~J may 

seem somewhat laggard (see Table III). It m.lst always be reme;nbered 

when considering the post-war :British steel industry, whether 

nationalized or not, that political considerations inv~iably 

served to slow down invest;nent decisicn making. On top of this the 

ti.'1plate ind.ustry was itself in a state of tra:l.sition in 1945. The 

installation of additional hot-strip capacity was a pre-re~uisite to 

any lcng-term com:nitment to elt. tinplate; the industry in 1945 was 

fully pre-occupied trying to exploit the hot-strip option. The over

riding priority of e~~erating sufficient finance to build another 

hot-strip facility militated against a concerted move to elt. co~ting. 

There were, however, even more basic questions in 1945 concerning elt. 

tinplate. Tne high speeds and high outputs 9f elt. lines were more 
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suited to large m~'l"kets, such as in the States. In 1945, moreover, 

it was believed that it w~~ld be necessary to lacquer both the inside 

a~d outside of elt. place if thinner coatings were to be used for 

corrosive packs. It was th~ght possible that the additional 

lacquer:i.r..g might more tha.T) offset any cost adva."'ltaee of electroplating. 

A further c~sideration was that the hi~1 capital cost cf ~, elt. line, 

rnenticned ea=lier, cOIr.})ued very w.favourably to add:! .. ng adc.itional hot

dippir:.g pots - this hiGh cost also meant that quality in tb: material 

a~d continuity of production ~~st be reasor-ably as~~ed if the higher 

initial outlay was to be recovered by lower variable costs. Problems 

witt". innovatic:n related b,:;th to the technology a!::d the attitude of 

the 12.'bour force are well known as comon to ma.~y industries in tl;9 

m~. These variables made for a ls..rge risk factor. 

In spite of these uncertainties th.:: fi:'st elt. tinning line to be laid 

down outside the United states was that at the Ebbw Vale integrated 

iron f •. nd steel works of R.T.3., the line WC'.S cOlri...T!lissioned in 194i. 

Tnis devel opmerJ t illustrates a ch.s..racteristic of ir.novat! on in the UK 

tinplate industry whereby benefits accrue from irillovati~.s by virtue 

of their installation som~ a?preciable time after th~ir first 

application L~ the US. Sometimes t~is was more by accide~t t~an desi~1, 

tho'.lgh it is interesting to observe that once a decision to build ne .... 

facilities was made the orderin~ of units of plant wr.ich were in a 

dynamic phase of development, ego elt. lines, was ccnsciously left 

until the last possible moment so that the rr.ostrecer;t develo-pments 

~ight be incorporated. 

Tr~€e elt. Processes 

When America."'l I:l~'iufacturers were havir.e to mal:e their early decisions 

on the cOIIL"3ercial installaticrl of elt. ca;;aci ty there was still 



considerable disagreement as to what type of electrolyte was the 

most suitable for high speed electroplating. ~~ing the war-time 

proliferation of elt. capacity f~~ different types of plating 

electrolytes were adopted; (8) these were: (,) the sta~,ous 

ph~~olsulphanate bath, (2) the halogen bath, (3) the sodium

star~ate bath, (4) the potassium-sta~ate bath. The sta~ous 

phenolsulphanate method was developed by USSC, the halogen bath 

method by ~Qpant, the soiium-sta~ate method by the Crown Cork 

Co:npany, the potassium-star.illate metho:l by the Metal aTJd Thermi t 

Corporation. 

From these four electrolytes came three general types of elt. line. 

The USSC develop!Il~t became known as the 'vertical acid' or 

'Ferrostan' (literally 'iran plus tin') lines; the Dupont develop-

ma~t, which was first commercially adopted by the United 

Engineering and Foundry Company, beca.'!le known as the 'horizcmtal 

acid' or 'Halogen' line; the sodium a."ld potassium sta.:.mate types' 

beca.~'2 knom as alkali or 'star..nate' lines. 

~spite the debate in the 1940s as to the respective merits of 

alkaline a"ld acid baths hmerican experience of the performance of 

electrolytes per se may not have been particularly benefiCial to 

R.T.E. wh~~ deciding an their elt. specifications. Although Janes (9) 

lists a number of 'fundamental' differences between the two 

electrolytes, Hoare would seem to suggest that the choice of 

chemical is pretty much determined by commercial and manufacturing 

factors. 

"Ge.."'lerally speaking, therefore, choice of electrolyte depends Ql 

overall productiQl costs, which in turn are innuenced by in! tial 

cost of plant, engineering and electrical maintenance, labour, d.c. 



power costs, beating costs, chemical costs, wastage, tin efflcia~cy 

and amortization. A further set of factors to be considered are 

production rate, size of prodactian unit ir. relation to the market 

envisaged, a.11d flexibility in re&ard to thic!mess of coating plated. 

These latter cQ.'1siderati ans are closely bound up with plant desi~ 

and, iTl the last analysis, electrolyte and the type of pla~t ~~st be 

ca.~sidered together". (10) 

It would seem to be clear, then, that R.T.E. would have been able to 

benefit in 1947 by adopting the type of line which, ta..'k:irlg all the 

va:-iables into account, was most suitable for the UK situ.ation, based 

en the evidence of US experience. The line which was decided upcn 

was in fact the one which had already achieved the widest acceptance 

in the US - the F€rrostan line. 

Fen-ostan Line 

The detailed layout a..'1d design of early Ferroda."'l lines varied in 

accordance with the prejudices e:.'1d :pr:::.ctices of the engineers and 

co=panies w~ich installed them. All lines, however, confor~ to a 

basically similar arrangement. In the Ferrostan operation the 

prepared coils of uncoated steel go trxough five distL'1ct stages; 

entlJr , pr<?paration, plati..'1g, f:inish:ing, and coiling or :piling. The 

fUnction cf the entry section is to change the stock of coils into 

an unbroken band ready for the ccr.tinuous processes which follow. 

This is achieved by two pay-off reels which ur~reel each COil, pass 

them en to a set of double cut shears which trim and squ.are the 

trailing edge of the spent coil a'1d the leading edge of the new COil. 

The strip is then passed tr~ough a seam welder which effects each 

join in about fifteen seconds. A pinch rol1 unit then rasses the 

strip ll.to a deep looping pit, this acts as a reservoir so that it 

is not necessary (except in exceptional circumstances) to interrupt 



the plating operation whilst the weld is maie. 

The preparatory stage l.."lvolves the cleaning and the pickline of 

the strip. At the fra;t of this facility is a drag-bridle unit 

comprising of four rolls which hold the strip :L"l tension and thus 

preva"lt tracking. At this point also are a pl.."lhole detector and 

marker a"ld a gauge micrometer wrdch by ID€ai!S of memory devices 

serve to reject faulty sheets at the exit end of the line. The 

strip is the:-l cleane·d a:1d pickled in three vertical tanks. In the 

first t~"lk the band is electrolytically degreased, the c~rent 

beir,g passed tr~ough steel c~odes and a conductor roll; in the 

seccnd ta"lk the strip is clea.'1ed and rinsed usirJ.g revolving bruS:-.les 

aIJ.d water sprays; :L'1 the third it is electrolytically pickled. 

After pickling the strip is thora~r~y washed and scrubbed by again 

passing through high presS"J.!'e sprays and rotary brushes. 

In the plating secticn the steel receives its coating of tin. Tnis 

part of the installation cmsists of fO'llr T'u.bber-lined steel tar~ks 

and is very similar in aFpear~"lce to the cleaning a"ld pickling 

secti~J.. The strip moves throubh this facility via a chro~ium plated 

copper c0!1duci.or roll above each tar..k and a rubber-covered non

conducting SJ.ide roll at the bottom of each tank. The tin coatir.g is 

drawn from tin anodes four feet 1mB', three inches wide and two inches 

thick which are cast from a tin ingot. Sixteen anodes, four to each 

tank, are c.lspended in the electrolyte irl pairs from an anode bridge. 

'P.ne anodes are replaced at intervals, depending en the rate of tin 

migration, from alternate sides of the strip. The positive and 

negative poles of the electrical equipment are attached to the anode 

bridge and conductor rolls respectively, the latter being in ccntact 

wi th the strip. About ninety five per cent of the tin leaving the 



a~ode is ac~~ally deposited ~ the steel. Tne electrolyte, which 

is c~~tinually ~ed into the platine bath from a main storage 

tank, is an a.cid solution of stannolls phe.'1olsulphonate. A.~ 

additional agent, ph en one , controls the plating ra:-lge of the 

electrolyte a!ld grain refinement of the tir! coating. The a.!:lo".l.~t 

of phenone required is determ:L~ed. by meticulous moni tcring of the 

electrolyte. J~ i=portant variable in the plating operation is 

the tecperature of the electrolyte, which should be kept c~1stant. 

This is accomplished by water tube heat exchangers which cou...~teract 

the heatinc effect of the heavy electrical C'u.rrel:ts being employed. 

As the tirJ~ed strip leaves the plating section it c2-~ies on it a 

coat:L'1g of electrolyte. This is recovered by wa~~:L'1g t~e strip with 

conder~sate water, the drar,ged out electrolyte tha'1 being p-~~ped back 

to the I!l2.1n storage tank. 

When the tinned strip leaves the plating section it has a dull !lC:..tte-

whi te a:ppearai"1Ce. In the very early days of el t. tinplating, when 

the new material was considered to be destined to a life as a different 

product fron pot-coated, this difference ir. appeara'1ce was not 

considered disMvarlt~"'eouS. On the contrarJ" Lipp09rt cbserved in 1942 

that: 

"T'ne tin can be plated with a mirror lustre, but this finish is 

con sidered cO!:l.::Jercially undesirable as it is rather brittle and s.r.ows 

abrasion marks, finger pr:L'1ts etc. T.'lerefore, the metal is usually 

plated dull and S'.1bsequently brushed to a satin f:L'1ish". 
( 11 ) 

It was soon appreciated, however, that it was desirable for the tinned 

surface to receive some form of post-plating treatma'1t which would 

give it the arpeara'1ce of hot-dipped plate. The first can-ffiakers to 

take e1 t. plate. were not happy with the practical ::problems of trying 



to use 'mirror finished' hot-dipped and the dull elt. material as 

if the two were L~terchaT"gable. It was also soan realized that the 

new material did not exactly correspar.d to the pr~sical properties 

of hot-dipped plate because of the nature of the tin-ir~t alloy 

layer which ,,'as formed when the blackplate was dipped into the 

molten tin. This deficiency in elt. tinplate adversely affected 

its can-making potential (discu.ssed in can-ma.king section). A 

tecrmique was necessary wLereby the strip was given these pot 

coated qualities. 

The solution to the problem wasta raise the teI!l?eratcre of the tin 

coatL~g to just above its meltL~g'point for a fraction of a secand 

followed by ilIlI!lecliate quenching. This process is u.sually termed 

, flow brightening' but is also variously referred to as ' fusing' , 

I fl ow mel tillg', 'flash mel t:L.'1g', an d 'thermal re-fl owi..~g' • 

Tecr .... lJologically this operation appears to have presHlted no problem 

to the tinplat.e rua'1ufact1.:.rer, the only questi on w;;.s which of the 

variety of ways of achievlrlg it sho"J.ld be adopted. In the war years 

L'1 the States certain t~~es of flow-brightening processes be~ame 

associated with particular types of elt. tinplate lines. With the 

Ferrostan lL~e resistance heating is the mest corr~anly used method; 

in this process the dried strip is passed betwea~ two conductor rolls 

via an insulated irrJ.ffle furnace. As the strip moves trJIough this 

station resist~~ce to the curra~t being passed through the strip 

causes the metal to heat and the tin to melt. Since the second 

conductor roll is i~ersed in water in a quench t~~ the tL~ is 

almost imzJediately solidified again. 

'n1e desire to toke plate in flow-brightened form by some customers 

manifested itself suffici~~tly quickly for most of ev~~ the early 



:.installatjon~ to :.incorporate a flow-brigr.ter.ing unit in their lir.e. 

It was a~ticipated at the time that the facility would be run 

:interzittently with a certai.!1 proportion of H.e outp"..lt .being 

mecharlically brushed and the rest floVi-brighte.'1ed. Howeve::, as 

event~ tU.-.-ned out, flow-brighte.'1.ed tinplate became the norm. Tnis 

particular development is one specific example of where liTB 

benefited as a'1 imitator frorn the experi~.ce of the pioneers. It 

was not a particularly important factor though because even DSSC, 

~hose line did not orig:inally include this facility, appears to 

have had no difficulty in adaptinb its unit to L'1corpcrate it. 

Flow-bright~ing iE only the first of three finishing operations. 

The secand of these takes place immediately after qu~nching and is 

the 'paEsivati~'1' or 'filming' process. This operation imparts to 

the t:in layer a relatively impervious but L'1visible oxide film by 

passing .i t th.rO'~ 6..'1 oxidisir.g solution. The function of this 

operation is to minimise the heat tarnishing in subsequent lacquer 

stovir.g and to improve the lacquerability of the plate. The film 

is a dilute chromic acid solution and is applied to the strip by 

jet spray and in~erEian in a chemical treating tank. If the 

operation is aided by electricity it is referred to as electro

cr;e41ical passivation. 

'fue final fir"is.rling operati on is oili.."1g. A. weak en:rulsion of cotta.l1-

seed oil ~'1d water is sprayed onto the strip to improve stability 

during warehous:ing, to provide lubrication ar-.d thus prevent damage 

in all l""'@".Idling operations - particularly ca..'1 fabrication - and, as 

with passivatior., to facilitate the a:pplication of inks and lacquers. 

~e last operation on the elt. line is either coiling, or shearing 

and classifying. Ideally the latter is preferred to be a'1 integral 



part of the line but the high speeds 0: ffia~y facilities defeat the 

resources of meche..'1ical engil1ee=ing. Wnere automatic shearing and 

classi~ring is possible the strip by-passes the re-coilinC facility, 

is exa=ined by a seCa1C pir~hole detector, passed to a shear unit 

looping pit, a.'1d C'..lt to tl..'1plate le.'1gths by rota...ry drum shears which 

are adjustable according to the speed of the li..'1e. The sheets are 

next passed to the classifier unit which on i.'1structims from the 

inst~ent stz~nd diverts plates that are too lio1t, too heavy, or 

contain :pil1holes to one pile and allows sound plate to pass to the 

second and third piler where the sheets ~e c~~ted auto~tically 

aJld fed to stillC1o~s ready for despatch. To enS'..:.re a high sta.'1dard 

of quality a.."1d regulari ty, it is impc:-te..'1t tJ-.at all these detecting 

devices be carefully controlled. W:~en the enr~1eering limit at 

wnich the tinplate ca"1 be sheared aT!d classified is passed the strip 

is ceiled at the end of the line and passed to indep~ldent cut up 

facili ties. 

A sche~atic cross secti~~ of tinplate produced an a.'1 elt. line might 

well have the followl..'1g structure. (12) 

* Source: Bevan 

TAP-I.E 11* 

Tinrlate Cross - Secti~ 

Layer 

Oil film 

Ti..'1 o:dde 

Alloy layer 

steel. base 

Coating (inches) 

10-7 

10-7 

10-4. 

10-5 

10-2 



The tinplate w~~ld comprise nine strata, four either side of the 

steel base. 

5al O~Jl and Alkali."1e Lines 

As the only tj~e of elt. tinplate line to be adopted L~ the tK has 

be~"1 of the Ferrost~"1 t)ye only passing mention need be made of the 

other two options which were open to liTE in 1947. The most 

clistL~ctive engineeri."1g featl.l.re of the Halot;en l:iJ1e is that the 

plating section is laid out horizo:::1tally, usually in three cne

hundred foot decks. One side of the strip is coated on the lowest 

deck, the otnsI' side an the middle deck, and the electrolyte 

recovered and the strip cle~"1ed an the uppermost deck. This type 

of 1l.~it has alwa,.vs been associated wi t.'I-]. the highest speeds c:nd, 

cO:::1seque:::1tly, involves the greatest degree of electrical ar .. d 

me~ha:~:ical sophistication. A disadvantage of this type of 

L"1stallation is tr~t the horizontal plating feature necessitates 

that ~~e line is about twice as long as the two alt€r~nat~ves. 

'Ibe fu:-,dar.le.'1 tal difference between the alkaline 1l.T1i t and the acid 

types is that the plating pass lirl.e is aro-.md ten times as long. 

Tr.ds is necessa...-y because a.'1. alkaline bath plates only half as nuch 

tin per kw.-hr. as does ~"1 acid bath. Its main virtues are 

considered to be the simplicity of its equipma'1.t and the fine 

quality plate it produces. These types of plants are associated 

with lower speeds, smalle= outputs and the tinning of narrow strip. 

Apart from the actual plating secticn all the operations included in 

the three elt~ processes are interchangeable. As a re~~lt features 

which were o...'1ce identified with a particular type of line have been 

adopted by a.'1.other; ~~ch an example is the case of loopinC towers 
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instead of J:,i ts as strip reservoirs. These were originally 

identified with alkaline lines but have sinoe been inoorporated an 

Ferrost~ installations. 

Cmsolidati on 

'lhe decision by RTE to adopt the USSC process has been vindicated 

by eve..'1ts. It is the most S'J.ccessful elt. line inas::r..lch that it 

has more tha.'1 consolidated 1 ts im::nediate post-war :position as the 

most widely ad.opted opti on. In 1977 the Ferrosta.'1 :process accounted 

for sixty eight per ca'1t of the world's tinplate ~'1d abryJt seva'1ty 

five per cel1 t of the world's tin cans. This would see!:l to aid 

weight to the r~~othesis that the imitator, RTE L'1 thi~ case, 

benefits sigr.ificantly by importiLg technoloey after the major 

mistakes (i.e. cr:oosing an ir.appropriate line) have already been 

made. If this arS~~~'1t fer delayed imitation were pustled to its 

logical conclusion, however, one would not adopt a 'new' process 

'U.'1til the scope fo'!' its i\;.rther development had been exhausted; by 

t!'.is time, as has bea'1 mentioned in another co..'1text, the whole 

technoloGY is apt to be replaced by another one. It is true, tha~gh, 

that RTB benefited directly from eulier Ferrostan operating 

experience: the USSC in stall at io..'1 originally ha.'1dled strip at 0.'11y 

58 f.p.m.; by the end of 1941 tb..is had. been ir.cree.sed to 250 f.p.m. 

The line that was laid down at Ebbw Vale was capable of speeds upto 

600 f.p.m. 

While the elt. process today is very m~ch the same as in 1948, every 

new line laid down in the UK since that time has incorporated 

important modifications. Ferrostan lines have been installed world

wide since RTB was the first licensee and the operational experie'1ce 

and refinements developed have also been exploited at each successive 
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UK installation. The proliferation in UK el t. capacity is as 

follows: 

TAF.uE III* 

tTK Electrolytic Tinnlate Facilities 

Yr. COrnr;Ussimed Location Designation M2.xi:rrJ.!!! Speed l;ominal 

m.p.m. f .p.rn. Cap&"ci ty 

t.p.a. 

1947 Ebbw Vale No. 1 183 600 110,000 

1951 Trostre No. 1 244 800 140,000 

1951 Trostre No. 2 244 800 140,000 

1957 Vel i!1 dre No. 1 244 800 140,000 

1957 Velindre No. 2 331 1250 160,000 

1958 Ve1indre 1;0. 3 381 1.250 160,000 

1961 Ebbw Vale No. 2 457 1500 220,000 

1961 Trostre No. 3 457 1500 225,000 

1964 Trostre No. 4· 305 1000 250,000 

1969 Ebbw Vale No. 3 533 1750 250,000 

1971 Vel in dre No. 4 457 1500 250,000 

1978 Ebbw Vale No. 4 533 1750 175,000 

* Scr.lrce: Various 

The above table also shows that the maximxm speed of UK elt. tin

plate lines has steadily been increased; this in itself necessitated 

trema"1dcrlls mecha.'1ical engineering feats to achieve. In the course 

of its treatment the very thin band of steel may be turned through 

1800 as IDa"1y as one hundred times. As speeds increased the problems 
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in ensuring that the bQI1d ?'o'..l.ld not breal~ or slip, causing a 

stoppage or surface damage respectively, L~creased correspondir.gly. 

With hiBher speeds ca.Ine lo:aeer plating pass lengthsar.d higher d.c. 

power capacity, thus ena'bling the platmg of higner coati.r~g weights 

at speeds over 800 f .p.m. Similarly, to implement the advances L'1 

r;:;E'cha.'1ica.l enginee:'ing it has been necessa....-y to upgrade the ether 

inter-depe.-.de:'.t tech.'101ogies; as speed increased the length of time 

for processir.g was reduced, the reduction in the ~~t of time for 

cle~.in£, plating, etc., had to be solved by eLhanced cbemical 

e;-.eineering. A single one second operation at 1000 f .p.m. requires 

at least one up a'1d down loop in a processir"g tar.k. Usually the 

platinG opera:ticn takes only a few seconds, sc ma..\Cing necessary the 

use of electrolytes suitable for high current densities. 

As sreeds increased so the proble~ of instrw~entation and control 

was ~defar more critical if a uniform, high ~u~1ty product was to 

be produced. By the . .... aaop .. ~on of electronic devices, ir.cluding 

cc,;nputers, it became possible to autooatically monitor the complete 

Ferrostan op€ration. 

We t~u.E. see that, as in the case of the hot-strip mill and rolling 

tech~cloQ~, the developmer.t of the Ferrosta~ operation was dep~jda~t 

upon contb~O".ls advances in wider fields. Mechanical, electrical, 

chemical a'1d electrQ'1ic en€L~eerir.g progress were all brought together 

to make t.~is progress in t.'1e tinplate industry possible. It was always 

the case that when each successive decision to install further elt. 

capacity was undertak~~ not all the complexities of the operatiQ~ were 

ironed out. One of the most important aspects of success was the 

extensive consultation in the initial stages by the engineering 

companies and the tinplate firms; this way many pitfalls were avoided. (13) 



AlthOQGh electrolytic tinplating is a ~~ch more efficient operation 

th~l hot-dipping the impact of the former process has not 

!:laterialisei in drar...atic increases in tinplate production (see Table 

IV). This is partly because other innovations (discussed later) 6o~e

what distort tinplate tor~age statistics. The cantL~ued post-war 

impetus to the diffusion of the elt. process and to its most 

eCQ..'1omical a.pplicatian. has been the rise, or the threat of a rise, in 

the T,rice of tin. This cost reducing - or stabilis1..Tlg to be more 

accurate - motive has mardfested itself in a pretty n;uch cont1..~ual 

increase in the percentage of tinplate I·rod.uced by the new method.. 

Table V illustrates the material saving impact of the move to elt. 

tinplate for the til'1plate industry. It illustrates clearly why the 

elt. 1i..'1e is considered tc be the most importrult innovation 

introduced in the post-war period. If the earlier observation 

regardi.'1€, the life cycle of an in.'1.ovation holds true for elt. coating, 

then we may now be moving towards the point where further reductions 

in t1..'1 coating weight are impractical, thereby creating the conditians 

for a furtber radical developme.'1.t in coatine technology~ 

li. ~ifferential Tinrlate 

Wher. considering the· causes of the trend in t:L~ coating it nI'J.st be 

remembered that the e1t. revolution was only one factor, albeit by far 

t.~e most important, in the continued reduction 1..'1 the averae.,"'e weignt 

of tin deposited. One specific adv~'1.ce which also made a notable 

contribution was the production of 'differential' tinplate. This is 

tinplate on which the gauge of tin coating on the two faces of the 

plate is differe.~t. 
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TA.:BLE IV'*" 

UK Electrolytic Producticn*'*" 

Yea:r Electrolytic Producticri (OOOs) El t. a.s perce::. taP'e 
of total '!'roGuctian 

1948 38, 
1949 61, 
1950 62, 

1951 60, 
1952 79, 
1953 162, 
1954 231, 
1955 251, 
1956 281, 

1957 397, 
1958 558, 
1959 672, 
1960 756, 
1961 753, 
1962 912, 
1963 958, 

1964 939, 
1965 1 t 020, 

1966 1,043, 

1967 1,077, 

1968 1,116, 
1969 1,212, 
1970 1 t 216 t 
1971 1,216, 
1972 1,131, 
1973**'* 1,238, 
1974 1,097, 
1975 962 
1976 1,112 
1977 1,176 

if-*- Lenb tons to 1970, metric tcru-;es thereafter 
*+* From 1973 production :includes Tin Free Steel 

* Source: Tin International 

6.4 
10 0 4 

9.6 
9.6 
906 

22.9 
28.8 
30.5 
32.8 
40.3 
55.8 
62.9 
63.5 
72.3 
71.7 
79.4 
81.0 

86.3 
8802 
89.0 

90.9 
94.5 
94.8 
94.8 
97 .1 

96.7 
91.0 
98.1 
99.5 

100.0 
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TABLE V* 

'UK - Ti.:; iT') Tin'Dlat~ 1~48-1n1*"* 

Yea:!' TiL used irl ti..'!"J1"late Tin used as % of Index of tin 

tinplate prod-ucticn 1..'1 tinpls.te 

1948 9,536 1.594 100.0 

1949 9,437 1.540 96.6 
1950 9,821 1.495 93.8 
1951 9,417 1.497 93.9 
1952 11,491 1.419 89.0 
1953 8,911 1.306 81.9 
1954 9,896 1.245 78.1 
1955 9,847 1.214 76.2 
1956 10,100 1.176 73.8 
1957 11 t 093 10124 70.5 
1958 9,984 0.998 62.6 
1959 10,145 0.949 59.5 
1960 11,279 0.947 59.4 
1961 9,390 0.900 56.5 
1962 10,339 0.881 55.3 
1963 10,059 0.837 52.5 
1964 9,507 0.820 51.4 
1965 9,187 0.777 48.7 
1966 9,089 0.768 48.2 
1967 8,971 0.741 46.5 
1968 8,645 0.704 44.2 
1969 8,648 0.658 41.3 
1970 7,950 0.620 38.9 
1971 7,977 0.622 39.0 
1972 7,119 0.611 38.3 
1973 8,018 0.626 39.3 
1974 6,997 0.618 38.8 
1975 5,679 0.579 36.3 
1976 6,403 0.573 35.9 
1977 6,372 0.542 34.0 

** Long tans to 1970, metric tor~es thereafter 

* Source: Tin international 
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In terms of the relationship between innovations, particularly fron 

a stimulus - response perspective, the differential developm~~t is 

in the category-of a 'seconda.ry ripple' inas:!l".lch that it w&.s not 

ooly mde possible by electrolytic deposition but was an ir..herent 

feat-QTe. The basic ~~~ctian of the tin coatir.g is to prctect the 

steel base from attack fron: various corrodi..'1g me:lia. Hot-:iipped 

plate has always been considered a superior rro:luct to elt. in 

terms of corro£icn resistance, the latter havir.s long be~1 

associated with wide variaticn in shelf life perfoT~~~ce. This 

S"J:periority, howe-ver, Vias acco:::;par,ied by rna::y wasteful aspects, a 

salient one being that with pot-coated plate one must have the sa."!le 

tin coat:ng v,€ight on both sides of the steel. 

Tne different corrosi on hazards which a ca.'1 is S'.lbject to vo:ry 

considerably in their intensity. V,'i th acidic -rrod-.lcts pa,::ked for 

the t1JC Ir'2.rl:et, for exam?le, t~e cianger of internal CO:::TosiCJ:1 is 

!!!..lch bJ.·eater tha."'1 that of external corrosi orh On the princi;,le 

that ooe snO"c.ld rroa-~ce a J:'ack with the minirrrJ.m necessar'.r properties 

to fulfil its functi~J then, in this ex~~~le, en equal cO~tinb of 

tL~ On both sides of the plate m~st ne:essarily a"'1tail a needlessly 

thick coatL'1g an the exterior of the C~"'1. 

With electrolytically coated. p13te, hov.r€ver, it is possible to 

irdepende.."1tly control the weight of the tin coating; the deposi tio.t1 

an the steel S'.rrface is dire:tly proporti anal to t.'lje a..''!10''unt of 

electrical ~QTr~"'1t used; a different current tr~ough the tin anodes 

used to electroplate each side gives two differe~t coating weights. 

Tne potential cost saving of this feature of elt. tinplate lines was 

well appreciated from the outset and experiments to differentially 

deposit date back to the pioneer days of elt. tL"1plate lir,es in the 



late 1930s. Tb~s research continued slowly during the 19408 until 

in 1951 ir~ America the first successful commercial trial of 

differential tinplate was unciertaken. The specific reason w:b.ich 

1€'d to th·~s commercial exploitation. was t!1at llb per basis box 

(11.2 g/rr,2) material :prod.uced by electrolysis did not prove as 

economic as the sc. . .'ne coating deposited by hot-dipping. 

With differential tinplate ca~e the new proble~ for both sJpplier 

and user of how to distinguish the different coat.L'rle sides. In. the 

early 1950s wha~ only one grade of differa'rltial tinplate was 

available - 11.2/2.8 g/m2 - the solution to this proclem was 

co:c:paratively s:"r:1ple, it being necessary only to mark one sid.e. A 

uLl!ilber of practices were adopted for marking the side with the 

li&.ter coating - somewhat straz1gely in view of its lower corrosion 

resistarJce. By im:parti.'1g a matt finish, or by prbtirlg a simple 

di~~~"d mesh patterr., the lower coating could be i~~ltified. (14) 

2 . 
As the 11.2/2.8 glm coating proved itself so the rar.ge of 

di~ferential coatings made available was increased. This 

necessi tated some system of marking to correspo!1d 'I'Ii th ea.ch coating 

weight. The technique a.dopted was to apply a Eystem of parallel 

lines T'oU"' .. Tling d07l!l the heavier side of the plate, the spaci11g between 

the lines indicating the speCific coating weights. 

The first production of differa'1tial tinplate in the UK was at Ebbw 

Vale in 1961 on the new No.2 elt. tL~plate line of RT.B. The reason 

this tec!">.nique was rlot adorted earlier was probably beca:.lse of the 

equipment changes it required, wrSch were expensive. Differential 

(sometimes called dual-coated) tinplate has been an unqualified 

com.'JE:rcial success and is used b:y- c8..Tl-makers wherever it is suitable. 

The ultimate exploitatio.Tl of differential tinplate would seem to be a 
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profr~ct with o~e tirilled a~d one ur.coated ~JIface; there is 

undot:.'btedly scope fer S"~ch a material. This particular exte..'r1sian 

of the techno1oey poses so:ne peculiarly difficult problems -

presumably of an electrochellical nature. No s"J.ch tinplate, if 

~~at would be the appropriate term, has been produced in this way 

:in the UK, thou.e;h at least cr .. e line of half tin - half galvanized 

~~eet has been ~Jccessfu1ly operated in the US*. 

The corcl1a...·,..y to the progress of el t. plate, with or without a 

differ~~tial coating, is the fate of hot-dipping. It is a?para~t 

from t~e secti on on el t. tinplate that there was a gradual 

reducti on in the contri 'bu.tion of pot coated plate to total tin

plate output in the post-war period. The actual figuxes are as 

follows: 

* i rel€va.'r1t point toreIleIlber is tr~t the production of differe..~tial 

tinplate created an anc·maly :L'r1 the old and still widely used tin

plate terr:J.inology. The designation 1.00/0.25 mea."1S that the 

material carries an one side a coating having the same thickness 

value as 1.00 Ib per basic box tinplate (0.50 1b per basis box per 

face) a"1d carries ~~ the other side a coating having the sa.~e 

thickness as a~ ordinary 0.25 lb tinplate (0.125 1b per basis box per 

face). It does not mean that the coating weight is 11b per basis box 

an one face ~~d 0.25 lb per basis box on the other. (15) 
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TJ3LE VJ* 
UK Hot Dip~ed Tir,nlate Production 

Year Output ~~. of Total ~ Output ~ of Total 

(Tons) 

1947 541 900 100 . 1962 261 502 22.3 

1948 560 000 93.6 1963 243 456 20.6 

1949 551 500 90 1964 219 971 19.0 

1950 594 000 90.4 1965 161 281 13.7 

1951 569 000 90.4 1966 140 129 11.8 

1952 730 975 90.4 1967 132 065 11.0 

1953 520 123 77 .1 1967 111 699 9.1 

1954 563 170 71.2 1969 102 634 5.5 

1955 559 746 69.5 1970 66 891 5.2 

1956 577 065 67 .2 1971 66 900 5.2 

1957 589 328 59.7 1972 33 500 2.9 

1958 442 024 44.2 1973 42 700 3.3 

1959 396 002 37.1 1974 34 700 3.0 

1960 434 821 36.5 197 :) 18 400 1.9 

1961 289 237 27.7 1976 5 300 0.5 

'* SO'..u-ce: Various 

The passing of hot-d.ip plating in the UK is obYiously a classjc case 

of the grad.ual ciisplcl.cerne.nt of an old technology by the new. 'n-Jere 

was ~ever very much dry~bt that tr~s was the course eva~ts would 

follow, it was not eve.l'l considered appropriate as early as the mid 

1950s to D1stall hot-ii~p~1g capacity at the new 7elindre Works. 

The pot coating for ttis pl~~t was carried out at the nearby Elba 

Works. However, there were for most of the post-war period r.ine and 

ta~ pots at Trostre a~d Ebbw Vale reEpectively, though not all of 

c oor se con t inu au sly i.~ use. 
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llehbd the 'superficial impression of an obsolete process being 

steadily replaced it is import~t to rerne~ber that a new, well 

desicned plant SD.cb as tr.e high speed sine-Ie sweep Poole-Davis 

Uni t.s at Trostre represe::ted the ultioate in the mecha11ization of 

hot-c..iPl=ing and they al so rroduced eooC. quality plate. T..'1E';}r were 

helpec.., as was elt. depositir,g, by the very high quality steel 

~~rface which was available through cold-reductiml. On such 

naterial it was possi'ble to prod",we tinplate of fiLis!:., ccr..sistency 

and at a speed all far superi or to what passed before as pot-ccated 

plate. 

As deJ1.8ljd fell back for hot-dipped p1c:.te so pots were successively 

aba.'1doned. On De~ember 31 d,1976 LS.C. offiCially produced their 

last hot-dipped plcte. There was still a demand for the product, 

particulc...rly for €y.I'ort, but this was considered insuffiCient to 

justify its continuance. However, 1.~etal Box, who had previously 

produced hot-dipped ::plate ir! foar pots at their cld Easlesb-J.sh, 

lieath, tinpls.te wor}:s, purchase-d scme of the re-dundant Trostre 

fa.cilities. Metal Box are usiLg the fe.cility to re-process plate 

whose surface is defective for ~~e reason or uJother (it is not 

pre.c.tice.ble to re-tin by electrolysis). 

4. J~~eal1ne 

Introducti on 

It will be re:;;er:bered that the ar..nealing opera-tiro - the heati..'1g', 

'soaking' and COOli.11r: of tinplate after rol1L'1g to bring it to 

fabricating quality - was directly affected by the introduction of 

cold reductiO!'l. This latter in:novatiml, by producing a more u.~iform, 

cansiste.'1t a"1d ductile product, eliminated the need for two annealing 

cycles. 
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Indirectly, the introc'Jctian of cold working affected. annealL ... g by 

e. ... cO"..n'aging conside~atiCln of the possibiH ty of perfcrn:.i.r'e all the 

other tinplate mc.rlufacturing cpe:::-atians in continuous fo~. T:'1e 

first continuO'..lS a!"'J'leE:.ling (Ct.) faciIi ty, lrl.stalled by Crown Cork 

~.d Seal in 1936, did not lea~ to a~y im~ediate attempts at imitatiar •• 

':l:.'1€ introduction of elt. tinplate on a wide scale i.'1 the 19405 meant 

that the two majo!' tiriplate ma..'1ufactuxirlg p!'ocesses were now ca...""Tied 

O'J.t ir, conti1mcus operations, this will have further el1couraeed the 

adoption of the new C:;-,Ulealing tecb;lique. 

Interest in strarJd c.nnealing was give..'1 a fu-ther fillip in 1946 vmE'.n 

Do:nir.ion FO'..: .. '1c.ries and Steel Co. Ltd., F.w.ilton, Ontario, irlstalled 

a duplicate of Crown .Cork' s fu...""Dace, but bcorporated 9.r.i a.lkaline 

cleaning process a..1J.E'ad of the ar..nealirJC. This co:nbination cree.ted 

considerable interest, a..'1C in 1949 Indiana Steel Compar.y started 

productiO!1 of a unit d2sie;led to clean and ar .. neal conti..."luously a.t a 

ma..xirm.un speed of1,O()0 f.p.m. 
( 16) 

T;'1e inn ova ti on of CA 1€'£"2..'1 to gain acceptance in the states in the 

1950s and by 1964 more thru. hilf the tinplate industry'6 O'~tp'Jt 

could be proce£sed·by this method. (17) Outsid.e J..merica, h07;ever, 

producers were not quick to adopt it. Tne first significant ~~ope~~ 

installation was co~ssioned in 1956 at Rasselstein's }~derr.ach 

Works in Germany. Unlike other facilities this unit a.nnealed the 

strip ~r~le horizontal in a three deck operation not ~'1like the 

Ralogen €~t. line. Ttis construction was decided strategically rather 

tha'1 tecrmically because of the existL"'g ~~ilding and crane height. (18) 

The hesi t~~cy in adopting CA plate by man.ufacturers was understa.'1dable 
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because neither the ·case for its technical nor its economic 

~~periority to batch annealed (BA) plate was totally convincing. 

The immediate technical adva..."1to.ges of the newer process were, how-

ever, attra~tive. Its first advanta,ee was its speed; in the 

cantL'1UCiIlS method. the whole annealL'1g operation took ooly a few 

IUnutes, the strip speed being as mcb as 2,000 fop.m. on the 

fastest lines. (19) This compared to the batch process wtich took 

days and tied up a large a!!lO'..mt of mat,erial a...'1d factory space at 

ar~y o,."1e tiI!le. 

The second advantaee of C! plate was seen as the diversity of uses 

to which it could be put owing to a ~"1ique combination of strengl~ 

a.."1d ductility. Its u.'1iform phys~cal properties recommended it as a 

possible replaceW~"1t fer roost qualities of EA plate. Tr.e va-~ing 

array of steel base types, differ:i.:"lg in CO!1:poEi tion and temper, made 

possible by the tecbnolcgical and scientific advances of the early 

1930s led to increasing problems for manufacturers and users in 

}:eeping a.."1 &Jequate tinplate inventory, and. to irJcreasir~g ccmplexi ty 

in rr.a..'1ufactu:ring, ship:pirlg and purchasing operations. CA plate was 

viewed by SOlLe as a l:irld of pana.cea that would corotine the qualities 

cf SEveral different te!!!pers and base composi ticns ,,;i thCTJ.t sacrificL"lg 

the quality advantages inherent in each. (20) L'1 America a reflectieaJ 

of this thinking was the designation of CA plate as 'universal te:::Jper' 

(TO) ~~ggesting perhaps ~~at it could replace all other plate qualities. 

]A plate did not have the metallurgical uniformity of CA plate because 

in any type of closed coil ~"1nealing syste~ the heat must penetrate 

tr~ough the laps; wh~ cooling the heat is re~oved in the same way. 

Since the hottest part of the coil has a slightly longer soak, it is 

very difficult to obtain consistent properties trxoughout the coil. (21) 
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The tr.ird advarJtag€ of CA plate was cCLsidered to be its greater 

hardness over the batch treated material. This was associated 

with a 'springiness' in the plate. It was envis~ed that this 

greater te~~ile strength would allow reductions in plate substar.ce 

for given a:pplicaticr1s and a. coo sequent saving in direct material 

costs to the ca!'l-maker. The possibility of ccntinum:.sly annealed 

plate IDP~e of a base steel alloyed with r-itrogen to improve its 

rigidity was canslnered particularly promising. 

Subse1ue;,t experience was to partially vi.1'Jdicate all th .... -:·ee expected 

adva..r:tages of CA plate, 'but with €ach advantc..ge carne a corollary 

disadvar.tar,e. Its most obvious benefit of speed was indis~utable, 

but t.l;is was not achieved without its prcbleI:}s such as in obtaining 

consistent tracking. It i~ also necessary to completely stop the 

in stallation fer as many as trJ1'ee shifts in as It.any weeks for 

routi.'1'Je mainier.arJce a..'1d, mor.eover, wben burner tubes have to be 

chc...nted six s.~iftF down-time is necessaX"j'. 

The second advantc:.ge of cantinuO'-1s stra:ld a11neali."1g - its dj vE'rsi ty 

of arplicatirns - :proved to have been overest1.mated in some i.l'J.itial 

evalu2ticns. NCl1-rephos;,horized CJ.. f,late never live1 up to its 

'tem?€T universal' label. ThiE grade has n~ver looked a serious 

su'bstit>Jte for the lowest temper grades of "extra deep drawing 

quali ty". .Althoueh most of the other temper gra.:ie s have been 

successfully obtained, CA plate has proved most suitable for the 

higher grades. In the UK it became the practice to crnt:1nue to 

produce the three lowest grades by BA, to produce the two highest 

grades by CA, ana to offer a choice of batch or str&'1d annealed fer 

the intermediate grade, temper 4. So, depending on ones perspective, 

it is perhaps as easy to consider CA plate as inflexible as it is 
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flexible. This innexi bility aspect arises because there is or.ly 

ene CA cycle, a..,,"d for a giverJ. furnace any atte:c:;.t at radical 

alt~ration res'.llts in prcblems of b"Jckling and. breaka.e.e. (23) 

As regards the third mentioned adva..'1tage of CA J:late - its greate::: 

h5.rCness - it is probably here that the new process has lived up 

best to its early billing. For thOse uses to which it was a:rplied 

Ct. plate did facilitate the gra.'iual reduction of tinplate su.bst2.nce. 

T"nis i:nr:act can best be illuEtrated. during the 19505 in A!!Jerica 

before further i:n.r:ovatio::ls des:i.gne-d specifically for t};is end Viere 

introduced: In the early 19505 beer ca;-, bodies were made of 0.257 mm 

plate s!1d the ends of 0.320 r.rn plate-; by the late 19505 the bodies 

were constrJcted of 0.214 ~~ plate and the ~1ds of 0.306 mm plate. (24) 

Agcdn, hOi'ieVer, t!'.is hicher tensile strength had its drawbacks. m.l.ne 

Ep:::'i.n~ ..... '1ess with which it was associated cauEed t flut.:L.'1C' v/r~ich f.1E.1e 

for :;;roduction prcble!'!ls in the rl.'::.l1ufc:.cture of s;uall c.ia'lleter corltai."rlers. 

A fut:her advantage in strength was made in the rrJ.d-1960s by the 

Inla.'1d Steel Company of the USA by what appec.rs to !'..ave been a cl".a:'.ge 

in the CA cycle. In this methoi the steel is 'em:ter.itized', that is, 

heated tc te:!CpEratu.'t'es of aro;md 9~Oo ; this is abOVe> t:;.; lower 

trc:nsfo!'mation terr:j:',eratu.re of steel and serves to convert the ferrite 

strl.lcture to a.uste.'1i te. The strip is then rapidly q-..;enched by water 

in specifically designed equip~~1t. This gives a strl.lcture described 

'b-! b.land Steel as "tempered martensite". l;othing appears to have 

come of this in.'1ovatian in the UK, though the patented process had 

produced ste~l in can-making &a~s as early as 1965. (25) 

~;e of the 'side effects' of CA is that it acts as a partial substitute 

for t enper rolling. 



As ir.. the caSE:- of the rest of the world I s tinplate producers the 

Welsh m&~ufacturers bided their time during the early 1950s 

cbserviI-.g the results of J..merican CA experie.'1ce. In 1957, however, 

sco~ L'1~talled Europe's first vertical CA facility at their Velindre 

plant. This unit was built by ~~e incandescer.t Heat Co. Ltd., under 

licence fro~ the Drever Company. The entry section of this 

1r~ttallation is sicllar to that at the tir .• ni.'1g' sta.'1d, with two r-a...v-

off reels, welder, shears &.0. pinch rolls. This is followed by &'1 

ilk8l~~e cleaning unit. A fourteen stand looping tower provides a 

reservoir of plate ar.d ~rEv~~ts li.'1e breaks. This tower is 

equivaler.t to about 600 ft. of strip - i.e. a one minute sur-ply. In 

the hfat,inr Eection the strip makes five passes th.rO'..lgh a furnace 

heated by radia.'1t gas ·bbes. From the heati.'1g section the strip 

passes tr~ough the soaking section, which is electrically heated for 

terr:pHature eq,1lalization, ar.d then travels to the cantrolled cooliLg 

section~. There are tr~ee controlled cooling passes where a 

temperature drop from 135~o F to 800
0 

F is obtaL'1ed by utilizing 

exr .. oust-type tubes. The 'h.:.bes are designed to remove a given a...1l0..l..'1t 

of heat fror;; eao:h furnace secticr... Cooling to below oxidising 

tE'!!:perature is accom:plished by the passaee of the strip t:-a'o'.lgh six-

tee!:l water-jacketed chute sections. Final cooli.'1g to 150
0 F is 

achieved by two forced. air cooli."lg sections. The exit loope-r is 

similar to that at the ~.try stage and is followed by 5h~~s, a 

tension reel ~'1d a belt wrapper. (26) 

Tne decisic:n to invest in CA at Velindre was followed by similar 

decisions for· the otter two Welsh tinplate mills. 
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Tl..ll:..E VII* 

UK Continuous A.'1Tl8ali.'1f: Facilities 

Year Co:n",issimed Flant l.ocation 

1957 

1962 

1964 

Velindre 

Trostre 

Ebbw Vale 

Capacity 

(weekly tQ.'1s) 

2,500 

3,800 

3,800 

Ib.xirrrJ.m Speed 

(m·E·m. ) 

180 

366 

380 

Installing CA is ir,variably a 'ene-eff' job at each phr..t in thd -

unlike el t. platir,g - one does not normally acid additional 

facilities. 

It was :::rentioned earliEr that the cost advantages of Cl-. were net cut 

a.'10 dried. In the case of this inr;ovatian co:nparative cost data Crl 

the two technologies is available. (27) 

CaDital Costs (C) 

Unit - Tin-plate J3J. Ct. (Ve) i.'1c.re) 

Weekly output (tans) 7,000 

Tota.l Car·Hal Cost (C) 

* Source: !scO"llgh 

It will be seen (Table VIII) that the capital costs of a CA plant to 

produce thirty five per cent of the output of a Ill.. plant is ar,ly 

thirteen per .cent less ey.p~'1sive. This suggests a prima facie Case 

ag-ainst CA. However, although the figures exe not available, it is 

unlikely that the same ratio of capital costs to output applied to 
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the larger Trostre a~d Ebbw Vale facilities beca~se tLe higher out-

puts or. CJ. lines can be achieved at little additional capital 

expense. 

Give.."'1 the exter.t of the capital cost d::'sadvantage of the CJ.. process 

in the Velindre case it is :Frcbable that even with the higher out-

puts it would 'be necessary to recoup the higher overheads by more 

favou.::-able running costs. Table n: (28) gives a cCJ:nparison of the 

VeliIH:!re rUl'L'1ing costs of BJ. vis a vis CA. Again it will be see."'1 

that EJ.. cleanir,g comes out more favou.rably th2.n CJ.. EowevE;:r', the 

use of to"~.age fie~es creates a distortion he~e. CJ. plate is of 

the highe~ temr~r grades &ld has a lower weight to s~rface area 

ratio th~'1 BA; wber.. this qualification is :L'1clI.Hled ill. loses l:!'.1.ch 

of its advar.tage. Secondly, T".l.'1nine; costs of a CA line do not vary 

in projJortion to O"..ltput, ar.c1 with the hig!1'S:r outputs of Trostre a"'1d 

~bbw Vale the variable cost per tan shO"~ld also be more favou~able. 

The C~ plant also saves an other costs by reducing the stocks of 

tinplate h-21d at a"'lY one time. 
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TABLE IX* 

Batch AnneaJ 1r"IT, CIE'erd.!1~, and Cmtinuous J..ruIE>alin..- Cods - Velindre 

:Batch A..'mealin~ CleE1..'1ing COli'tiI:'JOtlS J.r:.Tlea1ing 

No. of lines 2 1 

No. of f1.1.:::naces 

No. of bases 

Tor:nage per week 

Pruductive labJ~ 

Productive supplie~. 

Covers and ~lates 

Gas 

f);.( gas 

Elect:oic pcwer 

Ctber 

Main ts.."12Il ce 

scrap 

TOTAL 

* Source: As~ou.gh 

7 

15 

7624 

s d 

.LJ. 

1 9 

6 5 

1 9 

q 11 
< 

1 11 

1 3 

1 4 

3 3 

18 9 

6593 

Cost per tan 

s d 

1 10 

10 

10 

1 4 

, 9 

1 10 

4 11 

3 10 

~ 4 

7 10 

22 7 

2471 

s: d 

1 10 

7 9 

1 6 

11 1 

3 7 

2 4 

2 10 

8 9 

~ 1 

6 6 

20 4 

58 6 



Prom the above u'o sets of data. it "ould seer: to 'be the case that 

EJ. holis the a':hrant2.£e wherE low tcr..:"1age is concerned. Tne variables 

i."1troouced to this dis::"J.ssiof; such as tl-..rou.ghput mea."1, however, that 

no hara anc fast ge!1E'ral stat-e:r.e!-,t of the respective viabilities can 

be ma.d.e. Tnis is also 1.!1e conclusi or. of J..scoug":!: 

"l.fter touch:L"l.g briefly an the fa~tors influe..'1cing cests of vario"J.s 

tyPe s of i'u.-~ ace, one might be tew;:ted to say that onE' is more 

eccrlo'-lical thEm another, b-.lt t!iis wO"Jld not be true for the general 

case. Ea,ch new insb.llatia.'1 to be built has to be cor.sieerei in 

relatior. to outp"J.t of different grades, total output, coil size, etc., 

~ld the final choice has t~ be made after bala."1crr,r all thE: cost 

factors. The iran and steel industr; is far f::-om st::.tic, and. the 

correct choice nov; might be cO:Jsiderei to be v;rQ:JC in te!'l years ·time. 

To ilhlstrate tMs, there have been cQr,tiLUOllS f~""l1aces in Eurcpe for 

30 years*, but thsir Elow spee:l, slc·V\' cutrut, o..":d hie;'!'" .. fuel 

CO!'JS"";"'!l;ltion preve..'1ted them from becc::ing a.."1 econo:llcal venture". 

One is struck by the si::nilari ty of t!':.is analysis cf the factors 

det=z:-:ninir..g the choice of E::"JI€alil1g facility with that of Hoare 

(page 14) 0."1 tbe S'.lit::..Dility of altemative electrolytes for elt. tin-

plating. Both seem in effect to be ar~,.ing for specific irJ,ovatians 

to be as,s'2Esed by ma.'1a£E:l!ent fro:T! a 'tread c.:.alytica.l perspective. 

~nis would s~em to S"JPport the hJ~othesis that to make prescriptions 

or evaluations about i.~"1ovation at one point in time as if they c~.lld 

be tra'1sposed to ~'1other place a.'1d time is to cO"~t disaster; it is 

akin to suppcsine that a particular institutional system can be 

successfully imitated elsewhere with~ut any regard to the peculiar 

* First experimental line in Germany in 1931 



social, cult-.lral (or whatever) influe:.ces which gave rise to the 

instir~tion in t~e first instance. 

Tne itlrlovatio.'l of CJ.. plate differs lrl an importar.t respect from 

~(J of the Ct~8:r develc:p:r:e.'1ts in ti.T1:plate Inc.l'lufact-.u-e, ego cold 

red'elction, elt. ti.'1!':i.T1g, C:.l'iC other innovations to be subsequently 

discussed. Tnese ~ovations have a co~~cn de.T')ooinator in that 

they r::.G.y 2.11 be employed to the point where they co:npletely replace 

t::e tecb.11cloe:Y to w:-.ich they are an alt€r.native. T:.I1is sir:Jilarit~r 

f.llo-.'I"~ the historical deve1oj)!l!~t of thE' irJd'llstry to be cc!:venie!ltly 

1,;.nfort-.l!'l&tely pprhaps, upsets tr.is cO!:£istent GevelC'pment because at 

be st it Ca!'l O!'lly sll.:;::plemer: t c O!";ver. ti Cl:'.cl.l aJ.1nec.ling method.s. 

It is 2. reflecti m of the failute of Cl. to live upto the claims of 

its early C2-T')va~sers that cc:wE;;)tior.d coil ar ..... l1eal ing has been 

5'~bject to fu.rth'Sr n:c.jor d€velop!IJent. 

It will be rerr:'2.:=bered that t~€' i:'.u:c'\rati on of cold-::eduction in place 

of pac}.:-rcllil:g allowed t';nIlate to be 2:.:.nealed in coil as opposeo. 

to cut-plate fcr::n. TI-"is )e:3. to the btroiuction in t!1e 1930s of 

£tationCL.~r l1l".ll ti-stack :SA furr .. aces ir~~tead of 'in a::d out' plate 

~~ealing on cr~oe railed ways. ~ese ~.llti-stack tr~ealing f~aces 

have been the only ]J" method. ".1sed for most of the post-war period. 

It was p::obably a certab disappcir"tme'jt T.ith CA that encourag-ed the 

development of tw'o new ar .. 'Jealing processes - • ope.'!. coil' and '~ir.gle

stack' ar~ealing. 

In .America in the late 1950s the Lee-iYilsan CO:::lPa.'1Y de-.;eloped what is 

us~ally described as a one-step advance on the cor.ventianal ar~ealine 
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:process; t:;e inclusion of a :p~-cff reel facility, however, gives 

t.'1e ir.!!1ovation something of the flavcr.rr of a C<T.t:LnuCTJ.s/batch hybrid 

:r:-rocess. In this "Ope:-i ceil &.r ... '1':-alingtt method tbe furr.a-::e hanwes 

cne ceil at a ti!lle and. b:,r a process involv.ir.Lg the use of a spacine 

m::.te:::,ial - usually a nylo:-, st:::'ip - a pay-off reel and a re-wir!d 

m~~drel, the coil js opened cr~t p:::'ior to processing. The steel, 

still in coil form but now loosely WOU,11.C., is about twice its origir.al 

dia.::;eier with a unifo:-m 8;'aoe between each lap. Tho eJiva)"ltage of 

thh: teCh.l1ique over the conventional batch method is that t:'e loosely 

coiled st:::'ip allows the gaSE:S to circ'J.late between t:-.l.e la..ilinati ms 

wtile it iE: heated, soaked and cooled in a rotary f·J.mace. Trois 

convecto:::, method c\rerco:!:es a ilia'.:.L oi sadvantage of tr;:;'Qi tionel 

ar-.nealir.g whereby the rate of conQuct!on varies at different :?o:L'1ts 

of the tightly WCTJ.nc. strip. This new method thErefore produces a 

more u.:dform steel base. 

Tne first and only O?~1-ccil ~~~ealL~g furnace to be installed in 

the m: y,ra~, that of R'I'B at Ebbw Vale in 1966. (30) Tnis facility was 

S"llbSE-que..,:tly closed aown. 

1-.n alternative to cover:::!b a row of stacked ccils with a po:::table 

f-,.t:mace is to a'1:".eal each stack iDdi vi dually • By this method the 

coils are sta:ked four to five high 01 circular pedestals a~d 

ericlcsed with a do:ne-shaped heat resistant cover. The fu.."i1ace looks 

not totally UIilike the inner bell used in the co!wentional ope=atian. 

Tne a:r~al principles of operation are the s~~e as in the conve..~tjanal 

process. This fairly straightforward variation on the tra.di tio:lal 

ar.nealirlg method is }:nown, a;-propriately enough, as single-stack 

a.'1-~ealbg. T:'lis method has the advanta,:e that sm.all urgent orders 
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C2:l. be processed rr,ore q'..:.id:ly ~-jd, where a variety of cycles are 

ne~ess~, s~all t~~ace e~o~o~es c~ be reaped. It also saves 

en tco;r.:ple!T:e~tG:.r".{ ca.;;i tal t in that a."1.11ealing base:nents are disIJensed 

with and the capa.ci ty of cra.:-les a ... :d. strc::c'b.u-es can be red'Jced. (32) 

Lltha~gh this tec~~cloeY was available in the 195JS Uh tinplate 

proQ.;.lcers for a long time cO.:i.side::-ed their higher installation cost 

to !l13.ke the:n -~jecono;nic. It would see:n, however, that when the 

decis:on to invest was finally made the operating results Viere 

favou:::-able, Sil"lCe all three tinplate plants have now adcpted the 

s:J:cle-sta.ck te~r..nique. It is sor:ewhat irar;.ic that it sr'O"J.ld be the 

lec:.st rev01utimary of the t=-.ree new ar..:nealing method.s which should 

fL'1ally despatch the traGi tio.:i.al method. Tr.is a.ca:11 points to the 

value of less d..:-a.'!latic developme.::ts. 

TJ.}lLE X* 

PI al'Jt No. of Bc.ses 

Velindre 

Trostre 18 

'E~bw V&le 51 

* SO"llr~e: Various 

C O!l:!:li s s i Cl:'1 eo 

1971 

1975-76 

1975-79 

At Velindre and Trostre IlI'J.lti-stack a11."lealing was completely closed 

dOi'l'!1 as the new fun-laces were commissioned. P. t Ebbw Vale the phasing 

in and phas:i.rlg ·out operatiCl1s are being underta..'tten mere steadily; the 

first six of the new bas,es were commissiD."'led L'I"l May 1975, by June 

1977 t.~is number had been increased to tW€!.'1ty seve.'1. :By this latter 

. 
tim~ the nu:nber of mal ti-stack bases had been red.· .. lCed to eighteen. 
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1-. refle::tion of the ever increasing i.!nporte:Jc.e of sophisticated 

ccr::rol mechanisms is tte fact that Ebbw V~lets single-stacY. 

facility is the first computer car:trolled a.·1nea.l:ir~g installation. 

5. DO:lble Recuctian (:,)R) 

T..lJ.e o-.rerriding reaso", behind tech."1ological chance in the tir.lplate 

i11Q'J.stry is cost red-",cti on. One way of achievirJ[' thi s is to 

}:roc.uce rna teri cJ :L"1 ever thinn €r c;.verage gauE'."e s. In the UK 

thrO·J.[Jj(jJ.t the pod.--",'u perie-o. the average ['2..'J.ge elf tinplate for a 

£iver. e.r'plication has been erac:.ually decl:inir,g, (Table XI). (33) 

TJ..:BIE XI* 

mm.O,28 ' Aver6ge Thickness of Tinplate 1951-1971 

0,27 

0,26 

0,25_ 

0,24 -

0,23· 

0,221-___ -,--__ · __________ 1 -------

1951 55 60 65 70 

Year 

* S m.:,rce : Ba..-.ory 

In the last year before the introc:~cticrl of DR to the m:, 1967, 

average tir.:.plGte thickness was dO\'m to 0.246 mm. (34) The 

L~troductiQ"1 of DR plate to the l~ in 1968 resulted in a sharpe 

reduction i..'1 avera..:;e plate thicmeEs. ThiE dOimr.ard tre.."1d is still 
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can tin'...1ing. 

~e majority of tr.J.s reductian took p1a.~e before 1968, i.e. it was 

achieved wi thin t..~e cawe:-" ti OT;al rolling tecr.n 01 or:.r, r-rincipa11y 

by cha::Cing the cber.:.ical com;,osi tion of the steel base by the 

ad:iition of phosphor'J.s or nitrogen durin£: Eteelmal:ir.g. 
These 

lighter £'3.~ges Viere also erJcO'u.raged by advances in ccld reduction 

t ~h· . t lf , .. h \.. 1 d t 1· t t .r-:::1:r.:> c .... -,trol. (36) e" .:".lque ). 5e W.r.1C . .!lave e 0 more cons s en C~'"'"l.V ~ 

The iJ1tro::3uctior: of continUO"JS ar..r;ea1ing as has been Ehmm was also a 

ccr.tributory fE-ctor in that it resulted in a material of increased 

consistency ar..a. stiffness. (37) 

Two principal reasDr.S cO:J::i.'1ed to bring about 8.:1 erld to this 

incre:nenta.l tinplate gax.ge reduction within the fra:T.€work of 

E'xistine rolling tech.ni·~ue. The first was that, in any case, the 

practical limit for cCtwe::-Jti ona1 tinplate was reached at abo"..lt 

0.168 I:l.'"!l aDd that below this thicknee:s the ti.l1plate was n·ot 

~.1fficie::-Jt1y strong for general line and open-top cans. (38) 
(J.ny-

thing below 0.20 Dl'T. may be considered as thin tinpl::.te). 

Zt"le second major reason was direct market forces. In J..:nerica as 

early as the late 1950s, a'"ld in the UK t~ years later to a lesser 

extent, con::;:>eti tive rackaeL'1.£ developme.TJ. ts berax: to ;:JaY..e inroads in-

to the can-:n.::;-}:et. I!l .t_merica the tr.rE-at of the ncn-retunJcble beer 

bottle to the 8.4 billion cans per year (1959) beer market, and the 

strong conte.lltian cf the aluminium ca.'1. for the ·c1 trus juice market -

a tradi tional t:LT).~late domain - were preSsllit reasCl:1S for lo·ilering 

the price of tinplate. 

It was also reporteq. that "thin tin" was developed to exte."1d the 

ranee of tinJ;late uses rather thar: just to combat alternative 
.' i 



materials a]one. (40) This a.I'£illne1t a:r,pears tc have been 2-'1 attempt 

to play down the tr.reat of aluminiUlli; sie;nificar) tly, later in the 

S2~e article, the ~rediction of one DSSC tL'1 mill official is 

reportE·d as "';;e'l1 have alurr.bium on the run soan in the juice car,. 

field". 

The answer to these altenlative packagine media was seen as a 

radically th~~er tinplate of comparable p€rfor~'1ce to the existing 

t~ye and which c~uld be sold to the can-maker at dra=latically red~ced 

prices. This Vias to be achieved by subjectL'1g the tlllplate to 8..'1 

addi ti anal cold-reduction. (This second reducti cr. beca.l!Je k:-.ov;n as 

I dC"Jble reduction' althou["J1 the amou.nt of reducti en is rJ ot doubled 

at all). The secmd cold working would not only be to reduce the 

gauge of the material but also to strenEtha'1 it tr.rou.gh strain 

h::..ro.er:.ing. 

It will be rer:Iembered that in the conveY"di onal tL'1Ilate manufact'.1.ri.ng 

process the hoi-rolled strip is given a heavy cold reduction to t!1e 

fi!1c.l €;3..uce :L"'1 a five stand tanden; mill. After annes.linr; to restore 

ductility the strip is temper rolled to L~pact the final mechani.cal 

properties; d-.1Xing teTper rolling ar... bcid6!'"ltal red-u.ction of tVio-fO'J.I' 

per cent t~es place. After t€~per rolling the strip is tinned. 

The first company to arJ.!lO'~ce publicly that it v;as werking on a 

thin."ler tinplate was, in fact, tlSSC. (41) The question faCing US 

Steel, 8..'1d anyone else conter;plat.inC' DR, was at wt.ich point in the 

manufacturbgse~uence and by which Tolling method. the second 

reduction was to be effected. USSC decided to produce tinplate by 

CCrlve!1tional methods, inclt:.ding batch annealing, aWl to then apply a 

second cold working of fifty per cent an the 'fir..ished' material. 
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Allowance thus r..ad to be made when arrplyirJS the tim:- coating for 

the reduction that it too wrul d S"J.ffer. US Steel prodcued its 

first cCIlll:Jercial ql.la..""Jti ties of DR plate ir.l 1960. Tb.e material was 

a'!:lout half the thic1:ness of its cCl1veYltianal equivalent 'Was was 

gl v~r.. t!1e na.':Je 'Ferreli te'. The:. USSC launched. DR plate mto the 

ILarket in Sertember 1960 its price was as !!I'.lch as t1.30 per base 

box clOViTJ en st2."1d.ard weie:ht tir..plate. 

Tne :IlGr.ufacturing seqUel-~ce irJi tially adcpte:'i by USSC Vias f..uplicated 

by the iiiJtatcrs who im::;edidely er. tered the field. O:-J€ vf the 

early f,roblems that had to be overcone was that the DR m2.terial 

frcl:: the different prod:J.cers varied in the an'eaI'&l'lce a:;d lu::tre of 

its ILBtt-l ike surface. It was fO"Jl1d necessary to quickly re-

establish a uniform fir"ish because ca.-:-:r!akers haa. diffic"l.lty in 

rc:ltcl-.ir"£ the va...rying a~p('a.ra..""Jces sent fro:!! the differer,t :procucers. 

T!'".e base coler.:r is particularly iln}:,ortant fo::- the decorated em 

(42) 
be::a~se it is used as a base ir" litho~-ra:phy. .As a reS"..l.lt of 

-this arpea.":'Grlce :p!'obles, and a.lso becal~se of prcble:::s in the 

~cldering opE-ratj an G:nd corrosi 0.;1 re£istance of t}-JE oriC;irJal DR 

plde, the .i!:i tial ~a..';,ufact",ring sequer.ce was quickly ab2.:id.OTled. 

"By 1962 nec=ly all the J_r:Jeric2.'1 prod~cer5 were adopting an 

alte::'native I!lethod '{{hereby they cold worked the steel twice while 

it was still in blackplate ferm, the sE<:ond rollir.1b bE-lllg an 

alternative to temper ~olling. It r~s been reported tr.at this 

method was first used in the UK; (43) if correct C!'Je car; only 

E'.:r:pose it was. on sone for:r. of experi:nental basis. It hc:..s a.lso 

bee:'l st::.tec., however, (44) that one A!l'lerican steel CO!T.p~"1y as 

early as 1960 cant~lded that the steel ~..l.st be reduced ~o final 

g"cillge befo!'e coating wit~ ti..'1, which makes' the tTK 'first t most 



ur.likely. 

The seco!ld Q.t:estio:: of ~'r..at rolling tecl"'.nique was best sui ted to 

effeC!t t!le SeCO!lCl reductim resulted in all scrts of Dill 

perr:rdatiO!H':. 5o:Je ;:!:'oc:.lcers 'llsed single stand tel:1})Er mills, 

ot:-j~:!:,S used twc stand. x:ills, a:;d still others use:3. t:.r€e st:mds of 

their old m\J.lti-sta.'1d n:.iJ..1s. Six of the first seven mills erected 

witt:iL the jn i tia1 two? 1 ve mon ths after DS Steel's breaktr..rO',;.th were 

two sta.'1d mills 8.:1d onJy one was a tr~ee eta"d mill. The first 

co~pany to in st2.11 a three sta..'1Q mill specifically designed to roll 

D~ p18.te was JO!les and La:-.lgh1b in 1963 at their Aliqui}"'pa, 

to :O;To-,ride co::-.trclled tension, with a ane - two pe:!:' cent red:J.ctian 

m • 
~nlS 

served. to im;rove flatness for the major cold-red.uct:.or~ which took 

place in the secord sts.:nd. Tr.ds st3J1d cO-IlId, if desired, re::l'J.ce 

fifty per cent or mere. The final st2.rH~ cO"J.ld also re:iuce fifty 

per ce::t or mc·::;e but vIas nor;::;ally used for a one to fiftEo'en per cer.t 

reduction as the 
. ., (45) 

occaSlon re:;,ulrea.. The three st~ld mill 

des})i te its lag€"ard llJitial pop-..:.lari ty fo.:pppars to be the d.3.!1a.ard 

unit for effecting :DR 2.'16 has been, 'll:1til recently, t:-.€ oolJr t~rpe of 

DR mill in the UJC. 

T!,€ initial American DR plate was offered in four gauges of 0.125 n~, 

0.139 ~~, 0.153 ~ ~'1d 0.167 ~~, or 45, 50, 55 ~d 60 1bs per base 

boo: respectively. As the ~aterial became established the n~lber of 

gauges and the variety of elt. coati.I1£,s it received were increGsed. 

Tne success of this ~~ovation is indicated by the fact that as e~ly 

as 1964 twenty five pe::- cent of all elt. ti.'1plate sold in the DS was 

of the DR l-:ind.. (46) 
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Or;e of t!1e u.."12.vcidable -aspects of tinplate :na:;:J.fac"bJ.re is that the 

finished ~aterial cust satisfy two criteria; one is th~t the plate 

shoulj be ~ufficieltly malleable to withst~Jd the severe fabrication 

re~uiremecl ts in can-!!l2.ki,"1£ and, se~cndly , it !ll'J.st be S'J.fficiently 

str~lE to perfo~ its protective packaeL"1g ~"1Cti~l. Tne ir.€xorable 

law of action is e~ual to re-action operates here, and these two 

crH~Tia ue diam~t:!"icany opposed. T.'1e virtual doubline of the 

ta'isile Etre.'"1gth of tin;late effected LT'l the thirty per cer,t or so 

celd workbc has the disaovant<:.o-e that it impc:..rts to the material 

strong mechanic~' ~"1C struc~ral directionality. This loss of 

ductility has i:rrportant il:1plicat:i ons for DRs sJ.itabili ty as a ca'rl 

cO::Jpo::.e:1t. These aspects a:-e discussed in the ca"1-mcJ.:ing sectim. 

1.'1 the'L"h fror: 1962 car~v€ntional tinplate of thin ga:t.:.ges was used 

for SO::lo? ceLe:::-al line containers - ice crea.."O tir.s and pastille tins 

to TiEne but two. In the abse:Jce c~ both the luee beer ca.."1 market 

rnited states, the pressure on the t1C tir.plate producers to develop 

or ir1 stall a DR faci li t:,r was not as -.u-gen t as in t..~e tJ S. E owever, 

by the sec-c;nd helf of the 19608 these factors were begir..:-.ir.g to 

char.ge. L'1 1964 plans for a Drt facility as part of a huge l~'1g-

term tiLplate development pro(;Ta.:1J!ne were a:;:'pro-.red. In 1966 seo',";' 

placed an order with W.E.A. Robertson (of the ~J.be Invest~ents Group) 

for a new type of rolling mill for producl.."1e extra thin tinplate. 

Robertson were marketL"1g the mill for a:J.other Tube Investme.\1ts 

S":lbsidiary, Loewy Ehglll€ering, who had oesigned and developed the 

mill. At the time the mill was described as "a major breakthrO'J.gh 

in a fiel:i hitherto dorrinated by American techniques". (47) The 

ccntract "as worth £1m to Loewy-Robertson. The t}1.ree sta."1d mill was 



.i!lstalled at Trostre i.."1 1967. The cold red~ctia-, of steel strip en 

the DR mill is controlled by a dieital!aIialog''J.e process cowput~r and 

is the 1a=eest lnstallatiol'1 of its kind in the IT. 'UIioe!' t!1is type of 

ccr,trcl. (48) Teethi!")€, tro'J.b1es }:rolanged the com:nissior,ing period 

a..'lQ co:r ... e:=:-cial quar-!tities were not :produced on the mill until the 

latter half cf 1968. :By this time sec·;; was pat of the SO" ..... th T.ales 

Gr~~p of the Erit~sh Steel Corpcratiar •• 

Wh8:il the DR process was btroduced to ti:e "GK the lcv:est f;2.:;l.ge 

c:nventione:.l tir:.pls.te available was 0.167 rom. This Vl2-!: itself being 

increasir.gly used. llJ cen-::naking. :Below this gauc-e it was necessa...ry 

to ccnsider 2..1 temc.tive v.-ays of reducirig s·Jbsta."lce since the 

decreased thickness had to be co!?e~" sated for by an increase in 

drer~gth. Of· the a1 temative means oper! to the:n SCOVi' had decided 

t!-'.at DR Vias p:=:-€:fera~le. Initially only two "DR'" canees were 

available - 0.167 In:!l wd 0.152 Il".rn. This ;naterial had a t€~~2i1e 

strength of 80,000 1b sWin. co:::pa=ed to 52,000 lb Sq/irh in its 

Cu!we:ltic:-lal e;uivalent. (49) :By 1972 ::S3C was rr:JG.ucing a s€'ccnd 

DR prod-..; ct - "DF:9". Thi s was offered at a gauge of 0.264 UU!'. The 

DR t:"''1platE' rrod'..l~ed at Trostre was offered in the full range of 

el t. tin ceding weichts, includ:.ng differential, and also vd th the 

saine ch'2rLical passivation a."1d oi1me treatrn~-~ts. 

The cost red'..lcL."g impact of the DR till Vias directly reflected in 

new price lists produced by ESC in early 1970. (50) 
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D?. 121 t. tinplate 8.929 

El t. tir.p1ate 10.554 

-H- Le. 100,000 s'l' in. of tin:;:,late 

* SCT.lrce: ':::'in International 

At 1978 prices the cost difference ·t.ttwee:-; e1 t. c,."16 D? ti!";J)late has 

bee.'1 eroied t,) less tna:l 6~ (£57.61 per Sita~'H a£2.ir.8t £53.31 per 

Sita refpectively). 

c..dc.pt:i1'f a ~R I:lill, and the single fe:.cility at Trostre re:::a.lLe-d the 

UKs cr.1y sC'.:.rce of DR r-1ate for a decade. In 1978 a second :13 mill 

wa~ co:;,:;:;isdoJ"1ed at Ebbv;' Vale as part of the (570 • tmplate develoJ"'-

stE...'"lc. fo~-hif,'l: 2-TTar;£'2!:leJ.; t. .Almost all the cold reducti cr. is 

v~rrose m~ll, i.e. as either a second reducer or as a t~Tper mill. 

The IT.E...v.il:'.l..~ :DR b'utput is around 4,000 tOr1T;.eE per v.eel: and the mill 

will reduce to a gauge of 0.075 1!lIll. It has a m:::.:>:i.rrr..un rllr.l.T;ing speed 

of 1,85':) rn/min. (51) It has been s~ggested, in fact, that :sse, some-

what ircrdcally, now has an overcapacity in DR plate. 

One of the features of DR plate, ~'1d a good ex~p1e of the way in 

~ich a cha.'1f'e at o.."le point i.'1 the tinplate m::.nufacturi..r.g sequence 

eften creates prcble~s a.t a.'1other point, is the so:nellhat poorer 

~ 100 square metres of tinplate 



a:r:PEa.rar.ce of DR material as 0Jyposed to car:ve.:.'1tianally rec:clced.. 

T:ds d.ifference arise s because the clea;.1ing facility an the 

tir;.! .. :i.r.g sta.'1d is not safficient to cC'~pensate for the lack (If a 

sepa.rate cleaning facility after second reduction. 

It has earlier been Irle;-:timed hoVi' tc::-...r.age statistics for tinplate 

C2..'1 be misleatii..'1g'; g'duge reduction and particularly DR a.re 

r-rincipall~l respoosible for t~ds. The basis of tinplde tradir,g 

is exec::. - l'ihich is tbe only J;;€e:::dr.gful unit in V:-!llch to }Jurchc::.se 

tiJ"Jplate. Most of the proa."Jctio" aid conS"J .... n;'t:1on relatinc to tin

plate t ho-rvev€-r, co;::;e via the steel ilJd'.1stry' s general s:'distical 

depa=tme:~t - v:hich tr..inks in terI:lS of weight. The {;'"c:.llge red-Jcticn 

which has ta.l:e..'1 place therefcre IDtE:..."lS that mar.y statistics ca.'1 

actuc::.lly n:islead or;.e a.s to the tre:1Q.s ir.l tirJplate m2-'1ufact1.u-e a11a 

usage - a red-J.cticn i:1 tor-nace COllS\L'"!led, fCor exa;i7le, OEJ.y in fact 

conceal 6.-":: ll1cr8ase in the munbE'r of articles fabricated. 

The case histor:r of D;:{ tinplate shows an interesti.'1g Similarity to 

thc;.t of e1 t. ti."l.r.ling. The latter irmove.tior.l Vi'as irltrod-Jcea. o:,ly 

wrJen cOating weights seE':ned to h2ve reached their :;:ract.1 cal mil-:Ul"..l.t:J 

by hot-di:r<f>ing method.s. Lil;ewise, a. se:ond cold workirlg was not 

developed un til the scope fo!" further ga·.;.ge red'Jctl cr., by conve....'1ti~al 

means was nearly exhallsted. This siItilari ty would see!:: to reinfcr:::e 

the idea of the ir...rJovati on proces~ as an essentially incramenta.l 

activity t<..'1til ene can go no further wl.thir.L the exist.ir;:g technolog:; 

6. Int~rrnEdiate Oueratja:;s 

The operations u!ldertake:-J iri the ma;1ufact-..u'e of t:i1:p:iate may be stili 

to rcr.lch1y fa.ll into two categories. There are, firstly, those 

operations in wrQch the major physical char.ges f~e effected a'1d, 



SPCCTJdly, those operations which m2.Y be couddered as p:::-epus.tory 

or post-treat!:len ts e..!'our-.d the cE'"ltral manufa.cturir .. g uni ts. 'I'he 

first catee:;ory cOI::;:,risE:s Euch facilities as cold V!c,r}~in£, Eo.nd 

ti..~ ... ""ing, the sccQ:',c. c<>.te[ory er,cor:passes what in the pre:-1945 

secti cr. Viere 1 cesely termed accc!!Eoa.ating opero: t1 ans, ego J:.ickling 

2'::'C. 01 ea:-d.ng. 

It Vias also said in 8..'1 earlier sectio.'1 that iL:'er:nediate cF'€::.'ations 

were deve 1 cp0d :principally so as to be in hc:....""'Uior.y wi th the Inej or 

rua:n.l.facturir;g processes. In the case of picklllJ£, and cleani:1g this 

J. d.es~ript.icr.: of the wcrkinC of these ir.terr.l?c.iate operations is 

left ~.til tn~ co~?lete moderr. canufacturing se~u~ce is r~viewed; 

Th~· growth in Iickl.br c2.p2:ci ty is cr.c...rted below. 

TAPLE XlII* 

DR fjckli.:'lt" FecilHies 
t, 

1.ocdicn :Dc~ II e d r,r:. 2t j cr.: Pi c~\:linr; ~~,I'>P~ ... , ......... (f.r,.:n.) 

E-:Jbw Vc.le 1938 No. 1 375 

Ebbw Yale 1938 No. 2 375 

Trcstre 1951 No. 1 500 

robw Yale 1956 No. 3 445 

Velindre 1962 1\ o. 1 750 

Ebbw Vale 1975iH1- No. 4 1000 

** Replaces I;Dbw Vale lines 1, 2 and 3 

* Source: Various 

Ar, reg-dds i.."1novat:ions it is Vicrthy of note that Ko. 4 picklint line 



is of the modern r~drochloric acid t)~e rather than the previous 

S"~lphuric acid. ~e action of hydrochloric acid is more rapid 

than that of sulphuric acid; tr~s facilitates ~~ increase in the 

th.!'O"J.g.1.put of picl.le lines. 

Tne role of the pickl:ir:g operation has not been significa..'1tly 

altered as a result of the adoption of the major new technologies. 

This is not quite 60 tr~e of cleanir,g; it has always been neceEsa-~ 

to have the blacl..-plate surface in as 'U...'1ccnta:r:irlated a cond.ition as 

possible for subsequent tinning. With the use of oil as a cooling 

a.'1d lubricating a&'?nt in cold reducti en the cleaning c:pe:-atiCl1 

bec~e more iltporta."1t. It :tas already bee.'1 described how the 

introduction of CcntinuCT.lS a.."1.nealing faoilitated the incorpo:;:-aticn 

of the two processes in one opEration. For batch ar .. :nealed it Vias 

still neceEs~-y to have a s€?arate facility. With the tra'1d to 

continuous ~rocessing it was desirable to adapt the cleaning 

operation to ha.."1tile coiled steel. Similarly, t..~e principle of 

e.lectrolysi s was applied to a$sist the alkaline clea.."liI~g. 

T'ne growth in el t. clea.."1ir.g facilities 1s as follows: 
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TA.BLE xrv* 

UK - Electrolytic Cleanin~ Installations 

Lo-:;a t1 an DatI? 

Ebbw Vale 1938 

Ebbw Vale 1938 

Eb'.iw Vale 1938 

Trostre 1951 

Trostre 1951 

Ebb~ Vale 1956 

Vel irJ d:e 1956 

Velindxe 1956 

Ebbw Vale 1978 

** Scra;:·pe::1 in 1962 

* SO'J.rce: VariO'lls 

7. Tin Substitutes 

1. ~.e!"al 

Desicnaticn Max i ~J.!!' 

No. 1** 

No. 2 

No. 3 

No. 1 

No. 2 

No. 4 

No. 1 

No. 2 

No. 5 

SpeE>d (f .r.m.) 

Boo 

800 

800 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2500 

2500 

2400 

A common but errmeous im;ression o;te.."l left on those with a passirlg 

ir.terest in metal :packc.eing is that t.~e tinflate ind'..lstry is 

ccncerned wit!'! the sale of tb. Nothing could be fill't!ler from the 

trllth. The steel L~dustry has found that by coating its own basic 

product with a layer of tin it can e~~~"lce the former's ~pplicaticns. 

The association is therefore a ma.."Tiage of mutal cClwenience but with 

the ferrous partner prepared to forsake its life-time associate at 

any time should 'a more suitable co:tpanian be found. 

'rne fallacious idea of a tinplate :1I.ldustry coD:unitted to tin is due in 

great part, no doubt, precisely to the lang standing and highly 

beneficial value of the cO'Jpling of both metals. As industries, how-



ever, tn,: two ~e a.l.J:ro::t entirely separate. The majority of tr.E' 

r;;E't8.1 ir. s3el ters - of which mly ni,'")£> can be co.;;dd€red as of 

ethEr r:o!'i-fer::"O"Js ME;tah, h2E :resisted verticc..l i;;teD"atio!!. Th'.' 

track record Cof t:i.r:-coatf'd steel, thp tinr·:'a:t.,.. mc,::v.fact·;,.;,rers neve 

the tin Ic::.:ler. There :!',e:..v€' been a !ll1::ber of reasct":E'. be["ind tr:is 

~o-...:.rce he'S beer:; a fc:.ctor. I. reD'.1:l.'"'l€ in.:-.cvc.tive desirt:' to WiC.ED 

one's rrOdtlct ra.."'lC'2 m::~' d so hay€, had a bee:..ri!lE"; but thE" PU~,!,OU!"lt 

reascn r.as uSu'e:..lly bee:-. cost re:1ucticn. Th.is has mc.:-,ifested jt~elf 

in twc: c.irect:ons (in the :prese;;t ccrJtext) - ODe, to c.irpense with 

a top coatir.g altytether, or, tTO, to replace tin with a cheaper 

a1 te!':".ati ve. Thi s SE'CO!". d or,tion has ga. the:!'ed increasing s\:ppcrt 

t:-.rm:ghout the post-war pe:!'i ad as steel-rr.a.kers have becc·n!? ever more 

wo:-ried abo~t the da::cer of aT, escalati on ir .. the price of tin. 
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eve:r, th~ t1ro a.!"e a..:!Io~t entirely separate. The majority of thE> 

ir.;-::·'::rta:-.ce. ThE- En 'j:~OdllC:nC chili., un} ike b ths case of :r.2J:~' 

othEr !":cn-fer::"O'Js ME:tals, h2.£ resisted verticc:..l btE'[Tatio:!!. Th'? 

smel terE' have very few irteresh i.."1 tin rninint, no t5..r::r::.late :r::1a:lt 

track r€'coro c·f t:.r:-ccatE"d EteeJ, thp tinr·lat.~ ma::ufach;.rers h2ve 

tr.'O' tin la:lE:-. The:-e r.ave bee!'). a rftl:::ber of reas::r:!'. ber.i..1'1d tbis 

so"W'ce hes bee:: a fC';.ctor. 1. ren'.1:l.."H? :in:-.cv2.tive desir'C' to wicen 

one t S r roduct r2:iC? m:::.;';· r.:J sc he:..-€' ha~ a bearing; but the P2.TB.'!'o'U."1t 

. 
reason r.2s usua.lly beer. cost red-..;cticn. This has mc.r,ifested itself 

:in tW8 direct:ons (in the yref,e~t context) - one, to dispense with 

a to? coating alto[ether, 0:-, t~o, to repla~e tin with a chea~er 

al ter:-,ative. This SE'cor.d or.tion has gathered increasirlg s,-,ppcrt 

t:-.rm.:e;bout the post-war peri od as steel-makers have become ever mere 

worried abcr.:.t thE' da::cer of a"J escalation ir. the price of ti.."1. 
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It is so~etimes assumed that since the tin coatir.g is so thin and 

makes up such a negligible part of each can' s total cost that s.ny 

desire to replace it must be a very marginal consideratiCtl. It 1s 

certainly tr..le that even the larger tin price inc!.'e-ases do Lot 

c;..ffect the salebility of the fil'1al container, but because the tin-

:plate producers buy tin DJetal 1.."l such vast qua..."ltities it does 

affect its en.lbstit"'.ltability at the r::la!lufacturing stage. Tr ... e price 

of tin is extremely important, therefore, at the technological 

level wh~re the real choice is made. (53) 

As the :price of tin ir!creases so the pressure o.."l the ti."l:plate 

oakers to consider alternatives rises. At times in the post-war 

era, p::.rticu.larly in aeriea, the sea:!'ch for an a1 te:-r..ative to ti .. ,"). 

has been frenzied. It ca..."l be seen from the fig~es below (Table llr) 

that 6.part from the Korean war crisis s...'1d :post 1973 the price of 

tin r~s never really risen at sufficient levels or with sufficient 

cons1st~"lcy to justify this qu~st for s~bstitutes. 
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TA3LE n* 

Lend an Metal E:xc}-,an~ - !veregl;>J,r.nual Tin Pri ces*'* 

Tears Price " Ct,.s..."'l;re Ye~s Price 

1945-9 441.8 1964 1219.8 

1950 744.6 +22.9 1965 1390.4 

1951 1077.3 +44.7 1966 1255.3 

1952 964.4 -10.5 1967 1209.4 

~953 731.7 -24.1 1968 1302.4 

1954 719.4 - 1.7 1969 1428.4 

1955 740.1 + 2.9 1910 1529.5 

19~ 787.7 + 6.4 1971 1437.4 

1957 754.8 - 4.2 1972 1505.9 

1958 134.7 - 2.7 1973 1960.4 

1959 785.4 + 6.9 1974 3493.6 

1960 796.6 + 1.4 1975 3090.8 

1961 888.6 +11.5 1976 4254.6 

1962 896.5 + .9 1977 618'.2 

1963 909.7 + 1.5 

** £ per lang tan to 1964, £ ~~r metric tan thereafter 

* Source: Vari O'olS 

% Cha."'lg~ 

+14.0 

- 9.7 

- 3.7 

+ 7.7 

+ 9.7 

+ 7.1 

- 6.0 

+ 4.8 

+30.2 

+78.2 

-11.5 

+37.7 

+45.3 

The explosion in tinplate prices from 1973 requires some explanation. 

The price of tin bas always been cCDtrolled; it is now SY.bject to the 

international Tin Agreement. This is an accommodatiCD between 

cansumers and produoers to prevent inordinate price fluctuations - it 

does not represent a rigging of the market. The price is manipulated 

by a buffer stock mane.ger who m.a.1ntains the price wi thin a.ccepted 

limits. The 011 crisis of 1974 led to a recessian in tin consumption 
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when the I'roducers were alread"y restricted to a quote system. J. t 

t.~is time a large !J1.Utber of producers opted. out of their investmer.t 

I'lans. When the tin market came out of recession the buffer stock 

manacer ?as forced to unload. all his stock anto the market. 

Production of tin beg-.sn to increase a.eain but the buffer stock 

rnar:ae:~r, with no tin to sell, was unable to affect the market price. 

As a result prices r~ve i~ncreased very rapidly. The United States 

c~~ld have alleviated the problem by selling off same of its 

Et~ategic reserves of tin ~~t was blocked from doiug so at the 

opporttme time by Coogress. Erperimente with various alternative 

steel p~ckaging media were commonplace before 1939. As early as 

1934 !merican Can CO:r:pa..T1Y had re;crted that ccntainers without a tin 

coatu.g had been satisfactorily produced, but were not as efficient 

as t.ir.ned cans. Tr .. e effect of t.~e war en t.~e tin posi tian made it 

E)-pedient to mar"!ufact-u.re these inefficient cans. The most o'bvious 

cheice of ~ateria1 was the basic tin-mill product - blackplate. 

This material was produced COVered with a lubricant and had very 

borderline corrosiao resist~lce, both before and after lacquering. 

It was necessf.-ry- to ca:efully control handling to m!r ... imize pin-po:int 

rJst. Special organic coatings were D~eded to c~~trcl both interral 

corrosi(l1 a..'1d external filiform corrosicn. Tr.ese 'plain' steel cans 

were increasingly tried during the war; in 1944 Metal Box produced 

600m of them at the Epeed of forty-fifty a minute. At the time the 

Company evaluated them as follows: 

'~ith regard to lacquered blackplate ~~eet and strip, considerable 

experience has now been gained. The results are en the whole 

satisfactory. C~'1S ~de of these materials have been used on a wide 

Bcale for many years and have successfully packed a wide range of 

products. If used for processed foods they require considerable 
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quantities of lacquer, whilst their speed of fabrication is 

relatively slow". (54) 

The use of blackplate cans was given a fillip wben in 1954 i.I!lerican 

Can CO~a.:ly ar.ID o'l1I"Jced - to the amazer,er;.t of the tin producers - the 

laur.chir.g of the melod.ro.matically titled "Operaticr~ 8-urvival". (55) 

Tb.i s programe had the avowed aim of elimi.."lating the tin can 

altogether. This supposedly strateelcally orl~"ltated policy in fact 

a:r:pN~.rS to be a front fur a very mercantilist atti t-..lde en t..~e part 

of t!1e Lmerican ir;dustry. It lias certainly pursued 11'1 th a 

nati~"lalistic rather thar. a commercial vig~~. By 1956 billions of 

these cans were be.ir.g producE"d in .!.meriea fer oil etc. Tbey have 

ccr..tinued to be evaluaJied throu.ghrut the poEt-liar period 'but they 

appear totally unable to challeLge tinplate in its priricipal markets -

foO<! a.."1d bevE-rage ca."l s. 

A rea~an for using lacquer on steel is that it 1s a partial ~~bstitute 

for tin. An intermediate alternative, therefore, is to reduce the tin 

coating and to increase the lacquer ccvering. TbiE develo?ment has 

been enccn:raeed by i.:nprovernents in lacquer te-cb.."lolobY and in the 

improved compositien and uniforIti ty of the steel base. The logical 

conclusion to tr~s process would seem to be a high quality steel base 

coated wi th an advanced lacquer, i.e. back to bla.clg-late basically. 

Eowever, it was realized that the tin coating helps the &ihesion of 

lacquer to steel and has a special effect in preventing chemical 

attack of the container by its contents. The logical counterpart to 

putting lacquer over a tin coating is thus to :put a t:in layer 'Ul'lder 

the la.cquer. For this rea.son one is unlikely to ever see a 'S'..lper-

lacquer' replace tin. 



All s~ts of materials iDcludL~g zinc, terneplate and nickel coated 

steel have been tried. as alternatives to tin cnly to be S'..lbsequently 

abandcned. Another pote.'1tial substitute, aluminit:.m coated steel, was 

launched in America 1.n 1967. (56) By this method alumiLium 1.s 

applied by vapou.r depositioo in a V6.Quum chaltber. Again, however, 

lL~e blackplate, this material is Dot satisfactory for processed food 

and beveraee CE.."'lS - ex:ce:pt as an end.. 

ii. '~ .. 11-Free StE'el' 

The mly substi -b..lte to really threaten to make a commeroial iu;pact an 

tinplate has been the so-called Tin-Free Steel (TFS). Strictly 

sPeaking all ste~ls ~itc alt&=r.a.tive ccatings constitute tin-free 

deel; and the term has lr.1c..€-ed in the past been used as such a commoo-

denon:L~ator. Ecrilever, with tr.e emergence of cr-.romium-coated steel 

as tinplate's only steel-based competitor, the ggleric 'tin-free steel' 

t.as been used as if SJ"!lorj~'1!lO'.lS with chromium-coated steel. The tin 

community has ah-ays objected to the te;!-m tin-free steel because 1. t 

suggests the absence of tin ca-~ies some inherent advantage. Whatever 

the merits of the terminology it is now establi~~ed. 

TF'S m£:.y be made by hio processes, ane 1.s a chemical cr..romatbg process 

which ~eht be described as a straight metallic ccatll~g of chromium. 

The other method, 8.."1d the only one of interest to the UK situaUcn, 

produces a cr.ronllum - cr.romium oxide coatiIlg. This if manufactured by 

electrolytically depositing a thin layer of metallic chromium an the 

steel base, which in tu.rn is COVered by a thin, passive, coherent layer 

of cr.romium oxide. Technologically, the elt. cr.romium coating process -

while not a 'spin-off' - is an off-shoot of the conventional elt. 

process. The TFS system of electroplating is exactly the same as with 

el t. tinplate except for the use of different types of anodes. ! TFS 
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line looks exactly the same as a tinplate line except that the flow 

melting st~~d and chemical treatment sections are not required. 

Not surprisingly, therefore, it has been possible to adapt both 

acid and alkaline el t. tir.plate lines to dual tinplate/TFS facilities. 

The difference in the cross secticnal struoture of TFS ar .. d tinplate 

is as follows. (57 ) 

!jrl?Jate/TPS Cross Sections 

Tinplate 

Layers ThicknesE' (ins.) Layers 

Oil film 10-7 Oil film 

Tin oxide 10-1 Chromium oxide 

Tin 10-4 Ct...romiu.lI metal 

Alloy layer 10-5 steel ba.se 

Steel base 10-2 

* Source: Beva."l 

Thickness (1.'16.) 

10-7 

10-6 

10-6 

10-2 

With the emerga~ce of TFS as a possible successpr to the establi~~ed 

mp.tal it is not surpris~.g that the debate as to the relative 

adva.""1ta.ges of t.~e new material sometimes ,became over-heated. L""1 a..""1 

effort to get TFS off the ground it was felt by some observers that 

a1vocates of the new material were making wildly exaggerated claims. (58) 

It was the opinion of the tin producers that the steel men, in making 

these claims, ~ere in danger of killing the goose that lays the 

golden egg and t.~ereby being hoistei by their own petard: 

"The rec~~t development of the so-called tin-free steels (TFS) has 

caused a great deal of excitement and indeed to a number of observers 
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the:re is a real d.a::ger that· SO!!i€ tinplate producers (which are also 

takinc steps to make TFS) may allow themselves to sell tlcplate 

short, metaphorically, to boost TPS. Tinplate bas, of course, 

mar.y adv~tages, the }Lost importa.'1t of which if) firmly established 

markets". 

The major advantage of TFS Vias see..'1 in the material cost saving 

over tin. It was counter-argued tr.at tHs waS largely offset by 

the extra lacquering Te~uired. A second disadvantage of TFS was 

seen as the capital cost of instal1L~g the Dew equipma'1t. ]€yand. 

these fur:a..a::..ental cost questions were the n.a.rginal coosideraticns; 

adyantae--es in this category were tt .. at lacquers adhere to chrome 

better than to tin, that cr.J'ome is reSl stant to sulphur stai.'1ing, 

that it is possible to use much higher temperatures for baking 

lacquers bec~se of the relatively low mel tine point (4500 F) of 

tin. This last advaz: tage ... as seen as favouring the development of 

high speed lacquering an cont1nuO'.lS strip coating lir .. es rather tha.'1 

the tra.diUonal rolling coate:rs and wicket ova'1S. Against this it 

was argued that TFS was brittle, t~at it had a more limited r~~ge 

of outlets and that, in a"1Y case, it wO''..l.ld have to con:pete against 

double reduced, 5.6 gfm2 coated el t. tiIJplate ~·hid. 'fiae a. very 

chap material. (60) 
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TABLE XVII* 

90mpanies Holding TFS Lic~~ses 
(61) 

Licensir~ Company Licensee 

Cou."ltr\" 

Nippon Steel (Mereer :Belgium Cocl:erill-~"Tee 

of Yawata Steel ~"ld 

Fuji Iroc; ~"ld Steel) Works SA**' 

;;;;£3.:;..r.:;;.a;;:;.;z1::..;l~ ____ ...;;C..:i..:a:-::.S;;..:i d;;,e;T'UTg? ca. y eel c:nal ** 
T?:: trade Xl 6.De s Ji'::' aI".! C e J.J. Car.naud & For£es- de 

"Superccat" and Basse Inc~e.** Sollae 

"Ca..'1su.per" Germa..~y, West Klockner-Werke** 

Hoesch LG. 

Netherlands Hooeoven s** 

Philipines E1:i. zal de 

po::-b;.gal Cia Sice-!"1.U'o<:ica Na.ejor;a.l** hi «_ 
USA Bethleham Steel 

National Steel 

Youngstown Steel & Tube 

US Steel Cory~r~ilJI). __ _ 

Toyo Kohan Car-ada Stelco~ 

Rasselstein 

TFS trade name f.ta1y Italsider** 

'Hi-Top' UK BSC 

** No TFS fa.cilities knom 

* Source: Hoare 

. 
The alleged d.i sadvantages of 'l'l''S were not sufficient to dissuade 

pu.."ldi ts from ruaking grandiose claims a.s to its !,otential. In '968 

it was predicated that by 1975 tinplate might well be a rarity. (62) 
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TFS differs from most c·f the other tinplate industry :l.nnovatiCllS of 

t~e post-war period in that it was not an A.merican achieveme..'1t. 

~oth of the co~ercially successful TPS processes were developed in 

Japa.'1 in the late 1950s and early 1960s. The two coIt'Panies 

invclved were Fuji Irco and Steel, and Tcryo Kohan; the former 

~arketed its product wlder the trade names 'Supercoat' and 'Can~~per', 

the latter under 'Hi-Topt. In the 19608 virtually all ~~e lead~g 

ti.'1:plate manufacturing cOIDi=;anies of the world took C>'.lt lice.'1ses. 

ThE!'e can be few innovations lrhich have beel a.P.LOUIJced with such f2..'1-

fare and then been so widely lic~'1E~d, (Table XVII), that r~ve had so 

little ultimate impact. Production figures for TFS are usually 

aggregated under tinplate - itself a sign of the former's 

embarrassingly low pe:letratiC!".l perhaps - and no sta.tistics en T:FS 

~~tput are therefore available. It was, though, est~ated in 1974 -

possibly the year when TFS rea.ched its peak - that the new material 

am~Jnted to about ten per cent of total world tinplate can~~tjCll. 

~ost of this usaee was c~Lcentrated in the United states. Tnis 

significant DS p~etratjan may reflect the merca~tile attitude 

mentionE'd e~lier, but it is true that when TFS was launched in the 

US in the mid 1960s it was at a price EiGIlificcntly below that of 

2 5.6 g/m coated double reduced tinplate. 

In 1968, it will be remembered, BSC c~~ssioned the first rolling 

mill in the UK designed for the manufacture of double reduced tin-

plate at their Trostre plant. The decision in'1968 to install the 

TFS 'Hi-Top' process had, therefore, also to be implemented at 

Trostre. (It is ~~ interesting question as to whether the TFS 

optlCl1 gave SCOiV the necessary stimulus to make the DR inve.stment 

also). The necessary modifications were made to No.1 elt. line. 



TABLE XVIII (63) 
* 

TF'S LINF.S OF TIrE WORI.D 

Country 

Brazil 

France 

Germany, 
West 

India 

Japan 

Company & Plant, 
Location 

CSH (Cia 
Siderurgica 
Nacianal), Volta 
Redmda 

Sallae (Soc. 
Lorraine da 
Laminage con tinu) 
Ebange Florange 

Hoesch Huttenwerke, 
Dortmund. 
Rassel stelll, 
And al'n ach 

Tinplate Co. of 
India J<1IlIshedpur 

Kd.wa~~:Jci Steel, 
Chita 

Hippen Kokan 1::K, 
fukuya.ma 

Type of TFS 
Process 

Supercoat 

Can super process 
Ancrolyt (Hi-top 
process) 

(Lict?n~e frull 
Nippon Steel) 

Hinac Coat 

No. of TPS 
Lines 

1 

No. of DLlal TF"S/ Tinplate Lines 

1 
Commissioning 

1976 

1 

\11 
0'\ 

1 

1 
Commissioning end 

1974 

1 

1 



TFS LIN8S 01<' '['rtF! WORLD (continued) 

Country 

Philippines 

UK 

USA 

Company & Plan t , 
Location 

Nippcl1 Steel (rUji 
Iron & Steel Co. 
and Yawata Steel -
Yawata 

Toyo Kohan, 
Kudamatsu 

Elizalde Iron "-
Steel,Rizal 

Dri tish Steel 
Corp. 

Bethlehem Steel -
Sparrows Poin t -
Burns Harbour 

Kaiser Steel, 
./t\lrl tdna 

Na t1 anal Steel -
Weirtcl) -
Steubenville 

- Portage 

Type of 'l'}"S 
Process 

Supercoat 
Cansuper 

Hi-top 

Supercoat 

Hi-top 

Hethleham Steel 
-ne Coatings al::';iJ 
Ci:1I1SUper Process 

\'leirchrome 
(basically 
CCIllsuper process) 

No. of TF'.:i 
Lines 

1 
1 

") 
J 

2 

1 

No. of Dual TFS/ 'rinplate Lines 

1 

1..11 
--.I 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 



TF'S LrriE~) OF TIm WORLD (C'i") t inupj) 

Country 

USSR 

Venezuela 

.. Source: Slo3Il 

C olDpany & Plan t 
Location 

us Steel Corp. 
- Fairless 
- Gary 

Wheel ing
"Pit tsbul'g11, 
Yorkville 

Younb~town Sheet 
& Tube, 
Indiana Harbour 

Lysvenski Iron & 
Steelworks 

CVG Siderurgica 
del Orinoco 
Matanzas 

Type of TFS 
Process 

USS 'r~s -210 
& 111 

Cansuper 
Process 

lfo. of 'rliS 
Lines 

1 

1 

1 

( NO DE:rAILS ) 

No. of Du.al TFS/ Tinplate Lines 

1 

1 
(Start up May, 1973) 

-" 
Vl 
~ 



The decisicn to adopt a. dual TFS/tirlplate facUi ty was no doubt due 

to the reduction in risk it involved over a. uniquely ~il".;) line. In 

a fast moving area such as metal containers there is always the 

possibility that the material sup~lier will go to considerable 

expense to set up a E!,€'cial li..'1€ to provide even sample TFS 

qu~~tities only fer the ca~-makers to then reject the product. 

?SC invested in Hi-Top beca~se of the tr4reat of ~'1 es~alatian in 

the price of tin, ~~d also to keep steel L'1 the forefront of 

packa..:;:!.ng materials. ESC have, however, had their problems 1..'1 

perS"..lading the can-makers to take TFS, 1...'1 hindsight BSC ~-ould 

prcbably aocept that tbey Cid not liaise as closely with the can-

makers as tr.ey shou.ld have done. en the other hand ES: might well 

argue that their customers, in particular Metal Eox, have been 

ur.necessarily recalcitrant over this develcpment. ~ey .ould 

point out that TFS is cheaper tho..~ its elt. equivalent and tr.at 

t!"!e cause of its slow :progress In the UK is possibly due to a 

reluctarJce by middle mar.a<;E>ment at Metal :Box to create new problems 

fo~ themselves by mzkL~g an objective evaluation of F~-Top when 

a..~ly marginal cost sa.vinrs are involved. Metal Box would probably 

argue that their a.pparent b~ck tracking on the TPS option was 

e.1'Jtirely for cOlD.!llercial reasons. Tbey would point to the changes 

TF5 Ilecessi tated in C2.."'l-making at a time lI'hen a decision 1I'as also 

recru.ired regarding future investment in a. completely new can-

moking technology. A strong case could be made out that Hi-Top 

failed to mike the pr~cre6s expected of it because of its 

u."'lsui tabili ty as a drawn coota.iner. 

WhateVer the reasons, TFS must now be cCClsidered something of a. 

failure in the UK. ESC do not release figures for Hi-Top, but the 



comp~~y did say in 1972 that it expected to produce only 12-15,000 

tcos of :it. (64) :BSCs market research department were again in 

1977 predicting a significant increa.se in dema."1d for TF'S owing to 

the dra:natic rise in t..'1e price of ti."1. No matter what happens to 

the tin price, ho,,'ever, t!1e success or otherwise of TFS will hinge 

cr. the policy adopted by ~etal Box. Metal Box t~l(e only a very 

sma.ll perce!'"j tace of tr.eir car.-!Ilaking m.&..terial as TF'S, unlike Reads 

limited who use it wherever pos£ible. Tne respective sizes of the 

t.-o companies are such, however, that cnly Metal Box can really 

cause an ab01.lt-turn in the fortu.."1es of TFS. There has been no sign 

in t~e recent past of t.'1is !".a?pening, bu.t Metal Box may have tbeir 

ha'1d fcrced; there are n~ signs that one of the companies 

maIlufact-llI'ing its own ca.'1s may adept Hi-Top for food cantair.ers. 

If this har·pens it is probable that they will also want to buy TFS 

food C2..'1s. Th.is may en courage Metal :Sox to take the Hi-Top plunge. 

If tr~s does ha~pEn and ~e~"1d for TFS goes up by as much as ESC 

were preiicting in 1977, then it will be necessa.~ to bri4g a second 

TFS line an stre~. If this is the case the new line will almost 

certaL~ly also be a dual one. Tnis in ~~ would create Dew proble~6 

for ESC as it is unlikely that it w01~ld be possible to run beth l1=.es 

pern2."1ently as TFS facilities, as ha.s been the case wi th No.1 line 

at Trostre. Altho.lgh it is possible to convert a line in fo.rty eight 

hours it is not viable to make regular changeovers. There are tt..ree 

options for making ~~e switch: It could be achieved electrically, but 

t~~s would be expa~sive; secondly, the line speed might be reduced so 

as to be suitable for T!~ but, again, such a reduction would be 

Q~desirable. Thirdly, it would be possible to reduce the Hi-Top 

coating so as to allow the line to run at the faster speed. 



The third option is the cheapest ~~t agreem~~t from the cQ:J-makers 

on t.:"le suitability of the lighter coating 1I'ould have to be gained. 

Lighter coatings, in turn, .... O"J.ld probably require changes in the 

lacquering operation. 

This complicated array of possibilities emphasises the exta~t to 

which the tinplate--ma.ker a.."1d the can-maker are inter-dependent and 

how ea.ch IIlUst carefully arJiraise the possible repreC"..lssicns en the 

other of any techn 0106'1 cal char. ge • 

It must be remembered when speculating on the possibilities of TF'S 

that tinplate has been Tritt~n off as a packagir~g material with 

mcnotcnO'J.s regularIty, Q11y to later prove itself more tha.!'} a match 

far the competitiar!. The odds must be that it will also withst~~d 

any re.!'1ell'ed cr.all e!:ge from TFS. 

TFS is perhaps the most major inn ovation to lie O'J.tside the rattern 

in tinplate :industry developme."1ts of the move to CC!1tinuO'.lS 

processes - althO'~gh TFS coating is of co~se a cantinuO'Js process. 

T:'Je development of P.i-Top constitutes a form of internal 

competition in the tinplate ind-Jstry, thO'llgh it is direct external 

competition to the tin industry. This explains why the ti."1 irldustry 

thrO"..4.gh its research body t.~e InternatiCl1al Tin Besearch Institute 

is always striving to reduce the amount of tin needed an tinplate. 

In the popular mythology of i."lllOVatiCXl these sorts of developments 

are suppressed within an industry. In the case of tin, however, we 

see that the threat of extemal competition makes for cCI'ltinual 

sacrifice so as tl;' secure the lCllg term interests of the produc t. 

An interesting questi en concerning m is where the stimulus to the 

innovatien came from. We have seen that it was developed by 



Japanese steel firms but Dr. Boare, one of the foremost ~~thorities 

on tl'l= tinplate industry, points (Tilt that a. tinplate maker would 

net be keen to make a. material su~h as TF''; wruch, since it must 

C'oltpete agaiust a very low priced alternative, has an irJ-.Ere.~tly 

low profi tabUi ty. Roue aIgues that the stinulus for TPS Ca.!I:e 

from the !merica...~ ca...-rnakers who were ar.xious to develop the 

highly soprJsticated t~chDologies that are the proper erp€rtise of 

very l~ge orgE.....izations. (65) It is Eomewhat ircrlic, then, that 

almost completely the reverse situation appears to r~ve ccme about 

in 't:'e UK, i.e. a tinplate mar;.ufac~er er.xious to perS"lla.cle 

Europe's lartest C~i coropany to make more use of TPS while Reads, 
. 

certairJ.ly r,ot a veT',[ large corr..pa.r:y, are p:-epared to employ the 

material wherever possible. 

The priLcipal functicn of tcII:per rolling, it will be recalled., is 

to restore work hardness after the ar~ealing cperatian. It is at 

the temper rollir..g stage too that the surface appearance of the tm-

plate - subject to S".lbseQ"Jent now bri£l:jtE'.ning - is dete!'!£ined. As 

the question of appearance is separate from that of mechanical 

prcperties the former is herein discussed in its own right. 

Theoretically, ESC will supply up to six different s'~fa~e finishes 

to tinplate of wl-Jch cnly four may be said to be readily available. 

Of these four, two - 'shot blast matt' and 'silver glow' - lie out-

side our field of interest as they are used essentially for ncn oan-

making purposes. The traditional type of can finish is 'bright' -

sometimes called 'mirror finish' - which is the standard flow 

brightened ~xrface obtained by pollsl-~g the temper mill rolls. 

This finish is used for the majority of open top cans. In recent 



years, however, ESC, in co~on with many other tinplate producers, 

have been p:-essing their customers to take tinplate with a new 

a:Fpearance knc~ as 'stene-finish'. This product is obtained by 

iIfosing a special grrund fir.ish Cl1 the tel:1per !till rells, a..'"ld it 

exhibits a lUjear ~face texture pGrallel to the rolling direction. (66) 

The tinplate producers are canvassing for stone-rir.ished ti!l:Flate as 

a way of irrr,roving the sb.ape of the material s...'"1d its resistance to 

abrasion while in the unlac1~ered state. Also, almost sinisterly, 

cefects do not show up as much on stone-finished as on bright tin-

plate. ~J.rther, stene-finished plate offers a slight cost advants,ge. 

'!";.is nell' finis..~ has not made the impact ESC would like to see be-cause 

the ca.'1-makers have be,:,n VeT] re~alci tra.'"lt. Jl~tal :Box a'"ld at least 

~'1e o:her c~-~er have claimed that the corrosion resistance of the 

r.elt' finish is poor and tr~t it h also clifficul t to solder. :RSCs ove 

€xperier.ces with the 1!'aterial do not bear these criticisms out; they 

cancede that it is less co=rosian resistant, but add that the 

differ~!ce is too small to be significant. An explanation for this 

di~-r€:elLent that has been offered witr...in ESC is that in this 

insta.'"lCE, as r.as be>en tbe case on otber occasior.s, a ba.d sa.~le of 

stooe-firiished plate ha.s prejudiced cpinion agairJst the Froduct en 

bloc. Tne view has be>en expressed that once a customer has made up 

hiE own zr.ind one attempts to char.ge it at ene's peril. 

WhO€ver is right, the example of staoe-finished tinplate emphasises 

ooce again - as in the case of TF'S - t.'e vi tal importance of 

ecntinual cc-operati Cll and inter-play between S".lp:plier and customer 

when bringing Ql a new developmel1t. There car.. be 11 ttle doubt in 

the case of stone-finished tinplate that, despite the six-mcnthly 

technical meetings held betweel1 ESC ~'"1d its custcm~rs, liaison was 



seriously deficient. 

9. Jinplate Coils 

It has been ment:iC!:~ed previously that an importar.t distln.ctioo 

exists betTleen tecp.nical and eccnoItic progress; the fermer m:.y 

iIl:Jloverish Tbereas the latter, by d.efin1ti~, can cnly enrich. 

This distmction is prcbably most often invoked to explain why 

n:ajor tech.."lological advances have not been adopted or, perhaps, 

why some that have been h.ave not ha.d any significant eccnottic 

impact - except perhaps a negative ~le. The inverse of this 

relati onship is co::-respoodingly true, minor technical char.ges may 

have ccrlsi derable cOIn!r.ercial value. An example of such an 

ir~ovation is coiled tinplate. To ship ficisbed tL"lplate in coils 

involves virtually LO technical novelty since S"'J.ch units have for 

SOIne time been handled in a..'1d c..rcr.md the t~~plate works; despite 

this few obs~rvers wo~ld exclude coiled tinplate from a list of 

the major post··"cx inDovaticns in the tinplate industry. 

It r...as also reen remarked previously t.~at t:J.e two major tinplate 

i"a""ufac"t<.lTbg iL:l cvaticns - cC'ld reduction a.."ld el t. tinning -

r.aturally created the conditions whereby the mainter.ance of the 

tinplate in band fe-rID fer as Img as possible would '\:;e ca.-:vassed. 

This was essentially the impetus to the shipment of tinrlate in 

coils. Shipment and custc·mer handling of coils of narrow stock, 

.. eighing perhaps a few hundred pounds, presented no difficulties 

and have, :in fact, been so r...andled since the early post-war days. (IS?) 

Shipment of co11s weighing arot:nd ten tens did not, however, become 

a possibility until the late 19505. 

For the reasCllS mentioned, despatching tinplate in coil forrr. 



repres.ente:i no significant challenge to the tinplate manufacturer 

and involved very little cr~ge to his oPerations. It meant that 

the she6.!'ing, classifying and :piling stations could be by-passed 

which must have represent'?d a canver.ie:1ce, if not also a saving. 

It has already been shown, llhany case, that mO:lem elt. tinplate 

lines operate at speeds too fast for the cut-up operation to be 

performed an-line. It will be aJpreciated that technolocically 

there is v~ry little to say about coil shipment from tr.e tinplate 

!It2..'"'lufachrrer's point of vie,,; it is possible, tbO"ugh, that the 

practice of st~ger winding coils to prevent the thicker tin 

coating at the ede-e of the strip ca:.l.dng a bulge was not introduced 

until coil f'l were shipped. 

One tinrlate operat:1 CD where coil shipment definitely h<::.s had 

iIll?lic.aticns has been in the packing of the finhhed product. The 

most usual method for stipping tinplate s.heets is in a ml tiple 

package cf 1000 plates (1120 befere metrication), each of about ace 

t cr..ne .eieht, on a wooden stillage e~ual in l~igth a.:td breadth to 

the s!"leets themselves. In the days of hot-dipped plate the pacy.Q€e 

was enclosed in fibre 'board; with t."e a.d.vent of elt. tinplate 

special quality oil paper was us~d. The rlates are held tc~ther, 

a.'1d the J-ack to the stillage, by thin ste-el stra~s. J.!l optiaoal 

extra are corner protection pieces made of galvanised steel. 

In the :packaging of co11s the tinplate is placed CD its wooden 

platform in the 'eye to the 917' position. ! single wrap of paper, 

the edges ~f ~rdch are tucked well into the eye of the coil, 

protects the tinplate. ! wooden 'lid' with crossed stiffening 

pieces mGY be placed an top of the coil. The tinplate is held to

gether, anc. held to its wooden frame, by steel straps. (68) 



The ""oode." frames and the oil paper are re-used, t.'1e former Cl1 a. 

retu-~able basis, the latter by the c~~-m?~er for his owr. F~poses. 

Tne shipment of tinplate ir. coil form cO't.ld not take place until a 

can-maY..ing plant was able to ha.ndle them. The first such shipment 

took plc;ce in 1957 to the Ta.rr:pa, Florida, .. arks of !merica."1 Can 

Cowpany. It is noticeable that in tLis cumparatively riskless 

irJJovatian the UK tinplate industry ya.s quick to imitate. SCOW 

sr.ipped their first tinplate in coil forn from Velindre in 1959 

for export to the US mu-ket. The first domestic sr~pment took 

place in 1964 to the Metal Eox can-e..'1d making plant at Neath. 

The ~tensicn of coiled tinplate further almg the mo.nufactur1ng 

chain eenerated interest in performing intermediate tL1"Jplate/can

zr;aldng operations in ceil form. The most notable example concerns 

the pOEsibility of lacquering in coil form. ESC has bea1"J under 

pre~<ru.re from can-makers to expJ ore coil lacquering but feel th;:..t, 

as in the case of TFS, the risk of the can-mc..kers withdrawir .. g 

int.erest has bee.."l too high to justify the development. The technical 

feasibility of the process has been proved in the US, and with the 

no:!w cen-making technologies appearing to be movir ... g towards tj.nplate 

it see~s inevitable that tr~s L"1novatian, plus coil lith~aphing, 

will m? .. ke an early appearance in the 1930s. 

10. Tinplate Ratiooaliz.ation 

The innovations c.iscussed in this secticn have been manufacturing 

irJ!lovaticns, for it is changes in manufacturing processes and 

pra.ctices with which the section is concerned. A ride def:inHic:n of 

ir.novaticn would be 'any new way of doing something', be it 

maD.ufacturmg, marketing, organizatlmal, managerial or whatever. 



It is appropria.te to meTltian one suer.. marketing innova.tion within 

this sectioo because it is closely related to the ma~ufacturing 

developments discussed. This char.ee is BSCs 'ratianallza.tim 

~r~~~e' insti~~ted from 1979. 

L~ un~blished National Ecx.omic )evelopment Office (REDO) study 

of J~.uary 1978 HReport an Possibilities of Reducing the Number 

of Tinplate Specifica.tions", and carried out by P.A. llar.a.gement 

Ca}~~lt~,ts, ~~~wed that of the 2,000 different possible 

variatiCDs in the tin}:-late prod'vced by ESC upto 350 applied to 

oper.-top c~~s. (69) ~is total is the rerm~tatian of all the 

different variables, ego g~ge, temper, sheet size, tin coatulg 

etc. '!'he l\EDO report argued that joint supplier/customer action 

should be taken to reduce the number of specificaticns. ,AlthO'J.gh 

its recommendations lI'ere e!1dorsed by both ESC and Metal Box the' 

report had. been sp~cific that neither side shO'..lld ta...l(e any 

u..TlilatEral a.-:tion. 1\ ot S'~rpri6ingly, :sse were the focus of the 

ir.vestigation, but discussions ~ere also held ~ith the can-mP~ers, 

Uetal :Box, Rea.ds, Heinz, Crown Cork, Nacanco and ethers. The 

objectives of the study were: 

.. to identify the extent of the proliferation of tinplate 

E;peocifications and its causes, to examine the sco:pe for reducing 

tte u~~ber and variety of tinplate Fpecifications; to assess the 

benefits of such a re>d'..lcticn on un1 t costs and efficie.'1cy; and to 

ide.~tify the steps needed to bring :;.bout beneficial Cha:lgeS in the 

industry". (70) 

Almost before the ir~ was CL~ on this report BSe declared its 

inter.tion of instituting a 'rationalization by incentive' prOt.,'Tamme; 

this 1nvolves gearing their price st!'Ucture to favour a small rar.ge 



of specifications. The oririnal list of rationalized 

specifications produced by ESC was considered to represa~t a move 

too fax in the new direct! on a.'1d it .. as, at the ca.."1-~a.kers behest, 

subse:u~tly enlareed. 

The real Eigniric~~ce of the rationalization ?rogr~e from the 

ir.!tEr-ind"i.lstry pErSpl?ctive is .In the iI!l?a.ct it has CD can-:rJB.l:ing 

a..'1d the fortuitous e~:L'1S and losses it creates for indivic-I.lal 

customers. For this reason discussi~"1 of the implicatia.s of the 

policy is Jeft until can-~ekL'1g itself is directly treated. It 1s 

a:;::propriate, however, to I:Jention at t!-.tis juncture me point 1..'1 

relatiD:l to t:..u:;:late manufactllTing innO'ratioos. The cilar.4EeS which 

have taken :place in the nature of t!!ip2a.te in the post-war era 

have be€n cbe to t:bose in:;cvations previously merlticned, ego elt. 

ti.re"dng and double reductiCl:'l.. The ratiarlalizatiCl:l progra_7nme .-ill 

F.imilarly lead to adjustments in tin coating -r;e1ghte., steel 

Q~~st~J~e, etc.; th~oretically, adjust~~"1ts by indivldaal customers 

i..'1 their specifications s~ould ca.ncel themselves out so that 

av~~age t~'1 coating, average subst~~ce, etc., are Dot affected. How

ever, it is a :possibility tr.at since custc.:ners in the past have bee.'1 

prooe to err en the side of Ca:..:.tiCil in their specificaticns tha.t the 

tendency will be to sta..'1d.ar!ise do"ft:1wards, i.e. to a lower tin 

coating etc. If this happens then t~e direct impact of the po£t-war 

cost-reducing inn~~atjons may receive an indirect boost. 

11. Jlodern Tinplate lI.,p..n'.lfactu.ring Se~u('>..nce 

The variou s eri teria dete!"!d.ning the composi ti on of this cr..apter has 

prevented a treatment of the innovations as they affected each step 

of t.'-le ma."'1ufd.cturing sequence in tUl:~n. It is the purpose of this 



review to clarify the modern tin;:late manufa.ct'JIing sequence and 

to ~~ish some details of those operations passed over in the fore-

going sections. The descriptive in format i an is mE:a.."lt to be 

generally applicable to the whcle ESC tinJllate operatian; where 

particular specifica.tions are given, ego ler,gth of ta:.k, these apJ:;ly 

to Trostre. Trcstre has been chose!l for this purpose in pre:ference 

to Velindre or Ebbw Vale be~a.;.!se, at the time when the plant visit 

was ~de fro~ which most of the fcllowillg info~atian Y~s provided, 

Trcstre was the only Ila.'it with a work!.r.g double red'J.cti an mill and 

is still, incidentally, the only pla"lt with a Hi-Top line. 

Continuous Picklin~ . -
':he hot strip pro:l".lCea. at either Fort Talbot or Llenw~::-n is taken to 

Ebbw Vale, Trostre a:.d Velindre by either road or rail but uS'...:ally 

the latter. In the ti."lplate works the coils of steel are first butt-

wela.!?d prior to plckl1n£,; after th~ welding unit COID€'S a thirty-feet 

deep pit reservoir ""!lieh acC"..mr.:.lates the stE::el so prevent:1rlg line 

ste;,!:: d-..;.riLg welcl!ng. 'fue coil passes from the 1 oo~ing pit throu,gh 

five pickling t~~s each eighty-feet lang, t~e scale en the strip is 

removed in picklbg in less tha..'i one Ili.inute. Of the five ta.'1ks the 

lest r.as the greatest acid cC£"lcentration, and the slow now of a.cid 

~"air.st the directicn of the strill mea."lS a low cancentraticn of ircn 

at the head of the' pickling line. Pipes r>.m below the ta.'iks to take 

a.way the hydrogen, which is exhausted into the atmosphere. At the 

end of the pickling stage the dried strip passes through an eight

feet deep looping pit. It is then given a side trim to take off the 

sha....." ede,""es mich· lliisht otherwise produce splitting. After pickling 

~'id trimming the steel is coated with a film of palm 011, this 

provides lubricatim for subseque."lt operations and ·also acts as a 



F:::'otectioo a.e~i."lst rJ.stir.g. The band is the."l ceiled in an upcoiler 

~"ld the .eld~d coils p~ssed an to a storage ramp from wne:::'e they 

are removed by one of the fifty-too cr~"les wp~ch serve the cold 

rec.:lcti 00. unit. 

Cold RE>d'Jcti an 

The five sta..'1ds of the cold red°..lctj cr. unit are each thirteer.-!eet 

apart from roll centre to roll centre. Ea.ch sta.'l.d includ.es ho 

tWel""J"ty-c:.e-inch dia.:ueter work rells, one c.bcve and (De below the 

strip. In each star.d the thickness of the S:.eet is ~rogressivelY 

reduced. The first mill contains rolls of cC'IDpuatively rough 

fbish so as to "frovide sufficie:Jt friction to drive the strip 

without slip:ping. Tr.e rolls in stands foar and five are extre:Ile1y 

S!l'looth. Ea.~h work roll is driven by a fifty-tr...ree-inch clicuneter 

back-up roll. The ter:Il 'cold reduction' r~rers to the fact that 

no exte:::::lal heat is applied to the strip, luge onCTlomts of heat 

are of CCTJ.rse ga"lerated in the operation. To dissi?ate t~is water 

~"ld oil are used between each sta;.d to cool and 1ubr!cate the 

strip. Unless there is to be a seporate secood. reducticn the 

she-et is now at t."'1e customer's requued thickness. After emerging 

from No. 5 st~"ld the strip is auto~atically re-cciled. The life 

of each roll is dependent upon the quality of the steel going 

through; produ.ction of five hundred tens of strip before a roll 

needed changing woold be considered a very good retum. Adjacent 

to the mill is the roll shop to which individollal rolls are 

removed for re-grinding. 

El t. Cl E'a."1 ing 

The oil a~plied dur~g cold-reduction has to be removed or else it 

would carban1se during annealing and interfere wi th the subsequent 



tinning operation. The coils to be batch aLIlealed are ~as6ed from 

the five sta.'1d mill c..rea to the elt. cleaning lines, again by 

cra.~e, where the coil ends are squared-off by shears to facilitate 

the aO".lble seam Dash .-eld.ing of ale to a:) ether. Tile strip is 

first pulled t~ough a twe..'1ty-two-feet lcrlg caustic dip ta.!":k via 

subm€rger a..'1d deflector rolls. On exit it passes thrcr.lgh a 

screbber a..'1d rinsi.'1g unit. Tr.e strip is then S'J.b!llerged in a sixty

five-foot long elt. t&.k C~jtainir.g a deterge..'1t of caustic soda 

plus odditives similc..r to that used ll. the dip t~~. After this 

electrolytically assisted alkalL'1e cleaning tte strip is giv~'1 a 

secood brusrJ.ng followed by a hot wat.er rir.se, it is then air d.ried. 

A t the end of the operation the Etrip enters a looping pit befc·re 

sh~aring and re-coilir.g. 

!;''::l ~ a,1 in.,g 

After clea'1~g, the effects of the cold _orking are removed by one 

of the a:-illealing I!Ii:'thods described earlier. (It will be recalled 

that cor. tinuO'u.s a'mealing incorpc:::-ates el t. cleG-'1ing). 

TenrpE'r RClllin.,3 

After C'::".Jlealing the strip is. too soft for use, coils of tinplate 

that have already b.?en reduced to fi.'1al g-o:..~ are skin Jl?...ssed in a. 

two sta::.d tezrper mill so 2.6 to i.mprove flatness, to impart the 

required mechanical properties. and to apply the desired surface 

appearance. The rolls are arra..'1ged as :in the five stand till. 

Doo'tle Reduction 

Coil to be given a further reduction go Dot to the temper mill but 

to a two or three stand DR mill where it i B imbued. 'Wi th increased .:..a. 

strength a.'1d directi anality a.t the eXJ>en se of ductility. Tne rolls 



are arra:Jged as in the !i ve stan d mill. 

Ceil Prenaratjon Lin~E 

In the days of hot-diFPing, steel to be pot-coated was now sbeared 

~~d tinned prior to despatch. With elt. coating, however, the 

colls allfays pass to the J:.reparatory liLe w~ere they are trimmed 

by rotary kr:.ives to the cc=rect width, squa.red off in down-cut 

shears, the trailiI:.g end of crJe "ceil ..,elded to the frO!.~t e..~d of the 

followirlE, CXle, re-wound into large coils, weighed, end transported 

to the el t. lines. 

El t. Tinn me 

'I'ne coil n 0\'1' er:. ters the tinnbg facility Tlhere it is pickled ~'1d 

cleaned to prov.ide the necessary stcmd.ard of clea."lliness essential 

for coating. After elt. tin."1ing the strip is now-brighte.."1e1.. The 

strip is tbee given its post-rlatine treatment~ before being re

coiled or Sheared and classified. 

Fackine and De s~at.ch 

The tiLplate is packed according to whether it is in ceil or plate 

form, the ErE'cificati ons etc., a."'1I,otated on the :t:ackage, end 

des?atched to its destination 1:y eitiH:r road or rail. 

12. St~el fer Tinrlate 

L~ trod.'.,) ct i on 

The most perfunctory review of the tinpl~te industry would show that 

the majority of its operations are concerned. with the treatment of 

the steel ba.se 2."l.d that the bulk of the inDo;patia1S introd.uced have 

been directed toward improving these operatiCDs. Although the 

tinning op~ra.tion repres~ts the very cornerstone and character of 

the tinplate industry it cCl1stitutes 'but a s~ll part of the overall 
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tin~late manufacturing sequence. This bias is indicative of the 

essen tial nature of a high quality base to the ma.."1ufac ture of tin-

plate. To a large extent t~e quality of the steel base is out-

side the control of the tir:plate maker, being detern..J..ned by the 

practices and processes from the blast furnace to t~e hot-strip 

mill inclusive. In a study which seeks to Examine some of the 

L"1ter-industry aspects of technological innovation it 1s important 

that the role of the steel-maker in tin;late manufacture be 

reco,.:::;nized. The steel industry in the post-".·U' era ha.s been ruch 

a hot-bed of ir~jovatian that it is only possible to mention here a 

few salier.t aspects of the steel-tinplate relatianst1p. 

Duriog the development of the wide strip mill in the US, steel was 

}:,rovide:'i almost e..'1tirely by the oper:.-hearth process. By usiI:;g the 

typically 1011" phosphol"'..l.s l.n.erican iran together with low sulphur 

fuel oil, US ope.."1-hearth operators were able to rroduce a soft 

ductile steel consist~,t in quality and well su1t~d to tinplate. 

The UK Vtas for'b.mate lr.l also producinE; most of its steel by the 

ope1-r.€a..~h met:bod, ur.like an the cootinent of Europe where the 

majority of steel was manufactured in bottom blovm baslc Bessemer 

car.verters that pro~uced steels of ur.desirably high nitrogen 

content for strip mill :products. The problem faCing the UX in 1938 

was that the available pig iroo contained an undesirably high 

phosphorus content. :>.u-ing the 1939-45 pe:!'iod. p:-actically all the 

pig ircn L'1 the OX was produced from indigenO'lls ores, these gave 

pig ircn that was neither low in sulphU!', phos:)jhorus or sil1cCJ:l, 

nor cCf1siste.'1t in quality. (71) 
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In the early post-war ye~s, partly due to the infl~ence of strip 

mills, there 'Was a slight move in favo·1lT of open-hearth steel in 

Europe. The steelmakers ~ere in sometr~g of a dile~, however, 

because - apart from its prcblem with nitrcogf'.n - the basic :Bessemer 

proC~ss had adv~tages fer stri~ mill procuctioo; one of these 

advantages was that it was easier to produce a consistently low 

carbco steel than from oper.-hearths. Tl:":ese were the ccrJditions 

which led to attempts to adapt the basic 3es£e~eT system ~~d culffiinated 

in the inv6..'1ti on at Linz, Austria, by :DaJ10witz, of the basic OX"'Jeen 

steel ma!:ir ... g system (1952) - blown as the Linz :Da:-"owitz (LIl) process. 

'7nree ty-pes of orye~ blowir.g scltiUcn to tbe proclem of high 

nitrcger ... steel were c€veloped betwee~ 1945 end 1960 - the bottom 

blOiiT.i, the top blown, and rotc....-y blown converter. These developments 

1I"(;:re made possible by the increa!:L'1g ayailabili ty of oxygen. The LD 

process is the mOEt fa.'DCYJ.s and successful top blowing process and has 

taken its place al cr...gsi de the Bessemer, eJ ectric arc snd ope..'>l-hearth 

r~-nace as ooe of t~e classic steelmakL~g processes. 

The steel produced by the LD process is well suited to tinrlate 

m.ar;.ufac"t-..:.re. It gives a steel that is very low in phosphorus a.."1d 

nitrogen; the lower scrap ratio it uses all~~s easier control of tbe 

residual elemer.ts such as 'copper, nicr.el a.."1d tin, i.e. it is a 

'cleaner' steel. This greater purity gives a product that is less 

stiff' erJd more ductile. This means that the productim of low temper 

tin~late is no problem; intermediate tempers can easily be produced 

by making use of the hardening effects of carbw and ma.'1g-ci!lese. A 

further adva..."1 t age , of the low incidence of impurities is that the 

corrosian resistance of the steel is improved. All these 

characteristics have implications for tinplate manufac~~e, ego 10 



allowir,g shorter arj]')eali1'lg cycles for 'cleaner' steel, and in 

complemer:ting the protective function of the tin coating. (Such 

ex~llples are only illustrative - the adjustment of tir.plate 

maIlufactm-iLg processes as a result of LD steel a."1d the inter-play 

of t~e tw0 sets of vari~bles is obvi~~sly complicated a."1d very 

WJch the preserve of the t~chnical experts). 

hOlt an eCCl'lomic point of view the real differe..'1ce beheen the 

basic cxyeen Eystem and the open-hearth pre/cess is in their tbrC'..:.gh

puts. llo~em oxygen steel-making fur.na.ces ca.'1 proc.uce steel ~t 

rates of upto 400 tcr.lLe-S/hr. as con;pared with e..roo.nd 60 tOI'L."1es/}:-I.r. 

for oper.-hearth furnaces. Tr..is tremend~J.s a.dvance ;in proo:uctivi ty 

has ge:-.Erated s. r-evoluticn in the related processes IT. the steel 

prOdUCL'1g chain. To corrplerue.r.t the basic axyge:'1 ~ystem a number of 

Eignifice.nt charJges have occurred in the ircr..-ma.kir.lg process; the 

most iII:;ortant of tr.ese has been the a.evelcpme.'1t of giant bla.st 

r-"l_"'T.SCeS so as to J:roduce iron at a. rate cO:nrIieI'2S'u.rate with the steel 

fu:rr.ace. The new oxygen making technolO£:Y could flot be ba.sed en the 

low grade borne ere ~uCL as produced L'1 Northa~tanshire which carried 

only thirty pE:r cent ira"!. It has been necessary to adapt to the use 

of r.icher foreign ores carrying u:pto sixty five per cent iro..'1.. Again, 

since these ores had to be imported, the cost .of transport had to be 

kept wi thin eccnomic bounds by the :introd.ucti on of t..,"e large ore 

carrier. This developma~t, in turn, necessitated the construction 

of the deep water parts necessary to accommoiate the carriers. !his 

is the chain of events wbich has been set in motiro in the UK since 

the adopUcn of the oryg-e:n blowing system. 

It was at Ebb. Vale - which in 1938 had seen the re-establis~~ent of 

the basiC Bessemer steel-making process in the UK far a,"eets and tin-



plates - that the new tecr~clogy was tntrox~ced. In 1958 

folloTing the advent of the tor.na.ge oxygen plant a frurth converter 

equipped with facilities fer tlo~ing c::r:ygen/ air a.'1d t;;/xye:en/ ste8I'J 

was :lrlstalled. In S'Ucceed.iI1g months these facilities Wer') extended 

to the other tr~ee vessels. This developma,t g=eatly increased the 

capaci ty of the ccr.vertir.€, department a.'1d also the quality of the 

steel. In 1960 a top blown LD/AC vessel was introduoed to replace 

an existing bottom blown cClwerter. By Nover:lber 1962, when the 

rerr.a:iLi."1g botton; blo-,rm converter was closed down, all three other 

ves~els had been cQ,verted to either straight LD or LD/AC units. 

Tnis ILc.rked the end of an era for Ebbw Vale and the beg:1n..'rling of a 

new ooe for the UK steel industry. :Basic o:'\Y£en steelrr.aking 

subse~uently ceased at Ebbw Vale L'rl the iran and steel clos~e 

prog-ra.'nJJle of 1975/77. The deci si on to p.i.XS'Ue a dual OJ-:ygenl cpen-

hearth system at Ebbw Vale was in contrast to the policy for 

Lle::.Iwern; when this pla:it was ope11ed in 1962 the most notable 

feature was its co~jt~ent to the LD process as the sole method of 

steelmaking. The pla~·"!t, like Ebbw Vale, ccntained three ccnverte:::s. 

In 1970 the basic ~7gen steel~ing pl~jt at Fort Talbot with two 

ccrJverters was officially ope:1ed, together with the deep sea ore 

termllJal to handle ore ~ports for both Port Talbot and Llanwern. 

ii. CCl1tinuOUS Cast4 n&c 
+I 

L furthe::: developm~~t stimulated by the adoption of the basic oxyg~'1 

system has been to contin~ously cast steel as opposed to the 

conve.'1tiCl1al method. of ingot casting. T'ne raster thro-Ilg;tput of the 

oxygen process has- encouraged cO!D.!Iie1S".u'ate- increases in the speed at 

which the liquid steel is solidified. The former process of casting 

into moulds is now being complemented, a."1d possibly ultimately 
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rerlacE':l, by ccr.;tinuou2 caf:ti.."1E: - tho"J.Cb not a.s J'et fo~ n: ~teE'] 

Cmtir;ucrC:E castif,£, is riC: a new iaea, the first such type of 

::J8.C::':'.l1€ be:"ne pate:.ted 'by Sir Ee"r,1 Besse::nf':!' in 1857. It w~'" not 

until t.i;e 19302 th2~t tr.E" first n3c!-:ine fer cor. t!r,u'J'J.s ca~ti.'rJf 

Th~ first steel to be 

CQ!";tin"..lO'.lf:ly cast in 1.!1C ry. was at L07mloor, :Bradford, i.'rJ 1946 

foll0',~ed ir. 1952 at Barrey; i.'1 F\lT'iJt?SS. The real growth in 

car.ti..'1uously C2.ft steel for t:.nplcte. Its adeptian in the n: 

, 't ·t t· c.epeLQ,?:. Ut!on l'S sa;.c 10:-, 

Its location wculc1. be Port ':'a1l>ot. 

rim:;)",,!) steel ne':::':t311y l,;sed). Fo:::' the steelrr.cJ:er it eliminatE's 

seve::'Cil ~teps en thE r01.;tl? froi:l molten to r011e·d product, USE'E; 

less mc;:::r'cwer, ar:c. ba.s a much higher yield d' sC"J.r...d 

usable steel. For the tinplate Froducer it, cor:;:plemer,ts the ox:re-en-

particulsrly welc8T!l2f it as a W2.j" cf redt:c:ng the adv;::-.t.age of 

aluminium ree~dirlf y~ity. This greater cleanliness also offers 

the cleaner o'Y:yge-:, steel. Tne ca:;-IDak.er would welcomE' it beca.'.lse 

it is pa:r-tic".llarly st:itable for the newest call-making technologies 



involvbg drawi.."'lg, and for the easy-open ca..'1 end made of steel. 

nnateverits immediate fUture it seems inevitable that 

ccnt:..nuO'clsly cast steel must before too long be available for UK 

tinplate. 

This brief overvie~ of the trer.ds in steelmakL'1g illustrates 

perhaps three points. In t.'I-}e first instance th'9re is the extent 

to which the tinrls.te ID.anufactrer is dependent upon wider steel 

technology; it should be rne:.tiarled :iI .. this C:ntext that the tin

plate m.a.TJufac"hrer does have some influe:1ce over the ccr.rrse of 

steel d.evelo:?m~nts and, indeed, in the m: the tinplate sector is 

to some exte..'1t more influential than its percentage conS"J.mpticn 

of total steel cr~tput wo~ld tend to indicate. The second major 

poir ... t is the detailed interplaJ' bE:tween tr .. e two tec:!'nologies, from 

the tir.plate ~jufacturer's perepective. Fro~ the view of tL'1-

plate ma.!1ufacturirlg inr.cvations the !,rogress in the rr.a..,")'J.facbre 

of t}je steel base in the iro::'".1 a..'1d steelmaking in·1ustry rust alwc.ys 

be closely mO!'l.ito:-ed for i:I!?licatians in order that q"le's om 

developmerlts cc.mplement rather than conflict with t.'to)ose of t.'1e 

s'UJ'plier. The third int~restbg a.sp'?ct relates to the the::ne of a 

'ri:pple effect' in tecr.nclogical i.'IDovation. It would be siq:,1:istic 

a.n.d even misleallig to say that the hot-strip mill generated the 

ch&"'1ges in steelJ!:ak:ing which have been discussed - other steel users 

in the 19505 bega."1 to e:lco~a.ge the adopUcn of the basic oryge:n 

system also. It is trae, however, ~hat a strang association exits 

betwen the hot-strip mill ~'1d the oxyga'1 system, the latter 

encouraging continuous castbg. T'ne hot-strip !till, being a 

ccntinuous process, is dependent upon consister.cy from ingot to ingot, 

which could be erJhanced by the oxygen process. The new steelmak1.."1g 



method, by its gre~ter p~oductivity thereby set in motion the 

developments mentiCJ1ed, including CCJ1tinuO'Us casting, that were 

designed to facilitate commenS".:xate t:-.rO'.:..ghputs. In the case of 

the UK, and probably elsewhere, this cr.a.i..l'l reaction has still to 

run its full course. 

13. ~Ecor"o!!iic Impact of TL."'1FlatE' Irm Cl""J'at:i an s 

It will be appreciated from t!le foregoing E..."'lalysis of the nE-t-v.re 

of technologioal change that in the case of the tinplE-te industry 

innovation essemtially takes the form of finding ways of va....-ying 

t!le basi~ steel product, ego reduced s-... bstanoe, lighter coat:.ne-s, 

etC. The object of this type of development is to make ti..l'lplate 

eccr.omically more attractive t c the can-makers, 8.'1d thereby keep 

it in the forefront of pack8f:ing materials. 

It w~~ld be a very difficult t~sk t~ illustrate the eca;o~ic 

impact of every single tec;~olcgical development. Rowever, the 

follovd .... lg ccncentrated tinplate :i.ndi.lstry price data carries a 

1I"ealth of informaticn ind.icating t..~e cost-reducirlg effect of the 

~ajor!ty of innovations which have bea~ disc~ssed. It is not here 

inte..'1ded to refer directly to every detail of the tables, only to 

d:!'aw atte...'1tion to a few salient points. 

Examining Table XIX, it is possible to see the economic i.Ir.pact of 

technological ir.nOY'3.ticn 1I"i thin ccr.venticnal rolling technology. 

It can be seen that the lower coating grades - increasingly avail-

able since elt. tinplate was introduced - have had a clear effect 

an costs; each successively lower elt. (E) coating weight carrying 

a lower price. This cost reducing impact of elt. depositiCD has 

bee~ furthered by the introduction of differa~tial (D) tinplate as 

• 



may be seen, for example, by comparing E5.6/5.6 ,tdth D5.6/2.8. 

It ma:y al::." be observed that Ri-Top chrome steel offers a cost 

advantage over t 7en the lowest coating by the a1 temative el t. 

From the data -.:.nder "Extras and Allowances" the very direct 

relaticr"lship be.tween tinplate S'.lbstance and tinplate cost is 

evident, with a descending scale of cha:rges correspar.ding with a , 
de8ce~ding scale of plate thic~ess. ~nis illUEtrates the effect 

of iI!l?rOVE-IlJe1t.s in conventional rollmg technology en the eca:;or=ics 

of the tinplate bd:Jstry. It may also bE e~e:1 under this section 

that these ~Jbst~ce reducti~s restrict the m~im~ rollir,g width 

at the lower end of tbe scale. 

From the charges for starerine and deep drawing qualities 1s 

indicated the premium attached to batch ~~ealing vis-a-vis 

ccntinuO''J.s a:J!lea1ing, the latter not being suitable, it rill bp. 

recalled, for these dactile qualities. 

Turnlllg to Table XX it ~ill be seen tr~t the data is not exactly 

C o!:J?5Xable 111 th that of Table XIX beCa;..l se of the reduced rar.ee of 

rolling widt~s ?ossible with this r~~er t~~sile strength, lower 

ga~ge material. In the middle of the rolling ra.."1ge (700-749m:n), 

however, it is possible to compare the cost advanta,ee of d~~ble 

re~ced tinplate over conva~tianally reduced for cut lengths of 

460-51Omm.in the ca.se of each ccrrespooc.ing coating'treight, eg., 

CC%"lVentimally reduced 0.22 mIll. plate of 111.2/11.2 coat!ng is 

significantly more expensive than ~~e equivalent DR plate. 

It 'trill be seen that within the DR ra..'1ge the same eCcrloIUes 



TA:BLE XIX* 

Electrolytic Tinnlat!? Prices - 30.6.74. Prices Fer S:ita (100 Sq. 

Uoe>tres) For 0.22mm T"t!:ickness. T'nis SchF'dulp. Is :Based On 25-49 Tonne 

Lots In Bulk Coota.!ners Of 1! TcrJJ:es A"1c Over :t\ett Weight, Packed 

Without Corner p~ 

Ccat~g 
g/m 

E1.4/ 1.4 

E2.8/ 2.8 

E4.2/ 4.2 

ES.6/ 5.6 

E8.4/ 8 .4 

E1, .2/ 11.2 

D5.6/ 2.8 

D8.4/ 2.8 

n11.2/2.8 
08.4/1; 6 

~. 

D11.2/ 5.6 

Hi-Top 

Bolling Cut Lengths (mm) 
Width 450-510 511-1015 

III!Il C £ 

635-699 33.08 33.00 
700-749 32.68 32.60 
750-965 32.08 32.00 

635-699 33.99 33.91 
700-749 33.59 33.51 
750-965 32.99 32.91 

635-699 35.14 35.06 
700-749 34.74 34.66 
750-965 34.14 34.06 

(.35-699 36.29 36.21 
700-749 35.89 35.81 
750-965 35.29 35.21 

38.50 635-699 38.58 
700-749 35.18 38.10 
750-965· 37.58 37.50 

635-699 40.66 40.58 
700-749 40.26 40.18 
750-965 39.66 39.58 

635-699 35.26 35.18 
700-749 34.86 34.78 
750-965 34.26 34.18 

635.699 36.41 36.33 
700-749 36.01 35.93 
750-965 35.41 35.33 

635-699 37.54 37.46 
700-749 37.14 37.06 
750-965 36.54 36.46 

635-699 38.69 38.61 
700-749 38.29 38.21 
750-965 37.69 37.61 

635-699 31.56 31.48 
700-749 31.16 31.08 
750-965 30.56 30.48 

* S~~ce: B.S.e. 

EX'7'liAS JJrn ALLOW.u;CES 

Th:i C'kness (Ill.:"tl) 
0.43 AD:;) 14.50 
0.41 " 12050 
0.39 " 11.03 
0.38 II 10.30 
0.37 " 9.57 
0.36 " 8.e4 
0.35 " 8.10 
0.33 " 6.65 
0.31 " 5.25 
0.30 " 4.55 
0.29 " 3.85 
0.28 " 3.15 
0.27 " 2.55 
0.26 II 1.95 
0.25 " 1.40 
0.24 " 0.90 
0.23 " 0.45 

0.21 DDUCT 0.30 
0.20 " 0.55 
0.19 II 0.55 

Max Vii d th for 0.19"" 0.2:) 1 s 91 ;r.1.11 
~ LE'.nrlh for 0.19 , is 8£5:1.11 
Jlax I,e:,gth for 0.20 is 9i5:mi 

0.3Om.m OVER 
STIAI.JTY T!-~~1~ER o .~O!m:! 

Deep 
Stamping T2 +0.16 0.23 
Deep 
Drawing TIE+O.93 1.16 
Extra Deep 
Dra"ing Tll+1.94 2.33 
Nitro-
genised T6 (0.30 - Thi 'p ctre!' ) 

0·75 

TOli,}U.GE 
Under 18 Tor~es ADD 3.00 
18 Tcru.es To Under 25 Tonnes 

ADD 1.00 
50 " " " 100 "0.12 
100 II nrD OVER 0.23 



TkELE XX* 

Doubl~-Eeduced Tinulate (DR8) - 30.6.74 

Prices Per Sita (100 Sq. ~~etres) For 0.17mrn Tr.i.ckness, Eased 

OJ) 25-49 Tcrille Lots In :Bull: Containers Of '~-2 To:.nes Nett Weigb,t. 

Prj ces WHhcrtlt CC!":ler Pieces 

Coating Rolling Width Cut L~gths (rom) 

edrr.2 
nun 460 - 510 511 - 865 

£ £ 

E2.8/ 2.8 691 - 699 32.49 32.39 
700 - 749 32.09 31.99 
750 - 895 31.49 31.39 

E4.2/ 4.2 691 - 699 33.64 33.54 
700 - 749 33.24 33.14 
750 - 895 32.64 32.54 

E5.6/ c:; t. 691 - 699 34.79 34.69 
-"" 700 - 749 34.39 34.29 

750 - 895 33.79 33.69 

E8.4/ 8.4 691 - 699 37.08 36.98 
700 - 749 36.68 36.58 
750 - 095 36.08 35.98 

E11 .2/ 11.2 691 - 699 39.16 39.06 
700 - 749 38.76 38.66 
750 - 895 38.16 38.06 

D5.6/ 2.8 691 - 699 33.76 33.66 
700 - 749 33.36 33.26 
750 - 895 32.76 32.66 

DB.4/ 2.8 691 - 699 34.91 34.81 
700 - 749 34.51 34.41 
750 - 095 33.91 33.81 

D8.4/ 5 6 (91 - 699 36.04 35.94 
~r • 700 - 749 35.64 35.54 D1 .2/ 2.8 . 750 - 895 35.04 34.94 

D11.2/ 5.6 691- 699 37.19 37.09 
700 - 749 36.79 36.69 
750 - 895 36.19 36.09 

Hi-Top 691 - 699 30.06 29.96 
700 - 749 29.66 29.56 
750 - 895 29.06 28.96 

For 0.15!!l!D Thickness Deduct £0.50 

Tonnage: Under 18 Tcnl'leS Add £3.00 
18 TcrJIles To Under 25 " £1.00 
50 Ii " " 100Deduct£0.12 

100 "And Over "£0.23 

If Standard Packing With Corner Pieces Is Specified Add £0.04 

* Source: B.S.C. 



reg-~g coat1:lg weight and tinplate S"Jbstance aH:ly as iI"! the 

co:we::ticnally :-edu.ced range. Further, it is also s..~Ow:1 that Ri

Top be.'1efi ts in the same way as tinplate lfhe...'1 DR is used. 

When ana.lysing Ta.bles XIX and XX the qualifications and detailed 

charc:.cteristics which wo=re discussed in the ca.se of each inncvation 

IIl'.lst always be born in mind. For example, in the case of the :price 

advc;:.ntC?.e,""'e of Ei-Top the extra lacq,"uering required !!!U.st be taken in

to cCZlsideration. 

14. Co..'1C'lu!?:lon 

Tec!l.""lological ir.novation 8:"ld its diffusion in the pest-war U1{ tin

plate industry has invaria'tly 'bee::-J associated with very -large 

ca}:!1tal O'..ltlaysj this characteril?Hc creates the impression tr.at 

technical ch2.:jge in the industry is 'n.aj or' by nature. J.n initial 

ex&inatioo of the c!'..G.D.[es that have bee.'1 introduced would seem to 

bear this out; electrolytic tiIJpla+ing, conti.nUOl.lS arr.ealing, dlXble 

reductioo, Tin-Pree steel, to name but a few, would all be 

considered 'major' developf.leJjts l'y most cbservers no matter wb.ethEr 

Cl'1e defines maj or C:.CcorcU.ng to s ::-,me tecr.nological or eccnortlc criteria.. 

1:.. t several points "i thin this chf:.:::;ter atte..'1tian has been directed to

"ards i:npcrtant jr.cre;:nental cevelopmer.ts, but it is indisputable that 

the industry sho~s a strang preponderance of major ir~ovatjans. 

~s~ite this it is held to be the case that the more detailed 

exan:.maticn of the technical evoluticn of the tinplate industry since 

1945 which it has been sought to undertake wi thin this chapter 

provides cogent evidence in support of the argument for greater 

recogr.itioc of the role of piece-meal development. Perhaps the most 

important cCl1clusiCl1 to be drawn from this study of the tinplate 



llld.Ustry is that the undOubtedly n:ajor innovations wtdch have been 

introduced represent only the ~~ifestation, or exploitation, of a 

host of ccntinual minor advances in the eneine-er:ing industries. 

Progress in mechanical, electrlcal, cheItical, electro-che::nical and 

electronic e.'1gi..."1eering is the reservoir from wh.ich has been 

extracted the various increme."1tal contributions of each discipline 

so as to overcome the particular problems facing the tinplate 

industry. The classic eX~T.ple of this phenom~nan is t~e case of 

electrolytic tinpleting. This one inr.loYati an has drawn 

particularly heavily an all the bra..~ches of eq;beering so as to 

overcome a problem unique to the tiripla..te inc.ustry - how to apply 

a layer of tin to a s..'1eet of nteel more thinly while maintaining 

coosistent and uniform coverage. 

It is important to r~member while on the questi~~ of the role of 

small-scale change that at any time t~e greater part of the 

research a..'1d developt'lent eff"rt within the tin~,Jate industry is 

directed tcwc..rds findir.e ways of doing better what is being den!? 

already. It is for this reason that empha~is has been placed, 

within the fr~ework of the major tec~~oloGical L~JJovations, an the 

ccnti."1ual im:?rovemf'...!1t in perfc~ce e:.s these large-scale develo;,"

me.'":ts are diffused. Faster speeds, in particular, r..as been a 

recurring theme in the case of most of the ir.r~ovaticns d.i scussed. 

T'nere have, too, been detailed changes in operating practice abcrJ.t 

which little fuss is made outside the circle of tinplate boffins 

but which nevertheless have had important results. Such a.."1 example 

is improved rolling tecbnique so as to permit the rolling of welds; 

this has increased the size of coil that can be handled a:td 

reduced down-time due to threading. 



Still in the ccmtext of the respective contribuUoos of the majcr 

aId. minor inr.lovatiClns, a useful aspect of the la:eer term 

detailed industrial s~~dy is that it ~v tr~ow a different light 

an rr.any incre!l;ental char.ges which have 'ta..1(en place. At various 

ju.'1ctures in the cases of a number of ir.ncvotionE EOtle feature of 

the instrumer:taticn has been mentioned. In anyone instance these 

te.'1d to be over8-"Mowed by the act'.l.a1 !Il.?!lufacturi.'1g role of the 

develop:,ent in questi on; taken over a lcrlg period ho-,,€'ver the 

installat:on of Itiscellaneous line L'"lstru;re:-Jtation ar;;:.ratus to 

automatically l!iani tor, cC!itrc1 ~ d provide data lcggirJ.g facilities 

for each manufact-ill"lr.£" unit reFresents one of the most iltportant 

post-liar devel C'pme..'1ts in the t1C tinplate irJdustry. 

It is possibly becf-llse the major char;ces c.re little mere than an 

aegreeatio..'1 of minor aOvaZ'Jces that the installation of many of the 

tinplate developrue.'1ts make for sO!tewhat unexi ting ccpy, this is 

ec:peclally t::7Je ~'hen one is d.ealiLg - as coe is in most instar.ces -

with adaptation ratl-.er tha:; original ir.:.novation. Similc..rly, the 

first incorporation of a strip liLe printer to an electrolytic line, 

for eXaItple, may be ar. important rnodificaticn but it is unlikely to 

capbre the iIllG€inaticn. Once a i'uudamer:tal irmovation has been 

~ade there is felt to be 'a certain inevitability in its ~~ther 

improvement. This attitud.e towards incremental developmer.t is 

perhaps the major reason why it receives so little acadeItic attentioo 

eve:. though it may be the bread and butter co which an industry, 

depends. 

! seccod important aspect of innovaticn in the tinplate L"ldustry 

apparent frem this investigatiCtl is the inter-de:pe.T1dence of the 

:processes invclved. This feature manifests itself .in a nun:ber of 



ways. One €l:an:ple is in the purely technolO£lcal functiC!1 in ea.ch 

separate sta.ee in the manufacturing unit and. tl'.e way en€: is 

compleme.r:ted, imI,inged upon, and eve.'1 substituted by another. An 

eX3..T.ple is temper rolling whose furlctiC!1 has been both 

complemer:ted a.'1d irorineed upon by better aT'.llealing methods, and 

repla~ed in the case of d~Jble reduction. On a somewhat different 

plane is the cross-fertilizatioo of id.eas from one manufacturing 

unit to ar:oUler; the outstanding exa.n:rle of this is t..~e similarity 

bebeen the Ralc'ge!1 tinr.ing line a.nd t~e horiz.ontal CODtinUOUS 

a::r.ealing lin€'. This inter-deper.derJt chara:::ieristic extends too 

'beY<l1d ind.ustry 'bcrll.l'JCE..rieE as was see} in the case of tin;.late and 

steel tecmoi.oey. Then en€ is the j'll. .. '1ior pa.rtner i.Il the relation

ship, i.e. as with the tinplate ma'1ufa.c~er, ~'1e ~~st essentially 

be ccnc5r:J€d with m.akin~ sure that Cl'ie'S CJWr.l. puticular develop

wer.ts are in ha=rr:any with the uncierlyir.g direction of tecrmical 

chang<: • 

Related to the idea cf mE.'1ufacturirlg process as being inter-linked, 

I,articularly beyond the confines of each i.'1'1"J.stry, is the 

imrcrtGTlce of the 'rippJe effect'. Again this a!:pect was seen most 

clea=ly L'1. the Lew stcelmakiLg technologIes and the way in which 

they have been influe:lced by strip mill users such as the tinphte 

mPJ.ers. This chain reaction was seen to go right thrOQgh the steel

maJ.:ing ir,dustry to the ore carriers, deep sea tern:inals, and 

s rerce s of f!'J. PI' ly • 

One of the questions to be broached earliest in the chapter was the 

question of whether or not one b~'1efited by not incurring the risks 

and pt"Jial ties associated with pioneering type ir.llovatiCl'l. This has 

been a very popular argument to explain the economic success of 



that tb€,:- have bee.'"! ab1 e to exploit Westen; tec!-u, elogy without 

has cl€a.!'ly beer, seer, t~iat tb~re have beer. be:lefit£, scme rr.o:-e 

'wait a:::d see' J'01ic:.' ado:Fted. T.'1ese benefits Vle:!'e, h(f{,ever, of 

a tecr,nical rJ2.ture, the irr.:pc'rtar.t ql.lest:ion of v;r:€ther E:'co:;orr:lc 

be:.efits WEre also gE..i:Jcd jjJ~st re;;Jain cor.jecturaJ si..YJce it is 

never possible to estc..1lish v:hat would h2.ve h8.T:}::,('-:::ed if the 

Tne 1€'sf'or~ of the 'wait 2:..!:d see' policy is tl:2t it rerhars 

inci~at'?s the vi tal :!"cle accreo.i ted to the !r,srket 5i t;-.latio:'. botr. 

tecbjcal1~' by being a.'Ol.e to inco:-rorate the b.-test refilH'::JE'fJts, 

esser,tial1y dCl~' to tho:> time necessa..-; to E'V'a}'l.ate their sui tabil ity 

tirq:la.te ir"D:ovation c:.'1d its British ir.itation, of tel'. yeas. Tr.is 

was a::rrcxi!!.ately the 'tech.'101obY f.'2.p' in the ca.se of e~ectrolytic 

tir.r:ing, c~ti!:.UO·clS c:..l1riealbg, double red.u':.'tion, a::=- Tin-Pree Steel, 

possibly the fc'\.:.r most majo:!" tin;late ci.evelopl!l':::lts rine€' 1945. It 

Imud be .added, however, that tbere dOeE' a~T)ear to be a trad",,-off 

",ith risk ir. that less time is taker: to evah3.te a::d adopt the less 

!!!ajor irmovations S".lch as the coiled ~r.ipmer:.t of tinplate, 



Rem.c=--ining 01'1 the theme cf adoption, the case of conti..'1UOUS 

aY'll1eal.ine: illustrates an important, perr...aps even run damer. tal , 

point. It w~~ld seerr. that each further application of an 

irll1ovatio.'1 should be treated as if it were a fur c.a.mental 

1r .... 1')ovaticn from the economic pobt of viE'w. While the technical 

advant2.t.,""'es of a new development will be inbere."1t, each adcpU en 

should perha:ps be p:::'eceeded by i is own unique evaluation of the 

projl:c.ted costs and ber:efi ts, with CX'lly the most limited cC>!!lruercial 

ar;;~tions be:.r.lg drawn frorr: previous operatbg experier:ce. The 

case or CcmtinUDUS arll1ealing, and also Tin-Free Steel, shows that 

a.r;te-post forecasts abo'J.t .L"'lI'iovations tend to be in "ide varisnce 

with later dem~!strations of real "orth. 
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1. I~tro~uctio~ 

'?he esse::tial eler.lC:lts in the r.1ethod of r.1ar.ufacturing th.e traditio::.al 

cJ1cn to~) ca:1 - body a:1d h:o separate er.dE - has renairwd ver~r roueh the 

se..r'le since the 19201::. Cha'-lges to the cor:..ventior ... al proccsE" r.ave beH~ 

more noticea 1::·1e Eil,CC the r..id-1960r" but it iE .still :po~:si ble to gi ire a 

the follo1:.'ing secticm to r.:al::e such a pru:entatior~. Thi.s i~ follo;·)ed b:! 

aI. aCCO"U:.1t of the detailed innovations uhich hnve bee::. i::trocuc€l. te· thee 

ccn:::;truetions associated \Ii th Tir;-Frce Steel are treated separately. 

kcqueri:;~g deirelo}:'Dentc· follC"l:inS the traclitior.a1 can-r;;akins anal;ysis 

and the cha~ter co:r..cludeE \'lith a:', accOU1"'.Lt of the ne'o" two-piece CC?"l-

, . 
mal'a .. "1G processes. 

2. Thc '7rcditicrial Cn:l-J':al:i!~.r:: rro(;csr--* 

Jr" the trad.:' tio:.:al can-r.:aki:q:; rrocee-. .s the tir.p:'ate arrives at the ca:; 

factory in udts ',/cig}:i:;:£ about 2-3,000 los and containins the (rr€:

metrication) q°c.ota of 1,120' sheetr:, each tv:edy ir..ches by thirty inches. 

l.fter trir.iI:i!'.S, clco;..V::':.g a::.:d lacquerir.s the flat UT.Cut plate is r-eady to 

be Dade ~ltO a can~7) 

manufactlZi:;.Lb Ul:.its; the bodyrnakir-e FrocesG way be cOl:v€r.icntly sr-li t 

.. ThE' folloi·;irlG deGcri~'jtio;: of a car;-r.:a1:inC line is COr:lI:iled fror.i a 
variety of r-ril:ln.ry a:::d secoT.C:<:.ry so·.xrceGj the ::.ain secondary .sOl.U'ce~. 
eN, liEtGd as cha~te.r refcrencc~ j\o::. 1-6. 
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into operations: the cutting of th~ body blar~k.s, body forr:lir"b' 

soldering, fla.'1ging, seamir..g and testing. For reasons of econor.'lY and 

efficiency each line is usually set 'IlP for only one can size. 

Cuttinc out the Body B1~ 

The sheets of tinplate are cut to the requisite body size on a oachi.."1c 

kl:o\'m as a 'duplex' or 'tandem gar:g' slitter. This operation I:1Ust be 

perforr,1ed accurately as it is unecc110mic to attempt adjustment to the 

body line equipwer.t to cater for inaccuracies in the blanl~. In order 

to produce the body piece, tv:o sets of perpendicula:::- cuts Dust be Dade 

acrose the sheet. A!1 autor:1atic sheet feeder delivers sirJf;le sheets into 

th~ first Eli ttinb statim;. v,'here the tinplate is cut at intervals equal 

to the le:-.bth of a body blank by rotary sli tters. T:1'~ Ehects are tri::1."!led 

alonb the edges at the Sar.1€' time as they are cut. The slit strips then 

che.nee direction by ninety debrees so tr.at they rna~r be prese!1ted to the 

second set 0:: cutters \·:here each strip if: simultaneously cut ir:to 1ensths 

equal to thE' Hidtl;. of a body Ua!!l~. In order that the operation is 

p€'rfcrrr.ed accurately , positive control of the tin:rlate as it moves thrOUGh 

the ~achi~c is maintained; a variety of features are e~?loyed to ensure 

this, e "Go Ii~acr..ctic sernrator rolls a.'1Q mechanical hold COVin pads. 

body fomine i:::; acco::1ljlished' in one fully intq;rated. unit 'I-:hich forms 

the focal point of the can-makirJ.b operation. In the later 191~Os ar.d 

early 1950s a bodymakcr \,.Tould nOl"r.lally operate at speeds of around 

;50-400 ca::s per minute (c.p.m.). The bodynaker is a cooplicatcd piece 

of r;.achinery \lhich is best ul'lderstood as a series of individual 

operations. 

ThE' body-making process begir .. s vlith the one manual operation which has 
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survi vcd U.roughout the rost-\-Jar era - ,the trar:.,sfer of piles of cut 

blarJ:.s from the feed out tray on the duplex slitter to the bodymal-:ing 

hopper. The reason for the hand feedir~ is that the bIar~s must be fed 

in perfectly square if they are not to foul the subsequent stations; 

the operative handles the vlads, as one would a pack of playing carde, 

to ,align thC!:l before placing them in the mac;azinc of the bodymalcer. 

Rubber suction cups rise to contact the 1m·lest b1anl~ in the magazine 

and convey it to 'brealdnc dovm' rollers. At this station the blank 

is bent aro~~d a roll in the direction in which it is to be formed into 

a body; by 1:.rea1:ins the grain this facilitates the subsequent iorr::ir:.g of 

a body of gooc! shape, othen:ise the can niGht "Iell end u}:, as a series of 

flat surfaces. i.e. a polygon. 

After pre-stressing, the 1:.1anlc enters a transfer station wherein the tin

I.Jlate passes to the rr.ain feed bars. At this point an electronic sensing 

head is used to notect double blanks. The ti~plate then passes to a 

}:.nurling station \vherc the edge of each blenl: is serrated so as to 

proniote the f10v.' of solder thro".lgh the seam. 

The blank iE then 'notched'; this involves the cutting of tHO Boall 

square- section::; fro!:) each corrier of one side of the plate and the cutting 

of tHO small slits in both corners at opposite enns of the blarJ{. The 

fm1ction of notching is to reduce the number of thicYJ1CSSeS of plate 

v!hich vJi1l be present when the can is double sear.1cd. 

The notched side of the blanlc is next folded do,;.rm/ards a'Yld inwards at 

an anele of thirty degrees, and the metal bebJeen the slits on the 

opposi tc side is folded up\-Jards and imJards by a like amou..~t; this 

operation is knO\.'!l as' 'edGinG I. The blar.k next moves through a flu::ing 

sta tion 'vlhcre rotary brusheE; apply flux to the edges of the body bla.'Ylk 
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ready for soldering. It is at this point that the b1ar.J~ begins to take 

the shape of a can. The blank enters the forming station, iz clamped 

still, and sVlept aroLLl1d a mandrel. In this position one hook is firmly 

pressed aGai~~t the mandrel with the other hook overlapping. The mandrel 

then exprulds and engaGes the hooks which are then locked cy the action 

of a ,flattening hamlner. The rnand.rc,l then collapses so as to a1lo\": the 

cylinder to be fed horiz.ontal1y along a second mandrel "'lith its sea":l 

tu:derrnost. The LL'1broken line of cans then pass over a row of gas f1a'l1cs 

designed to heat the side sea'l1 al1d thereby help the solder that is to be 

next applied to flo\'! into all the recesses of the seam. 

The moving can next passes over a molten solder bath so that the sea~ 

comes into cont:.lct wi ih projections on a solder roll which is protruding 

fro),;1 the bath. After solderinG the cans arc given a second heatinc to 

further promote solder 1'10\';. A buff wipes off any excess of soloer. The 

posi tion of the sear:: at the 10\'Jest point of the can prevents solder 

contar:Jir.ating the rest of the cylinder; as additional protection a splash 

eliminator ic added to ensure that 'rlipings do not contaminate the 

follo ... :ing can. An air b10Her is used to cool the joint. Can bodie~ 

made in the above v:ay are not perfectly rour.d, this is corrected by a 

simr,le f1u::dnC proce<::s betiJeen i:r:terna1 and external rollers. 

(ii) Can E..'1d Hanufacture 

'v.bile the cal1 bodies are beinc made another set of machines is producinG 

the can ends on an auxil1ary or sub-assembly line. The sheet for Crul 

ends is of the Sa.r.le dime~lDions as that for can bodies, thOUGh detailed 

specifications may vary. 

Scroll shearinG 

To facilitate hiGh speed feeding, the sheet for can ends is first cut 
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intO. strips. The cut is stageered along the length of the strirJ in wavy 

line fashion. This tech."1ique is reminiscent of a cook pressing out 

circles of doueh so as to achieve the maximum nu,';1ber of pie bases with-

.out re-ro1ling. In the case of Crul end manufacture this staggered cutting, 

or scroll shearing, is performed to save waste; it results in a tr~ee-

five per cent material saving. There is still waste at the perimeter of 

each sheet. The only advantage of cutting the ends from straight-sided 

strips is that it can be done on an ordinary slitter; it is doubtful if 

this \'las very prD.ctised in the m: in the post-\<lar period in the case of 

Hetal Be;·:, but it may well have been carried out by a canner producinc 

a small qua.'1tity of ends for hi:::; ovm use. 

On some early sloH-speed lines the scroll shear VJas fed manwa11y fro).1 a 

stael: of tinp1ates; ",ith high-speed machine.::: it.ha.s a1vrays been usual to 

fit automatic sheet feeders. From these the plate is trimmed to width 

and then cut into strips. As at the bodymaking magazine, a double sheet 

detector is used~ The scroll shear itself is in effect a sT:1a11 doub1e

sided pre:::;s. The cut strips - excluding the last one v:hich has a trailinc 

edge - are delivered to a stacking department. 

Strin-fecd press 

Fro~ the scrolled strip must next be punched out the can end. This is 

done on an automatic machine knovm as a strip-feed press. Scrolled 

strips are stacked into the magazine of the strip-feeder from which, as 

in the bodymaker, suction is used to pass the strip onto feeders v:hich 

carry it towards the back of the press ready for pu..."1ching. Two dies, 

usually, punch ends of the required shape at widely varying speeds; some 

still oI,erate at.speeds of less tha'1 600 ends per minute, v/hich had been 

well surpassed in the earJs" 19605. To give the can end its ctrencth, it 

ioS provided \-:i th concentric expansion rinGs. Ca":'l operated 'fir.gers' 
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contact the ends a..'1d eject thcr.1 prior to the dies r.Jal::ing their 

follo\tJine strol-:.e. 

v.'hE'cl curlinG 

Although the strip-feed press makes a suggestion of a curl in the ca.'1 end, 

this has to be further rou-'1ded L'1 order to take the casket necessary for 

final hermetic sealing, and also to prevent the ends neding in one 

another vlhen stacl~ed and thereby interfering with subscCluent automatic 

feeding of,erations. The wheel curler completes the forr.1ing by trapping 

the end behlcen a rotatir>.g inner \..;heel and a fixed outer guide. The can 

end is carried betvleen the gradually reducing gap behleen wheel and guide 

until an end of the required dia:7jeter and curl is formed. The curler 

usually has tvJO curling v:hecls, compler.1enting the end J)unch di€s, each 

rotating in opposite directionc.; and delivering the curled ends do"m 

dil3charge guides. The end is transferred from the wheel curler to the 

next nachinc by a conveyor. Since ends r.1Ust c.rrive at this nc.chine the 

ollJ'usi te v:ay ul' to the \lay they are discharged from the pres,;., a t\':ist 

used to be required in the guiding, though this complication has since 

been overcome. 

Li!:inc 

The final Ol)eration in end-naldng is in the injection of the n{;E.lL'1g 

com:;:'lou.nd. Tron the stack of ends provided froD the conveyor, the tlachine 

separates the lO"Jcst one and transfers it to the solutior. ar':plyinC; 

station. The tJ1)e of gasket used will vary aC,cording to the can usage. 

A chuck rotating at high speed engaces the end and rotates it ~'1derneath 

a r.ozzle from .v:hich flO\JS the lininc compound. Integral dryL'1S ovens 

";ere incorporated in, the early post-vJar years to solidify the solution. 

After dryinc the ends are stacked in a packing station ready to be fed 

to the double seaming machine. 
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(iii) Joir.inc Body a:::d E"a 

After leavinG the bodynaking machine the continuous line of cans pass 

through a separator ..,:hich introduces a gap betv:een each cylinder; this 

also allows the longitudinally moving cans to be turned through ninety 

degrees, which is done ir:1f:1ediately after separation. The caLS then pass 

to the 'flanging' machine; this bends out each end of the cylinder in 

preparation for double-seaming. Before entering, the cans are elevated 

so as to prevent any congestion. The forming of the two fla~ges is 

accomplished simultaneously by forcing die plugs into each end of the 

Cal').. The flanger is a mul tihead machine of perhaps eight stations j 

these revolve about a horizontal shaft and the die plUbS are carried on 

slides operating against stationary cans at each end of the f.'lachine. As 

the flanging dies retract the cans fall away from the turret do\-m a 

dischEirge chute. The i'lanei11e operation not only shapes th·:; oo(,~· '\.",' J 
• ' .. ~ I. 

also greatly increases the rigidity of the cylinder. 

After flancing the can body is ready to receive the single end that is 

attached to each can in the can factory. This operation is lr .... '1our.. as 

double seaming. _ Upright can bodiee are fed by a scre\! fe~d to an in-feed 

turret. 'l'hey are then transferred to a second turret \lhich carries ther:: 

belo .. : an end feed magazine \Jhere 8:.:. end it;; fjcparated fron the stacl:: al:d 

placed on top of the can. The can end is held in place by a sear:;inG 

chuck to the can body - the curl of 'l'lhich fits loosely into the curl 

of the can end - a"ld grooved rollers 'I'i th a specially desisned profile 

fold the curl of the can end round the body. Th~se high-Epced rollers 

a.rc ther.. withdra\'!l1 a.nd, in a second operation, rollers \:ith a =:hallo\-ler recess 

flatten the seam tight. Then are five thicknesses of tinlJlatc in tho 

double sear.1, except at the positio:1 of the side seam vlhere they are seven. 

This relatec back to the notchine operation; if this had not been carried 
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out there would be eleven thicknesses of tinplate at the double-seam! 

side-seam union. Lleven layers of tinplate at one point would militate 

against the attainment of a perfect hermetic seal. During the seaming 

operation the cans are carried round the base of the machine and are 

removed automatically when the operation is completed. 

With one end secured the last stage in can-making is complete and the 

cans may be tested. The can, with its axis horizontal, ent.ers a large 

test wheel via a feed screw and an input turret. The tester wheel uses 

compressed air to check for any leakage during the time the can travels 

the circuoference of the wheel. Air is forced into the container, which 

is sealed at the open end and connected to a test space. Any leak in 

the can creates an increase in pressure in the test space. 'vlhen this 

happens a light switches on as a signal and the faulty can passes off

line by way of a reject chute. If leaks are persistent, the rejected cans 

are tested by compressed air under water, as one would for a bicycle tyre 

puncture. The test wheel itself operates at 97 per cent efficiency. 

After testing, the sound cans pass to the despatch area where they are 

packed a~d then transported by forklift truck to waiting lorries. 

3. ~ges in the Tradi tiona! Can-Haking Nethod 

This analysis of the changes "'hich have been introduced to the traditional 

can-making process divides the developments into three categories. In 

the first ir~tance those developments which have been introduced by the 

can-makers of their own volition and which are of an in-house nature 

are considered. Secondly,there are those changes which have ,been 

intrOduced as a result of developments on a raw material side. Fir~lly, 

there are those changes in general engineering practices which the can

maker has adopted. Although in reality these categories are not mutually 
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exclusive, they do provide analytical convenience. The first two 

categories have been loosely differentiated as 'process orientated' and 

'naterial orientated' innovations. 

(i) ProccGs-Orientatc~ovati0D.E. 

r'"he cha.'1Ces "Jhich have been introduced since 1945 into the traditional 

can-maldne method are very much of the 'enhancement' type j some 

observers would, perhaps, be reluctant to class many of these very minor 

developmcnts as innovations at all. These types of innovations have not 

been popular topics for innovation case studies, nor indeed for industry 

studies. In the case of can-making hO\'lever, they are the very essence 

of progress. 

A major problem in an account of very irlcremental innovation is in 

selection - hOvI and where docs one dra\'! the line between miner development 

and purely routine change. In the follo\·:ing analysis this problem has 

been al)proached by moving alone the tlanufacturing units in the can-maldne 

seque~lce in turn, and tlentioning one or t\'/O of the developments v;hich have 

been most regularly mentioned in the technical publications. 

Bod~rmaking 

In the cuttinc of tinplate sheets into body blanl{.s , it may "Iell be the 

case that in the early post-,,;ar period sor.le m: can-makers \-Iere still using 

the old-inter-",ar slitters which performed the two length and breadth 

cutting operations; if so, the duplex slitter "fill have been a significant 

improvement to this state of the operation. In the case of the duplex 

slitter itself, the feedinc of the cut strips to the second cutting 

operation receivcc;1 some serious attention so as to perform the operation 

without any deflection of the strips. Back-up rolls were fitted to the 

feed rolls so as to al10\-1 the Sar.1e positive control to be exerted on the 
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central stripe as-could be achieved on the outside ones~8) 

The bodyrnru~er, being the central nunufacturing unit, has been the object 

of a number of changes. The most notable change, perhaps, was the 

introduction to the Ul~ in 1964 of the 'roll-fom' bodyr.:akcr~ The type 

of bodyr.lD.l:cr most usually er.1ployed, and the only one to be used in the 

Ul~ prior to 1964, was the 'wing form' model. The popularity of this 

latter machine has been put down to its versatility, ease of changeover 
(0) . 

and its high rate of output./ Opinion on the respective merits of the 

two tYJles is-very much a source of profeseional disagreement anongst 

the h'IO largest tn~can r.lal-::crs, Eetal Box and Reads. Hetal Box believe 

the criticisms which have been e).."Pressed of the \:ing form bodymal-::er by 

Reads are Unjustified.(':O) Reads, \vhose parent company American Can Company 

developed the roll form bodj~aker, argue that their machine has a 

cOr.1parable output rate ""ith that of Netal Box, and is also easier to run. 

Hulti-hieh Can Ilakins. 

One of the most oft quoted innovations concerningcan-maldne is' the 

'mul ti-high' bodymaldnc syster.1. Can-makers have long toyed ,"ith the 

idea of foming and seaminc tinplate into a continuous cylinder as an 

in-line operation, and then slicinG the cylinder into individual cans 

at so many thoUDand a n:inute in a sausage machine t~l'pe operation. 

In 1956 Continental Can Conpany announced the successful operation of 

a new method of can-making by \/hich they claimed to increase speeds 

from the then current maximum of 550 c.p.m. to 750 c.p.m. The new process 

did not entail ar.y major alterations to existing can-making plants; the 

can bodies ,are: made in pairs, partially cut along a dividinG line between 

the two cans before 'the cylinders are formed, then formed into cylinders 

and soldered in the usual way. The cans are then separated. This method 
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is obYiou.sly best suited to small ::;ize cans, and before lone 'three-up' 

can-makinc .. Jas achieved. Continental installed their first line in 

1957 and reported that it operated completely satisfactorily. l1etal Box, 

who maintained an agreement on technical co-operation with Continental, 

first employed the neVI method about 1959. Sir.:ilar tech.'1iqucs were in 

due course developed by other big compa.'1ies ... ,hen the sta.'1dardisatiol1 of 

can sizes \':arranted the chance. 

Somc\"1hat unfortunately, the publicity .. ,hich Continental's innovation and 

J'!etal Bo::' s adoption received, has been taken at its face value by some 

observers. If, as is sometimes reported, multi-high systems led to a 

doublinc in can-making speeds at a stroke, then here ... Jould undoubtedly 

be a r.1ajor can-mal"J.ne innovatiol1. The true facts of the matter, ho\:ever, 

are sOr.1ewhat different. Although Betal Box have continued to use the 

system many other large companies have not; even cOr.lpanies taking equip

ment fror.l l'letal Box's O\lffi Hachinery BUilding Group do not use the method. 

It is true th.at the fastest conventional lines in the UK are multi-high 

and that the most efficient tVlO-UP syster.1s cannot be matched for speed 

by the best single high lines in the UK. Single hiGh lines +hough 

",hile they may be around 2ce.5 slo'vler are still very effective and 

cOI:lpeti ti ve. 

Solder inc 

An area of can manufacture which has aleo seEn'a number of diverse 

developr.lents is soldering. Host of these developmentc have been 

associated \/i th changes in the base metal, and these are discussed later. 

Othc'rs, hO\lever, \Jerc associated ... ,ith purely process considerations, and 

yet others 'with pTod,uct factors. In the US, a sicnificD...'1t chanGe '-fa::' the 

adoption c~ silver lead solder instead of the usual tin-lead solder, 
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while ir:ll:lediate post-vlar restrictions lasted. '1'his does not appear 

to have beer. used at all in the UK. A vlar-time stir.lUlus which did not 

have an influence on the post-v:ar Ul~ scene was the search for I tin-lens' 

solders. As a result of war-tine ilwestigatior.s into the properties 

of solders containing very 10\1 amounts of tirJ , it was dincovered that 

a lap joint made 'vlith an alloy containing roughly only 25; tin and tho 

remainder lead vias in fact su})crior to one made with the conventional 

alloys containinc: 35-4q~ tin. By the early 1950s it \las cor:unon practice 

to use no tin at alJ in the 'solder' fed to the machines, since the tin 

on the plate was sufficient to provide the necessary concentration of 

25~. vlith this tin-less soldering the oIJen laps that occurred vJhen cans 

\<]ere stored unused from one season to anothe-r became a thing of the 

(11 .. 
past. ) 

Another soldering development aimed at reducing the consumption of tin 

\Vas 'l:largin-platinc' • This process, developed by American Can Company 

and first used in 1956, ir.volves platins only the narro\·! margins of 

steel plate \·:hich form the soldered side seams of can::;. 

Vlith the developnent in the m: of carmed beer in the 19500, and carL'1ed 

carbonated beveraGes in the 19605, attention turned fror.1 the probler;w 

of tin cost to that of lead picl<-up. This trend viae c11cournGcc1. by 

statutory restrictionc 011 the parts per million lead content of food 

and drinl:. In the m( in the early 1970s when the legally pernissible 

lead content in solder for soft drinks cano I,o'as reduced to 0.2 parte 

per millior" the canner fou.'1d that the only way he could keep bclo\,1 this 

limit was to ~se a solder made of commercially pure tin. This 

sicnificantly inc'reased the price of the can, but 1:0 other solution to 

the problen of lead pick-up wa::; available. 02 ) Another development in the 
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, soldering process has been the 'high-tin fillet' ca~: in some insta~ces 

it is essential to leave areas of the tin can exposed in order to iriliibit 

general corro,don. The high-tin fillet method was adopted in the 1960s 

for the can.11ine of very agerescive packs such as s}')ir.ach and a!:paragus. 

There have, too, been incremental soldering process chanses. In some 

cases these have been, as VJi th hich-tin fillet, related to product 

considerations. \'!ith the move to solders of 10Vl tin content in the late 

1940s Dore heat VIas necessary to help the solcier floVl into the deepest 

recesses of the SCaJ7lj this in turn created greater demands on poct

soldering air coolers. It became the practice to augment the standard 

cooling fan with a second 1.IDit. Another incremental process change 

directly related to product factors has been 'jet soldering' as opposed 

to the conventional roll soldering. L1 the new process the can seam is 

brought into contact vlith the stream of r.101ten solder "Jhich is usually 

directed upwards to\'Jards the pre-heated can seam. The process "Jas developed 

for the beer and soft drink car~ where external decoration is i.1'l1portant. 

Jet soldering reduces the side scar:! ,,;idth from 25 mm to 6 mm!13 ') The 

original method \'Jas developed in the US about 1967; Netal Box patented 

arl ir.lproved process (British Patent 1 273 903) a1d applied'the method in 

1970. 

End-m&dnc 

it. process introduced to overcome a lone standing limitation on the 

maximum opeed of strip feed prezses for can end-maldng was automatic 

'kickers'. These ensure that the punched ends clear the press area 

before the next strol~e of the die. 

" 
Double Sea'7linc; 

End seamers perform the crucial role of clinching the can end and body 
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in the can factory, and hermetically sealing the can in the car~ery. 

Every canner must have end sea~ers and the machine has been perhaps the 

single most active area of can-makinG development. Hetal Box, E.'vJ. Bliss 

and F .1·'1. C. are possibly the three largest suppliers of seamers to the Ul~ 

market. Each of these operates under conditions of on-going research and 

development in order to make the breal-:through that heralds a new 

generation of seamers. Although an improved seamer may provide an 

important competitive edge, a new generation seamer still only represents 

an incremental innovation; those firms \1ho o\·m double soamers 'vlould not 

normally obsolete a machine lli1til it is in itself no longer efficient • 

. 
The post-'v;ar innovation in end seaming 'vJhich ha5 received moe.t attention 

is the Hetel Box I Differential Double Seamer' - DDS. The cornra.."1Y rate 

this as one of their most importru1t developments. 04) ~hc main barrier to 

increasing the speed of the final hermetic sealing has been the problem 

\-lith spillage. This is caused by centrifuging, which is a problem also 

irJ thc can factory end-seaming operation. The DDS, developed in 1957, 

allo\"ls the filling of cans vJi thout the gap bch/eon cans previously 

necessary, and 'vlithout the need to rotate the cans at the previous high 

speed to effect seaming. A typical standard machine performing this 

operation in the mid 1950s aDd with an output of 200 c.p.m. required the' can 

to be rotated about its ~~is at a speed of at least 1000 r.p.m. The DDS, 

on the other hand, it 'vIas claimed, 'vlould at an output rate of 400 c.p.r:l. 

require the can to be revolved at only 260 r.p.r:l. There were two proto-

types of the DDS, one of 'v:hich was designed to operate in the can factory 

and the other in the cannery. 

For those who have adopted the DDS, it represents a nevI gencration sca':1er. 

There are those outside I,letal Box, both amonc its competitors and 

cuctor.:crc, who arc very scer,tical of the claims mad.e for the machine. 
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It is pointed out that the DDS has n~ver achieved the maximum speeds 

which have been claimed for it. It would now appear to be the case, 

although Metal Box are keeping a brave face on the DDS, that non~ of 

the c~~ers wishes to use the machine because of its complexity, and 

all the problems it is alleged to have given in the past. Within the 

industry the DDS is often referred to as the 'Disastrous Double Seamer'. 

Less controversial double seamers have been d~veloped by Metal Box with 

great success; in 1969 the company announc~d a new high-speed seamer 

capable of closing cans at the rate of 1000 per minute, the first time 

a seaming machine of such speed has been achieved in the UK. In 1978 the 

company further announced that after 'four years intensive research and 

development they had made another important advance in seamer technology'. 

The M3 10-6, as the new machine has been designated, is a six head, 600 

c.p.m. seamer which is claimed to signal the inception of a completely 

n~w clan of closing machine. Although basically a conventional seamer 

the M3 10-6 incorporates many important improvemerlts and modifications 

to meet the present and future demands likely to be made upon it. 

A somewr4t different irillovation related to the double-seaming op~ration 

has been the adoption in 1968 by Reads of 'Cerafilm'. For many years 

can-makers have recognised that the countersir~ bead area of the can end 

undergoes gr~at stress, strain and stretch when the can end is made and 

when it is doubl~-seamed. There has always been the possibility of 

lacquer abrasion or fracture which would expose the tinplate below • 

. Reduction of metal exposure in th~ countersink area had become especially 

important precisely because of the greater stress imposed by faster can

making and seaming machines. It was to give protection against this expo

sure problem that Cerafilm was introduced. The Cerafilm 'shoulder guard' 
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acts as a paddinc for the cou."1tersink area and as a lubrica!1t and 

shock absorber when the ends are rolled onto the car! body. The Cerafilm 

techr..ique \-laE. developed by American Can COr.1pany. 

An area of early development '.-Jorthy of note \'lhile on the subject of doubl~:~-

sea~ine has been in the lining compound. This is the least obvious but 

in some "lays the most important part of the can. l1pa!"t fron a change of 

colour from red to grey, only an expert could tell that the sealine 

compound had changed at all since it \-'as first introduced at the turn of 

the century. They have, hO\·:ever, improved very significantly in sealing 

quality, particularly in their ability to render the seams more resistant 

to the mechanical abuse inseparable from high speed can-making. The major 

development has been the change fror.1 natural rubber latex to synthetic 

ru1ber~15) The technology of syntheti~ rubber is radically different from 

that of natural rubber; the problems of developine synthetic cOr.1pounds for 

can linings werc different to those associated with normal synthetic 

rubber applications e.g. tyres; the research probler.1s are intensified 

because the chcr.1icals used must meet rigid sta"1dards of taste and toxicity. 

The new synthetic cOr.ipounds made the cealine compound stay in the .scam 

instead of softening under steam, and did not squeeze out allover the 

closing machine under the: pressure of the see..mi~1g operat ion. . 'l'hic SaJ':1e 

modification also opened t1:c way to the development of compounds 

sufficiently steam-resistant to permit steam injection at the ooment of 

closure, in order to enhance vacuum and so prolong shelf life and peroit 

processing at higher tCr.1peratures. The 63sential development of synthetic 

compounds took place during ':Jorld \Jar II, but they continued to be ir.1proved -

usually imperc~ptibly - in the immediate post-\-,ar years al2-d after by 

companies such as 'vJ •. R. Grace Ltd., thG major supplier of sealing 

compounds. 
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Packinr; 

The final operation in tho can factory is the packing of the containers. 

This operation has changed considerably, due in no sr.1all part to the 

role of l:etal Box. They have instigated the bulk palletisation of cans 

since the 1950s and have offered their custOr.1ers discounts to take their 

c~~s in this form. The concentration of the carmine industry since the 

late 1950s has eliminated the small operator not suited to bulk 

palletisatio~1, as a result this pacldne method is nov: the only rlethod 

used for despatchinc cans. For most of the 1950s the method of pacldne 

car...s was in cartons; around 1959 l:etal Box introduced caged pallctisation. 

Both techniques have nO\l disar'pcfa-ed. In the r.1odern method the cans are 

pad:ed onto ,·!ooden stillages with a layer of cardboard bctvleen each row; 

the package is compressed into a cOr.1pact unit of around 3,500 cans. 

The cans are loaded onto the platform by a semi-automatic mechanism not 

unlike that to lift pins in a bOvlling alley. The shrink vtrapping of empty 

cans has not caught on in the "(;1:. It is a relatively e)..'Jlensive method 

because of the energy input to the shrink-wrapping even. 

Conveyors 

One further development in can-maldr.e "1hich might be mentioned is the 

system of conveyance tables, elevators and overhead rU11'days which festoon 

the modern can-making plant SO as to carry the containers fro:n one 

manufacturing unit to another. The~e machines have been the object of 

continual development in the post-war era; the increa~ing specd.s of can 

production call for the exercise of ever greater care in the dcsiOl and 

ma'1ufacture of can conveying cquipnent. This is necessary to ensure the 

smooth and controlled flo\,1 of production and thereby keep to a nir).irnul11 

dW:1ace to the ca~ by ir:1pact, or rubbinG in variou,s form throuch the can

mal~ine stations. Thic has becone pc.rticularly ir.11')ortant \-lith the intro

duction of Ii thoera;rhcd open tOl' Cal.r. to the Ul: in thr;; 19505. A.'1Y marJdr.g 
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of these container::; ie Objcctionablc.(16) I):ly number of developn€l1ts in 

gravity rum'lays, cable-vlays, ma[;l1etic belting and electrical controlc. 

nicht be mentioned as contributine; to a general ir.lprovencnt i:1 efficiency; 

one epecific innovation which haG had a uniquely identifiablf} inpact is 

the ado~')tio:1 of pla,stic covered E:teel cable. 'I'hif; hoc recultcd in the 

virtual elir.:inatio:1 of 'cable-burn I. 

Hi) I;atcrt~LOLi.e~t~S_~m~~, 

8.stro~ztis_tinJ!lo.t.~ 

The firct meto1 material chanee \'lhich the post-\<:ar m( can-maldr.c; industry 

had to adopt to Has electrolytic tinplate, introduced in 1948. The major 

ir.1plications of electrolytic tinplate uer,e in the lacquerinG oy;cration, 

and these nrc discussed separately. The secor.d most important aspe<;:t of 

electrolytic tinplate fror;l the can-r.1akers point of vic\! \'!as its 

solderability. In this respect the ca.."1-naker had to realise he \l~S Mine; 

a different rather tha:J. an alternative material to hot-dipped p10te and 

so adju.st his operation accordinely. Consequently, can-r.1nl~ers adaIJted 

their entire soldering procedure; the COr.1:t)o::d tio:1 of the flux, ventins 

of eide seams, pre-fluxes, pre-heaters, solder roll speed t solder 

temperature, solder COr.1position, solder bath height, after heater, and 

\liper all had to be adjusted to acco!:'lr.1odate the solderir.c characteristics 

of electrolytic plate. The some\'!hat trial and error methods of 'the 

American can-mokern in the 1941-45 period established what \'Jere the bed 

l)ractice techniques in ret:ard to the nevI material. In the m( in the 

1950::; it \-Jas a case of implementing these methods. 

Thin ti..np1~t.s.\ 

One of the 'most significant changes in the rOll material i'ror.1 the can-mal~ers 

perspective has been the continual trend to\lard.s the manufacture of tin

plate in ever thillI1cr averaGe and the introductio!1 of double-reduced plate 
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in particular. This (on-going) innovation is not noticeable in having 

led to a dramatic change at any single point in the can-making sequence, 

but rather for the way its repercussions have permeated virtually the 

entire process of can manufacture. 

The move to the use of thinner tinplate in the UK, although present in the 

1950s, may conveniently be dated from the end of 1960 when the price 

structure of the tinplate trade was adjusted in a way that made it more 

worthwhile for the can-maker to consider using thinner gauges. This piece

meal process culminated in 1968 with the introduction of double reduction 

which led to a considerably more dramatic drop in average substances. The 

important point about thinner tinplate, and DR material in particular, to 

the can-maker is that the higher tensile strength necessary to give the 

lower gauge material sufficient strength entails a loss of ductility in 

the plate. This less workable plate creates problems in handling and 

fabricating throughout the can-making chain. A1 though the can-makers have 

always had trouble - which they have been able to overcome - vlith occasional 

lots of brittle plate, the material which is now u~ed for many cans would 

simply not have been processable without the incremental changes to Cru1-

making of the 1960s and 1970s. As thinner material came into use so 

special techniques were developed, and in some cases patented, to handle 

it. In the double-seaming operation, for example, imperfections known 

in the art as 'pleating', 'veeing', 'spurs' and 'droops' may occur in the 

can body. These defects are much more serious \-/hen the can body and can 

end are formed of very thin sheet metal. To overcome or reduce these 

tendencies, Metal Box developed a modified double-seaming operation in 

19b4 (British Patent No. 1 012 528). 

Further purely process implications of double-reduced tinplate are con

cerned with the flanging operation. In can body forming the grain of 
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the plate must always run circ~ferentially around the mandrel - if this 

is not so the extension of the metal during the flanging operation may 

result in flange cracking. Consequently in some cases the sheet layout 

for bodies had to be changed to accommodate DR plate(17) Similarly, 

Metal Box patented two new flanging processes in 1970 and 1971 after 

adopting DR plate; both were designed to reduce the danger of flange 

splitting (British Patent No. 1 273 903 and British Patent No. 1 356 462). 

The use of thinner body plate led to a noticeable difference in some can 

constructions in the UK from the early 1960s. In the larger standard size food 

cans for which DR was adopted, it was necessary to compensate for the 

thinner gauge by the use of circumferential corrugations around the can 

body - knovm as 'beading'. To institute this change requires only a minor 

alteration to the mandrel on which the can body is hooked, indentations in 

the mandrel being transferred to the can body when it is compressed. 

The bead profile is extremely important to the strength of the can in the 

same way as panel rings are to the can end; an increased bead depth increases 

the resistance of the can walls to external pressure - but it decreases the 

vertical resistance because of the 'concertina effect'. When beaded DR cans 

were introduced in 1969, it was realized that the increase in side-wall 

strength would be at the expense of compression strength, but initially 

this did not seem critical. What was not realized, however, was that the 

beaded can was particularly susceptible to compression when vertical pressure 

was imposed at an angle of ten degrees. At this angle the beads on the 

most burdened side are prone to give in. The importance of this offset 

pressure phenomenon was soon demonstrated in the handling area: in the 

stacking of empty. cans by fork lift truck, each pallet was put down on top 

of another at an angle of some ten degrees. This did consequently lead to 

whole cases of 4-high pallets collapsing during stacking. 

Reads took a lead in the adoption of DR plate, introducing it without 

modification for the shorter container and with beading for the taller can. 
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DR has been found most suitable for 63 mm and 73 mm diameter plate, but 

over this size it tends to lack strength. Metal Box adopted DR plate 

in 1969, it being particularly suitable for the beer and soft drinks can 

where reduced container wall strength is compensated for by the internal 

pressure of the gases. Metal Box·, however, probably use DR plate for a 

smaller percentage of their can output than do Reads. The latter company 

believe that their roll form bodymaker is more suitable than Metal Box's 

wing type for the DR material because the former machine flexes the tin-

plate; this is felt to be particularly advantageous for the smaller size 

can. 

This trend to thinner tinplate also affected can end production. 

Originally in the US DR plate was only used for bodies, whereas in the 

UK it is preferred for ends. The can end was redesigned to incorporate 

additional panelling rings. One of the most important areas of 

modification in can-making as a result of thinner tinplate was in can 

handling operations on runw~s etc. These had to be modified to avoid 

damage to empty cans.~8) Prior to conversion to DR plate the points at 

which body dents occur with standard c~~s must be eliminated. The harder, 

stiffer DR plate may crack at such points. If there is considerable 

pressure against the cans in the runways, cans of DR plate may become 

out of round. ~~en theleavy double-seam edge strikes the lighter area 

of can body it is apt to cause a small crack in the can wall. Inclined 

gravity tracks should be as narrow as possible, so that can-to-can 

contact will be on double-seam to dOUble-seam. 

The higher strength of DR plate means that higher forces are reauired in 

• VJhen Metal Box promoted their DR can they decorated it with a clipper ship 
design symboliang 'lightness with strength'. This is believed to be the 
first time surface design has been used to promote a technical development. 
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all the forming operations; the thinner plate has to be cut more cleanly 

at the duplex slitter, notcher, etc., and the new plate has necessitated 

better machine tools. It will be clear that thinner tinplate has led to 

a complete refining of the whole can-making process. It is somewhat 

simplistic to say that lower gauge material has been solely responsible 

for all the changes mentioned because many of the developments connected 

with thinner tinplate also represent a move toward best practice techniques. 

One could say that it has necessitated the adoption in struldard can-making 

of practices which though desirable have been previously neglected. 

Coiled Tinpllli 

The shipment of tinplate in coils, which began in th~ ID( in 1964, represented 

a noticeably non-increffiental ir~ovation. The advantage of this development 

to the can-makers was in the material saving which it allowed in can-end 

makir~. It will be appreciated from consideration of the scroll-shearing 

process that at the edge of each and every sheet of tinplate there is 

material wastage; al thC'i.lgh this is recycled it represents a cost to the can

maker. By cutting can ends from coiled tinplate the dovetailing of rows 

of ends can be continued in an unbroken sequence throughout the coil. The 

rolling of coils by-passes the classifying section in the tinplate mill; 

for this reason the can-maker has to accept tinplate with all the defects, 

such as welds. The shipment of coiled tinplate therefore creates an 

added quality control function for the can-maker who must sort out the 

defective areas of the coil for himself. 

The introduction of coiled tinplate not only affected the traditional 

scroll-shear o~erationt it also involved the installation of expensive 

coil-handling equipment. When the innovation was first adopted there 

were still a number of technical problems to be overcome, but the material 

and operating economies inherent in the utilisation of tinplate in coil 

form must have been considered by Metal Box as sufficient to justify the 
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effort of tackling and solving these prob1ems.~9) 

Apart from the associated capital costs of machinery to handle the coils 

one must, of course, incur the fir~cial outlay of the coil cut-up 

facility itself. The type of unit which appears to have been most 

... lide1y - and perhaps even uniquely - adopted is the Litte1 coil cut up 

line. The Litte1 apparatus installed around 1970 at Metal Box's \visbech 

factory cuts 20,~OO ft coils of 3 ft wide tinplate with two scrolled 

edges. The sheets are subsequently cut into scrolled strips in the 

opposite direction. The line operates at speeds of up to 800 c.p.m. 

For some users there are drawbacks associated with coil cut-up lines. 

In the first instance one must be a sizeable can-maker to be able to 

utilise the ends at the rate at which they are produced. A second 

disadvantage of the facility is its size; it is often not possible to 

incorporate the line at any existing plant and one must wait, if one 

wishes to adopt the development, until a new location is justified. 

In the UK both of the largest can-makers have situated 'at least some of 

their can-end facilities, for reasons of transport economy no doubt, in 

South Wrues; Metal Box at Neath and Reads - who adopted the innovation 

in 1970 - at Rhymney. At these two locations the coils are cut and 

transported to the various body-making plants up and down the country. 

There is no reason why traditional can-bodies cannot also be produced 

from coil, though as yet this is not practised. This is no doubt duet> 

the negligible, if any, material savings that would be involved. This is, 

however, an area of active consideration in the can-making industry. 

(iii) Gener~ Engineering Changes 

The continual progress in the manufacture of the conventional three-piece 

can, it has been observed, has involved the incremental upgrading of 

processes. To a certain extent these sorts of advances depend on the 
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in-house expertise of the technical and manufacturing personnel. In 

addition to these can-making orientated innovations, there have in the 

post-war period been (on-going) advances in general engineering 

technology. It is partly the function of the engineers employed by 

the can-makers to keep abreast of these wider industrial developments 

in their own specialized fields and to exploit them wherever possible 

in their own processes; this industrial cross-fertilization is known as 

'techology transfer' and the personnel involved as 'technological gate-

keepers'. 

Some of the features of can-making are by no means unique. In such cases 

the interchange of ideas and techniques is almost mandatory; the basic 

cylinder-forming process of traditional can-making, for example, is used 

in many industries. Similarly, the base materials used are fairly 

conventional - either low carbon steel or aluminium. 

Three important distinctions between canmaking and these other industries 

exist. In the first instance there is the extreme thinness of the metal 

used. Secondly, the steel used in can manufacture carries with it a 

coating on both sides - usually of tin'- which is in turn covered by 

organic coatings. All these surface additions are expected to stay 

bonded to the basic sheet material while it is undergoing the severe 

deformations of can-making. The third major distinguishing feature is 

that, compared to most other activities, the required output figures 

reach astronomical proportions. In order to keep the amount of machinery 

deployed to manageable levels, very high operating speeds are 

necessary~20) :The most important factor concerning these three features 
, 

is the tooling; alt~ough the problems presented may be unique their 

solution has depended very much on general engineering techology. The 

first problem of very thin material requires extremely high tooling accuracy. 
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The second problem of surface coatings requires that tool surfaces in 

contact with the material must have a very high standard of finish to 

avoid damage to the coating by scratching. The third problem of high 

output requires that the tooling has a long life. Long tool life is 

important because each tooling component tends to be very expensive, 

changing worn tools frequently would cause high output losses. 

Innumerable general engineering advances have contributed to accommodating 

the three features of thin material, surface coating and long tool life. 

The one advance which has singularly been of most value in all these 

three directions is tungsten carbide tooling. This advance in mechanical 

engineering was pioneered within the can industry by Metal Box. Up untU 

about 1970 J.letal BOA went to the US for its tooling requirements because of 

UK inadequacies. They have, however, since partly satisfied their own 

requirements at their precision toolrooms at Alperton and ~st Kilbride. 

At these works, according to Metal Box, 'A number of new tooling develop

ments are in the process of being fina1ised,~21) 

Several other advances in various branches of engineering adopted by the 

can-makers may further illustrate the relationshi~ Improved roller 

bearings, particularly 'sealed for life' bearings with a guaranteed 

minimum life of 90,000 hours, have been employed at various can manufactur

ing stations. On bodymakers there have been a host of standard engineering 

improvements including linear bearings; these allow a very precise control 

compared with roller and tapered bearings. Gas and air mixture controls 

have contributed to the automation of heating statio~. A further general 

technological ,improvement has been improved heat sensors; these have been 

used in the solder' bath. Formerly, mercury and vapour have been used in 

the sensor probe, now it is a thermocouple. Yet another general 

engineering advance has been solid state controls. This has been adopted 
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for use instead of thermionic valves on can wheel testers. The old 

thermionic value had many disadvantages including large size and a 

short life; if controls were faulty it was necessary for an electrician 

to go through the old type, time-consuming electrical testing 

procedure. Now with the use of electronic panels correction is greatly 

hastened and simplified. A further advance has b~en the use of extended 

life oils now common in many industries; it is now no longer necessary 

to change the oil at regular intervals but only to keep it topped up -

with perhaps an annual change. Still another external advance adopted 

by the can-makers has been plastic and semi-plastic rubbing strips. 

Formerly soft metals such as brass were extensively used. Nylon was 

tried for a while and initially seemed appropriate because of its very 

good self-lubricating properties. It was subsequently found ~~suitable 

because of expansions when wet. A final advance which cannot go 

unmentioned is computer control systems. Mardon Illingworth~ can-making 

operation is so controlled, as is Netal Box's Braunstone plant. 

4. New Three-Piece Can Constructions 

(i) Tin Free Steel 

The availability of Tin-Free Steel (TFS) from B.S.C. in 1968 required 

significant changes in the method of can construction. These new 

techniques were so recognizably different from the traditional way of 

manufacturing three-piece cans that it is convenient to consider the 

new methods separately. The feature of TFS cans which created the 

departure from conventional technology was their inability to be soldered 

at high speed. 

Irrespective of the emergence of TFS there had in the post-war period been 

continual efforts to find a better way of joining a can than by soldering. 

The cans which had been made in the nineteenth century with a simple 
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lapped side-seam presented no problems in resisting the high"internal 

pressures developed in cans during sterilization. These mechanically 

strong containers had the serious disadvantage of exposing the can 

conte~ts to an unprotected edge of bare steel which was subject to severe 

corrosion, even when the remainder of the body was tin coat~d. Sulphur

containing products reacted with the exposed iron to form black iron 

sulphide. Other chemical reactions could also occur such as bleaching 

of the contents. Burrs on the cut edge added to this problem. The 

advent of lacquers failed to completely solve the problem, since it was 

difficult to Cover the sharp edge adequately. Furthermore, no known 

commercial lacquer was, or is .today, completely satisfactory for the 

protection of bare steel against the attack of oxygen and other ar~ents, 

particularly in acid media. 

It was to eliminate ·the exposed edge of bare steel that the lock seam was 

developed. As now used in combination with a short section of a lap 

seam at each end of the can-body - 'lock and lap' sea.r.l - only a ~mall 

area of the bare steel is exposed to the contents of the can. Corrosion 

and product contamination have been remarkably r~duced as a consequence. 

\vith the lock and lap seam construction, however, came a number ofc.ther 

problems. A locked seam is not as strong as a lapped one and additional 

metal is employed, raising raw material cost by several per cent. With 

beer and other carbonated beverages which were canned from the 19505, 

which involve unusual thermal sterilization, it was necessary to revert 

in part to a lap construction to achieve the strength necessary to resist 

the high internal pressures developed. 

~~chinery to form' lo~k and lap seam bodies at high speed must be 

precision mad~ by special materials at high capital cost; the clearances 

anddUnensional tolerances in some parts approach those of a watch, calling 
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for manufacturing skills of the highest order. The need for the complete 

synchronization of numerous motions is a drawback. Maintenance and change

over for different sized bodies both necessitate the services of highly 

skilled mechanics. Downtime is costly, and engineering and material ' 

COBts are likewise high. 

~Jith these can constructions the cost of solder and flux is substantial 

and their use requires additional expensive maintenance schedules 

because of the corrosive nature of soldering flux. In addition, blower 

devices must be installed to reduce the annoyance and corrosive effects 

of fumes and dust. 

The speed of conventional bodymakers is limited by the rate at which 

discontinuous motions of heavy machine parts can be repeated. It is thus 

advantageous to employ a continuous process in order to increase the 

production speed still further. 

It is apparent then, that there has been plenty of incentive for c~~-makers 

to find a new method of joining three-piece tinplate cans throughout the 

post~war period. The very fact that can-makers in the UK have never 

commercially adopted any alternative process to soldering is testimony 

to its suitability for joining cans vis-a-vis alternative methods. Almost 

by implication,therefore, any rival process adopted to overcome the 

limitations of a new can-making material is unlikely to be ather as 

technically or as economically attactive as soldering. 

The advantage of TFS was initially in its cost advantage over tinplate; 

until a method, could be found to side-seam TFS at commercial can-making 

speeds it bad an outlet as ends on tinplate bodies. The advantage for the 

ca~-maker in finding a sound system for joining TFS was in the possibility 

of a very narrow lap seam that 'Would allow all-round decoration; this was 
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an important consideration in the beer and soft-drinks market where the 

conventional lock and lap seam configuration necessitated what the can

makers considered as aesthetically displeasing wide side-seam margins. 

When TFS was introduced to the USA in 1965 the two major American can 

manufacturers - American Can Co and Continental Can Co. - set about 

mastering the joining problem which had defeated them since 1945. The 

fact that within less than three years both firms had accomplished the first 

two commercially successful processes for the side-seaming of tinless 

containers suitable for carbonated neverages is an indication of the 

galvanizing impact of a commercial stimulant to innovation. 

The innovation developed by American Can was an adhesive bonded, or 

cemented, side-seam. Cemented side-seams were not in themselves new 

to can-maY~ng. Such cans had found a substantial degree of commercial 

success for the packing of products which generate no significant 

internal pressure. The problems with these early cements was their low 

degree of bursting strength, particularly when the can .is subjected to 

conditions necessary to process certain products - such as the 

sterilization of fruit and vegetables or the pasteurisation of beer. 

The very high strength adhesives which were tried by can-makers were 

either deficient as regards adhering to the metal or else completely unsuit

able for high speed can-making wherein sufficient bonding strength to hold 

the can body must be achieved within seconds or less. American Can's 

successful technique, patented in 1966 (British Patent No.1 148 401) 

was termed the 'Miraseam' process. This method used a thermoplastic 

cement which ~as sandwiched between the plate and organic coatings in 

a narrow lap seam. The body is formed on a modified bodymaker, and the 

process is based on the control of heat input and removal. In 1972, 

Reads successfully adopted the process for beer and beverage cans. 
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The solution to tinless side-seaming developed by. Continental Can in 

some respects represented the cracking of a tougher technological nut 

th~~ in their rival's case. In 1968, Continental Can patented (British 

Patent No. 1 173 108) what was the very first successful commercial can-

welding process. This 'pressure' or 'forge-welded' can is also made on 

a modified bodYmaker. Coated TFS body blanks with bare edges are fed 

into the bodymaker 'tlherein the margins are cleaned so that a uniform 

electrical resistance will be presented to the electrical current 

provided to weld the side-seam. Containers made by this method are 

termed 'Conoweld' cans. For reasons best known to themselves, Metal Box 

opted not to pursue their option on this can and instead, in 1971, 

introduced a Japanese process involving the application of a cemented 

nylon strip to the side seam instead of a solder; this process was 

obviously closer to that 'of American Can than Continental Can. Metal Box 

designated these containers 'A Seam' cans. Both types of TFS can have a 

number of common factors. They have stronger side-seams than tinplate 

cans; both eliminate the wide plain margin required at the 6ide-se~~ for 

lithographed soldered cans, and both are technically suitable for a wide 

range of products. The cans are economically more suited to the decorated 

can market where no additional lacquering is required over conventional 

cans. In the very largely unlithographed food can market however, the 

necessity for external coatings to compensate for the lower corrosion 

resistance of TFS are both impractical and uneconomicS22 ) Neither the 

'A Seam' or the 'Mirasearn' can are able to be produced at speeds as high 

as by conventional soldering. This has been the problem with another non-

soldered can -: the Soudronically-welded container. This technique was 

first used 'in Switzerland in 1958. This seam is recognizable by its narrow, 

black, serrated appearance. This type of join is used on some aerosols 

and large beverage cans. Its slow bodymaY~ng speed, about 120 c.p.m., 
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makes it unsuitable for high volume can lines. 

The development of two-piece can-making technology has over-taken these 

side-seam innovations before they had really got off the ground. Although 

the Miraseam process is likely to remain, the future for the 'A Seam' c~~ 

seems much less certain. 

(ii) Aluminium 

A new material to UK can-making which has had an important impact on the 

construction of the conventional can is aluminium. Aluminium has long 

been used for shallow-drawn fish cans, but its cost has always prohibited. 

its use for standard open-top cans; the material has never been used in 

the UK on a commercial basis for the three-piece can body. Aluminium 

has had its innuence on the traditional can in its use as an end. A 

major factor in the beer and soft-drinks market is impulse buying; this 

makes it important that it should be possible to open a can on impulse 

i.e. without the need of an implement ready to hand. Aluminium, being 

a soft malleable metal, was suitable for the ring-pull ends that were 

first applied to UK cans from 1965. The adoption of aluminium introduced 

pressir~ to the end-mru~ing operation, but did not directly affect 

conventional can-making equipment. The additional material cost of 

aluminium over tinplate, however, stimulated ways of economising; the 

idea was developed in the US of 'necking-in' the end of aluminium topped 

cans from 66 mm to 63 mm. This concept not only reduced the aluminium 

requirement but also, by virtue of eliminating the protruding lip or 

'chime' at either end, had a number of product implications. The 'necking

in' technique ~as first adopted in the UK by Metal Box in 1973 on a two

piece 'Neck-line" container. The necking-in process first developed was 

suitable for two piece cans, but was not initially found satisfactory when 

the can body had a soldered or cemented side-seam because it was not 
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possible to control the thickness of~the lap seam within acceptable 

limits. This problem was overcome in the UK by Metal Box in 1970 -

British Patent No. 1 301 270. For those three-piece cans which were to 

be necked-in it was necessary to add an extra station to the bodymaker to 

perform the operation; in this way the conventional manufacturing method 

was altered. 

Faced with two diameters of beverage can, the beer and soft drinks 

manufacturers had the problem of deciding whether to adopt the new size 

can with the attendant alterations it would involve to their own filling 

lines. For a number of reasons there was a concerted changeover to the 

63 mm diameter size. 

\ 

The adoption of the aluminium end is an interesting innovation in that it 

not only led to a change in can-bodymakers but also in its spin-off effect 

in also saving tinplate on the non-aluminium end of the can. This 

diameter reduction in turn allowed the use of thinner tinplate. 

5. Coatings 

(i) Background 

In the following paragraphs it is intended to discuss the developments in 

conventional coating technology, particularly as it has been affected by 

can-making innovations and to round off with a brief mention of the new 

coating technologies which seem destined to overtake traditional methods. 

Can coatings may be split into two categories: those that are used on the 

inside of the container and those thatare employed on the outside. The 

former are ~acquers and the latter paints and varnishes. Both lacquers 

a!ld paints serve two-basic functions of protection and decoration; 

lacquer is primarily concerned with protection and paints with decoration. 
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As protection is a far more important role than decoration for the 

processed food and beverage can, the problems of lacquerability tend 

to receive more attention in can-making. TrAditionally, the technology 

of metal coatings in the can industry is the coverir~ of a flat sheet 

with both liquid coatings and printing inks, the curing of these materials 

by heating them in ovens, followed by the fabrication of the plate into 

a container. The actual deposition of the lacquers and inks is performed 

by a roller-coating machine. This, basically, is an arrangement of four 

rollers - feed, transfer, impression and pressure rollers. A feed tray 

and main contai~er make up the apparatus. The coating material is pumped 

from the main container to the feed tray where it is picked up by the feed 

roller which is partly immersed in the solution. The coating passes 

directly from the feed roll to a transfer roll of similar size, and then 

to a larger impression roller. A pressure roller lies directly below the 

impression roller and the sheets move between the two. The lower roller 

is adjustable to exert a predetermined pressure against the impression 

roller as the sheet passes between them. The setting of this pressure 

determines the thickness, or weight, of coating applied. The impression 

roller has a recessed portion extendi~ across its full width to provide 

an interval between successive applications; the means of feeding the sheet 

is synchronized so that the roller 'gap' coincides with the feed gap. 

In the interval between each sheet the pressure roller is in contact with 

the impression roller and coating material is transferred. A doctor blade 

removes this liquid from the pressure roller from where it returns to 

the main tank. ~3) 

In the early 1:930s virtually all the lacquers used were made by fusing 

natural gums and resins, and blending them with drying oils such as 

linseed oil and tung (wood) oil. These types of coatings are termed 
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'oleoresinous' or oil-based lacquers~24) The technology of metal coatir~s 

was revolutionized in the 1930s by the very rapid development in the US 

of a variety of new man-made coatings; these synthetic coatings are based 

on materials which, though they may contain some natural raw materials 

such as oil, are essentially produced by chemical synthesis under carefully 

controlled conditions. In 19~3 at least 75% of the mixtures used for 

lacquers in the US contained synthetic materials!25) In the UK many of the 

raw materials being used across the Atlantic were not available to the 

metal decorating companies; as a result systems had to be developed from 

indigenous sources. This served to delay the development of these new 

materials by a few years. 

Since the vast majority of the output of the metal decorating industry 

goes into the pacl~ging industry, and the metal packaging industry is 

in turn dominated by the processed food and beverage can, then the metal 

decorating industry must adapt its products and processes to keep in 

harmony with the changing requirements of the can-maker. The proliferation 

of synthetic lacquers, pigmented coatir~s and varnishes can be directly 

related to two major developments in the metal container industry. The 

development of the screw cone top beer can (similar to a well known 

metal polish tin) in the early 1930s created a whole set of new and more 

demanding problems for can linings both inside and outside the container. 

The~ergence of electrolytic tinplate after 1937 was a similarly 

tremendously important influence on coating technology; the reduced 

amount of tin coating deposited on the steel and its greater tendency 

to porosity as compared with hot-dipped plate had to be compensated for 

by increased use of inside organic protective coatings\26 ) 

Technologically, the post-war period in the metal decorating industry 

has been characterized by the continual development of solvent-borne 
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coatings. The ideal conclusion in this process, from the can-makers 

point of view, would be the emergence of a universal coating, but 

consideration of the diverse properties that would be required of 

such a coating suggest it may never be found: 

"Of all the coatings applied to metals the physical and chemical 

properties required for food can linings must be among the most 

exacting. As well as the normal properties coatings for metal 

require, such a good adhesion, sufficient hardness and stability, a 

number of special properties are essential. Can linings nr.lst have 

sufficient adhesion and elasticity to withstand the forming 

operations of can manufacture; they must have sufficiently short 

storing times to meet the requirements of highly mechanized can 

manufacture; they must be unaffected by the high temperatures used 

for/sterilisation; they must be non-toxic and free from taint, and 

they must resist the corrosive action of food in cans. In addition 

they must not be expensive and they must be able to keep their 

initial clean appearance; these last two points are vitally 

important from the sales point of view". (27) 

Al though it was briefly thoueht possible in 1962 that a DJ Pont 

Company development known as 'Budium', based on a butadiene polymer, 

may prove to be a'universal can lining the varying requirements of 

the can industry are still met by a wide range of often complex types. 

Before discussing the can-mal:ing developments which cmtributed to 

this proliferation, it is appropriate to list the various resins 

currently being used as media for coatings in the metal packaging 

industry arid also their end uses: 



TABU I. 

Conventional resins and their uses 

COATING 

Sizes 

Enamels 

RJ:;SIN TYPES 

Alkyd 
~poxy-amino 

,Vinyl 

Styrenated-alkyd 

Polyester 

Acrylic 

Epoxy-ester 

Vinyl 

ADVANTAGES 

Good flexibility 
Good substrate and inter

coat adhesion 

Cheap 
Good flexibility 
Good processing resistance 

Good flexibility 
Good colour retention 
Good process resistance 

Good flexibility 
Good colour retention 
Good process resistance 

Good product resistance 
Good hardness 

Very good flexibility 
Good processing resistance

if modified 

DISADVANTAG.I:S 

High volatile solvent 
content 

Poor chemical resistance 
Poor colour retention 

More expensive than 
alkyds 

Odours 
l.;xpensive 

Limited flexibility 
l!;xpensive 

Low solids 
Very expensive 
Thermoplastic unless 

modified 
UV/heat degradable 

END USl!:S 

As size coatings where 
improved fabrication required 

Low flexibility non-process 
and processing cans 

Processing and non-processing ~ 
cans, caps, closures. 0 

Deep drawing caps 
Aerosols 

Processing and non-processing 
caps 

Processing bodies 

Toothpaste tubes 

Deep drawing caps 
Toothpaste tubes 
Drawn processing cans 



COATING 

Varnishes 

Lacquers 

ru:sD~TYPt:S 

Al.kyd 

Polyester 

Acrylic 

1!,'poxy-ester 

Vinyl 

Epoxy-amino 

Phenolic 

Epoxy-phenolic 
(.t;/p) 

Epoxy-ester/ 
phenolic 

Epoxy-urea 
formaldehyde 

ADVANTAGl:S 

Cheap 
Good hardness 

As lliamels 

As lliamels 

Good hardness 
Good-fair flexibility 

As .l!.:narnels 

Good-fair flexibility 
Good colour retention 
Good processing resistance 

Good produce resistance 
~cellent sulfur resista~ce 
Good processing resistance 

Good product, sulfur and 
processing resistance 

Good flexibility 

Good flexibility 
Cheaper than E/P 

Good product and process
resistance 

Alcohol resistance good 
Cheaper than E/P 

DISADVANTAG.l!.S 

Fair processing resistance 
Poo~ colour retention 
F1eY~bility fair 

As Enamels 

As ..I!.namels 

.l!:xpensive 
Fair colour retention 

As lliamels 

Expensive 

Very poor flexibility 
Poor plate wetting 

.l!:xpensive 
Lowish solids content 

Only fair product sulfur 
and processing resis
tance 

Only fair drawing 
properties 

WD US.I:.S 

Low flexibility non-process 
cans 

As Enamels 

As .t,;namels 

Scre\Ol caps 
Crown corks 

As l!;namels 

Caps and ends 

Can bodies 

Can bodies and ends 
Internal and external non

compound caps 

Can bodies and ends 

'" VI 
~ 

Internal spray lacquers for 
beer/beverage cans 



COATING ID;SIN TYPES ADVANTAGLS l)ISADVANTA(il;S l!.:ND US.tS 

Lacquers Vinyl ~cellent flexibility Low solids content Interr1al spray lacquers for 
cont'd ••• Good alcohol resistance .t:;xpensive beer/beverage cans 

UV/heat degradable 
l-1onomer thought to be 

carcinogenic 

Organosol Excellent flexibility and Only fair flow-out High flexibility cap and 
, .. .,-t adhesion Low process resistance closure linings 

Good product resistance High film weights required Deep drawing lacquers 
J!:xcellent compound l-1onomer thought to be 

adhesion carcinogenic 

Polybutadiene Very cheap Odour Beer can bodies 
Good product resistance Only fair flexibility 

Oleoresinous Cheap High baking schedules General good can bodies 
Good product resistance req}lired 1\.1 

~ 

Good sulfur resistance, with 1\.1 

ZnO or ZnCO. 

* Source: Newbould. 
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(ii) Food Can Linings 

Th~ mainstay of the can-making industry for most of the post-war period 

has been the processed food can. The ever-widening range of foods packed 

in cans and the increased use of chemical additives in food have put 

ever greater demands on the can's lining. Food types may be split into 

two categories: acid-bearing and su1phur-b~aring products - each adds its 

own problems to the basic lacquer requirements. For highly acidic fruits 

and certain vegetables the lacquer must provide a barrier against the 

corrosive action of the product which might otherwise break dO~T! the tin 

coating and attack the steel. Theoretically, the lacquering operation 

applies a continuous film to the plate; sometimes however, the film does 

not remain continuous and dewets over small areas~28) This behaviour is 

influenced both by the metal surface and by the lacquer. Improvements in 

the manufacture of tinplate helped to lessen this problem but modi~ations 

in tho lacquer were also necessary~29) The dewetting problem is particularly 

important in acid packs because the pinholes in the covering film form the 

centre of attack, and the contact between the juice and tin or iron 

eventually causes discoloration of the contents and a gradual breakdown 

of the lacquer film. This meant that the development of good acid 

resisting lacquers was outflanked by the dewetting problem. This problem 

is usually solved by applying an additional internal coat \olhich 

effectively covers any imperfections in the first film. 

The second type of food pack, those which contain sulphur, present two 

different problems for lacquers. With vegetable and liquid packs a 

sulphur-absorbing lacquer is necessary whereas for solid meat or fish 

packs sulphur~resiting lacquers are needed. In wet packs the prevention 

of undesirable odours due to concentration of tho sulphur in the head-

space, and the prevention of discoloration, is achieved by pigmented 

lacquers, usually containing zinc oxide, which neutralise the sulphur 

compounds in the product. For solid packs a lacquer that will prevent 
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sulphur-blackening of the container is necessary; in recent years epoxy 

ha~ been blended with the formerly used phenolics to provide greater 

resistance to polyphosphates and pr~servatives. In these solid meat 

packs waxes are also incorporated in the lacquer as 'meat releasing 

agents' - otherwise there is a tendency for the lacquer to adh~re more 

firmly to the pack than tho contain~r. 

(iii) Beer Can Linings 

The greatest stimulant to lacquer technology was the beer can. This was 

because the canning of beer created problems not previously encountered 

in unpressurized packs. The pre-war cone top beer cans \-Jere coated 

internally with a wax lining, but this was associated with a 'metallic' 

taste which seriously retarded consumer acceptability. To overcome this 

problem, it was necessary to develop a taint-free vinyl resin which was 

capable of standing the internal pressures of carbon dioxide. The second 

main problem with beer packs is protection; it is essential that contact 

between the product and the metal is reduced to a minimum. Small traces 

of tin or iron dissolved into beer may upset the delicately poised protein 

equilibrium and lead to loss of clarity. 

It is therefore necessary, besides developing lacquers with good barrier 

resistance, to adapt the straightforward roller coating process to 

ensure optimum metal coverage. There are five coating operations involved 

in beer can-body production. In the first instance an epoxy-phenolic 

lacquer is applied by roller coater to the flat sheet. The sheets are then 

turned and the exterior coating applied. This consists of an enamel base 

coat or, more ,commonly, a printed base followed by the printed design and 

then a finishing 'varnish. The varnishes used are normally based on alkyd 

or modified alkyd resins. After the sheets have been slit and formed 

round the mandrel an internal side stripe lacquer is applied along the 
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length of thc side-seam to compensate for any damage to the p~rimeter 

of the base coat when the blank is notched etc. This application may be 

undertaken before or after soldering, but normally the former. On beer 

cans with a wide external side-seam margin this non-decorated area is 

coated with a clear lacquer to prevent rusting. \}hen the factory end 

is seamed on a final top coat is applied to the can body interior to 

provide a flavour-free barrier between the case coat ar.d the pack. This 

last application is made by automatic spray, unlike the others "lhich are 

all roller coated. In the first ten y~ars of its life, the flat top beer 

can included a tinplate end that was seamed on in the can factory. As 

the same barrier properties are required for thc end as for the body, so 

it too receives two internal coatings on an external coating applied to 

the pre-scrolled sheet. From the mid 1960s, easy-open aluminium ends were 

often seamed on in the can factory. The aluminium end requires only one 

internal coating when used for beer because the beverage is not a corrosive 

product and its flavour is mainly affected by iron pick-Up. \1hen the 

aluminium end was applied to the soft-drinks can it was necessary, however, 

to apply a sprayed on top coat to the end of the formed cylinder. This 

additional coat was required because soft-drinks, being more corrosive, 

would attack any lacquer breakdovm which may have occurred when the easy-

open end was scored. Subsequently, however, it was possible to dispense 

with this extra operation by the development of special organosol 'non-

repair' internal end coatings. 

(iv) Miscellaneous Developments 

The beer can is an example of a whole new system of lacquers and coatings 

having to be developed to overcome nevI problems. The new materials and 

can constructions which have been introduced by the can-makers to food 

and beverage containers alike have required a continual widening and 
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deepening of lacquer technology. The underlying post-war developments of 

thinner steel, thinner tin coatings and faster line speeds tended to 

accentuate rather than change the role of organic coatings; for example, 

in all three cases the lacquer function of providing lubrication in . 

formip~ operations became mor~ important. 

An instance of hO\"1 even minor cha."1ge has implications for lacquering is 

the case of differential tinplate; the system of identifying markings 

which was employed led to trouble with lacquer adhesion, along the 

parallel identification lines. 

Similarly, Tin-Free Steel led to the development of adhesive side-seams; 

although the internal and external coatings used for TFS are the same as 

those used on tinplate, the base lacquer used when cemented side-seams are 

employed must have excellent adhesion not only to the metal but also to 

the adhesive. 

In addition to the changes in lacquer type and application technique 

required by can-making changes, there is also the on-going work of the 

lacquer makers themselves - and ca!-makers who do their ovm lacquering -

to improve their own processes. This contributes to the continual fight 

against rising Cru1 costs by performing the application or stoving 

operations more efficiently. 

An example of minor innovation to the roller coating machine is the 

technique \-Jhereby the pressure and impression rollers are drawn apart 

during the feed gap between each sheet so as to ensure that no lacquer 

contaminates ~he reverse side of the sheet should the doctor blade fail 

to perform correctly. (Metal Box British Patent No. 661 456, 1950). 

Similarly, on the printing side the use of detachable blankets on the 
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coating roller makes for quick a~d simple design changeovers on short 

runs. Innovations in printing inks have also greatly speeded up the 

printing process as well as rendering material cost savings. Examples are 

the 'wet on wet' or 'two colour line', followed later by the 'three 

colour line', which remove the need for the stoving of each separate 

application. The printing plates themselves have been improved by the 

use of bi-metallic and tri-metallic types, and a revolution has come about 

in production techniques with the introduction of electronic devices.~O) 

At.the stoving stage conveyor, continuous tunnel, or 'wicket' ovens of up 

to twenty-five metres in length have been used instead of box ovens. 

There has been a continual shortening in the baking time. The peak time -

that crucial period when the plates are held at maximum temperature - has 

been reduced from as much as two hours to as little as eight minutes. 

(v) New Coatine; Technologies 

In addition to the development of the technology of conventional solvent

borne resins, new coating technologies are currently being developed. 

The stimulus to this departure from existing practices has been environ

mental pressures, particularly in the US, to eliminate the use of organic 

solvents in lacquers. UK coating manufacturers and users are at present 

evaluatiue "and adopting the new systems. 

The alternative technologies fall into four categories~31 ) 

1. Same application techniques/same curing method as conventional 

coatings. 

2. Same application technique/different curing method. 

3. Different application teChnique/same curing method. 

4. Different application technique/different curing method. 
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Traditional coatings are 20% solids - the actual coating substance -

and 80% solvents. Curing is done in gas-fir~d hot air ovens a~d the 

baking process throws off large volumes of hydrocarbon solvents, creating 

air pollution a~d noxious fumes. After-burners can be used to oxidise 

these fum~s, but the process involves high capital and operating costs 

and consumes large quantities of gas. Can companies in America have 

found that after-burners were not an acceptable long term solution to the 

air pollution problems. The only alternative was the development of new 

coatings that would not create pollution during application and stoving, 

and which would permit lower baking temperatures or less energy-intensive 

curing methods. In about four years the metal decorating industry had 

developed the new coatings and inks that would meet these requirements. 

Category (1) above, contains the area of the new technology which is most 

similar to conventional organic coating - water borne coatings. The aim 

with these water-reducing coatings is to decrease or el~~inate the organic 

solvent component and thus give advantages of lower atmospheric pollution, 

higher flash point, ~~d a generally healthier workshop environment. Water-

based coatings are already being used for printing inks and are under 

active study for lacquers. This category also includes high solids 

solution coatings which reduce solvent omission. 

In category (2), - n~w curing methods - must be mentioned the innovation 

of ultra-violet curing. First used commercially for lacquers in Am~rica 

in 1973 and in the UK by Metal Box in the same year, this innovation not 

only reduces to a minimum the pollutants generated during the drying of 

conventional inks, but also has a number of economic attractions. It 

uses less energy~ it requires much less plant spaCe, and it has a curing 

time of less than one second. Ultra-violet curing has proved satisfactory 

for external inks but not for internal coatings owing to toxicity. 
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In category (3), one may mention the application of lacquers in powder 

form, which is in use for coating the exterior side-seam of beer cans. 

In category (4) are hot melt coatings based on microcrystalline waxes 

which are being evaluated as replacements for low solids vinyls on the 

inside of beer and soft drink cans. 

The development of can coatings is characterized by, and would be imposs

ible without, an extremely close relationship ~etween the metal decorating 

industry and the can industry. Although many canned products could no 

doubt be safely packed today in a lacquerless, heavily tinned can, the 

present omnipotence of the metal container industry in much of the processed 

food and beverage field is due to the availability of a wide selection 

of inexpensive oleoresinous and synthetic linings which serve to protect 

the can and its contents from one another and, often, to be visually 

attractive enough for the canned product to 'sell itself'. 

b. Two-Piece Cans 

Background 

The construction of the open-top can with its three separate component 

parts of body and ends has remained virtually unaltered since the sanitary 

container was perfected at the turn of the century; the method of producing 

these cans has also been the object of no radical changes since automatic 

high speed techniques were established in the 1920s. The first fundamental 

advance in both of these respects was the method of drawing a cylinder 

from a flat metal disc so that can body and one end are integral. 

Drawing metal is.an age old tech.'I'lology, and shallow' drawn fish cans have 

been produced in a single pressing operation at low production speeds 

since pre-war days. The process of deep dravling cylinders may be traced 
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back to the 1939-45 period in Switzerland, when the Kellver system was 

originally conceived for the production of cartridge cases!32) In the 

subsequent forty years, this process has been extended to a wide variety 

of non-ordnance hardware; the extension of the technology to the 

production of open top cans remained, hO\Oiever, a demanding problem. 

The principal criterion which any new process must satisfy before it 

qualifies for consideration for use in can-making is compatibility with 

very high production speeds. The introduction to the shallow drawn can

making process of a system of 'ironing' the container walls made possible 

the application of the Kellver method to high-speed can-making. 

Dra""ring arJd Ironing 

The new process is known as drawing and irorling (D & I), or drawing and 

wall ironing (mJI). The ~onventiona1 can-making operation, it will be 

recalled, is a multi-step, stop-go operation wherein coils of steel are 

cut to plate size, lacquered, slit to body blanks, rolled into bodies, 

flanged and end sea~ed. Although each individual step is performed 

quickly, it may take days for the steel to work its way through the 

system. In the D & I process, on the other hand, cans are rr~nufactured 

in a more or less continuous process in which a coil is fed into the 

system and a finished can emerges half an hour later. 

More specifically, the D & I process is as follolllS: 

The coil is turned from the horizontal to the vertical plane in a down

ender, a coil car then takes the coil and deposits it onto a reel mandrel. 

This uncoils the metal, after which it is inspected for thickness and pin

holes, lubricated, and then passed to the cupping process. The multiple 

die press blanks and cups a number of discs - ueua11y three to six - from 

across the width of the coil in one stroke. The shallow dra~~ cups are 
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then relubricated and fed into the ironing press (bodyrnaker) wherein 

they are forced through a series of progressively smaller annular dies 

by a ram; large amounts of lubricant are used at this station. The 

forcing of the cup through these discs reduces the sidewall thickness 

by stretching, and thereby increases it to the desired height. vJhilst 

in the ironing press the base of the can is indented to give it greater 

strength. The cylinder is removed from the ram by a stripping mechanism 

and passes next to a trimming machine in which it is cut to a uniform 

height, since any projection or notch in the trimmed edge of the can 

could.result in a crack when it is flanged. The can then passes through 

a ",asher to remove any surface contaminants such as oil which would 

interfere with the subsequent lacquering. When the dried cans leave 

the washer they are bright and free of water spots. The can is then 

lacquered by a roller, cured, decorated by offset lithography and given 

a further baking. On leaving the curing oven the can is necked-in 

&ld flanged in one operation. The can is then electronically tested 

and, finally, given two further protective inside spray lacquerings. 

The cans are then ready for palletisation. The essential operations 

might be considered the blanking and cupping, ironing, trimming, coating 

and flanging. The end, which must be strong, retains the original 

thicy~ess of the coil whereas the portion of the blank that is dra~~ 

is reduced in gauge. 

A1t~inium Vs Tinplate 

Although patented by William Van Leer in Holland in 1945, the D & I can 

did not app~ar commercially until 1958 when produced by Kaiser Industries 

in the us. This can disappeared when its customer was sold to new mar~e-, . 

ment, and d~d not re-emerge until further perfected by Reynolds Metals in 

1964. This container was considerably lighter than its predecessor. 
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Until 1971 when Crown Cork and Seal introduced the first D & I tinplate 

can, again in America, all tall drawn containers had been made of 

aluminium. The original stimulus to the D & I can had, indeed, come from 

the American aluminium manufacturers who saw an opportunity to establish 

their product in a market dominated by tinplate. Aluminium, being a purer, 

more ductile metal than steel, was more obviously suited to the severe 

deformation "'hich the metal is subjected to in the D& I operation. In 

other drawing processes, such as impact extrusion, the non-ferrous 

metal had proved its suitability ; there were, therefore, good reasons 

to suppose that aluminium would enjoy a decisive technical edge over 

steel in the new can-making technology. 

The steel industry's original competitive response to aluminium cans was 

in the cemented and welded containers which al1owed.al1-round lithography. 

Behind the scenes however, both the can-makers and steel producers were 

immediately evaluating the suitability of tinplate as a drawn container. 

\lhile it was initially accepted that it would be more difficult to fabricate 

steel by the new method, its cost advantage over aluminium was sufficient 

incentive to try. 

The problem with tinplate was that it tended to fracture while being drawn 

due to its much higher tensile and yield strength than aluminium, and 

somOetimes even for the bottom of the cup to be pushed through{33) \~'hen 

the actual problems associated with tinplate drawing were tac~dt however, 

it was found that only slight modifications to tooling, and some changes in 

the chemical processing after can forming, enabled D & I equipment to be 

used for tinpl~te cans. Again it was the unique properties of that 

remarkably resilient metal, tin, which provided the essential lubrication 

° for satisfactory steel container drawir~. 
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In the UK, Metal Box took an early lead in plate D Be I technology "in the 

late 19605, and in 1972 produced semi-commercial quantities of D Be I 

tinplate cans. These were termed 'Sheerwall' cans ~~d were first supplied 

to Coca-Cola. Although Metal Box effected their entry into the D Be I 

field by means of a technical agreement which gave them access to the 

machines and know-how of Standun Inc. of the USA, the British company 

have now developed a considerable expertise of their own. Since producing 

their first D Be I cans in tinplate, Metal Box have considered it 

appropriate to install tVlo-piece lines which will operate on either 

aluminium or steel as commercial conditions dictate. It now appears 

that tinplate, certainly in the UK, is becoming the favoured material 

for D Be I cans. This ascendancy is to some extent based on tho 

interesting belief that aluminium has reached its limits as regards 

further gauge reduction by the D Be I method whereas tinplate, by virtue 

of its shorter history as a dravtn cor.tainer, must offer scope for further 

substance reductions. Alternatively one could perhaps argue that aluminium 

being a much younger metal than steel, has greater potential for more 

fundamental cost-saving innovations, e.g. by a changein the metal's 

chemistry •. ' 

Cost factors 

The reasons which gave rise to D Be I technology constitute an interesting 

case study of innovation in their own right; basically this boils down to 

an argument as to the respective merits of two-piece and three-piece cans. 

The fundamental criterion controlling technological change in the can

making industry is cost reduction. The cost impact of D Be I can manufac

ture is, however, far from straight forward. In conventional can-making, 

body blanks are cut from rectangular sheets, which means virtually no 

wa~te; in the D Be I operation circular blanks are cupped from the sheet. 
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Although each row of discs is dovetailed as in scroll shearing there 

is still considerable wastage. This wastage must be offset by a 

reduction in the substance of the container; this is made possible in D & I 

can-making because the process allows selective distribution of the 

metal so that the areas which have to withstand the greatest force -

such as the base - have more substance than the less critical sidewalls. 

There are less apparent material cost factors: steel for two-piece cans 

requires a heavier tin coating; this adds to the cost. The exposure of 

large areas of bare steel during the drawing operation makes lacquering 

more critical, which again adds to the cost. It appears, though, that 

when all material cost factors are taken into account the D & I can 

involves less expense on materials; Metal Box report that thier D & I 

operation uses 40% less material by area and about 2ry~ less by cost than 

for the equivalent conventional container. 

This saving in direct materi~ costs is, however, only one factor in the 

cost equation. The first qualification to be made is that a lighter 

gauge can does not necessarily mean a cheaper one because steel processing 

costs are high. The steel used for D & I has to be of higher quality 

than for three-piece CID1S. There are other economic factors involved too; 

D & I can-making equipment is extremely expensive, which means it must be 

worked on a shift basis to reduce capital costs per unit of output as 

much as possible. The very high productivity of a D & I line means that 

it needs a large market for a homogenous product, such as beverages. 

Three-piece cans are printed on flat sheets in an off-line operation 

which allows for the storing of brand labels in compact areas; the 

continuous'D & I operation necessitates that a label change (or more 

correctly print change) shuts down the entire operation for up to four 
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hours. In a three-piece can-making operation the labels can be changed 

without affecting the actual can-making lines. Further, the fact that 

in the D & I operation a number of cans are made on every line means 

that it is more costly if there is a br~akdown. Moreover, two-piece 

lines are less reliable t~~ three-piece. 

Draw Redraw 

The D & I operation is particularly suitable for beer and soft drinks 

cans because the internal pressure of the pack itself compensates for 

the thinner side-wall; it was initially considered that the D & I 

operation was far less suitable for food packs which tend to involve a 

vacuum rather th~~ internal pressure. It was recognized that the ~trength 

of the D & I can could be increased significantly by beading; this was 

not contemplated for beverage cans because it would be very difficult to 

print onto the beaded configuration. The paper label is not as attractive 

as lithographing. It was not considered worthwhile beading a D &1 can 

for food product5 because the increase in the strength of the side walls wo~ld 

lose the cost saving which is the very rationale of the new technology. 

In the 1970's therefore, a second two-piece can-making operation known 

as draw - redraw (DRD) was developed. This is a similar process to 

D & I except that the final can body configuration is obtained by a second 

or third cupping operation 'instead of ironine. This op~ration transforms 

a large diameter shallow cup to a small diameter tall cup. The main 

implication of this difference is that in DRD the thickness of the 

material is the same at the end of the operation as it was at the 

beginning. This means that the container is the same gauge as the 

conventional three-piece can which, given the points mentioned earlier, 

would mean a can of ' higher direct material cost. 
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Metal Box hav~ developed their own DRD operation wherein the presses 

operate on a rotary principle as opposed to the reciprocating principle 

of American origin. The former technique is considered in the industry 

to be the most satisfactory DRD process available. The M~tal Box 

development is an advance on a method which has been used for several 

years for drawing h~avy cans and kitchen utensils at slow speeds. 

The technique is similar to a process develop~d by Karges-Harr~er in 

Germany. 

There are some significant minor differences between the D & I and DRD 

processes. Although both are fully lacquered, the DRD can is coated 

before forming. This puts severe demands on the lacquer p~rformance 

and exp~nsive linings have to be used. It means also, however, that 

the lubricating function of tin is no longer critical. This has led 

to speculation that the real potential of DRD is in ~liminating the 

tin coating; TFS may well be suitabl~ for many products where the 

cathodic protection usually supplied by tin is not required; this 

would include many meat and vegetable products. 

As far as capital costs and output levels are concerned, the DRD process 

is nearer three-piece proportions than D & I. ~stimates of respective 

plant costs between D & I and DRD vary widely mainly because the height 

of the container is a very important variable. It may safely be said, 

though, that DRD - although capital intensive - is usually at least only 

half the capital cost of a D & I line. 

Although a number of non-carbonated products, particularly pet food, 

had be~n packed in the US in DRD cans, the situation in the UK in the 

mid-1970s seemed to be fairly clear cut, ie D & I would continue to be 
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developed for the beverage market and DRD would shortly make an 

appearance in the food can market. Between these two branches of deep

drawing technology a number of hybrid processes which were under activ~ 

dev~lopment. It came as something of a bolt out of the blue th~n when, 

as most observers were waiting for an announcement concerning corr~er

cial quantities of DRD cans from M~tal Box t spi10t plant, a new entrant 

to the can-making field announced in 1977 that they were to supply 

D & I cans to P~digree Petfoods. The first two-piece cans to be us~d 

for food in the UK thus turned out to be D & I cans, although DRD cans 

quickly followed in 1978. 

Product Considerations 

In addition to the process and capital cost consid~rations concerning two

piec~ cans there is also the product dim~nsion. D & I and DRD may be 

considered jointly under this heading, but it must be remembered that 

any product improvement in the two-piece over the three-piece is consider

ably more important for the DRD can where the same material saving 

potential does not exist. 

The can-makers claim two types of product advantage for two-piece over 

three-piece cans; the former is a better quality can and, secondly, it 

is more aesthetically pleasing. The quality argument surrounds 

contain~r integrity. Because there is no side seam, no bottom seam and, 

thirdly, no side-seam/top seam cross-ov~r junction on the two piece can, 

three possible areas of product leakage or recontamination during 

proc~ssing are ~liminated. Th~ absence of a sold~red sid~-seam 

~liminates ~he 'possibility of lead migration from this source; this is . 

not particularly important for beverages but is more so for food. Further, 

lead r~gu1ations are more string~nt for baby food than for adult food; 



only 0.5 parts per million of lead are allowed in baby food compared to 

2 parts per million in adult food. 

As far as the aesthetic merits of the container are concerned, it is 

considered that the factors which make for a better integrity can also 

make for a more pleasing one to look at. Wide side-seam margins, and 

to a lesser extent the lap joint in TFS cans, are considered to be ugly. 

On those three-piece cans which have i" protruding chime it is 

considered that the profile is less pleasing than the flush sided, 

necked-in two-piece container. A final, and often quoted, aesthetic 
-

aspect is that the absence of a side seam allows all-round decoration. 

The can-making companies are very anxious to promote the product aspects 

of the two-piece container; the question from the perspective of the worth 

of the innovation is to what extent the alleged advantages can be taken 

at their face value. As regards product leakage and recontamination the 

question begs itself whether this is anything more than a negligible 

problem with the three-piece container a-~yway. ~lhile it "is desirable that 

any improvement that can be made should be, it is not a conSderation in 

which, perhaps, too much store should be placed. It is worthwhile to 

remember that improved can integrity may also be provided for conventional 

soldered cans. The practise has been instigated of flowing solder all 

the way through the third fold of the side seam; this type of solder bond 

is known as 'inside solder fillet' and has a higher level of can integrity 

than conventional soldering methods. 

Lead migration from the side-seam solder is also an interesting question. 

A pertinent qUAlification here is that one is talking about a comparatively 

small and declining baby food market. Again in this instance there is 

scope for reduction in the lead content in conventional cans; in the past 



in the UK baby food cans have been made from commercially pure tin 

solder. This is expensive and it does contain some lead but it 

indicates that advances can be made within conventional technology. 

The problem of lead in the atmosphere means that it will be very 

difficult to eliminate the metal completely from canned food. In the 

final analysis, however, it shQuld be mentioned that present lvels of 

lead in conventionally canned food do not pose a health hazard. 

The aesthetic aspects of two-piece cans must be largely a subjective 

issue and one's initial reaction to claims of marketing advantages on 

these grounds must be cautious, if not sceptical. The alleged aesthetic 

advantages of the two-piece container do not seem to be supported by any 

consumer survey evidence, from which fact alone one might draw one's own 

conclusions. One observation on this point is interesting: 

'The consumer is not much concerned about how water gets to 

the spigot, the electricity to the light bulb, the gas gets 

to the oven, the message to the telephone receiver, or whether 

you pop the top off a beer can made from three pieces of 

metal or two,~34) 

It could well be argued that if one were to do a consumer appreciation 

test on can construction, that the average consumer would be unable to 

offer the most elementary observations on the way a can is put together, 

beyond perhaps that some types have easy-to-open attachments. Would he 

or she, for example, be able to refer to the fact that some Cans have 

an uncoated margin running down the side? It is interesting to recall 

on this very poiht that in the days before two-piece cans, the container 

manufacturers used to argue that an advantage of cans vis-a-vis other 

pacy~ging materials was their 'transparency', i.e. the shopper bought the 

product and paid no notice whatsoever to the can. 
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Consideration of the construction of some three-piece cans may serve to 

put the aesthetic merits of the two-piece into perspective. A three

piece can may be necked-in in the same way as a two-piece giving 

virtually identical profiles. By the use of inside soldering or cemented 

seams it is not a problem to apply all-round lithography; the lap of an 

inside soldered or cemented can is virtually undetectable by eye if 

consideration is given to the printed design. A difference which may 

be noticed is in the rigidity of the opened can. There seems no reason 

to suppose that there is any greater intrinsic pleasure in holding a 

flimsy to a rigid container; indeed, in the predominantly children's 

soft drirks market there may be a certain satisfaction in being able to 

crush the empty steel can in one hand. 

General 

One or two other points regarding the two piece innovation mny be made. 

Although the machinery to produce two-piece cans represents higher 

technology than that for making three-piece, the former remov~s the 

~ystique' and art from can-making. This reduces the edge of established 

manufacturers over new entrants; where the new entrant is also a canner 

he may not be able to exploit the process unless he has high outputs 

and long runs on one label. This may change with the development of 

10\-: output (75 to 150 c.p.m.) D & I lines. 

Hitherto, all UK D & I lines have been of the high output variety, usually 

being as productive as a pair of three-piece lines. At its \'/esthoughton plant 

four Metal Box D & I line~ are as productive as ten three-piece lines. 

This mea.'"lS tha:t large scale, world-wide, investment in two-piece lines, 

particularly for ·the undynamic food market, m'llst ultimately release 

three-piece capacity; "this has tl'/O important implications. In the first 

instance, it means a new entrant can buy into the three-piece market on 
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'Ii the cheap and, secondly, it depresset; th~ building of new three-piece 

machinery. The freeing of displaced conventional machinery onto the 

\ world market from American sources seriously affected Metal Box's 

Machinery Buildine Group in 1972; as a result, at least £1 million in 

orders were lost and one factory had to be closed. 

The development of two-piece technology has created a number of spin-olfs 

for three-piece manufacturers. The greater demands on tooling etc. 

of the even thinner drawn material have also benefited three-piece can-

making. Three-piece manufacturers benefit from R&D of the steel 

producers who are a~~ious to counter the threat of aluminium in D & I. 

This will amost certainly lead to an improvement in general plateqlality. 

The physical and mechanical properties required from tinplate used for 

tho manufacture of two-piece containers differ significantly from those 

required when tinplate is used to produce the conventional three-piece 

can. The nature of the additional requirements is such that success in 

commercial can-making operations is even t1('\h~ dependent on close and 

continual co-ordination and development between all the interested parties. 

This greater communication and interplay can only be to the benefit of 

all can-makers. Continuously cast steel, by virtue of thc fact that 

normal impuritics are finely divided a~d uniformly distributed, is a clean 

metal. This development in steel technology is particularly important 

. to two-piece can manufacture. vfuen it is available for tinplate in the UK 

it will also benefit three-piece manufacture because of its inherent 

reduction in steel production costs, which must ultimately be reflected 

in the base box price of can stock. 
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7. The £conomic Impact of Can-Haking Innovati~ 

Assessing the economic impact of the continual incremental innovation 

in the can industry during the post-war p"eriod is dependent on the avaUable 

statistics. There can be few industries more barren of published 

statistics than that of can-making. The available Central Statistical 

Office (eso) data is of little assitance because of its broad brush 

nature. In these Government publications can-making has al\o;ays" been 

aggregated with metal box making. Since 1968 some CSO publications 

further subsume can-making into the still larger metal manufactures. 

The input output tables are, however, of some value in illustrating 

the industrial web into '\rJhich can-making is woven, and therefore in 

indicating the areas of probable secondary effect from can-making 

innovations. 

To examine the long term effect of technological change in the can-making 

industry would ideally require similarly long term data. There are only 

t'\rJO firms who could theoretically provide this - Netal Box and Reads. 

The former are extremely averse to releasing any information whatsoever 

about their operations, an attitude which to a lesser extent permeates 

the , ... hole UK packaging industry. Hetal Box feel that as the market 

leader they are particularly vulnerable. Reads, althoueh they have been 

can-makers for over twenty years, are not in a position to fill the void 

left by Netal Box because theu' early data would be unrepresentative 

of the industry as a "thole. 

These problems in illustrating the economic impact of can-making develop

ments, while they cannot be completely overcome, can to some extent b~ 

circumvented. In 1968/9 Netal Box was obliged to furnish data on its 

efficiency to the" Monopolies Commission. The statistics provided 
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were for comparatively' short periods; there is no reason to suppose 

however - and much reason to doubt - that the material provided to 

the Monopolies Commission was unrepresentative of the post-war era as 

a whole. 

The question of the impact of technical change is essentially a question 

of the efficiency with which a can is produced. One way of expressing 

this is in terms of ratios, this was the method adopted by the 

Monopolies Commission Report. In the period 1959 to 1963 the number of 

employees in Metal Box's Open Top Group increased by 21% over 1959 levels, 

in the same period plate consumed per employee increased 38%, i.e. an 

increase in plate converted per employee of 14%. By 1968 consumption of 

plate was 82% above the 1958 level, yet employment over the period 

increased only 1896 - an increase in productivity per employee in the 

eleven year period of 53%. For the period 1963 to 1968 it is possible 

to relate this data on the productivity of labour to the employment of 

capital: 

TABLE II * 

Operntine; Trends - r~etal Box Onen Ton Groun 126:2-1268 

1963 1964 1965 126b 1967 1968 

I~o. of employees 100 104 101 99 97 98 

Tinplate consumed 100 105 110 115 122 132 

Output value. 100 107 114 123 128 140 

Profit 100 123 133 145 150 148 

Average capit~ 100 103 105 109 115 119 
em'ployed 
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were for comparatively- short periods; there is no reason to suppose 

however - and much reason to doubt - that the material provided to 

the Monopolies Commission was unrepresentative of the post-war era as 

a whole. 

The question of the impact of technical change is essentially a question 

of the efficiency with which a can is produced. One way of expressing 

this i. in terms of ratios, this was the method adopted by the 

Monopolies Commission Report. In the period 1959 to 1963 the number of 

employees in Metal Box's Open Top Group increased by 21% over 1959 levels, 

in the same period plate consumed per employee increased 38%, i.e. an 

increase in plate converted per employee of 14%. By 1968 consumption of 

plate was 82% above the 1958 level, yet employment over the period 

increased only 18~6 - an increase in productivity per employee in the 

eleven year period of 539~. For the period 1963 to 1968 it is possible 

to relate this data on the productivity of labour to the employment of 

capital: 

TABLE II * 

Operatin~ Trends - l~etal Fox Onen Ton Groun 1262-1~68 

1263 1964 1265 12bb 1267 1268 

No. of employees 100 104 101 99 97 98 

Tinplate consumed 100 105 110 115 122 132 

Output value 100 107 114 123 128 140 

Profit 100 123 133 145 150 148 

Average capital 
em,Ployed 

100 103 105 109 115 119 
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TAB~ II Cont'd ••• 

1963 1964 1965 19bb 1967 1968 

Tinplate consumed p~r 
employee 100 101 108 116 126 135 

Output valu~ p~r 
employe~ 100 103 112 124 132 143 

Profit earned,per 
employee' 100 118 131 147 155 151 

Capital employed per 
employee 100 100 103 111 119 122 

Tinplate consumed per 
uni t of capital 100 102 104 105 107 111 

Output value per unit 
of capital 100 104 109 112 112 118 

Source: Monopolies Commission Report. 

Technological innovation is all about getting more for less or, to put 

it differently, reducing the ratio of inputs to outputs. It is for this 

reason that, arguably, the best measure of th~ impact of technical change 

is 'added value'. This is defined by Dr Fra~k Jones as 'the difference 

beb/een the sales achieved and the costs of the goods and services bOUGht 

in' !35) This represents the vlealth that is created by a firm. 

Technological innovation is crucial in maintaining this gap (in the face 

of commercial pressures on sales income) by reducing the physical inputs 

per unit of output. Th~ above table indicates how this has been 

successfully achieved in the UK can-making industry. The trends 

illustrated a~e as one "lould expect from the foregoing investigation 

of the natUre of technical development in can-making, i.e. over\-lhel~ly 

a very steady. continuous, incremental acti vi ty. The following breakdovm 

of how Reads' 1970 sales revenue was used indicates why, in the can-making 
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industry, increasing the added value hinges mainly on material reducing 

innovations. 

TABU III * 

Destination of ~a1es Revenue - Reads 1976 
\:,cr pound of sales")-- ---

Tinplate, Steel, Aluminium •• • • 

Inks, Solders .. •• .. .. .. 
~,'ages alld Salaries •• •• •• .. . 

Services .. •• •• .. •• • • 

Rates, Depreciation and Insura"lce •• 

Taxation •• • • •• •• •• •• 

Retained . . •• •• •• . . •• 

• Bource: Reads Ltd. 

•• 56 

.. 8 

• • 18 

.. 7 

•• 3 

• • 4 

• • 4 

100 

(The key operating statistic in the can-making industry is a reflection 

of the importance of materials and material reducing innovations -

the 'standard variable margin'. This is a similar concept to added 

value being the differe"1ce behleen the selling price al1d the standard 

variable cost). 

One of the most reliable indicators of the impact of technological 

. innovations is the ability of an industry to absorb cost increases. 

In the case of the can industry the ovcr\.,rhelmingly most important cost 

to the ca::1-:mak'er is his fabricating metal, y!hich is very largely tin

plate. Metal Box.have a record throughout most of the post-war era of 

consiste::1tly absorbing part, and sometimes all, of the increase in tin-
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plate prices. Although there have been periods, sometimes as long as 

five years, when tinplate prices have been comparatively stable, the 
• 

trend increa~ingly has Leen one of regular price increases. If there 

is any single period when the price of open top cans has been most 

heavily critiCised, it is in the period since the Monopolies 

Commission Report. A look at the trend in ra .. J material and can prices 

in tns period, should therefore, be particularly instructive. 

TABLE IV"" 

Trend of Ra ... , Uaterial Costs (Base Year- 1970) 

THrPLATE 

Annual %age increase 
Cumulative 

ALUHINIUH 

Annual %aee increase 
Cumulative 

INY-S & LACSUbPuS 

Annual %age increase 
Cumulative 

COJ1POtmDS 

Annual %age increase 
Cumulative 

PACKAGn~G MAT.t;RIALS 

Annual %age increase 
Cumulative 

PALLL'TS 

Annual %age increase 
Cumulative 

Source Reads Ltd. 

1970 1971 
% ~b 

10 
100 110 

5 
100 105 

2 
100 102 

10 
100 100 

10 
100 110 

8 
100 108 

1972 1973 1974 
% % % 

66 24 39 
117 145 201 

5 5 45 
110 116 168 

5 7 40 
107 115 160 

7 35 
100 107 145 

5 22 42 
115 140 200 

204 35 
108 220 297 

1975 197b 1977 
% % % 

8 26 23 
217 273 336 

11 9 9 
186 203 221 

30 15 24 
208 239 297 

2 20 10 
148 177 195 

16 .5 .5 
232 244 256 

14 
297 297 339 
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It ca~ be seen from Table IV that the trend in raw material costs 

since 1970 has been continually upward. It will be seen that the 

price of the principal component, tinplate, has risen particularly 

highly. This trend in raw material costs may be compared with the 

price of open-top cans. 

TABU V* 

\,'holesale Price Index for Open Top Cans 1970-1976 

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 

100 110.9 117.1 162.4 201.9 236.2 

* SO'U.!'ce: Price Commission Report. 

It is readily apparent that in the period 1970-1976 the can industry 

has maintain~d its price increases to a rate significantly lOvler than 

those of tinplate. If can-makers have performed to this sta~dard in 

a period of criticism on prices, one Crul only conclude that in earlier 

years the can-making industry haG done significantly better. 

8. Conclusion 

The two central and directly related questions concerning two-piece can 

manufacture are why has the innovation arisen and what are its 

implications. It has been observed that the original impetus carne 

from the American aluminium industry which coveted the lucrative and 

fast expanding tinplate can market. The aluminium industry developed 

an extremely:important complementary ir~ovation in the easy-open end 

and put it on their new drawn container; this coupling cOllstituted an 

extremely 6tr~ng marketing edge and the Al:lerican aluminium industry 
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has subsequently well capitalised on its breakthrough. The steel 

industry in the United States responded by adopting the aluminium 

ring-pull end on their tinplate CID1S; within about twelve months they 

were also marketing TFS ca~s which permitted the same all-round 

litllography as on D & I containers. The steel industry and the Crol 

manufacturers, perhaps discouraged by the potential of TFS, set about 

modifying the two-piece container-making process to use tinplate. 

The inevitable achievement of this alteration, while it checked the 

growth in the use of aluminium, further strengthened the commitment 

to two-piece cans. 

The large can-makers welcomed the two-piece can because they saw in 

it a competitive advantage over their smaller rivals. The high expense 

of the plant and its revolutionary nature made it more suitable to the 

expansive resources of the large corporation. The high outputs 

involved also limited the scope for use in self-manufacture which is 

an important area of competition. 

In the UK Metal Box's position as the dominant can-maker and tho store 

by which it sets in being at the forefront of new developments made it 

almost inconceivable that the company should not develop the two-piece 

technology. Although initially importing the expertise }~~tal Box is 

now among the world leaders in two-piece technology. 

The UK brewers welcomed the two-piece can because Metal Box pegged the 

price at three-piece levels so as to promote its early establishment. 

At a comparable bought-in cost the two-piece offers operating 

economies for; the filler. 

The final lir~ in· the chain, the shopper, is probably not even aware 
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of the change that has been taking place. He will continue to buy the 

can 50 long as it offers convenience and value. 

The extremely marginal product advantages of the two piece can mean 

tha.t the only real yardstick of its success should be its cost-reducing 

impact. The continued potential of the three-piece can for material 

saving innovation means that the two-piece is unlikely to constitute 

a case of a neVI technology increasingly undercutting the old as th~ 

novel process is further perfected. The spin-offs for three-piece 

technology from two-piece are significant and further undermine the 

capacity of the new technology to 'see-off' the old. The commitment 

which has been made to the ne", process by the various parties 

involved means that the two-piece can will continue to make ground and 

possibly monopolise the beer and soft drinks market. It may well be 

the case, however, that as long as someone is prepared to make the 

traditional beverage can there will always be those prepared to buy it. 

The future application of deep-dra\'!ing methods on the food can side is 

far less certain. Although a D & I food can has appeared on the UK 

market the fact is that it is not at the moment a sound commercial 

proposition. The willingness of can-makers to mru~e a loss on the 

op~ration as an expensive "ray of buying into the new technology is 

the reason why the product has app~ared. 

The perfecting of the simpler DRD process may make a significant impact 

on the food can market if it proves to be commercial; if so it may 

.well displace the D & I can. 

Since the D & I can was introduced there has been a tremendous increase 

in the sales of beer and beverage containers. This has been accompanied 

by an increase in investment in the tinplate industry which has been 
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compared to the boom years of the 1950s. To say however that D & I 

technology has led to this upturn would be inappropriate. The 

fundamental reason why it has been possible for D & I cans to become 

established has been the enormous potential in the beer and soft 

drinks market. This is not a chicken and ~gg situation if one 

accepts that the two-piece can is not a product innovation. The 

latent beer and soft drinks market has been tapped by the innovation 

of the easy-open end. Regardless of the propaga~da of the can-makers 

to the contrary, the D & I can is rising to ascendancy on the back of 

the less fundamental development but real product innovation of the ring

pull end. Unless a similar type of innovation - perhaps even the 

apparently stillborn full aperture easy-open end - does for the food 

can what its cousin did for the beer and soft driru~ mark~t then the 

progress of the deep-dravm food can may well be painst~clng. Since 

the development of DRD - where the potential for a food can appears to 

lie - was only made possible by the high-speed presses developed for 

D & I, then a strong case could be mad~ out that, without the expanding 

beverage mark~t created by the ring-pull end, the two-piece can in 

whatever variation would never have been a commercial success. 
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CHAPTER V 

STRUCTUR8 AHD COHPETITION IN THE CAN-l1AKDrG DmUSTI:r1 
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1. Introducti6ns 

This chapter is concerned "lith the changing structure of the domestic 

c~~ industry, as it relates to technological innovation. There have 

been a number of academic studies of the connection between innovation 

and industrial structure, the findings of these having been summarised 

by Schcrer\1) Scherer concludes that the rapidity of innovation increases 

,.,.i th the number of firms al'ld that sellers with small market shares are 

more likely to trigger a rapid pace of innovation than dominant firms, 

though the latter may retaliate vigorously. Scherer further observes 

that ,·!here entry to a'1 industry is difficult innovation is sluggish. 

The most favourable climate for rapid technological change seems to be a 

small amount of monopoly power in the form of structural concentration, 

very high concentration tending to dampen incentive from independent 

sources. SCherer believes that the evidence argues that barriers to 

entry should be kept at modest levels, a subtle blend of monopoly and 

competition is optimal \-lith more emphasis, in general, on tht: latter. 

The UK can-making industry would appear to offer a particularly instructive 

opportunity for the study of the implications for innovation of industrial 

structure. For thirteen years l1etal Box maintained a total monopoly of 

the UK can-selling industry. This remained very much the case into the 

19706 despite tht: presence of one competitor in all markets. Bet"/ecn 

1969 and 1980 several further firms entered the industry. The post-v/ar 

structure of the UK can industry up to 1969 was revie ... red reasonably 

comprehensively by the Monopolies Cornmission~2) and it is therefore the 

intention herein to deal ~~th this period only very briefly and to focus 

on the cha~ging nature of tht: industry and its pattern of innovation in 

the 19706. 
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2. 1945-1969 

i. Metal Box Ltd 

Metal Box were the sde UK suppliers of open top cans from 1945 to 1958. 

In that period the busin~ss expanded continually; there were a number 

of reasons why the company maintained what must have been a unique 

monopoly situation. They negotiated a technical agreement with 

Continental Can Company (CCC) \V'hich gave them access to the American 

firm's technology, they entered into market sharing agreements \,li th 

potential competitors, they operated a discount system on large orders, 

and they operated a subsidised leasing policy for closing machines. In 

spite of the importance of these practices the major reasons for Metal 

Box's unchallenged market dominance \>Jere their combination of all-round 

can-making and ca.'lning expertise, the role of its Hachinery Building Group 

and Customer Technical Service departments in providing a comprehensive 

service to canners, the company's competitive pricing and, finally, the 

policy of passing on the benefits of increased efficiency to customers. 

These features of Netal Box are indicative of the paternalistic philosophy 

of the co~pany to its customers. This philosophy has been cited as the 

). G\ cause of a fall in the rate of return earned on capital from 22$ to 1~ 
~ beb!een 1954 and 1963{ 3) 
, -\ 

L~ IS l Throughout the 1945-69 period, as has been discussed, Hetal Bo=: continually 
oV 
'\ developed and adopted minor process improvements which in aggregate made 

for continued and significant productivity improvements. Netal Eo): 

consolidated its monopoly position by building a net\>!ork of factories to 

serve the main canning regions - it being uneconomic to transport cans 

full of fres~ air over any distance. 
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TABU:; 1.-

ME-tal Box .t;xna"1sion 1945-1962 

Location Year 

Acton •• •• • • •• 1945 (pr\;-\var ) 

i"lorct:ster •• • • •• 1945 (pre-vlar ) 

Portadovm • • .. 1946 

Sutton-in-Achfield • • •• 1947 (closed for opt!n top 1976) 

\,:isb\;ch •• • • • • •• 1953 

Lcicestt!r •• •• •• 1954 

\J~sthoughton •• •• •• 195b 

Cnrlislt: •• •• • • .. 1957 (rebuilt) 

Arbroath •• •• • • •• ·1961 

Rochester • • •• •• 1962 

Source: Various. 

ii. readG Ltd. 

j:t:m:c ,'a ~ f- ' . .'el1 l~!:o\m general line and drum manufacturer \-.'hen they entered 

the open top market in 1958. From the outset the co~pany had the benefit 

of a technical assistance agreement ""ith the then \,'orld t s la:::,gcst can-maker, 

Amcric~1 Can Con~any (ACC). Reads originally intended to supply both open 

top and beer cans, but quickly l:ithdrc\·, from the latter option. Reads 

\,rere particularly fortunate in haVl.'rlg the patronage of the UK's leading pet 

food mar:ufacturer, Pedigree Petfoods (liars Ltd), \-'ho at the time used only 

hlo sizes of can. (};j Read::; entry to the market, Hetal Boy. reduced its 

prices, enforced rcstnctionc on closing machines and extended its discount 

f>ystcn. Reads, or rather i tf> parent Courtaulds, \laS totally out-I:'.B.!loucvrcd 

by llctal Box in the tactical skirmishes that ensued in the sa;n€ \-Iay as ACC 
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had been in 1930. During this period, Hetal Box confirmed a well 

deserved reputation of ruthlessness. The result of this competitive 

barrage was that Reads was unable to compete; the continuance of oI,en 

top trading was more an act of faith than anything else. Reads sa"; its 

'day through the final ten years of open top trading by virtue of being 

subsidised from both its general line business and also by Pedigree 

Pet foods "'ho were anxious to see a viable second supplier established. 

Throughout this early period, Reads, with only a token R&D effort, had 

little to offer in the way of technological innovation beyond ad~ting 

whatever techniques were unique to ACC, e.g. the roll-form body-maker. 

Reads most notable first was possibly in 1902 when they pipped Hetal Box to 

be the first company to use differential tinplate. The entry of Reads to 

the can-making business appears to have had no discernible impact on the 

pattern of innovation in the W{ can business. 

iii) Self-Hanufacture 

Although HetalBox maintained a monopoly on the sales of cans until 1958, 

they have never had a monopoly on the manufacture of cans. One of the 

cornerstones of Metal Box' E commercial policy has al'v/ays been to try to 

persuade canners \o:ho 'self-manufacture' to leave can-making to the 

specialists. In 194b there were at least eight of Metal Box's customers 

manufact~ing some or all of their can requirement, among them Heinz and 

Nestle (two of Metal Box's largest customers), C.H.S., Chivers and 

}~conochies. Some customers have never been enticed to give up making 

cans entirely and \o1hile Heinz increased its can purchases from Metal Box 

from 13 million' cans per annum (cpa) in 1940 to 693 million cpa in 196b4~ 
in the later years, at least, a~y increase or~y reflected a policy of buying 

, 

5q; of an increasing can requirement. Netal Box has been successful in 

securing all the business of some of the 'captive can-mru~ers', as self-



mar!ufacturers are also y.,nown. The C. \'J.S. and Chivers are two examples; 

in 1957 Chivers, one of the leading UK canners of fruit and vegetables, 

decided that after sixty years operation they would sell all their 

can-making equipment to Hetal Box. In making this anno'U..T'l.cement. 

Oswald Chivers stated that the company no lone~r found it competitive 

to manufacture their ovm cans against the prices and services offered 

by Neta1 Box. The C.\/.S. abandoned self-manufacture for the same reason 

in 1967. 

In other :instances }1etal Box has been less successful. In 196b the , 

General Milk Products (Carnation Foods) announced a new four-line can-

making plant at Dumfries to supply all their o\om can requirements. This 

particularly hit Hetal Box ,,:hose Carlisle plaT'l.t was heavily dependent 

upon Carnation's business. In the food can business self-manufacture, 

or the tr~€at of it, has been a more potent form of competition than the 

second supplier. Metal tox consider it a great testimony to their 

efficiency that they have been able to persuade canners that they can 

buy cans cheaper than they can make them. In the case of Carl!ation 

there is evidence that the decision to self-manufacture was dictated 

from the American Head Office irrespective of local UK conditions. 

3. 1969-80 

i. Introduction 

There seems no reason to suppose that the trends from 1945 to the late 

19608 of Hetal Box dominanc~, doeged perseverance from Reads, significa.'1t 

but stable self-manufacture and continuous if innocuous innovation 

\Olould not have continued to be the order of the day if not for a 
, 

breakthroueh in the small beer can business. The breakthrough waG 

the potential created by the ir~ovation in 1965 by Metal Box of the beer can 
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tab pull end followed, in 19b7, by the super ring-pull end. This 

innovation of th~ easy open end, or 'Touch 'N Go' (THG) as it is some

tir.Jes called, has given a completely ne\-! dimension to the ur~ can 

industry. The im~?act on industrial structure of this innovation 

may best be illustrated by a review of the expansion of each ca~

maker in turn. 

ii. lletal Box 

\Ji th their countryvlid~ base and established beer and beverage can 

capacity it took quite a few years before the gro\.,rth in tht! beer and 

beverage market which follovled the THG innovation impacted itself on 

}!etal Box as regards new plant locations. It was possible to take 

up large amounts of increased demand by increased efficiency on 

existing lines and by the laying down of new lines at existing 

locations. The Betal Box plant profile did not really alter until the 

adoption of the Drawn and Ironed (D & I) can innovation. 

The first Hetal Box plant to be built since 1962 was in 1969 at 

vlinsford, Cheshire. This factory is \olell sited from the perspective 

of both Government location grants and also the large Bass Charrir~ton 

brewery at TIuncorn. It was at vlinsford that Netal Box chose in 1972 

to install their cemented Tin-Free Steel (TFS) tA-Se~' beveraGe can. 

The first really positive manifestation of the importance of the up and 

corning beer and beverage market \O/as the opening in 1970 of l1etal Box's 

thirteenth o!'en-tor factory in Glasgo\\'. Unlike viinsford this factory 

product!s no Salutary cans. Scotland is especially significant as a 

stronghold o~ the beer can and the location of the plant in Gla~go\oJ 

'v18S therefore predictable. The first two lines to be laid dov!l1. at 

Glasgo\<{ "/ere for the conventional ';--piece' can. 
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Metal Box's commitment to D & I beer and beverage cans has been the 

most significant feature of the company's policy since 1973. The first 

'2-piece' cans to be produced in the UK were on a semi-commercial basis 

at Hetal Box' 5 Acton plant. These ,.,rere Metal Box' 5 12-0:-: tinplate 

'Shcerwall' cans for supply to Coca-Cola. 

This was followed in 1974 by the first UK D & I aluminium can line at 

Glasgo,·/. In Scotland the half-pint drinker tends to be an object of 

ridicule, consequently the 16-oz beer can has always been the most 

popular type. In 1974 it \,las r.ot technically possible for these tall 

cans to be rnad~ from tinplate. 

}letal Box's third major inv~stment in D & I technology was at their 

Westhoughton, Lancashire plant. Origir~lly schedule for operation in 

Spring 1975, the four D & I tinplate lines did not in fact come on 

stream \L.'1.til 1976. The ~lesthoughton development \'las aimed at the 12-oz 

soft drirJ<s can market. The 'four-leg' D & I line laid down has a 

550 million cpa capacity, equivalent to ten conv~ntional lines. The 

v/esthout;hton plant already had twelve 3-piece lines, including t ... !O for 

b~verage cans. This addition represented an investment of £11 million, 

at thC' time the largest 5ingl~ outlay in the history of Hotal Eox. 

The ~esthoughton development was followed by a second a1umL~ium D & I 

line at Glasgow, cornnissioned in 1977, for 16-oz beer cans at a cost of 

£2 million. In late 1977 the company also gave the go-ahead for a 

£1.8 million t:>"'"Pansion scheme at their Carlisle plant to include t"10 

nevI 3-piece 160z beer can lines. These t\-10 lines complemented Carlisle's 

10 existing 3-piece lines. 
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Netal Box continued their expansion by opening a fourth location for 

2-piece cans at Braunstone, Leicestershire. The plant has two D & I 

beer can and t\,lO D & I pet food lines. The company also announced its 

d~ci6ion to build a furth~r four D & I lines but did not specify the 

plant location. The displacement effect of this tremendous 2-pi~ce 

investment manifested itself in 1979 when Metal Box announced the 

closure of their 3-piece can-making facilities at Acton, Glasgo,,,, and 

v.'esthoughton. 

iii. ~eads 

Although Reads invested in beer ar!d beverag~ production in 1965, their 

expansion programme to tap this market did not get under way until 

after ACC purchased a £1.2 million, 6q~ stake in the company in early 

19b7. At this time Reads -vIas still a one-site, family-style operation, 

though their original complement of four can-making lines had been 

increased to six. 

ACC's first move was to strengthen Reads' existing base as a sanitary can

~aker. They consequently financed a second factory at Grantham, 

Lincolnshire, in 1969 and increased beer and beverage output from 

Liverpool. This "las quicY.J.y follo'vled in 1970 and 1971 by t\'10 plants 

aimed mainly at the beer and beverage market. In the first instance a 

can-end malting facility was built at Rhymney, South v!ales, follo\'led by a 

£2. million pla.'1t at Hilton Keynes, spt:cially built to produce 10-0z and 

12-oz 'MiraSeaI:!' cans. Tht: plant became operational in 1972 a...'1d in 1975 

the two 10-0z TFS lines were char~~d to tinplate. 

Reads continued incremental 3-piecc investment until 1979 when they 

announced their entry to the 2-piece market with a £10 million scheme 

for D & I cans. 
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i v. Crovm Cork 

Cro~m Cork is the British subsidiary of Crown Cork ~~d S~al of 

Philadelphia, USA. With the declin~ in th~ crown cork market, Crown 

Cork originally diversified into aerosols in the early 19bOG. The 

logical t:xtension of this policy \Olas entry into the can market, which 

they effected iI'\ November 1969. Crown initially set up one 10-oz 

line at their Southall, London, location for tinplate cans. This was 

follovled by a second double 10-oz line and a 16-oz double line, 

commissioned in 1974. In early 197b the company increased its 

complement of 1D-oz 'Y-lines' to three with a further facility at 

Southall. In July 1978 the company entered the 2-piece business "lith 

a £10 million plant at Livingston, Hest Lothian, for the manufacture 

of 1b-oz D & I tinplate cans. 

v. nacanco 

In 1967 National Can Corporation of tht: United States announced it 'vIas to 

takt:-over Clover Industries, CA. subsidiary of Hetropole Industri~s of 

London, Clover. was itself the holding company for three general lL~e 

subsidiaries - J. Billig and Son of Jlorwich (primarily paint tins but 

also oil cans), Self Opening Tin Box Compa~y of Barking, ~ssex, 

(primarily paint tins) and S. C. Lomax of Barking (\·:ide range of general 

line containers). The Clover Can Company, as it was called, changt:d its 

name to Nacanco in 1974. Although the company have continut:d gent:ral 

line trading from Nor\dch, their base, and Barking, the company is 

orientated towards the beer and beverage can market. 

Nacanco entered the beer and soft drinks can business in 1974 "lith a 350 

million cpa D & I aluminium facility at Skelmersdale, Lancashire, for 

12-oz cans. The Skelmersdale pla.'lt \o1as followed in 1978 by the building 

of a second D & I aluminium lint:, this time at Milton Keynes, for 12-oz 
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soft drinY~ cans. ~ On the beer 6id~ the company has invested ~xclusively 

in the 16-oz ca~. 

vi. Mardon Illingworth 

t!ardon IllinC'"orth is a subsidiary of Hardon Packasil"'..g International, 

the second largest pacY..aging finn in :..uropc; the latter is itself 

jointly owned by the Imperial Group and British American Tobacco. 

Hardon Illingworth had no history of can-making at all "/hen it plunged 

straight into the 2-piece can business in July 1978 "lith a £4.5 million 

200 million cpa beaded pet food can line at Sutton-in-Ashfield, Notts. 

vii. Continental Groun 

IT. the wake of the sevt!ring of a reciprocal agreement with Netal Box 

in which CCC had agreed "dth the British can maker not to compete in 

each other's market, the Continental Group announced in 1978 its 

intention of investing in the UK 2-piece can industry \'lith production 

due to commence in early 1980. 
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TABLE II* 

UK Can-Haldnr; t.Y.nansion 1969-1980 

YUH COHPANY IDCATION 

1969 •• Crovffi Cork •• •• • • • • Southall 

1969 •• R~ads •• •• • • •• • • Gra."1tham 

1969 •• Ht::tal Boy. •• •• • • ~:insford 

1970 • • Ht::tal Box •• •• •• • • Glasgo\</ 

1972 •• Reads •• • • •• .. . . Milton Kl:ynes 

1974 •• Nacanco •• •• •• • • Skt::lmersdale 

1978 •• Crown Cork •• •• • • • • Livingston 

1978 • • Nacanco •• •• •• • • Nilton K~ynes 

1978 •• Hardon Illing\,lorth •• •• Sutton-in-Ashfield 

1979 • • Netal Box •• •• •• • • Braunstone 

1980 .. Reads .. •• • • Runcorn 

1980 • • Continental Group •• •• \:rexham 

* Source Various. 



TABU; III'" 

Lstimated UK 2-~iece inventory 1980 

CO~tPANY LOCATION NO. OF LDJf..s CAN STOCK 

Hetal Box •• •• .. \'\'e s though ton . . .. 4 x 12-oz soft drinks •• tinplate 

Acton .. •• •• 1 x 12-oz soft drinks •• tinplate 

Springburn •• •• 2 x 16-oz beer •• • • •• aluminium 

Braunstone •• •• 2 x 16-oz pet food . . tinplate 

Braunstone •• •• •• 2 x 16-oz beer •• • • •• aluminium 
? 4x ? . •• •• •• • • .. •• • • . 

Mardon Illingworth •• Sutton-in-Ashfield .. 1 x 16-oz pet food .. •• tinplate 
l\) 

V1 
flacanco •• •• •• Skelmersdale .. • • 1 x 12-oz soft drinks •• aluminium 

Sl::elrnersdale •• •• 1 x 16-oz beer •• • • •• aluminium 

Milton Keynes •• •• 1 x 12-oz soft drinks •• tinplate 

Hilton Keynes .. •• 1 x 16-oz beer • • •• •• tinplate 

Crown Cork •• •• •• Livingston •• •• 2 x 16-oz beer •• •• •• tinplate 

Reads •• •• .. Runcorn . . • • 1 x 12-oz soft drinks •• tinplate 

Continental Cans •• •• I;.'rey.ham •• •• • • 1 x 12-oz ~oft drinks •• aluminium 

• Source Tin International 
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TABU IV_ 
I 

UK 3=niece Can Inventory - 1979 

COJl.PAIIT LOCATI OlJ NO. of 3-piece lines 

J.ietal Box· •• Arbroath •• •• 5 
Carlisle • • •• 13 
\'!orcester •• •• 18 
Leicester •• •• 11 
Portado\'.'I1 •• •• 5 
Roch~ster •• •• 12 
\'linsford •• •• 5 
\!isbech • • •• 17 

Reads •• •• Grantham •• • • 8 

Liverpool • • •• 4 
Hilton K~yn~s •• 5 

Heinz •• • • Harlesden •• •• 5 
Kitt Green •• •• 8 

Nestle .. Ashbourne •• •• 3 

Dalston .. •• 3 

Staverton •• •• 6 

Omagh •• · . •• 3 

CrOv!ll Cork •• Southall •• •• 5 
Livingston •• •• 2 

Carnation •• Dumfries •• •• 4 

*Hctal Box do not release details of their can-making i.'1ventory. Figures 

are based on industry estimates 1975, updated as a'1d where possible. 

* ,Source: Various 
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4. J.tI.arket Gro\.,.th and Market Shares 

i. Introduction 

The change in character of the UK can industry 5ince 1969 has obsoleted 

the Monopolies Commission perspective of one market. The UK can market 

is split into two very distinct, non-competing s~ctors - the food can 

mark~t and th~ drinks can mark~t. To the can-maker these two categori~s 

represent totally different markets and a significantly different 

container. The tlt/O groups can be furth~r sub-divided into human food 

a"ld Ptlt food, and beer and soft drinks. Although the differences are 

less marked ,.,.ithin the two categories, from a marketing p~rspective 

they are extremely important. 

The objective of this section is to consider the competitive development 

of the can market in the period since the Monopolies Commission Report. 

The actual gro\1th in can-making is implicit in the figures of cB-T'J.ned 

food production. For the record, a."'!.!lual production of cans for sale It/an 

858 million in 1946 a."ld 6,500 million in 1969. Production for canners' 

ovm use \-/as probably at least an extra 2q~ in 1946 and 155~ in 19b9. 

ii. Human Food Can Harkct 

The huma'1 food can market has been a straight two cornered fight bct\~een 

Hetal Box and Reads since 1958, "lith both coveting the potential volume 

of the three large self-manufacturers Heinz, Nestle (Crosse and Blackwell, 

Libby McHeill and Libby) and Carnation. 

To the caT'J.~maker, the human food market is the least attractive outlet. 

The mark-up on ;the can is relatively poor, reflecting demand and supply 

for this lOi-: technology product. There were, until recently, only t\-JO 

basic types of open top can - the straight sided a"ld the beaded. The 

larger sizes, ~~th 'the exception of the very big catering sizes, te~d to 
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be beaded. As a market the human food industry is static, conservative 

and unexciting - though there is some jostling between the canners. 

Of the thirty-one s~ifica~t canners the top six or seven constitute the 

aGgressive companies. These are the ones who have been installing new 

machinery. 

TABU; V.lf 

Human Food Can Harket - 1977 

COYJ'A!IY 

Heinz .. .. 
Nestle •• •• 

Carnation • • 

lIP - Smedley 

Locb1oods • • 

c.vJ.S. •• •• 

Batchelors •• 

Tl'J·~ •• •• 

Carnpbclls .. 
Others (21) .. 

•• 

• • 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

• • 

TOTAL CAN 
CONSm.IPTION (HILLIONS) 

1200 •• 

600 • • 

300 • • 

300 · . 
260-280 •• 

200 •• 

200 • • 

260 •• 

150 • • 

100 and beloH 

.... Source : Reads Ltd 

•• 

• • 

• • 

.. 
•• 

• • 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

• • 

• • 

• • 

• • 

• • 

• • 

m.''i 
PRODUCTIOn 

650 

300-350 

300 

Hetal Box have al,·!ays supplied over 955G of the human food can market. 

In 1968 Reads ma.."'lufactured about 400 million cans, most or I;Jhich went to 

one outlet - Pedigree Petfoods. The challenge racir~ the company in the 

1970s was to expand on its firm foothold in the petfood business and to 

break into the ~~etal Box preserve of human food cans. 
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Beyond continuing to~give a sound all round packaging service there was 

little in the way of additional restrictive practices which Metal Box 

could use in the wake of the Monopolies Commission Report. Reads' main 

problem in attacking the human food can market was their credibility as 

a sound second supplier. This question mark over the compa~y was rein

forced by reservations regarding the quality of some of the company's cans. 

It is a sign of the resilience of Reads that they have been successful 

in penetrating many major Metal Box accounts. Th~ one company to reject 

Reads on quality grounds has been Heinz. Heinz are regarded as the 

'Marks a~d Spencer' of the canning industry and it is indicative of 

the progress ,,:hich Reads have made that they nOvl appear to have satisfied 

Heinz requirements. 

A major problem facing Reads is the tL~v~llingness of some companies to 

~~dertake the extra work involved in maintaining two suppliers. Reads 

cannot compete at the margin on the large orders "dth the quantity dis

count offered by Uetal Be:-:. Large customers are sometimes unwilling to 

pay the necessary premium, even though they ,,'ould in fact be buying 

insurance. 

The nature of the human food ca'1 market a.."ld its nil potential gro\·,th 

have not been a stimulus to technical change, particulat.U the 2-piece 

can. The most suitable dra'vffi food container would seem to ·be the dra'vl

redraw (DRD) beaded can with a TFS end. Metal Box have not pioneered or 

pushed this possibility. 

In the future in the human food can market Metal Box will very probably 

continue to lose part of their market share to Reads in a slightly 

declining market. Metal Box to some extent find themselves in a difficult 

position as regards Reads' encroachment; it would appear to suit the 
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larger company to have Reads in evidence if, for no other reason, than 

to avoid the attention of various watchdog bodies. For this reason 

Metal Box are unlikely to ever try to force Reads under. This policy 

"Jill alVlayS carry the very real threat, however, that the competitor 

"Jill penetrate attractive accounts. This appears to be ha!,per.i.l1g vlith 

Heinz and will no doubt happen elsewhere. 

TABU; VI* 

Human Food Can Market - Gro\"th and Harket Shares 
(excluding 1,300 million self-manufacture) 

(Millions of cans) 

1975 197b 1977 1978 

Market size 3,700 3,500 3,510 3,500 

Earket Grov!th 
~~ 5.4 0.3 0.3 

l!'etal Box 9b 
share 96.4 96.0 95.2 94.2 

Reads % share 3.6 4.0 4.8 5.8 

* Source Reads Ltd. 

iii. Sclf-Hanufacture 

1979 1980 

3,450 3,450 

1.4 

93.6 93.1 

6.4 6.9 

Uhilst discussing the human food can market, it is appropriate to include 

the self-manufacturer, vrho is not to be found in the petfood or beer and 

beveraee industry. 

The increased concentration of the canning industry in the 1950s a~d 

1960s ~~de the supply of cans a more attractive proposition due to 

economies of scale from long production runs etc. These sam~ economies also 
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make self-manufacture (captive can-making) a more viable proposition~ 

From Table V it can be seen that the most important self-manufacturer 

is H J Heinz. It is, principally, from the perspective of the relation

ship between lIeinz and Metal Box that the captive can-making dimension 

will be discussed. 

The key to the Heinz/Netal Box relationship has been the Calmed food 

market situatioL. The two companies are very similar in many respects -

attitude, approach, etc., and the continued gro"lth in the canned food 

market from 1945 until the late 1960s made for a close, cosy relationship. 

v!i th the downturn in the progress of the canned human food market in the 

1970s the relationship has suffered, In the gro'vlth days !-ietal Box were 

prepared to a:1ow Heinz to concentrate on the easy, high volume can sizc~ 

or.. "'hieh there was the greatest profit. As business grO\.,.th levelled out 

Metal BOj: became far less happy with this aspect of the relationship. 

"'hen the calmed baby food market collapsed in the 19705, Heinz' sales of 

this product fell by two-thirds. Although lIeinz were disgruntled by 

this turn of evats, Hetal Box 'vlere not unduly perturbed because of the 

low profit margin on such cans. This volume drop did, hO\'1ever, lead 

Hetal Box to fcel that they should have t'lore of Heinz' 8-oz and 16-0z. 

Cali business to compensate. 

Heinz for their part felt that Netal Box had been trading unfairly on the 

close relationship between the two cOQpanies, particularly as regards 

passing on cost increases. Heinz considered that the Monopolies 

Cornrniscion Report had failed to alter the realities of the can-making 

industry or the outlook of Metal Box, the results and recommendations 

of the Commission' being 'vlatered down. It was with these feelings in 

mind that Heinz considered the Metal Box request for a greater share of 
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the~8-oz and 16-oz can business. Metal Box and Heinz reached a com-

promise in 1976 whereby the canner should shut down its new 10-oz 

line at F.arlesden in return for which Heinz would receive certain corlces-

sions such as suspension of rentals and increased discount. 'vlhile this 

pleased Metal Box, what they did not realise and what Heinz were care-

ful to conceal was that problems at F~rlesden, in particular the loss of 

skilled labour, had in any case made the 10-oz line an unviable 

proposi tion. 'l'he deterioration in the Heinz/Bctal Box relationship 

came to a head in January 1978 with further can-price increases which 

Metal Box refused to moderate. As a result, the canni~~ company's pur-

chasing departmcnt no\.,r take a very much harder lint: on all aspects of 

the relationship - prices, rentals, etc. 

The role of the self-manufacturer as a competitor to, rather than a 

customer of, the specialist can manufacturer is more determined by the 

relative manufacturing realities rather than the final market situation. 

Badcally, a~1d somev/hat glibly, it might be said that the specialist can-

maker's advantage lies in economies of scale while the captive can-maker's 

lies in transport economies. In discussing this question the Honopolies 

Commission presented very much the Metal Box perspective empha~ising, in 

particular, that canners' cost figures for can-making did not include many 

of their overheads. vlhat might equally have been argued, ho,</ever, was that 

the self-manufacturer must compete against his supplier in the face of 

problems which are peculiar to the former. Being both a can-maker and a 

can filler creates a number of problems, mainly related to labour. ~1aking 

cans is noisier and hotter than filling them; overtime opportunities are 

not as freq~ent. The crux of the whole operation is the filling, the 

product has to be made ready, this creates a three-hour advance in 

preparation. There is no built-in early start in can-making, and no built-
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in late finish for washing down, etc. Special premiums for these early 

starts a~d late finishes are not available to the can-making employee. 

Further, discipline tends to be tighter on the can-making side, the 

actual work input per shift considerably higher. As a result of these 

differences, fitters are not very keen at all on can-making when can

filling lines are also present. Consequently, as soon as a vacancy 

arises for a fitter in the filling department, a transfer request will 

come from the can-makir~ department. This m~ans that the turnover of 

employees is much higher in the can-making areas and that the newer, 

less experienced employee, is found there. The effect of this problem 

with skilled labour on final unit costs does not accrue for the 

specialist can-maker. 

In the tin-plate, can-making and canning chain it has~aditionally been 

considered inadvisable to compete "lith one's suppliers and customers. 

For this reason, companies such as B.S.C., Metal Box and Heinz have rarely 

entered the fields of one another as sellers. Recently, hO\,Jever, Both 

Heinz and Carnation have supplied, but not sold, quantities of cans to 

other members of their own group. There seems to be no intention by 

either to do this on a permanent or regular basis. With the tightening 

of margins in the can-making business, hO\'Jever, this possibility cannot 

be ruled out entirely. There is evidence that Heinz, for one, have in the 

past underestimated the savings to be made by self-manufacture; if Reads 

do become well established as a strong second supplier then perhaps Heinz 

will feel that to make up the shortfall in their o"m can production, or 

to threaten to, would provide the additional leverage they wa~t against 

Metal Box. (Metal Box's leasing agreements specifically outlaws the sale' 

of cans to a third :party). 
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iv. Technical Change and S~lf-Y~ufacture 

Can fillers in general take a very cautious view of techrlical develop

ments not least because of the repercussions on sales of any mishap, 

e.g. the John W~st salmon case of 1978. This conservative attitude is 

maintained as regards the introduction or adoption of can-making changes. 

Heinz, for example, had still not used double-reduced tinplate or TFS 

on their own can-making lineS by 1978. Heinz do all their own pack

tests and are currently evaluating TFS ends. They estimate that lac

quered TFS ends would save them £500,000 but they want to be absolutely 

sure before they adopt them. 

Despite th€ir cautious innovative outlook the captive can-makers have wel

comed the flurry of technical activity by the tinplate makers and specialist 

can-makers since the mid-1960s. They b~lieve that all this development can 

only result in better equipment and improved manufacturing technique, and 

that they themselves will ben~fit from the spin-offs. 2-piece cans are a 

~ase in point. Heinz, who have evaluated the 2-piece food ~an, are not 

impressed by the economies of self-m~ufacture and at present have no 

intention of adoptir~ this innovation. They do intend to buy all their 

baby food can requirements in 2-piece from Metal Box because of factors 

particular to this product, e.g. strict lead regulations. H~inz have also 

been able to purchase these cans at favourable cost at the tail end of a 

pilot project, as Metal Box seek to defray R&D expenses. By adopting the 

2-piece Heinz enjoy the benefits of simpler final end-seaming in the cann~ry. 

5. Pet Food Can Market 

i. Ov~rview 

Compared to the human food can market the pet food can market is an 

attractive outlet for the can-maker and offers more incentive for 
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technological innovation. There are a number of differences between 

the two mark~ts which help to explain the better price mark-up and 

greater scope for technical change. 

~1e of the most important factors is that the pet food market uses only 

three sizes of can compared to the bewildering variety of human food 

cans. The three cans used are the 'Giant' can, the 'Tall' can and the 

'Handican'. The respective consumption of each is 6.5 million cpa, 

1.200 cpa and 130 million cpa. 

A Seco4d reason why the pet food market is an attractive outlet for the can-

maker is potential growth - the pet food can business is expected to grow 

around 1qj in the years 1979-1983. 

TABLE VII~ 

Pet Food Harket Gro\vth 

(Hillions of cans) 

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1982 

l':arkct size 1300 1250 1260 1320 1370 1400 1425 

Harket growth 
% nil 0.1 4.6 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 

* Source Reads Ltd. 

v.'ithin thin overall gro\vth, Handican volumes are declining significantly, 

and may suffer as much as a 4~j fall by 1983. This is because the shopper 

is perceiving the Handican as poor value. Output of the Tall can \'Jill 

grO\'/ anyfulng between 17-299~ and the Giant can 31~~ by 1983. 
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A further reason for the differences between the pet food can and the 

human food can is that, ironically, the former is a more sophisticated 

contain~r. Reads us a TFS body for their cans, and both Reads a~d Metal 

Box usc the very thin 0.17 rnm double-reduced plate. 

A final factor which must be mentioned is that the pet food market is 

highly concentrated whereas, in comparison, the food can market is com

paratively fragncnted. 

TABLt; VIII'!! 

Canned Pet Food Harket Shares 1978 <%) 

Pedigree Petfoods 

Spillers 

Quaker 

Others 

* Source Various. 

• • 

• • 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

•• 

ii. The Pet Food D & I Can 

•• 

•• 

•• 

60 

27 

8 

.. --2. 

100 

The history of competition in the canned p~t food mark~t is a success story 

for Reads since their entry in 1958. It was the kee~~ess of Pedigree 

Pet foods to obtain a second supplier, and their willingness to pay for it, 

that was responsible for getting Reads' open top venture off the ground and 

to which the can-maker owes its present position as an established surplier. 

Reads are the main suppliers of Pedigree Pet foods , 800-850 million cpa 

requirements a~d in 1976 their pentration of the pet food can market reached 

a peak of 41.3%. 
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The Pedigree Petfoods contract is the Reads account most coveted by 

Metal Box. It will have come as a blo\tl to both companies, then, when 

Mardon Illingworth, somewhat sensationally, plunged into this market 

in 1978 vIi th the first UK D & I food can. This turn of eve~ts hac 

completely upset the equilibrium in the pet food can busiess. 

Pedigree Petfoods, no doubt concerned that it should not be upstaGed 

by Spillers, were very anxious to adopt the 2-piece, Tall, pet food can 

which had already been on the United States market for four years. 

Reads and l-1etal Box both considered supplying Pedigree Pet foods with 

this container; they will both have evaluated the alternative options 

and 'vlill have carried out financial evaluations. The two companies 

independently concluded that the return on investment (ROI) vias 

inadequate without at least a 1~~ price premium, ro1 amount which Pedigree 

Petfoods - who traditionally negotiated a tight standard variable margin -

were unwilling to pay. Although a premium would have been available, both 

can-makers concluded that it could not be guaranteed as permanent. 

There were additional considerations, also, which led Metal Box a~d Reads 

to decline to supply. Hetal Box and Reads, in particular, were very con

tent vlith the traditional Tall can ,,:hich they sa\tl as sophisticated -

being made as it v'as from the thinnest body and t:nd available. Further, 

Metal Box and Reads both had at the time excess 3-piece food can capacity 

and realised that to go to 2-piece would only obsolete existing conven

tional equipment. 

Pedigree were not content to let matters lie for they believed that the 

technoloeY of 2-piece c8-'1-making \>]as bound to improvt! and \-JOuld quickly 

produce a thinner 8-'1d cheaper D & I food can. \'.'hilst this v:ould seem a 

reasonable assumption it do~s not mean that the cost adv8-'1tace of the 3-
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piece can would ntcessarily be reduced over time. Undtterred, hO\..,ever, 

Pedigree approached the Imperial Group who already o ... med tht:: gentral 

line box-making comp~~y of Mardon Illingworth. Although ~~don Illingworth 

had no history of open-top can-making, Imperial agreed to fWld their 

entry to this rnark.:.t to supply Pedigree ... Jith the 2-piece cans they wanted. 

It was ironic, then, that the reason why Metal Box had pioneered 2-piece 

can-making - to strengthen their monopoly .a~d make entry more difficult 

by upgrading the technology and financial threshold of the industry -

should backfire in that the sophisticated but 'artless' new technology 

was a t;ateway for the no",,' entrant so long as large resources were avail

abl\;. llardon Illingworth negotiated the supply of Krupp 2-piece machinery 

from Germany. Krupp's system had the distinct adv~~ tage for the nevi 

entrant in that it can be built up incrementally over time, i.e. all·the 

capital costs do not have to be incurred at the outset a~d a large market 

need not be immediately available. 

The positive ·response by Imperial encourat;ed Hetal Box and Reads to re

examine the D &: I food can option. They kne ... , that Pedigree had offered 

Imperial a premium, though not the exact amount except that it 'oJas 

considerably belo ... ! 1(r;6. At the time of these re-appraisals the base 

material cost advantage of the 2-piece can ... las in fact declining. Both 

Hetal Box a..~d Reads ",Jerewell a\':are that the cost adva..l1tage of the 2-piece 

lay in its thinner side,olall. They 'olere also a!are that the Hardon Illing

worth can was made of plate comparable to conventionally available gauges. 

Not surprisingly, therefore, Reads for one again rej ected any D &: I :fOod 

Can investment. No other decision was possible on commercial criteria. 

Hetal Box, ~o\-leve:r:, decided that as market leads "'Jho boasted of their 

innovative record, it \'Jas not conceivable that they should be seen to be 
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outside the main stream of a ne\'l can-making technology. They therefore 

made the emotional decision to produce their ovm D & I pet food can 

although they admitted to not seeing any likelihood of it bei~g profit-

able, at least in the short term. They rationalised their decision to 

some extent by arguing that "'ith the possibility of uGing thinner 

materials, and also non-lacquered steel, the situation might change to 

the advantage of the 2-piece can. 

As regards market shares, the emergence of the D & I food can into Reads' 

most lucrative account \',ill obviously most affect the Liverpool company. 

Reads expect both their volume output and market share to suffer. 

/ Pet Food Can V.arket (millions of cans) 

1979 1980 1981 1982 

Reads output •• •• 380 278 169 140 

Reads market share % •• 12.1 

Reads Ltd. 

Unless Reads can find an alternative outlet for their Tall can displaced 

by the D & I container, then, without any line closures, they "/ill most 

likely be faced v/ith a total surplus capacity on all food cans of 344 

million cpa. Metal Box, similarly, have already felt the displacement 

effect of their 2-piece investment. It is mainly, hO\'leVer, on ~he Open 

Top Group's ca~h floH that the D & I investment will show the biggest 

impact. 
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It is clear, therefore, that the decision by Pedigree Petfoods and Y~rdon 

Illingvlorth to go ahead with the 2-piece can, and Metal Box's response, 

were not normal business investment decisions. Pedigree were not taking 

a calculable risk, but were gambling that the technology of the D & I 

food can must improve. For Pedigree this gamble was understandable 

because they had the least to lose if the technology did not prove viable. 

Hardon Illingv/orth' s decision cannot be viewed in exclusivity but must be 

seen in the context of the connections of the Imperial Group "'lith Courage 

in the brev;ing industry. Metal Box, again, did not tal-:e a normal business 

decision based on the expected rate of return, but decided to subsidise 

a loss-ma~~ng venture for image purposes. In the long run, the D & I pet 

food can investment v/i11 probably result in a dearer pet food can, ,·:hich 

is the opposite result from that intended; if so it will be a negative 

contribution to ~conomic proGress. 

6. Beer and Soft Drinks Can }larkct 

i. Overvievi 

It can be seen from Tables I-III ho\'! the UK can industry has changed 

dramatically in structure since 1968. \':ith the exception of Hardon 

Illing\!orth, all the nevI entrants have entered the beer and beverage 

market e::-:clusively. In the case of Hardon Illing""orth, as previously 

intimated, there is evidence that they see their long term future in 

the same drinks market. The impact on market shares of this drinks can 

bias is clearly seen in the case of Metal Box. Bet\'leen 1968 and 1970 

their share of the food ca~ market fell from 76-71% whereas their share 

of the drir.ks can market fell from 94,~ to 6~; in the same period. The 

relative attractiveness of the two markets is indicated by Hetal Box's 

o\':n performance. 
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TAB1.£: X. 

Indexed Return on Canital EmDloyed for Certain Products vlithin the 

J.!etal Box Onen-Ton Groun 

TOTAL 
RE:TURN OH GROSS 
CAPITAL I}!PWYED 

YEAR £ND.c;D OP ill TOP GROUP 

30.9.72 100 

31.3.73 96 

31.3.74 113 

31.3.75 75 

31.3.76 N/A 

31.3.77 166 

FOOD 

100 

94 

95 

69 

N/A 

152 

*·COIN [;HTIOHAL 
B£VERAGl;. 

100 

106 

184 

106 

N/A 
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•• SUbstantial losses havc been made on D & I operations. 

* Source: Price Commission Report. 

'l'he salient feature of the beer and beverage can market in the 19705 

has been the 2-piece can. This is such an overriding aspect that it is 

more logical to discuss the two markets '-Ii thin the frame\-IOrk of the 

D & I dimension than vice versa. 

For technical reasons th~ 2-piece technology is more suitable for car-

bonated than non-carbonated packs. :.;qually important, howcver, the 2-

piece can needs the longer production runs associated "VIi th the beer and 

soft drinks can if it is to be economic. Once a sufficient volume of 

output can be maintained there are cost adva.'1tages for the dravm con-

tainer over'the conventional can. These manufacturing considerations 

are, needless to say, academic if on~ cannot sell that output, i.e. the 
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success of the 2-piece drinks can rests on the market size and 

potential of take-home beer and soft drinks. It is for this reason 

that it is argued that the success of the D & I can has been made 

possible by the marketing advantage of the rL~g-pull-end c~~ over 

other forms of pacY~ging. 

TABLB XI* 

Total Canned Beer and Soft Drinks Production 1964-1982 

(millions of cans) 

YEAR OUTPur Y.t.AR OU1'PUl' 

19b4 •• •• 395 1977 •• •• 2850 

1970 •• • • 950 1978 •• • • 3250 

1971 . . .. 1220 1979 •• • • 3832 

1972 •• •• 1412 1980 •• • • 4313 

1973 •• • • 1874 1981 •• • • 4823 

1974 • • .. 2193 1982 •• • • 5300 

1975 •• •• 2539 

197b •• •• 2778 

* Source: Various. 

It has been the proven ability of the canned beer and beverage market to 

expand, on a world-wide basis, since the ring-pUL1-end was introduced in 

the UK (19b4), the perceived future market growth, the opportunity to 

comnetelCainst.established can-makers offered by D & I, and the . . 

determination of aggressive beer and beverage rnrulufacturer5 to have the 

2-piece can, that has led to the influx of new entrants to thiF. sector 

of the UK market since 1968. 
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In spite of these advantages in the beer and beverage market the 2-piece 

can is by no means a fail-safe QJtion. The burden of high investment and 

consequent risk falls on the can-mal{cr much greater than on the can-

filler; tho fir~l markets for canned beer aDd, particularly, beverages are 

very volatile, r..ot least because of their vulnerability to short, ",et 

summers. This introduces a large element of uncertainty. For those 

reasons firr:ls such as Reads and Crovm Cork, while attracted to the beer 
, 

and beverage market, would probably have been happier confining their 

operations to conventional can-making if it vJere not for the pressures 

fro!:l competitors and customers, and the implications of both on the 

ability of the 3-piece can to compete in the 1980s. 

In discussing the beer and beverage market one is essentially dealing 

\dth only three types of can: the 16-oz and 10-oz beer can, and the 

12-oz soft drinks can. A sr.Jall qua.'1tity of sr.Jaller soft drirJ~ Ca.DS is 

produced for specialist outl~ts, e.g. British Rail, a.Dd up to 20 million 

cpa party cansd beer are produced. In the beer and beverage industry 

it is usual to refer simply to the '10-oz', '12-oz' and '16-oz' cans. 

For can-makers other than Metal Box, "Jhose interests lay in a broad 

front approach, the question in the early rnid-1970s ,"as whether to go 

2-piece and, if so, in ,,:hich of the three drinks can markets to effect 

one's entry. The most instructive example of this 2-piece dilemna is very 

probably the one "Jhich faced Reads in 1975-76. 

ii. The Northfield Project 

Ir! 1971~ the Coca-Cola .r.;xport Corporation decided, for the first time in 

Britain, to. operate its own filling plant rather than to rely exclusively 

on contract canners. At the same time, the company also wa~ted to reduce 

its dependence on Hetal Box for can supplies. Coca-Cola \Olere adamant in 
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requiring 2-piece cans for which the obviouc supplier was, in fact, 

Metal Box. 

For the smaller can-maker a most important consideratio!! before going 2-

piece is whether volume guara~tees can be obtained. Strictly speay~g 

the ~!onopoliec Commission Report debarred any ca~ ma.~ufacturer from 

seeking forward orders for any more than a two-year period. This clause 

was aimed at restricting the monopoly po,,;er of Netal Box. The 2-piece 

innovation, ho,.rever, meant that it had the opposite effect because it 

reduced the ability of the small~r can-maker to breruc into the 2-piece 

market. To circumvent this clause, Reads proposed to enter into a seven

year obligation to supply cans - which is entirely legal - and, initially, 

a seven-year agreement from Coca-Cola to purchase. If the latter Vlere 

challenged by the Governm~nt it \-las still conceivable to retreat to a two

year rene\.rable agreement provided this ""as covered by a f3ide letter from 

Coca-Cola agreeir~ to continuance of trading within the spirit of the 

original agreemf·nt. 

Reads proposed to Coca-Cola that the two should build and operate indepen

dent but adjacent can filling and can-making plants on Reads' site at 

Northfield, }:ilton Keynes. The advantage to Coca-Cola was that it y,'ould 

receive an on-site source of D & I cans which it incisted be supplied; in 

addition it would reduce dependence on Beecham (Table XII) who at the 

time filled 76~~ of Coca-Cola' s cans and, further, it \.,rould facilitate the 

development of a strong second supplier to Metal Box (as had happen~d with 

Pedigree Petfoods). Reads would gain the advrultace of s~rving an on-site 

market leading.customer. In addition, the 'through-the-wall' type of 

operation involved offered security in itself, this all meant a relatively 

lovr risk way of entering the D & I can market. 
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-, , 
Reads knew in early 1974 that Nacanco had already ordered D & I equip-

ment; they therefore reasoned that without the Northfield Project 

they \-'ould be unable to maintain their 15% share of the beverage can mar-

ket and would eventually suffer from lower margins as 3-piece cans 

became more difficult to sell. In proposing th~ project to American 

Can Company (ACC) in 1974, Reads argued that without the investment in 

D & I can-making its gro\-!th could be expected to platequ in 197b. Host 

importantly, Reads' future in the beer and beverage industry could be 

seriously affected as customers turned to Nacanco and, eventually, 

Cro\\'!l-Cork as a second supplier of tht: preferred D & I cans. 

For Reads the Northfield project appeared to mark the crossroads in 

their development; after going a long way to establishing themselves 

as a viable second supplier in the past five years, they had to d~cide 

whether th~y were to mru{e the considerable D & I capital investment 

needed to secure and maintain their desired 20-25% stake in the 

burgeoning beer and beverage market. Reads manufacturing cost data 

shoVlcd that the 12-oz D & I can for Coca-Cola offered a very significant 

variable cost saving over the hJO alternatives - the 'Nira Sear.J' 

cemented TFS can and the solct~red electrolytic tinplate can. Given the 

availability of volume guarantees, this variable margin \-las sufficient 

to justify the high capital outlay involved. 
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Coca-Cola Canner~ - 1JK Narket (Millions of cans) 

1973 Beecham •• •• • • 320 (769~) 

O\Im Filling •• •• 0 

Solent •• •• 50 

T.1:J. Beach •• •• • • 20 

C.vl.S. •• •• • • 15 

Batchelors .. •• 15 

S. Bottles •• •• •• 

420 - Approximately 4Z~ of 
Total Beverage Harket. 

1980 Beecham •• •• •• 7b5 (6q6) 

O\Im Filling •• .. 250 

Solent •• •• •• 80 

T.\<J. Beach •• .. .. 30 

C .v:.s. •• •• • • 30 

S. Bottles • • •• •• 120 . 

1,275 Approximately 45~~ of 
Total Beverage }~ket. 

* Souce: Coca-Cola ~~ort Group 

The alternative to the D & I project was to hold a 'steady state' investinG 

current cash flov! in replacement facilities and d~fensive investments a't'ld 

eventually suffering a loss in margins as the 3-piece can became slowly 

obsoleted. Rends estimated the financial impact of the altcr!~tives as 

Table XIIJ. 

• 



TABU XI:Il:lI-

OP£RATING NET PROFIT* 
SALES DJCOHL (%) % SAil.iS AF'fER TAX % SAI..F.S 
<$> <$) 

STuDY STATZ 

1975 •• •• •• .. 56,800 2,635 4.6 2,251 4.0 

" 1970 .. •• .. •• 62,880 3,691 5.9 3.451 5.5 
1977":'80 Avg. .. •• 62,880 3.691 5.9 3.452 5.6 

D &: I COCA-COLA PROJ~T 

1975 •• •• • • •• (500) (1.250) 

1970 •• •• •• •• 14,440 4,263 29.5 3.073 21.3 I\J 
\0 

1977-80 20,160 7,247 35.9 4.471 22.2 ~ 
•• •• •• 

COMBTIlED STEADY STATE &: 
COCA-COLA Ph'OJt;CT 

1975 •• •• • • •• 56,800 2,135 3.8 1,001 1.8 

1970 .. .. •• • • 77,320 7,954 10.3 6,524 8.4 ..-
1977-80 .. •• .. 83.040 10.938 13.2 8,013 9.6 

·Ass~ing 'steady state' Reads would not pay t~~es during this period due to tax loss carryover; if D &: I 

"rent through Reads \-,ould begin income tax payments in 1978. 

* Source: R~ads Ltd. 
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It can be seen from Table XIII that the economics of the Northfield 

Project vis-a-vis a 5t~ady state strategy were attractive. This was 

aeainst the backgroW1d of a canned soft drinks market which had grown 

at an annual compound rate of 2C1lt bt:blecn 1905 and 1973, a.'1d at an 

average gro\1th figure of 3O;~ bet\Oleen 1971 and 1973. 

As regards the soft drinks manufacturers, a venture with Coca-Cola 

seemed gilt-edged security in terms of final sales. 

It was Reads' intention to secure their minimum volume guarantee of 

240 million cpa from Coca-Cola. and to supplement this with additional 

custom from the other soft drinks fill~rs. 

A major advantagt: to Reads of their entry to th~ D & I beverag~ mark~t 

was that it would reassur~ the beer can buyers of Reads' viability as a 

2-piece can supplier, thereby strengthening the compa.'1Y's position 

regarding entry to the beer can market, the ~qual potential of which was 

an important consideration in going 2-piece in the beveraee market, 

Table XV. 



TABLE. XIV*" 

Canned &verages Production 1 Harket Sf-tare and Harket GrO\lth 

1974 
LAB£L 

f·UILIONS OF CAllS % SHARE HlLUONS OF CAlIS 

Coca-Cola •• • • •• 450 37.5 1,300 

Pepsi-Cola •• •• • • 190 15.8 500 

Stotherts 'Strik~' 150 12.5 350 

Others •• •• •• . . 410 34.2 650 

1,200 100.0 2,800 

... Source: Reads Ltd. 

1980 
$~ SHARE 

46.4 

17.9 

12.5 

23.2 

100.0 

ANNUAL ~~ 

19.3 

17.5 

15.2 

8.0 
IV 
'-D 
\D 

15.1 



TABU XV* 

me Beer and BeveracE' Can Market 

(Al1 sizes in mil1ions of cans) 

1974 1975 

BEER 

Hetal Box •• 730 790 

Rt::ads .. .. 170 210 

Cro\\'!l •• • • 1:20 200 

1,050 1,200 

B£V£RAGE. 

Metal Box •• 1,010 1,125 

R~ads •• 170 215 

IJacanco •• 20 100 

Other .. •• 

1,200 1,440 

* SOURCE: Reads Ltd. 

300 

1976 

920 

240 

240 

1,400 

1,300 

250 

150 

1,700 

1977 1978 1979 1980 

1,015 1,185 1,408 1,b35 

280 315 362 415 

280 200 220 220 

1,575 1,800 2,100 2,400 

1,b09 1,735 1,762 1,935 

250 290 338 415 

150 225 300 300 

50 11)0 150 

2,000 2,300 2,550 2,800 
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Reads financial analysis of th~ D & I option, and the market implications 

of remaining wedded ~xclusiv~ly to 3-piece cans, appear~d to offer a 

conclusive case in favour of th~ Northfield project. How~ver, after 

comdd~ring the proposal at length, ACC refused to back thl:! venture. 

It was not until 197b that the final decision to pull out of the scheme 

'v:as madt:. During this p~riod of deliberation Coca-Cola had been acting 

on the premise that Heads, "'ho after all proposed the project, would go 

through 'vlith it. '!'hI:! ACC decision, which probably set Coca-Cola back tvIO 

Yt:ars, did not endear Reads to the canner. The reason for ACC's decision 

is of considerable interest as regards a strategy for innovation. The 

rejection by ACC of the Heads' proposal was I:!ssentially a corporate 

problem created by a difference in perspective between the parent company 

and its subsidiary. A basic difference in philosophy between ACC and Reads 

e):plains \,lhy an apparently golden opportunity was turned dOHn: Reads is 

almost ,,!holly an open top and gt;neral line manufacturer and has long seen 

its futur~ in the can-making business. The company tht:rcforc t:valuated 

the D & I investment on its economic and commercial viability. ACC, on 

th~ other hand, despite their past domina~ce of the Americ~~ Crol market, 

no lont;cr sa"l themsdves primarily as can-makers. The company is strongly 

committed to diversification and only about 3a;~ of its interests is nO\-1 

in the can-making business. Furtht:r, as a multi-national company ... lith a 

diverse investment portfolio, ACC examined the Reads proposal in terms of 

their overall investment strategy. Of crucial importance will r~ve been 

the ROI from the Coca-Cola venture, having regard to local conditions, 

e.g. taxation and labour relations. The Northfield project had to 

compt:!tc against alternative locations where the ROI is traditionally 

highl:!r; in particular in the mid-1970s ACC ... las involved in an investment 

proposal for ca~-rnaking in South Africa. 
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, 

There is also evidence that there \'1as a lack of confidence by ACC in 

the then Reads management team and that, given the dominance of Hetal 

Box, ACC did not feel that Reads had the credibility or indeed the 

tec~~ical e~~ertisc required. The deciEion by ACC, whether sound or 

other\o:ise, denied Reads the opportunity to secure an early and a 

strong foothold in the UK D & I can market. It has made the entry of other 

American cID1-makcrc to the UK market that much easier, not least because 

of the desire for a second supplier. The decision has also cost Reads a 

significant portion of its beer al'ld beverage CB-l'l market share. HO\·!ever, 

given the problems vlhich Netal Box have faced in the D & I can market, 

particularly as regards labour co-operation, onc cannot say with 

confidence that Reads, vlith its Liverpool base, v!ould not have been taking 

too much on vlith the Ilorthfie1d project. 

iii. Northfield Project - Postscrint 

Coca-Cola vlere eventually supplied "lith the cans they \-lanted at Ni1ton 

Keynes by Nacanco in 1978. Reads re-kindled their interest in the D & I 

option after the 1976 disappointment, but before they could seriously 

contcrn~late entry to this market they still required the type of volume 

g-.larantees v:hich had been available fror.! Coca-Cola. Key customers 

identified in this regard were Pepsi-Cola (Cadbury Sch,oleppes), Allied 

BreHeries and v.'hi tbread. 

Reads' evaluation of respective costs still in 1977, showed a variable 

cost advantage for the 2-piece over the 3-piece. Of the three options, 

10-0::', 12-02 and 10-0::', the last bl0 'vere the most attractive. ~'hese 

were the only blO seriously considered by Reads ir, 1977/78. Althouch 

detailed figures are not available, the prelimary economics of the 



12-oz and 1b-oz ",ere estimated as Table XVI. 

TABLE XVI .. 

D & I econo~ics (1978) 

12-oz 16-oz 

Annual Capacity •• ~. 300 195 

Investment (£ million) 

Fixed •• •• • • 9,153 8,045 

\'lorking ••• •• 795 b50 

TOTAL •• 9,948 8,695 

Net Income (pre-tax) pa 3,200 2,722 

Return on investment 
after tax •• • • 15.49~ 1.5q~ 

(An important point to emphasise in respect of UK investment is that the 

Hhole of fixed capital investment in plant and machinery can be "ll'itten off 

for tax purposes in the first year giving a major boo:::t to cash flo\·I). 

* Source: Reads Ltd. 

In 1978, Reads announced a 12-oz D & I line for Runcorn 'vlhich \:ill be 

using tinplate as can stock. There \-'ere a number of factors \-lhich had 

changed by 1978 to influence Ace to support a D & I operation in the UK. 

Nost importantly, perhaps, the impending entry of the Continental Group 

to the UK can market \-lill have compounded the fear that, \-Ii thout a D & I 

investment, Reads. would be totally eclipsed in the beer a~d beverage 

ma~~et. Also of considerable importance will have been the stronger, more 
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confident, ~anagement tea~ at Reads in 1978; further, Reads implemented 

important administrative cha-'1ges in 1978 to increase the cOr.Jpar;y's 

rr.arket effectiveness. Both of these last two factors will have helped 

to reassure ACC of Reads credibility. 

iVa Beer and Beveraee Can Y.arket round-EE 

In the wake of ACC's decision on the Northfield project, Reads concen

trated on incremental 3-piece innovation in the beer and beverage can 

market, as also did Cro ... m Cork. I·jetal Box, IJacanco a.'1d subsequent 

entrants 'dent exclusively for the 2-piece r.Jarket. 

a. Beer Can Harket 

In the ear~ 197013 the future of the beer can was thought to be in the 

10-oz size. It \Olas considered that the half-pint size \rlas convenient, 

it being u..'lnecessary to keep topping up the glass as ... !ith the 16-0~,. 

The can-makers were not inclined to discourage this thoueht because the 

10-0z can offered a greater variable margin than the 16-oz. This is 

probably because the aluminium end, on which a significant profit is 

mad~, makes up a greater proportion of the material input; this mark-up 

may reflect an under-ca~acity in aluminium easy-open ends. Demand for 

the 10-oz ca21 grevI \':ell up to the mid-1970s but has started to plateau 

since. l'his dovm-turnhas been accompanied by increased preference for 

the 1b-o~. This chang~ is difficult to explain: reasons offered are that 

the 16-oz is better value than the 10-oz, that the former is nearer the 

traditional British measure and, indeed, that the larGer size can may 

be perc~ived as a pint by rna~y customers. Further, lager is clair.Jinc 

a..'1 increasinG proportion of all beer sales a'1d, as this is marketed 

as a 'lone cool' drink, it may fortuitously have benefited the 16-oz. 

Betal Box, Reads and Crown Cork all invested in 10-0:-, carJscity in line 
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with original ~xpect~d growth. 

The s'vli!lg in the market in favour of the 16-oz beer can at a time ",hen 

decisions ",ere being made on 2-piece investment resulted in a concen

tration of D & I can inv~stment exclusively in the 16-oz zize. Of the 

UK cal·,-r.:al.cers Nacanco were the most astute in anticipating this s\"ing; 

the company has no 10-oz capacity. 

b. The Soft Drinks Can 

The very heal thy gro\·:th in the 12-oz can market has cade the container 

an attractive outlet for the can-maker. The variable margin on th~ 

soft drinks can is not as favourable to the can-maker even though 

there are fevler brand labels per filler and more concentration of 

canning at a limited number of sites. The explanation of the different 

mark-up would seem to lie in the disparity in the price of the finished 

can of beer compared to the can of soft drLTJ.k. 

Although the 12-oz size is the only beverage can of note, this is 

possibly too large a measure. There would appear to be scope for a 

'thirst ~uencher' in the 6-10-oz r~TJ.ge·though as yet there appears 

to be no recognition of this in the industry, 'vlhich is surprising 

given the dynamic nature of the l~ading companies. 
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TAB1£" XVII * 

Soft Drinks Hanufactu:rers in Order of Ca.::"! Usar;c 

1. Beecham 

2. Schi',eppes 

3. Coca-Cola 

4. C'v!S 

5. Barr 

b. Lockwood 

7. ,suncharm 

8. \'Jhites 

9. Solent 

10. m; 

11. Silver Spring 

* Source Various. 

TABI£" XVIII* 

~"timated Beer a~d Beverace P:roduct Line Srlit 1982 

(000 millions of CW1S) 

10-oz •• •• 1.0 

12-oz •• •• 2.6 

16-oz •• •• M 
TOTAL 5.3 

* Source Reads Ltd. 
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c. Future Trends 

In an area as dynamic and volatile as the bet:r and bevt:rag~ mark~t, 

any statistics tend to n~~d r~gular updating. The additional inv~st

ment in 2-piece capacity by Metal Box and Nacanco, tho entry to the 

markt:t by R~ads, Cro~n Cork and Continental, will all influenc~ the 

market shares as detailed in Tabl~ XIX. As mentioned earlier, r~don 

Illingworth may also enter this market, further subdividing the shares 

albeit of a larger cake. Given the tremendous potential of the beer 

and bev~rage market it S~ems that the ~xpectt:d growth will be sufficient 

to support six can-makers. It set:ms unlikely that Metal Box will be 

able to command any more than 25% of tht: b~er and beverage market in 

th~ second half of tht: 1980s, an almost inconceivable situation befort: 

the development of the 2-piece can. 

The UK m~~ufacturing capacity for beer and bev~rage cans, set out in 

Table XIX, is bas~d on the key assumptions of Table XX. 

7. Su,"tl!llary alid Conclus~ 

The salient observation to arise from this chapter is the remarkable 

change in the structure of the UK beer and beverage can industry which 

has accompanied the progressive introduction of the 2-piece c~~. From 

a condition of almost total Hetal Box monopoly in the late 1960s has 

emerged a situation wherein Metal Box are but the dominant firm in a 

v~ry competitive market with little prospect of the company maintaining 

their present markt:t shart:. The prima facie case for asserting a caust: 

and effect relationship between technological innovation and industrial 

structure can rar~ly hav~ been strongt:r. To ex~ine the evidence for 

such an assertion each of the c~~ markets involved should be ey~~ined. 

Before embarking on this review it is appropriate to recap on the 
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TABLE XIM (Hillions of cans) 

Beer a~d BeveraGe Manufacturi~e Canacity a~d Demand Patterns 

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 

12-oz Betal Boy. • • 550 650 650 650 650 
2-piece Nacar"co 400 450 

. 
450 450 • • 150 

TOTAL •• • • 700 1'050 1100 1100 1100 

3-piece Eetal Box • • 800 800 800 800 800 
Reads .. .. 200 200 200 200 200 

12-0:'::' TOTAL • • 1700 2050 2100 2100 2100 
J·larket Dl:mand 1.:290 1491 1b60 1844 201Q , 

SURPLUS CAPACITY 310 559 41fO 256 81 

16-0::' l1etal Box •• 150 200 200 200 200 
2-piece Hacanco .. •• 80 100 100 100 100 

TCY.lAL •• • • 230 300 300 300 300 

~-:iJiece Hl;;!tal Box .. bOO 600 600 600 bOO 
CrOVj:1 .. · . 120 180 200 200 200 
Reads •• •• 160 160 160 160 160 

16-0:'::' 'r'OTAL · . 1110 1240 1200 12bO 1200 
Harket demand 819 925 1045 1181 131t7 

SU1\?LUS CAPACITY 291 315 215 79 (87) 

10-oz l'!l::tal F'.IOX •• 500 500 500 500 500 
3-piece CrOUl1 •• •• 3t.>0 400 400 400 400 

R I:;! ads •• •• 260 270 ~60 ~60 360 
z € 

10-0:::' TOTAL 1120 1170 12bO 12bO 12bO 
r':arket Demand 864 976 1127 1288 1457 

SURPLUS CAPACITY 256 194 133 (28) ( 197) 

* Source Heads Ltd. 
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TABU XX* 

}~anufacturinr; Canaci ties 

!-iDEAL BOX, T\lO-P:u.;C£ 12-oz (millions of cans) 

•• Acton •• 
Uesthoughton •• 

NACANCO, TUO-Plf,C£, 12-oz 

Skelmersdale •• 
Hilton Keynes 

}~TAL BOX, T',lO-PI.t:C£ 16-07, 

Cap-
acity 

Glaseo\.,r (line 1) 120 
Glasgo,·! (lir.e 2) 120 
Leicester (line 1) 150 
Leicester (line 2) 150 

TorALS •• 

j:ACANCO, 'I";:O-PI£C~ 16-o~ 

Skclmersdale 

CRO'::N cmu<, THR££-PILC£ 16-oz 

1977 

Southall •• •• 75 
Livingston .. • • ~o 

n' 

TOTALS •• 105 

• • 
• • 

•• 

1977 

100 
30 

130 

•• 

1978 

85 
87 

170 

.. 
• • 

.. 

.. 

50 
600 capacity 
400 produced in 1977 through 

industrial relations problems 

150 capacity 
250 produced in 1978 
300 thereafter 

1978 1979 1980 

110 120 120 
90 120 120 

40 120 
40 

200 280 400 

1981 1982 

120 120 
120 120 
150 1.5C 
120 11:)0 

510 540 

•• •• 120 capacity 

1979 1980 1981 1982 

85 90 90 90 
85 100 110 110 

170 190 200 200 
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TABLE XX Cont·d ••••• 

R£ADS 

Throe piece, 16-oz' beer ca!J. capacity assume!3 third three-piece line 
added during 1978. 

CRO~ . .rTi COPY. I 16-oz ADDD'IOHAI, IHV.csTHEliT 

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 

Livingston, three-piece •• 30 85 100 110 100 
Livinsston, tltlo-piece •• 20 122 200 

TOTALS .. 30 85 150 285 310 

~ Source: Reads Ltd. 
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situation in the late 1960s. 

The human food can market was one of ntar complete monopoly by Metal 

Box, but with a significant contribution to production from the self

ma'1ufacturcrs. Reade \.,rore well established as the second, and only 

other, manufacturer of pet food cans after l'1etal Box. The beer and 

beverage can market "'as shoHing evidence of latent potential but at the 

time \-las still supplied almost exclusively by Netal Box. One of the 

obvious ~xpl~~ations for th~ change in the structur~ of the W< can 

industry in the 1970s is th~ influence of the Honopolies Commission 

Report a"1d, in particular, i ts r~com."ilt:ndations to curb come of Hetal 

Box's mo~opoly power. On this subject the tinplate, can-making 

and canning industry seem agreed that the Honopolies Commis::;ion Report 

changed virtually nothing of real inportance. CrO\'!n Cork, had already 

decidL:d to enter the' W{ can industry prior to J.::13' s referral to the 

Commission and, moreover, there is \.Jidespread consenGUS that the 

trading realitits of th~ UK can industry have remained unaltered by 

the Tic-port. Condi tions relating to tht:! supply of cam, to th .... human 

food industry have not changed significantly in the 19705. This 

suge~st5 that a crucial variable ir" the relationship between 

tecIL"1ological ir~"1ovation and L"1dustrial structure is market potential; 

tht: lesson seems to b~' that a static marb:t is an infertile on~ ,,:here 

technical chang~ is concerned. In the p~t food can mark~t it has been 

sho"l'm that the 2-piece innovation directly impacted an industrial 

structure when Hardon Illingv!orth entered the arena. One of the most 

sienifica~t pointers fro~ this episod~ is the importarlcc of the nature 

of the technoloey. The mystique "lhich curroll."1ds convtntional can

makine affords its O\offi barrier to entry. The only bIO UK firms to 
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enter this market - Reads a.'1d Cro ... m Cork - both did so with the 

confidence gained from a history in metal container fabrication and 

also with the tech~ical support of exp~rienced American ca.'1-rnakers. 

~'he evidence of l1etaJ. Box superiority in conventional ca.'1-rnaking 

suggests that the 3-piece can-makir~ art is not easily learnt. The 

secor~d irn!,ortant factor in the exploitation of innovation to arise 

from th~ analysis of th~ pet food industry is the role of the 

customer. \'lithout the detcmination and commercial muscle of 

Pedigree Pctfoods there would have been no D & I pet food can in the 

UK. Th~ role of Pedigree indicates the importance of the structur~ 

of thl;;' consulning as ",ell as the manufacturing industry ... ,here technolo

gical innovation is concerned. 

The case of the beer and beverage can reinforces many of the conclusions 

about thl;;' nature of technical char.ge and its relationship ... ,ith industrial 

structure dra",m frotl the instance of the food can. Host obvious are the 

importance of the final rnarkct situation and future gro\'lth potential and, 

secondly, the role of the customer, as evidenced by Coca-Cola, in forcing 

the pac~ of technological innovation in the supply industry. The 

observation that the ability of thl;;' 2-piece can to take an increasing 

share of the packaged drink market was due to thu marketing adva'1tage 

of the rinc-pull-end, would suggest that i~~ovation b~eets i~'1ovation. 

The Ilorthfield project confimed sor;H:~ of the classjc variables in 

technological innovation such as th~ role of risk, ~'1certainty and 

conrnitrnent; it also highli~1ted problerns regarding investment decisions 

\'ihich may be peculiar to multi-national corporations. 
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As r~gards industrial structure, the differ~nt paths of th~ huma~ 

food and beer and bevt:raee cans ",ould st:cm to make it indisputable 

that the ncv: entrants to the:; industry since 19b8 inv~sted in a 

market ratht:r than a technoloQ'. The nature of the n~\'T technology, 

,·]hile it suited the expansive resources of Mt'tal Box, was an 

encouragt:mt:nt to completely ne", entrants. Given the profits to be 

madt: in the co~ventional beer a~d bt:verage canmark~t (Table XI) it 

v;ould Se~m probabl~ that the large American can manufacturers suc'h 

as I1acanco 'lJJould have invested in the UK market even v,i thout' tht: 2-

piece innovatio!l, as evidl..'ntly the case v1ith CroHn Cork. 

It ",ould st:::cm that the me ca."1 industry bears out a fundamental tenet 

of classical economics, namely that profit acts as a magnet for compet

ition. The innovation of the ring-pUll-end is in the process of trans

forming the beer and beverage ca~l fror.1 the minor to the major partner 

in the m{ can industry. The considerably greater standard variable 

nargin on the dril~~S container relative to the food can has attracted 

the investment of the nC\l entrants. The fact that the hieher single can 

outputs involvcd in the beer ~~d beveragc ind~~try give the 2-piece 

cO!1tainer a!1. opportunity to exploit material cost savings has resulted 

in a concentration of ir:vcstment in this nc\! type of ca;~. 
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Th~ transformation in the structure of the UK can industry in the 

19705 encouragt:s tht: belief that it is no\.,. a more innovative industry 

. and that th~ bustling comp~tition in the dynamic beer and beverage 

sector is a contributory factor. Such assertionc need to be examined 

carefully. \lith so much investment and unprecedented compcti ti ve 

activity in the can indU3try it is all too easy to become subsumed 

in \-lhat can only be described as the 'razarnata::' of 2-piece technology. 

In fact the industry in many ways retains its traditional characteristics. 

Although there has been the radical process d~velopmcnts of D & I and 

DRD and hybrid dra\m container processes, within this technoloGY the 

pattern of innovation remains much the Sar:JC. The industry is still 

ove:r-\·:hclr.!ingly concernt:d - particularly "Ii thin the 2-piece development -

vlith minor, incremental material saving a"1d process improving innova

tions. Indeed, if vIe look beyond the 2-piece technology it ,,'ould 

appear that there is in fact a reduced variety of innovation. Can

T:iakcrs have become so preoccupied with th!:! dra\-1n cor.tain~r that the 

pace of technical chang!:! ... :Uhin th!:! industry as a \·:hole - and it must 

be remembered that the conventional can accounts for by far th~ greater 

shart: of the m~ can mark~t - seems to have slackent:d, though admittedly 

this may be an erron~ous impression created by the publicity surround

ir.g the 2-piece cay). The extent of the innovation ... ;hieh has been 

catalogued throughout the post-... !ar period makes for O!1e conclusion 

that is \<Jell nigh indisputable, i.e. that the UK can industry has 

been a hot-bed of irillovation, albeit for most part incremental, 

irrespective of the structure of the industry. From the analysis of 

the economic impact of conventional Ca!l-rr:aki..'1g innovations a.'1d from 

th~ evaluation of the financial implications of the 2-picce tech-

nolocy, it is th~.cas~ that the accumulated, minor, incremer.tal 
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'. , 
innovation in conventional can-making technology has made a consist-

ently significant contribution to economic progress, whereas the 
/ 

/ technical progress of the 2-piece c~~ has mad~ a dubious contri-

bution - to date at least - and in some cases a negative one, to 

human welfare in the only meaningful 'rlay in which the can-maker can 

mt;:asure it, namely the price of th~ caIl. 

The case of the me can industry posits th~ question \-lhy should a 

company pursue a policy of technological innovation so vigorously 

\-{hen for nearly t\.!enty yo::ars it enjoYt;:d a unique monopoly on the 

sale of o,en top cans? The ans\-!er from a single industry perspec-

tive would seem to be that the case of the m~ can industry supports 

the argument that monopoly pm·,rer provides the environment best cui ted 

to technological innovation. If this is corrt;:ct, where docs it leave 

tht;: role of comp~tition? It has been shO\'!l1 that comp~tition in the 

1970s has been responsible for innovations~sometimcs even for pr~-

r.lature and u..'1economic innovations. This aP!Jarent paradox can btl 

reconciled, indeed its solution is contained ,tJi thin and has been 

sugcested by the ir..ter-industry approach adopted. v.bether Netal 

Box is on~ alone or or.tl among many in the m\ can-makine industry is 

not the ir.1portant considt;:ration. The a::alysis of the post-vlar 

development of the UK can industry has shovm that Netal Box has al\<layS 

bt;:en acting u..'1der tht;: pressure of competition irrespective of the 

structure of the UK can industry. The pr~ssures involved have been 

indicated at numerous points in the study and nearly all of them lie 

outside the strict parameters of the can-~ru~ine industry. Pressure 

from \-lithin thema:lufacturine chain of tinplate maker and ca'1 maker, 

pressures from alternatiVe forms of ~acy~ging material such as 
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alumi~ium and plastics, pressures from alternative containers such 

as bottles and jars, pressures from alt~rnative food processing 

systems such as fr~~zing and dehydration, pressures from customers 

threatened. by alternative packaging and processing dt::vt:lopments, 

pressures from customers threatened by direct competition and, 

finally, the ultimate pressure, the need to ensure that the cann~d 

product - as a non-t:sscntial good - continu~s to compete for the 

disposable income of the consumer. 

It is in vieH of the crucial role of these outside forces in determin

ing the patter!"! of innovation in the can-making industry that one must 

extend the analytical framc\':ork to incorporate them in a study of the 

nature of innovation from an inter-industry perspective. 
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1. Introduction 

This chapter seeks to explore those areas outside the focal 

industries which the foregoing analysis has suggested have an 

important bearing or. the course and nature of technological 

developments in the can industry. The analysis is predominently 

at the technological level. The degree of technical exposition is 

the minimum necessary for a basic understanding of the 

technologies concerned. After brief mention of the ce.nning 

industry, the chapter examines the role of alternative packaging 

developments influencing the nature and pattern of can-making 

developments. The chapter cCllcludes by considering the role of 

the complementary development of secondary packaging in the course 

of tinpla.te and can-making innovatims. 

2. Canning Developments 

In formulating a conceptual framework for examining innovation 

froin an inter-industry perspective it was originally ccnsidered. 

that examination of the focal industry - can-making - would be 

complemented by an almost equally in-depth investigation of the 

teclmological relatimship with the tinplate and the canning 

industry. These three industries, it was considered, would form 

the core of the system. Other elements were perceived of as ·in 

the secmd or subsequent strata of this innovation system. The 

analytical usefulness of this perspective was reinforced in the 

research an the historical background which suggested a close and 

strang relatimship between tinplate and can-making and canning. 

While this perspective was subsequently borne out in the case of 

the tinplate and the can-making industries, the same cannot be 

said of the canning :industry. The intricate interplay of 

technological forces which was such a feature of the tinplate/can-
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making relationship was not a characteristic of the canning 

industry. While innovatims in tinplate manufacture and can

making were observed to have important implications for thE' canner, 

and vice versa, the meaningful instances which could be cited as 

having important implications for an understanding of the nature of 

technological innovaticn were not numerous. In view of this 

finding it has not been considered either justifiable Or necessary 

to present a review of the canning process*. 

It would appear that although the can-making and canning industries 

are totally' inter-dependent, the canning mdustry has not played an 

important role in shaping the pattern of can-making developments at 

the technology to technology level (we have already observed its 

development of the D & I food can). The peculiar nature of the UK 

industry with the historically dOminating and pioneering role of 

Metal Box in the can-making/canning relatimship may be responsible 

for this. It could well be the case that in the United States the 

canning industry played a more active role in can-making development 

where no firm, perhaps, embodied the greatest expertise in both can

making and canning developments. It may be the case that Metal Box's 

all round technical competence meant that the customer role in 

shaping technical change has been largely unnecessary. 

3 • C ornpet it i ve Packagin g 

1. Overview 

The hypothesis underlying this section is that to understand the 

innovaticn system wi thin the tinplate and can-making industries ene 

* For those wishing to explore this technology in greater depth 

additienal bibliographical sources are given at the end of the chapter. 
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has to be aware of competitive forces that operate at the 

intermediate stage of the production process. 

Tinplate comsumption in containers, at over 1 million tonnes a year, 

is the main packaging medium used in the UK. 

TABLE 1* 

UK Market for Packaging Materials by Value - 1979 (£ Millim) 

Tinplate 650 

Fibreboard 585 

Plastics 746 

Glass 354 

Paper 226 

Board 275 

Paper Sacks 116 

Aluminium Foil 108 

Steel Drums 105 

Aerosols 76 

Cellulose 57 

Wooden Containers 130 

Collapsible Tubes 22 

Fibreboard Drums 14 

Miscellaneous 110 

£3,574 Million 

* Source: Packaging Review January 1980 

Tinplate has been so successful in the food and beverage sector 

that from a competitive perspective innovation has not been designed 

primarily at breaking into the traditional markets of alternative 
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materials - in the classical sense of aggressive innovation - but 

more at consolidating and extending its use within its existing 

framework. This has meant that in the UK food and beverB€e markets, 

al temative container materials have been engaged in either trying 

to penetrate tinplate's markets or in repulsing its encroachment 

from their own markets. 

ii. Aluminium 

Aluminium was first made in 1827, six years after the discovery of 

bauxite. As such it is a comparatively new metal. Most of the 

commercially produced aluminium is obtained by converting bauxite 

to aluminium and then ccnverting the aluminium into pure aluminium 

in an electrolytic oven. This process was invented by Charles 

Martin Hall and first patented by Karl Bayer in 1888, when 

aluminium was first successfully produced in large quantities. The 

primary production of aluminium is cne of the most energy-intensive 

processes in the metals business; smelters require huge amounts of 

electricity to operate the Chemical process which separates white 

aluminium from bauxite and as a result energy is the aluminium 

industry's major overhead expense, and one that can vary enormously. 

In a world of escalating energy costs and restrictive legislation 

on energy-intensive process, the competitive position of the 

aluminium industry is likely to depend increasingly an recycling. 

Some 90% of the energy used in aluminium production can, in effect, 

be used again if the metal is saved, remelted and reused. Aluminium 

suffers in recycling because it is not lIla8netic, although it is no 

problem to induce magnetism electrically. 

Aluminium has many attributes as a packaging material including 

strength, lightness, hygiene, attractive appearance, versatility of 
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forming, adaptability to printing, rapid heat transfer, resistance 

to light and vapour transmissioo and to odour. These qualities 

have made the metal a suitable medium for ma~y types of food 

packaging. Aluminium foil has a wide variety of uses for 

flexible packaging; aluminium has lmg been used as a closure, 

particularly on glass, and formed foil containers have been 

adopted for modern catering systems. As a rigid container, how

ever, aluminium's only long or widely established use has been for 

shallow drawn fish caltainers - until the development of the D & I 

. can in 1963. It is in the market for rigid containers, 

particularly the open top can, that the aluminium industry sees 

the real potential growth of its own container. This does not 

represent a threat to the can-maker, but is constitutes the most 

serious competitive challenge for the steel industry and the tin 

industry. 

The first attempts to produce shallow aluminium processed food 

cans took place in Norway in 1919 (countries with cheap hydro

electric power offer greater potential for aluminium). These 

attempts were unsuccessful due to permanent deformation during 

sterilisation. In 1930 the introduction of the super-pressure 

autoclave overcame this problem. The first co~ercial production 

of these cans did not take place until the late 1930s. Tne 

introduction in 1947 of lacquers based on phenolic resins - which 

have the ability to be rapidly stoved at high temperatures -

opened the way for the development of a continuous aluminium strip 

lacquering process based on the already developed continuous 

anodising process. The application of aluminium to deep-drawn cans 

began in 1942 in Switzerland, due to the war-time shortage of tin-
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plate, when Kellver produced a" deep-drawn aluminium can in a 

single pressing operation. Anodising was used. as a means of 

protecting the surface of the can. In the UK aluminium processed 

food cans had not been used in commercial quantities before 1949. 

Again due to tinplate short~s, several British packers began 

investigating aluminium. When lower priced. tinplate became 

increasingly available these shallow-drawn aluminium cans were 

quickly discarded •. 

The tall aluminium can may, theoretically at least, be made by 

anyone of five different processes. The first is the 

conventional three-piece can-making method, the other four are 

variations of the same basic die stamping technique used by 

Kellver. In the traditional three-piece process problems arise 

in closing the side-seam. Soldering aluminium is slow and 

difficult and welding though possible, considerably slows down 

the manufacturing operation. The only satisfactory method as far 

as economy and efficiency are concerned is the use of thermoplastic 

cement but, as with TFS cans, such joining limits the cans to use 

,for non-sterilised products. Double seaming of this can is also 

difficult without tearing the aluminium. 

The four die stamping methods all have the advantage that they 

eliminate the side-seam. The can may be made by placing a round 

aluminium slug in a shallow die cavity where, under tremendous 

pressure from the descending punch, it is extruded or forced up-

ward between the cavity wall and the side of the punch, thereby 

attaining a cylindrical shape. This is the method used to make 

collapsible tubes such as contain toothpaste. Seccndly, forward 

impact extrusion may be used in which a ring-shaped aluminium slug 
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is forced through a tube shaped die by the punch and thereby 

formed into a long open-ended cylinder from which several can 

bodies may be cut. (This technique draws to mind 'multi-high' 

ccnventicnal can-making). Thirdly, the aluminium disc may be 

drawn by a powerful steel punch into a cylindrical 'shell, then 

redrawn an a smaller diameter die to give it the desired height. 

The fourth method is me in which the disc shaped slug is drawn 

first into a shallow cylinder by the descending punch, which 

continues through a bottomless die and drags the aluminium 

cylinder through a lower die, slightly smaller in diameter, 

which spreads the metal thinner and extends it upward into a 

taller can (, drawing and ironing'). 

Commercial quantities of tall aluminium cans appeared for sale in 

the US for the first time in October 1957. These cans were 

supplied by Continental Can Company. It was this innovatim from 

which sprang the frenzied competitive activity at the 

technological level which has been characteristic of the can 

industry in the 1960s and the 1970s. The first large scale try-

out of aluminium cans in 1960 heralded the start of a twenty year 

competitive battle between steel and aluminium to undercut each 

other by introducing material-saving innovations. In 1960 aluminium 

broke in to the frozen citrus juice market, a tradi ti mal tinplate 

outlet; this breakthrough speeded up the development and marketing 

of the new light-weight or 'thin' tinplate which was generally 

perceived as the steel industry's answer to the challenge of 

aluminium. Thus thinner, double-reduoed, tinplate was rushed m the 

American market in 1960, twelve months ahead of sohedule. With the 

production of aluminium 'Zip-Top' cans at the pilot stage it was 
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prophetically stated at the time that: 

"Curiously enough as lCl'lg ago as April 1956 a patent was taken out 

in the US for a tinplate can with a 'peel-off' top. It might be 

useful for the can-makers research departments to examine this new 

development afresh". 

Although the metallurgical differences between aluminium and tin

plate mean that the two metals have somewhat differing 

implications for can manufacture, since the time of the successful 

commercial exploitatianof the aluminium can the technical 

propaganda of the steel and aluminium producers has become 

increasingly less relevant. The case for adoption will in the 

future rest principally' on commercial rather than technological 

criteria. The major barrier to the diffusion of the aluminium can 

innovatiCl'l has been its price premium CNer tinplate. For this 

reason the D & I aluminium can failed to establish itself in the 

early 1960s. In 1964 two commercial factors combined to launch 

the aluminium can onto a spectacular growth path. The first was 

the reduction in price of aluminium sheets by several manufacturers, 

the second was the role of Reynolds Metals. Determined to establish 

its product in a steel preserve, Reynolds set down about half a 

dozen aluminium can plants of its own and found outlets for their 

cCl'ltainer in the beer and soft drinks market. Somewhat ironically, 

the innovation of coiled tinplate stock handling gave an added 

impetus to the aluminium offensive. Coiled aluminium is very 

attractive to the can-maker using high-speed equipment, the efficient 

operatiCJl of which is very dependent upm the censistency of the 

material being worked. Steel coil processing is not as consistent as 

that of aluminium. The growth in the use of lithographed cans high-

lighted the importance of this difference, good print quality en 
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tinplate often requires an undercoat to hide coil processing marks. 

This problem comes from faster tool wear and die build-up when 

working steel. These factors increased the pressure on tinplate 

manufacturers to reduce the incidence of pin holes and surface 

defects. 

i11. Easy-Open Ends 

The seccnd area in· which aluminium played a significant role in 

shaping the can industry in the 1960s and 1970s was in the easy

open end. Ideas an easy-open ends date back to the 1930s; most 

were regarded as either too costly or not suited.to the required 

production speed. In the late 19508 the leading American brewers 

introduced one plain aluminium end to their cans. This 

innovation met with immediate consumer success because of the ease 

wi th which the can opener penetrated the end. An add! ticnal 

advantage which accrued to the brewers using an aluminium end was 

a reducticn in iron pick-up in the beer, thus adding to shelf life. 

At this time Alcoa were searching for a can end which could be 

opened without an opener and which would be attractive to the 

consumer and, also, economical to manufacture. In 1961 the first 

satisfactory solution was found and experimental ends were made 

using a variety of techniques such as cold welding, ultrasonic 

welding and riveting to attach the opening tab. :FUrther work by 

Alcoa in conjunctim with a machine tool manufacturer led to the 

development of the integral-rivet easy-open end, and to many 

improvements in the design of the tab and the score cQ1flguratim. 

Two basic alloy systems were developed for use in the manufacture 

of can ends, an aluminium manganese and, increasingly later, an 

aluminium magnesium alloy. This product was produced in finished 
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thickness on special multi-stand cold mills. The metal was 

characterised by high strength and better flatness and gauge control 

than is usually possible with strain-hardened sheet produced by 

conventional rolling methods on all-purpose cold mills. The alloy, 

temper and gauge produced by this method are variable; a strong 

alloy in a super hard temper 1s used for easy-open beer and beverage 

ends because of internal pressures encountered in packaging. 

The end is produced by feeding a completely formed but unscored end 

into an easy-open end-making press and, in a series of progressive 

dies, the end is converted into an integral rivet ea~-open end. 

When the first easy-open end appeared on the market the tab was 

flat and somewhat crescent shaped. From this early tab 

configuration to the advanced ring pull, many designs were tried and 

test-marketed. Apart from the tab in the shape of a ring, the score

line of. the ends had undergone a great many variations. One note

worthy characteristic is the location or the rivet; the strongest 

influence here is the use of the can. Beer and beverage cans, with 

their partial aperture opening, tend to have a central rivet where

as full aperture cans have the rivet orr-centre. 

In the US, Alcoa's integral rivet can was first introduced for a 

full aperture citrus can in 1961, but its main marketing impact has 

been on the partial aperture beer and beverage can. 

Although the aluminium end eliminated a very significant area of 

potential tinplate usage, its introduction did not bring about the 

'life and death' type struggle between aluminium and steel tc be 

found in the rigid cCl'ltainer market. The reason for this was 

because the innovation could be applied equally successfully on a 
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car, body of either metal. The major implication of the develop

ment from a competitive perspective is that is seems to have 

reinforced the determination of the aluminium industry to capture 

the can market. and it thereby fuelled the development of the 

aluminium two-piece can. and the competitive respcnse of the 

steel D &: I can. 

iv •. UK Developments 

In the UK aluminium has pl~ed a different role than in the US. 

The considerably greater price difference between steel and 

aluminium in the UK than in the US meant that the all-aluminium 

can was not a viable proposition except for 'quality' packs such 

as salmon where the cost of the container is a'less significant 

proportion of the final selling price. FUrther, even if they had 

thought it viable, no aluminium manufacturer would have been too 

keen to challenge Metal Box's dominance in the way Reynolds Metals 

had piooeered the aluminium can. 

The ccnvenience aspects of the easy-open end were so great, how

ever, that they outweighed the cost factors. As a result, in the 

UK the easy-open end was introduced over six years before the tall 

aluminium can, and the latter has to date shown little sign of 

displacing tinplate to anywhere near the extent that has tak~! 

place in the US. (The plain aluminium end does not appear to have 

been used at all in the UK). 

Probably because of its proven suitability for use as a drawn 

container, and initial reservations about the suitability of tin

plate for the tall 160z beer can, aluminium has made a significant 

breakthrough into the UK two-piece market. In the late 1960s more-
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over, aluminium was rising in price considerably less steeply 

than tinplate (about a 5% difference in the crucial 1968-70 period 

when Metal Box were on the threshold of their two-piece venture). 

The most Si€,'.lificant UK aluminium development has been thE'! £35m 

rigid container sheet rolling mill at Swansea, which came into full 

production in 1977. This plant is aimed directly at the European 

can markets. Alcoa, who have made this investment, see a big 

future for aluminium in baby foods, pet foods, steamed puddings 

and dry products as well, of course, as a beer and beverage can. 

In the future however, the success or otherwise of aluminium in 

securing an increased share of the UK tinplate can market will 

depend very much on the relative cost-competitiveness of the two 

metals. In the past, aluminium producers have been prepared to 

peg the price of their product, sometimes to cost levels, in order 

to capture new markets. This is unlikely to be the case in the 

future, as the chief concern of the aluminium industry will be to 

recoup an acceptable return Q1 investment. If it were not for the 

enormous value of the Europea~n can market, the aluminium 

manufacturers would most probably concentrate their attentions 

only on those outlets where aluminium has clear product advantages 

over alternative packaging media and where, therefore, there would 

be scope for significant price premiums. This is clearly not so 

in the case of the can industry; the aluminium industry must there

fore cQ1centrate its efforts within this area on technological 

innovation aimed at minimizing the cost disadvantages and maximizing 

the product advantages, such as they are, of aluminium over tinplate. 

We are, therefore, likely to see more innovations such as the 

'feather1ite' aluminium can (a container introduced in 1972 which was 
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20% lighter than the standard aluminium can) and also the poly-

propylene adhesive film lamination Which allows wider use of 

aluminium ends. en steel cans, particularly for food uses. It is 

these types of developments which will shape the nature of 

competition between aluminium and tinplate for the UK can market, 

and which will in fluence the nature of tinplate t s techn 01 ogical 

respcnse. 

v. Glass 

Glass differs from aluminium in that it has a long established and 

large share in the food and beverage rigid container markets. 

While aluminium has been trying to displace the tinplate can in 

these areas, the glass bottle and jar have been very much on the 

defensive from tinplate. The tinplate and can manufacturers have 

tended to regard glass as a material with certain crucial 

inadequacies as a modern packaging medium and thereby ripe for 

replacement. The nature of the post-war tinplate-glass relation-

ship has been ane of continual encroachment by tinplate with the 

glass ma~ufacturers apparently only reca~tly responding with the 

required urgency at the technological and marketing level, to the 

threat to their outlets. The principal arena for this competitive 

struggle has been the take-home beer and soft drinks markets. The 

two paramount disadvantages of glass - its weight and its fragility -

have been the weaknesses which the tinplate can (and other packaging 

media also) have sought to capitalise upon. 

Glass Container History . 

Al though an ancient medium for packaging food and drink, it was not 

until the inven-tian of the internal screw stopper (1872) and the 

crown cork (1892) that the incentive to mechanize glass container 
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manufacture and filling was provided. After ccnsiderable and 

diverse pioneering developments in the late 1800s and early 19009 

particularly by the Owens Company in the US, the Hartford single 

feed glass cmtainer-ma.king machine was perfected in 1922. This 

'gravity' or 'gob' teed method accounts tor around 90% of 

contemporary glass container production. 

The ModE'm Glass Container-Making Process 

Thf! raw materials for glass are all indigenous and inexpensive. 

A typical bottle consists of 50% sand, 20% cullet (Clean, broken, 

recycled glass), 1~ soda ash, 11% limestone and 4% of minor 

additives. To manufacture glass containers these raw materials 

are mixed and fed into the glass melting furnace where they are 

fused at over 15000 C. The molten glass is then cooled slightly 

in a torehearth (a long, covered tr~h). As the glass leaves the 

forehearth it is transformed into a seres of 'gobs', each 

separated by th~ stroke of a shear. Scoops collect the gobs and 

transfer them to moulds wherein the body is roughly shaped into a 

'parison'. The parison is then inverted and placed in a second 

mould in which compressed air is employed to blow the nearly formed 

glass against the mould surrounding it, thus producing the final 

conta:iner configuration. An important variation in this method, as 

regards the technological challenge of tinplate, is in the 'press 

and blow' and 'blow-blow' processes. Widemouth containers are made 

by the press and blow method in which a plunger forms the mouth of 

a jar in the parison mould before transfer to the second mould. In 

the blow-blow process two puffs of compressed air are use~ ene in 

the parisen (blank) mould and the second after the gob has been 

swung into the blow mould. 
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As the ccntainers leave the forming machines they travel en a 

conveyor through a hood in which they are strengthened by chemical 

process. This treatment is generally referred to as the 'hot-end' 

treatma~t because it is carried out soen after the bottles are made. 

The process usually consists in the application of a compound of a 

metal either in sprayed liquid or vapour form, causing 

decomposition to take place on the surface of the glass, giving a 

film of metal oxide. The coating produced in this way becomes part 

of the glass and cannot be removed by normal washing. 

After forming, the containers are re-heated and cooled at controlled 

rates in an annealing oven. (This lehr performs a similarly crUCial 

purpose as the tinplate annealing lehr). This process releases the 

stresses caused during forming without which the containers would be 

useless. 

The containers next receive a sec and surface treatment, generally 

referred to as the 'cold end' treatment because it is carried out 

when the bottles are close to or emerging from the annealing lehr. 

A combmatian of hot and cold end treatments imparts not only 

strength to the container but also lubriCity. This increases its 

resistance to shock and abrasion. 

Glass as a Packaging Medium 

The purpose of food and beverage packaging has been defined by the 

American Food Protection Committee as to "protect the cmtents 

during storage - both before sale and in the home - from 

contamination by dirt and other micro-organisms; and loss or gain 

of mOisture, odours or flavours. Frequently deterioration is 

controlled by preventing contact with air, contaminating glases or 
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light. Because the packages are closely associated with food they 

must contribute little, if any, acceptable, harmless, incidental 

additives which orginate in the packaging and are transferred to 

the food mechanically or by solution, extraction or decomposi ticn". 

When confined to this definition of the technical requirements of 

packag1ng, glass ccntainers are arguably the natural medium for 

food and drink. Amang its characteristics, glass is chemically 

inert, i.e. it does not react with the contents and, secandly, it 

is impermeable to gases and liquids. On commercial criteria, too, 

the fact that the raw material is cheap and readily available 

strongly favour glass. It is, however, when ane ccnsiders the 

market1ng merits of glass vis-a-vis other ccntainers that the 

disadvantages arise. While glass scores over cans an be:ing 

reusable, resalable, distinctive and attractive, it loses out to 

the can, principally, on being heavy and breakable. The glass and 

can manufacturers frequently produce almost interminable lists of 

the merits of their ccnta:iner and cite contradictory evidence an 

consumer preferences. Essentially the situaticn is that glass and 

cans enjoy unique characteristics which ensure each a permanent 

stake in the market place, but that the share monopolised by glass 

would be considerably greater if a lightweight, 'unbreakable' 

bottle could be devised. It is the reconciliation of these two 

opposing criteria that is really the ker.nel of glass cantainer 

innovaticn • 

Innovaticns In Glass Containers 

As initially formed glass is probably some twenty times stranger 

than steel, but it soan acquires flaws which reduce that strength 

to 1% of its original. To produce a glass with only 10% of its 
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primal strength would thuB give a container ten times strcnger than 

that currently in use. Present technological developments would 

realistically aim to raise the strength to 5% of its original. The 

emergence of the modern can, which is very light but strang, was 

originally responsible for highlighting this drawback of glass (a 

disadvantage further exploited by plastic). 

A dramatic contribution to strength and abrasion-resistance has 

been made by surface treatments. Since 1945 a tin oxide coating, 

somewhat ironically, has been steadily developed which strengthens 

glass appreciably. The tin coating applied (as a 'hot end' treat

ment) becomes part of the glass and cannot be removed by normal 

washing. Lightweighting has had the greatest physical impact on 

the milk bottle (from 200z in the 1930s to Bioz in 1970s). The 

assul t by the can on the take-home beer and soft drinks market 

made the application of this process to this area a matter of 

urgency in the 1960s. The large weight reductions made possible 

by the tin oxide coating have effected significant savings in the 

material and transportation of glass ccntainers. It was this cost

saving which made possible the introduction of the lightweight 

'one trip' soft drinks bottle in 1966 and, subsequently, the 

disposable beer bottle. Somewhat paradoxically, lightweight bottles 

are often less prone to breakage than the heavier types because 

their surfaces have not become scratched and weakened by handling as 

with multi-trip bottles. 

Despite their considerable progress in lightweighting, the glass 

container manufacturers seem to accept that the can enjoys decisive 

advantages in the take-home beer trade (cidar excluded); while 

Ca1tinuing to defend their declining share of this market, the glass 
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container manufacturers seem to feel that developments in light-

weighting have far greater potential for repulsing the can in the 

soft drinks market. 

Lightweight one-trip bottles have been introduced with considerable 

success in this sector. A variatioo 00 the usual lightweighting 

theme, and an innovation with the technical and marketing appeal 

to co.mter the can, is the "Plastishield" bottle. This is a light-

weight glass bottle shrink-wrapped in a pre-printed plastic sleeve. 

Introduced in the US in 1972, over 50% of all large sized 

carbooated soft-drinks are now packed in this way. Developed by 

Owens Illinois, the bottle was launched in the UK by United Glass 

in 1978. A host of advantages can be cited for thE' "Plastishield" 

bottle including the insulating properties of the sleeve. Of 

decisive importance may be its eye-catChing appeal. 

Apart from lightweighting, beer bottle innovations have sought to 

coun ter the can by mi.mick:fng its easy-to-open facility. When the 

one-trip beer bottle allied to the twist-off closure (in place of 

the traditional crown closure) failed to succeed, the glass 

cootainer manufacturers turned to more visible technical novelty. 

A variety of new types of closures have been tested, four of which 

have been introduced. The ·'Rip-;-Cap" ring pull opener, an American 

innovation of the 1960s by American Flange, has been adopted by 

Rockware Glass for their widemouth beer bottle (another innovation). 

The "Maxi-Cap" supplied by Metal Closures is a similar tear-off 

device obviously aimed at offering the ··intrinsic satisfactions" of 

the easy-open can. A somewhat different easy opening device is the 

"Seidel Seal" "developed in Germany in 1978. This has the advantage 

over the "Rip-Capt! and "Maxi-Cap·' of no sharp continuous edge caused 
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by the scoring. Being a side-opening closure, it has the 

advantage over the can of not squirting the contents upwards (into 

the face) if opened after shaking. Another closure innova.tion has 

been the "Twist-Off Crown Closure", while in addi ticn to the wide

mouth bottle a variety of other bottle shapes have been tried, such 

as the 'dumpy'. 

Costs 

Not cnly must thE: glass manufacturers devise a container to capture 

the imagination of the beer and soft drinks producers, but must 

also demonstrate the cost-competitiveness of their product against 

the can. .AI though there is considerable disagreement on the 

relative cost positions of the bottle and the can there is general 

ccnsensus that the bottle offers a significant bought-in eccnomy 

for the filler, some or all of which is subsequently lost due to 

slower filling speeds in particular and higher handl:ing costs in 

general. The following ana.lysis, although commissiClled by the 

glass container manufacturers, appears to be the most objective 

available. 
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TULE II* 

A. Material Costs 

Breakdown of Typical Class Bottle Price 

per '000 

Bottle: 100z No Deposit £19.00 

Crown: 

Label: 4 Colour 

1.20 

0.60 

£20.80 

Outer packaging 24 bottles in six pack multi-wrap (neck through) 

with shrinkwrap; multi-wraps @ £18.00 per '000. 

Breakdown of Typical Can Price 

Can: Standard 2 Piece Tinplate 

Printed 4 Colours 

Aluminium Ring-Pull End 

LESS 4% Rebate 

!rotal 'Unit Cost 2.44p 

per '000 

£25.50 

4.60 

1.20 

£28.90 

Equals 2.89p each 

Outer packaging 24. cans in six pack "Hi-Cene" t shrink wrapped in 

shallow tray; trays @ £32.40 per '000. 

Total 'Unit Cost 3.16p 
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B. Cost Calculaticns 

Data used to produce 'Typical Answer'. 

Bottle 

Capi tal Cost of Line £348.5K 

Depreciation & Interest 20% p.a. 

Line Speed 600 p.m. 

Manning Levels 16 

Operating Line Efficiency 55% 

Maintenance Costs p.a. £BO.OK 

Ccntaincr Losses 1.85% 

Product Losses 0.35% 

Distribution Distance 100 miles 

In-~rewery Costs Bottle p. each 

Goods Inward 0.020 

Packing Line 0.586 

Finished Goods Handling 0.031 

Distribution 0.145 

Overheads 0.280 

1.062 

* P.E.'s TYpical Packaging Cost 

Bottle p. each 

Material 2.440 (70%) 

In-Brewery Cost 1.062 (30%) 

3.502 

* Source: P.E. Man~ment CcnBultants 

Can 

£444.25K 

20% p.a. 

1000 p.m. 

12 

60% 
£60.OK 

2.0% 
negligible 

100 miles 

Can p. each 

0.015 

0.417 

0.023 

0.105 

0·275 

0.835 

Can F' each 

3.160 (79%) 

0.835 (21%) 

3.995 



These figures would possibly be broadly accepted by the filling 

industry. There are a number of reasons why the eCalomics 

indicated by the figures have not been decisive in influencing 

investment decisions. One of the most potent reasons w:11 be the 

proven efficiency of UK canning lines when operating at very high 

speeds, whereas UK bottle filling lines do not meaSUre up well by 

intematiana1 standards. 

The different performance of the UK canning and bottling industries 

reinforces the importance of the relatialShip between industrial 

structure and technical change. Glass container productim depends 

for eccnomy, like the can, on continuous production in large 

quanti ties. The frae;nlentation of the bottling industry has 

militated against lcng runs en one bottle and flexible filling lines, 

at the expense of speed, have been the order of the day. In recent 

years, rationalisation has given more scope for automated high out

put lines. 

Similarly, unlike the can-manufacturing industry, the glass 

container industry is traditionally fragmented; severe intemal 

competition has made for low margins without the concentrated surplus 

available for investment as in the case of Metal Box. Since about 

1960 merg~ have significantly reduced the number of firms and the 

glass container industry is now dominated by United Glass, Roclcware 

and Redfearn National Glass. ~is has improved the scope for large 

scale investment and innovation. These factors should make for 

keener price compeU tiveness against the can, reinforcing the trend 

in raw material prices in favour of glass. 
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The role of the glass jar in the food area is worthy of note even 

though in the UK the can virtually mcnopolises the thermally 

processed food market. Only about 1% of processed fruit and 

vegetables is packed in glass in the UK, compared to more than 30% 

in some European countries. FUrther, Britain is unique in having 

a strained baby food. market which is not dominated by glass. Not 

surprisingly, therefore, the glass industry feels that the 

processed fruit and vegetable market is an area where the glass 

jar caul d go on the offensive against the can. 

One of the major differences between glass and tinplate is that 

one is transparent (usually) and the other opaque. This may be 

viewed either positively or negatively. The glass container 

industry would emphasise the opportunity glass offers for eye-

catch:1ng appeal, but a major drawback is that the higher standard 

of presentation required increases food processing costs. 

) 
\ 

There are two maj or obstacles to a successful penetration of the 
\ 

processed food market by glass. The first(is_,the inadequacy of 
" , 

packaging and processing technology in the UX as regards glass 

containers for food. The second is the declining state of the 

market anyway, with tight margins, cut-throat competitioo and very 

little advertising of the end product. The glass manufacturers 

would no doubt argue that a glass ccntainer might be the develop-

ment to stimulate this market by replacing the 'anonymity' of the 

can. 

Ccnclusicn 

contain""r developments on the nature and course The role of glass ~ 
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of technological .progress in the can industry has not been eny-

where near as influential as that of aluminium. The glass 

con tamer industry has, like the can mdustry, been steadily 

improving the speed and efficiency of their machines. The industry 

has, however, been either unwilling or unable to marShal its 

resources to counter the assault an its markets by Metal Box. 

Given the relative shares of the can and the jar, glass can cnly 

increase its market share, though there is no evidence that the 

can manufacturers view this prospect with any alarm. 

In the beer and soft drinks market the major influence of glass 

on the can industry is in cost-consciousness. There is little if 

anything the can manufacturers are able to do to counter the 

product advantages of the glass container as regards visual appeal, 

and the emergence of a very strong but light bottle seems only a 

matter of time. The strategy of the can-makers in fending off a 

successful reprisal from glass will be in exploiting the superior 

canning technology vis-a-vis bottling technology. 

vi. Other Competitive Packages 

Aluminium and glass are not the cnly alternatives to the tinplate 

can. Plastic and fibreboard may both be formed to offer a similar 

rigid ccnstructicn as a can. 

Plastic 

Plastic has been the object of the greatea speculaticn as regards 

its potential to replace the open-top can. However, despite 

perennial predictions of a plastic take-over in packaging, the 

material's main impact has been in creating its own markets and, 
I 

also, in displacing glass. A plastic can suitable for carbonated 
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drinks was introduced in the UK by PlastCJla (John Waddington Ltd.) 

in 1973 but seems to have disappeared without making any 

impression. This cCJltainer combined a single-piece body and a 

spun-Cll metal end. Cadbury Schweppes were first to adopt the can 

for their product 'Zing'. Although the fears regarding plastics' 

ability to replace the can have proved unfounded, the material is 

so versatile that it cannot be underestimated. If an eCCJlomic 

alternative to the tinplate can were to be developed in plastic, 

its impact would undoubtedly be significant. The world's major 

packaging companies recognized the potential threat of plastios 

by diversifying into the material. 

Fibreboard 

Fibreboard and composite cans have been another area of speculation 

but, like plastic, have tended to create their own markets rather 

than to replace other packaging. 

Aerosol 

The aerosol differs from other containers examined in this section 

in that it is usually made of tinplate. The aerosol has prinCipally 

attacked the markets of the glass container, notably in toiletries, 

whilst the aerosol has also been used in the US as a food dispenser 

(mainly for whipped cream, desserts, sauces and the like) but does 

not appear to have been SO employed in the UK. 

Retortable Pouch 

Al though the retortable pouch is usually made of either aluminium or 

plastiC, this type of container is wort~v of a mention in its own 

right. Interest in the retortable pooch has been increasing in the 
. . 

UK, particularly since the introduction of aseptic canning. The 
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pouch does offer several advantages over the tinplate can; it 

requires less cooking time than the can and this improves the 

flavour and reduces processing costs. The pouch has the 

disadvantage of somewhat slower filling speeds and requires more 

secondary packaging. It is, however, easier for the packer to 

store and it provides transport economies. It scores heavily 

regarding energy costs in its producticn; the energy needed to 

produce a 160z pouch, including the cuter carton, is 3,015 kilo 

joules (KJ) per container. By comparison, the 160z three piece 

tinplate can is 5,276 KJ. While the retortable pouch will never 

replace the can, it will find increasing uses in areas where the 

can is an alternative. 

4. Complementa-:y Developments 

i. Overview 

In considering the role of technological change from an inter

industry perspective the question of complementary developments 

arises. 

The study of the impact or repercussions of innovatim beyond the 

focal industry is usually associated with very major developments 

such as the railways, electrification or computerisation. Such 

investigations often tru:e the form of 'multiplier' or 'accelerator' 

type analyses and seek to explore the labyrinth of industries which 

build up around major innovaticn in the form of firms supplying or 

serving the focal industry, or using its waste products, or simply 

living off the income which is earned in the focal industry but re

spent on other goods and services. Schumpeter and Kuznets bot.'tJ 

drew attention to what might be termed non-apparent complementary 

production; it is simple, for example, to relate the production of 
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records to record players but often more difficult to causally 

relate less connected activities. Electrification, for example, 

contributed to the house-building boom of the early twentieth 

centry as people sought to go 'all electric' in their houses. 

Similarly, another major innovation, the motor car, also 

contributed to house building as people desired garages adjoining 

their homes. 

In dealing with developments at the level of can-making such 

grandiose connections do not arise; in this sector the concern is 

with only one type of production which directly complements the 

open-top can and which is therefore a contributory factor in the 

success of can-making innovations. The specific complementary 

production involved is that of secondary packaging. 

ii. Secondary Packaging 

Secondary packaging that is used on the can may be split into two 

categories; in the first instance there are those types of outer 

packaging intended principally to protect and transport the can 

prior to sale, ego palletisation, and secondly there is the 

secondary packaging emplo,yed for marketing purposes ego 'multipacks'. 

Palleti sati on 

Palletisation was essentially an American development to overcome 

the mammoth transportatiCJ'l problems of the second World War. The 

innovation which made palletisation possible was the fork-lift 

truck. Prior tothis development units which could be man-handled 

were needed. Initially can-makers used the box pallet but this was 

replaced in the 1950s by the now familar Busse pack in which the 

canS are stoOd vertically on a wooden pallet base and overwrapped. 
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The contribution of the Busse pallet has been in fast, reliable, 

adaptable packing and in reduced handling costs. The innovation 

of palletised cans is not of great interest in this study because 

it is not inter-dependent with other can-making innovations. 

Packinp" Filled Can s 

The packine of filled cans has changed cQlsiderably during the 

post-war period, partly due to the requirements of can-making 

deve1op:ne."lts. The traditional way of packing cans is in a fibre

board or corrugated case, of which there are three main types: 

a. Top Loaded Casers: the original top-loading system was the 

'rolling can caser'. This system created a certain am~xnt of 

seam-to-seam daJIla€e resulting in denting of the can near the 

end seam. The introduction of lighter thiclmess tinplate and 

aluminium cans highligh~ed this limitation. These innovations 

consequently stDrr~lated the development of casers in which the 

cans are fed Ofi end and not rolling. These vertical can casers 

feed the cans into rows onto assembly platforms from which they 

are loaded directly into cases. This has the advantage of 

being quieter but it is more expensive. 

b. End Loading Casers: in the 1960s end loading casers were 

developed because they require up to 30% less board for a given 

size and therefore offer a price advantage. 

c. Wrap-around Casers: this development of the late 1960s assembl~s 

cans in pre-arranged loads and wraps them round with fibreboard 

or corrugated scored blanks, which are automatically tightened 

or sealed. This method saves cost and also makes for slightly 

smaller" cartons. 
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ShrinkwraTiping 

Shrinkwrapping was not initially suited to cans because it still 

allowed movement within the pack. The inventicn in 1969 of a 

special round-cornered tray as a base for assembling containers 

prior to shrinkwrapping overca'lle this problem, allowing the poly

thene shrink films to form a snug fit. The round-cornered tray with 

shrinkwrapping has a number of advantages over the alternative 

shrinkwrapped fibreboard case: 

a. The pack greatly facilitates handling particularly at the retail 

stage because:-

1. the shrinkwrapped tray forms a convenient display and sale 

unit. 

2. the case is easy to open. 

3. the complete trayload can be put directly cnto the super

market shelf after removal of the shrinkwrap. 

4 •. the tray is easy to dispose of. 

b. A substantial cost-reduction in the outer material is possible. 

c. The transparency of the pack allows easy identification without 

the need for labelling or external printing. 

d. Can damage and pilferage is reduced. 

e. The weight reduction is substantial. 

f. A degree of space-saving through the closer bulk stacking which 

is possible. 

As regards the inter-dependence of can-making innovations, shrink

wrapping was not only facilitated by lighter tinplate but also by 

the necked-in can which does not have the protuding chime at each end. 

Multipacks 

Mu1tipacks, often shrinkwrapped, have made a significant contribution 

to the ffilccess of the easy open can in penetrating the beer and soft 
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drinks market. This is of more marketing than teclmoloiical 

significance a:nd discussial is consequently deferred tmtil the 

following chapter. 

5. Summary 

The canning industry, the final link in the manufacturing chain of 

tinplate, can-making and canning, does not exhibit the same 

intricate interplay of technological foroes as was found in the 

case of the preceding two industries. There is a lack of the 

technological stimulus - respobse type relationship so in evidence 

at the tinplate and can-making stage. The canning industry does 

not appear to force the pace or set the tale of technological 

developments on a manufacturing-to-manufacturing level as has been 

found in other areas of the study, most notably the tinplate/can-

maker relationship. The reason why the canning industry has not 

conformed to the role found in other 'user industries' elsewhere 

in the study lies in the historical development of the industry 

catalogued in earlier chapters and, in particular, the dominant 

role of Metal Box in t.~at development. To seoure its own can-making 

business, it will be recalled, it was necessary for Metal Box to 

take the lead and itself diffuse the art of canning technology, a 

role which it still performs through its customer Technical Services 

with many canners today. This burden which Metal Box took upon it

self created a situation where the UK can-making industry, in the 

form of Metal Box, did not require the sort of customer input found 

elsewhere. It is probably because Metal Box has been so well 

grounded in all areas of canning teclmology that the usual supplier-

user interplay at the manufacturing level has not been a pre-

requisite of can-making innovations. One feels that Metal Box has 

been able to follow a technological development through without 
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recourse to customer knowledge and experience because they them

selves are in many cases the accepted authority an can usaee as 

well as ca.'1-making. The case of the aluminium industry is the 

most striking exa.mple of the impact of a new technology on 

established industries. Since 1960 aluminium has been m3.king a 

sustained attack an the America.'1 can at the expense both of the 

tin and the steel industry. The competitive challenge by 

aluminium has been a primary, and in America perhaps thE" :primary, 

,factor in determining the rate and, in particular, the nature of 

technological develop~ents in the tinplate and can-making industry. 

'1hilst the goal of a light-weight steel c~'1 has existed since 

Appert's times, it has been the threat of aluminiumwh1ch ha::; given 

the search for 'thin tin ' its .overriding urgency since 1960. The 

steel industry has been anxious to prove that tinplate is not 

lacking in areas in which it was originally considered that 

aluminium enjoyed inherent advantages. In add! tian to reducing the 

weight of the conventional can, the steel industry has demonstrated 

that traditional can stock is compatible with the most dema~ding of 

drawing technologies. It is interesting to note that thp one area 

where aluminium has eclipsed tinplate is in the easy-open feature. 

Al though steel easy-ope."1 ends have been made they do not ar'pear to 

enjoy any widespread commercial use. One feels that the 

explanation why aluminium has not been technologically countered in 

this area by tinplate, as it has in every other ca.~ Usaee, is that 

the aluminium end of itself does not pose any t~eat to the 

~xistence of the tinplate C~l, as the aluminium two-piece appeared 

to do. Whilst the tinplate makers would no doubt like to see 

alumini~~ repulsed in this area also, ~~e success of the bi-meta1lic 

can of steel body and aluminium end removed the urgency which has 
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been such a feature of the struggle for dominance in drawn container 

technology. 

In the UK aluminium was not perceived as an immediate threat to tin

plate because the price differential between the two metals was 

considerably greater th~~ in the US. This potential threat produced 

the same quest for thinner steel and lighter tin coatings in the tin

plate industry to try to ensure that technological advances by the 

aluminium manufacturers did not erode this differential. The actual 

competitive struggle to establish aluminium as can stock ~s only a 

recent feature of the UK situation. With no home-based aluminium 

interest to contend with Metal Box was under no pressure to pioneer 

aluminium can stock. Ccnsequently there is a consistent pattern in 

the' UK of delayed adoption concerning aluminium. The development 

work for the aluminium can a.~d ring-pull end was undertaken in 

North America. Metal Box did not adopt the aluminium easy-open end 

until the evolutionary phase of the development cycle had been 

completed and the now familiar integral rivet type perfected. A 

similar 'wait and see' strategy was adopted with the two-piece can. 

It is interesting to note that the condi tioos which gave rise to 

the aluminium can were absent from the UK. Al though the aluminium 

can has been adopted it is difficult to perceive of it ever having, 

emerged from the UK. 

One of the most interesting questims now facing the domestic can 

industry is whether to use twplate C1r aluminium as can stock. The 

respective interests are both able to cite technical and product 

considerations, but nowadays their importance is probably exaggerated. 

The drawn container technology is now at the point where me can say 

that the future ability of aluminium to replace tinplate in the can 
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market will depend almost exclusively on the price and 

availability of both metals. 

The glass industry cC!1trasts markedly with the aluminium industry 

in that the former has been forced onto the defensive by tinplate. 

It has been seen that the UK glass container industry has differed 

from the can industry far most of the post-war peri od as regards 

industrial structure; the experience of each tends to strongly 

suggest that competition between the major glass manufacturers and 

the, low profit margins obtained have restricted their willingness 

or ability to devote their resources to a strategy of innovation, 

as in the case of Metal Box. The glass ccntainer industry 

influences the pattern of innovation in can-making by creating 

cost-cC!1sciousness and also by offering product competition, though 

in both instances the initiative has rested with the can industry 

for most of the post-war period. While it is a natural competitive 

respC!1se for the glass industry to try to imitate the success of 

the ring-pull can end, the crucial technological requirement from a 

competitive perspective is the development of a very lightweight 

but 'unbreakable' bottle. A decisive factor in the ascendancy of 

canning over bottling has been the all-round technical superlroity 

of the farmer in the UK. Consumer evidence en container preferences 

is unreliable and unccnvincing. Unless consumer preferences are 

voiced more loudly in the market place the food and drinks 

manufacturers will CC!1tinue to decide whether we eat and drink from 

glass or metal containers. So long as this is the Case the 

superiority of canning technology is likely to be decisive. 

While glass and, in particular, aluminium are examples of real 

competitive pressures which lie outside the parameters of the can-
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making industry, they are not what we understand, in the 

Schumpeterian sense, of 'new men' and new firms arising out of new 

technologies. When Schumpeter argued that the real threat came 

from completely 'new combinations' he probably did not have in 

mind innovations from within traditional industries, but new 

products and processes w~~ch threaten the very existence of whole 

industries and do not strike mly at the margins, as in the case 

of competition in the traditionally accepted sense. 

No new technology has actually materialized to threaten the 

existence of tho can, but the metal cmtainer industry has always 

been aware of the possibility, some would say overly cmscious of 

it. It has been mentioned earlier that tinplate has been written 

off as a packaging material with monotmous regularity; the inter

national packaging companies have protected themselves against the 

threat of new packaging technologies by diversifying into the new 

areas. This to some extent has undermined the Schumpeteria"l 

concept of the 'new thing' as the most potent form of competition, 

but it has not invalidated it. Within the inte:rnational, 

diversified packaging company each section, such as the Open Top 

Group in the case of Metal Box, stands or falls by the success of 

its own particular product, irrespective of the investment 

portfolio of the Company as a whole. For this reason the 'new thing', 

or the threat of it, exerts th~ same commercial pressures in the 

market place even though it is not accompanied by the emergence of 

new firms in the traditional idea of capitalistic evolution. It has 

been plastic which has been the subject of the greatest speculation 

in packaging during the post-war period, not least from within Metal 

Box, and although the regular predictions that plastics will take 
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over have never corne to pass, the predictioos themselves are 

evidence enough that the threat of plastics, and the other new 

packaging materials mentioned, has to some extent served the 

• competitive' function of which Schumpeter wrote. The new 

technology has had precisely the effect that Schurnpeter predicted 

in other areas of the innovatian system. The tm producers and 

the tinplate makers are not in a position to protect themselves 

from a new material by diversification. For this reasan the 

threat of TFS and aluminium, for example, exerts on the tin and 

steel producers - despite their monopolistic situation - a 

pressure to perforn to the highest technical and commercial 

standards which we associate with the traditional idea of competition. 

The success of the open-top can has been erllanced by complementary 

developments in secondary packaging. Secondary packaeing is, of 

course, a distinct area ~~d its development has not been dependent 

on the progress of the can. The can makers ~~d users have, however, 

adopted secondary packaging wherever it has been advantageous to do 

so. Somewhat fortuitously a number of tinplate and can-making 

innovations such as thinner tinplate and necked-in cans have 

enhanced the compatibility of the can with some forms of secondary 

. packaging. 

6. Ccnclusicn 

It is clear from this chapter that the rate and direction of technical 

change within can-making is to a considerable extent determined by 

forces outside of the can maker~ control. These are primarily 

competitive pressures at the technological level, initially, to which 

the can-maker must offer a technological response; while competition 

in the traditional nee-classical sense rarely has a cataclysmiC 
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effect an established industry, new technologies do have this 

potential. The knowledge that one's very existence is at stake 

from new alternatives and not just the margin, which is prey to 

every transient commercial breeze, is why technical advance is 

the lynchpin in the industrial strategy of established industries. 

It is an awareness of the possible repercussions of an alternative 

technology which fuels technical change in traditional technologies, 

in an attempt to pre-empt any such breakt}-1.rough. 
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The background information to this Cha~ter ha~ been 

compiled from a review of the relevant tech~ical a~d co~ercial 

periodicals (see references Cha}"Jter II). Informatio!1 on the 

aluminium industry ha~ been supplemented by in-house material. 

provided by Alcoa. Information on glass contaiTler developments 

has been dra ... m fror.! discussions "li th the mal1agement of United 

Glass Ltd., and from in-house material su:!,:-.lied by United 

Glass, Redfearn National Glass a!1d by Rockware Glass. 

.. 
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1. Introduction 

This study has attempted to gain a deeper understanding of the 

nature and role of technological change by examining it wi thin an 

industrial framework. The factors which give rise to innovation 

and the wa:y in which these changes impact en the eCQ10my have been 

viewed at the manufacturing level from an inter-industry 

perspective. In examining the competitive aspects of the 

innovation system the role of the market as the mechanism thrrugn 

which competitive pres~xres operate has been largely by-passed. 

One has to be aware, in examining innovatien within an industrial 

context, of the role of external pressures in shaping the rate and 

direction of innovative activity. The purpose elf this chapter is 

not to extend the analytical framework to include these 'exogenous' 

factors, but to briefly introduce them in the way of qualification. 

Without such qualificatien there is the very real danger of 

asserting cause and effect relationships betwpe~ technical change 

and market performance which seriously misinterpret the role of 

'technological push'. 

In this section it is sought to illustrate the role of market forces 

in the progress of canned food, not by a thorough examination of the 

growth and change in ca.'1Iled food consumptim*, but by a general look 

at the post-war trends and, secondly, by highlighting a number of 

specific areas where both technological and market forces may be 

seen to combine in determining the conmercial success of a particular 

carmed product. 

* For those interested, official Government Statistics may be used to 

chart the progress of virtually each and every canned product from 

almost every conceivable angle. 
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2. Socio-Economic Factors 

The increased demand for canned food is part of a trend to pre-

packaged and convenience foods in general throughout the post-war 

era. Convenience foods are defined by the Natic:nal Food Survey 

Committee "as those processed foods for which the degree of 

preparation has been carried rut to an advanced state by the 

manufacturers and which may be used as labrur-saving alternatives 

to less highly processed products". A number of socio-eccnomic 

factors have combined to produce the growth in convenience foods. 

The Secc:nd World War accelerated the already growing acceptance 

of prepared foods by increasing the penetration of this form of 

food across a broader strata of society. In some instances this 

exposure retarded can~~mer acceptability, as in the case of dried 

eggs, but the concept of prepared food in general benefited 

greatly. 

There is a mild social stigma attached to cOl"lvenience foods, in 

particular an implicatic:n that their use for anything but snacks 

suggests an inadequacy in traditic:nal domestic skills. Similarly, 

convenience food, and canned food in particular, is associated with 

inferior and less nutritious produce. Heavy and effective 

promotion of convenience foods in the media have succeeded in over-

coming, to a large degree, these prejudices against canned food; of 

importance also, and it is impossible to quantify the cantributicn 

of each, has been the technological advances in cans, particularly 

lacquers, which have virtually eliminated some of the harmless but 

unsightly problems with certain canned produce. 

Increasing post-war affluence has reduced the dependence on staple 

foodstuffs and increased the variety of foods consumed. Again, how-

.. 



ever, technical progress in food processing and manufacture has 

reduced the real cost of canned food. The increase in the number 

of working wives, due partly to earlier marriages, has helped to 

make convenience foods a necessity in many households as the time 

that is available to spend in the kitchen is greatly reduced. The 

increasing emphasis an leisure has also reduced the inclination of 

people to prepare elaborate meals; television watching in the home 

has also favoured the growth in quickly preparable meals and snacks 

in particular. The trend to compact high-rise flats in the 1950s 

and 1960s created domestic conditions suitable for convenience foods. 

In addition to domestic circumstances, the cha~ging pattern of whole

sale distribution and retail selling have favoured the growth of 

prepared foods. The ;increasing cost of labour e-enerally means that 

distri butors can afford less and less handling, particularly at the 

point of sale. Goods must be packed for sale by mass production 

methois wherever possible. This packaging makes self service at the 

wholesale stage through 'Cash a~d Carry' possible for most goods. 

The enormous growth of 'multiples' since the war and the domination 

of the grocery trade by the 'big five' would have been impossible 

wi thout growth in packaging; the two are now xm:itually reinforcing. 

The growth in concentrated, high choice retailing which allows 

economies in purchasing and management was itself dependent on socio

economic changes, primarily car ownership. 

3. The N.arket for Canned Goods 

i • Human Food s 

After consistent post-war growth in nearly all areas, demand for 

many canned foods is now static or actually declining •. 
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a. Fruit and VegetablE's: the major canned products are beans 1n 

tomato sauce and processed peas, followed by garden peas. The 

rest of the processed vegetables sector is made up of an 

increas1ngly wide range of produce. To combat the levelling 

off of demand 1n some tradi tianal canned produce, manufacturers 

have introduced new packs such as French beans, butter beans and 

various pasta products. The introduction of new potatoes has 

revived a failing canned product and certain small volume 

products, such as mushrooms, have shown high growth in the 1970s. 

The majority of canned fruit is imported to the UK from South 

Africa ~~d Australia, with relatively small amounts of home-

grown fruits such as s~rawberries accounting for UK output. 

b. NJ.lk: the market for traditicnal condensed and evaporated milk 

1s a relatively static area. The success of certain other milk-

based products, particularly puddings, has somewhat compensated. 

Rice pudding Imlst be the product most suited to canning; it 

takes only a few minutes to prepare compared to the hours of 

preparation required far home-made rice pudding. The food 

manufacturers have introduced aseptic canning for milk-based 
. . 

products in order to gain a significant marketing advantage; 

this does not appear to have materialised. 

c. Soup: soup is another instance of rapid early growth thanks to 

large Bcale advertising by the major companies. This growth 

has now levelled off partly due to the introducticn of 

dehydrated packet soups. 

d. ~: canned meat has not traditionally offered a large outlet 

for the domestic industry, and is not considered to be a 

potential growth area. The food processors have turned to 

'ready meals' to revitalise this area; these include traditional 
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English meals such as 'grills' but also' exotic dishes such as 

curries, bolognaise and Chinese foods. Vesta are the market 

leaders in this field with a variety of dehydrated foods. 

Harveys (Cadbury/Schweppes) attempted to inc ease their share 

of this market with the innovatim of thE' divided can "Duo Can" 

in 1968. particularly suitable for curries and spaghetti 

bolognese. The major barrier to establjshing these products 

as large can users is the conservative eating habits of the 

British, though the food companies have had considerable success 

in this area in the last ten years. 

e. .Ei§h: fish makes up only a very small part of the UK canned food 

output, demand is mai~ly seasonal. 

f. Baby Food: the baby food market is a very interesting area in 

the cmtext of this chapter because its development has been 

surrounded by a variety of socio-ecmomic and market forces in 

addition to the technological input of Metal Box, discussed 

earlier. 

A major influence an the baby market in general is the birth rate. 

The 'baby boom' of post-war years reached a peak in 1964 with • 

876,000 babies born in England and Wales; by 1976 there were only 

583,502 or 11.9 bi+ths per thousand, this was well below the 

previous lowest level of 14.4 per thousand in 1933. 

The canned baby food market comprises strained and. junior foods. 

Heinz introduced. imported strained foods in 1931, but UK production 

did not start until 1947. The market grew quickly to 7 t 500 tons by 

1953 with HeinZ accounting for over 90% of sales; other firms in 

the field. m a smaller scale were Trufoods (with glass jars), Brands 

and Robinsons. Heinz introduced junior foods in early 1958. 
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Eaby feedine habits are an emotive area; to maximize the market 

potential it was neoessary for Heinz, by subtle promotion, to 

influence pediatric theory and traditional domestic ideas an baby 

care. 

Heinz apparently believe that the key to success in the baby food 

market is variety an the premise, no doubt, that mothers equate 

this with a balanoed diet. The 1947 range originally consisted 

of six varieties; when Heinz introduced three types of junior food 

ten years later the strained ranee had inoreased to twenty-one. 

Ey 1964 Heinz offered sixty-one varieties; by 1977 this had 

increased to 102. 

Nestle, Libby's, Eatchelors and Sootts all attempted at various 

times to gain a foothold in the strained baby food sector only to 

subsequently withdraw. Trufoods remained into the early sixties 

as Heinz' only real competitor, offering a range of thirty-five 

varieties packed in jars but at a significa~tly higher prioe. 

Robinsans persevered with their lever lid cans, a.'1d Cow and Cate 

entered the market in tins. In 1962, obviously having gained 
• 

advanced warning of the impending entry of the Gerber Corporation 

to the UK baby food market using glass jars, Heinz introduced a 

range of twenty-four strained and junior foods in glass jars. 

Heinz' commercial thinking at this time was that it was inevitable 

that their 95% share of a market worth £7~ m. p.a. would attract 

the entry of a rival large firm. They also reasoned that a 

determined challenge from Gerber, who at the time accounted for 55% 

of the US baby food market, could conceivably halve Heinz market 

share if each Company were to offer an alternative container. Heinz 

believed it made more commeroial sense to accept the inevitability 



of effective competi tim but to trY and cmtain it by also 

offering baby food in jars rather than be drawn into price 

competition with Gerber. Within two years Gerber held 13% of the 

market, though Heinz retaliated vigorously with a resulting drop 

in Gerber's share to around 9%. 

1962 

Heinz 95 

Others 5 

100 

TABLE 1* 

Cann~d Baby Food Market % 

1966 

Heinz 83 

Gerber 13 

Others 4 

100 

* Source: Retail Business 

!ill 

Heinz 75 

Gerber 18 

Cow &. 

Gate 

(Unigate) ....1 

100 

With the decline in the birth rate from the second half of the 19608 

Heinz sought to counteract a decline in sales by extending the ~e 

range of babies using canned food and, secmdly, by the Company t s 

policy of increased varieties. As a re~~lt, the market continued to 

grown from £15.7 m. in 1966 to £28.3 m. in 1974, though by 1974 the 

market was declining slightly in volume terms - partly because of the 

then current medical fashion of advisine mothers to keep their babies 

on milk for a longer period. 

Whilst Gerber have remained wedded exclusively to glass, Heinz 

cCl'ltinue to favour cans, their filling Hnes for jars are, in fact, 

worked substantially below capacity. Some of the disadvantages 
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claimed for jars are that exposure to light causes the vitamin 

content to diminish, jars are breakable, fragments of glass can 

get into the jar on the production line (to offset this 

manufacturers have to ensure that the jars undergo a technically 

advanced process which ensures that no foreign body or piece of 

glass is in the jar). To overcome criticisms that it was 

difficult to lever off the lid on glass jars, Gerber introduced 

the twist-off cap. The perceived disadvantages of the can are 

essentially e.motive and suggest anachronistic prejudices against 

the metal food container die hardest in the area of the baby food. 

Evidence has shown that 60% of mothers have a strong preference 

for gl~.ss; reasons offered are safety, cleanliness and aesthetic 

appeal. In add! tian a jar of baby food does not have to be 

consumed in ane go, but can be stored opened in the 'fridge' for 

up to two days. 

A critical area in the success of baby food is in the retail outlet. 

In the early 1950s more than two-thirds of strained and junior 

baby food was sold through chemists; by the mid 1960s the situation 

had completely reversed with sales through grocers amounting to .7c:y:;:, 

and those through chemists only 30%. This trend was again turned 

round due primarily to the efforts of Boots, the most successful 

retailer in the baby products market. 

TABLE I1* 

Sales of Strained and Junior Baby Foods 1977 

Boots 
Other Chemists 
Grocery Outlets 

* Source: Retail Business 

eft 
32 
15 
53 



The grocery trade, faced by a falling birth rate, has tended to 

devote less and less space to baby products, principally resulting 

in less variety in baby foods. Thls.r4s been counter-productive 

because of the pre-occupation of mothers with a balanced diet for 

the infant. Secondly, you."lg mothers are very time consciOUS, not 

least due to the constraints placed upon the~ by the child. They 

are therefore increasingly opting to ~Jy all their baby's require-

ments at one time in the same retail outlet; Boots identified, 

responded to, and capitalised an this need. A second problem with 

grocers has been that, despite the good mark-up an baby foods, 

retailers consider it to be a labour-intensive conullodity. To over-

'~omf' these merchandis:ing problems both Heinz 8.'1d Gerber haVf: a 

colour-coding system. Heinz' varieties are labelled blue (for 

strained) and red (for junior). The labelling also ties in with 

the two-tier price structure - white is used for cheaper varieties 

and yellow for the more expensive. Thus individual cans do not have 

to be marked. The colour key used by Gerber distinguishes between 

strained and junior varieties and separates the Cerber range into 

three m~al-time segments: di~"lers, tea-time savouries and desserts • 
• 

The growth of the baby food market is a testament to the ability of 

a Compa.'1Y to influence social thinking by subtle, some would say 

subliminal, advertising. The recent sharp decline in the baby food 

market is evidence of an inability to continue to offset the effects 

of a falling birth rate. Tne canned baby food market appears to be a 

case of successful market growth for many years without a single 

innovation of the type discussed in earlier chapters to promote that 

growth. It must be remembered, however, that in the forty years since 

the introductim of canned baby food in 1937 the price of the final 
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product increased to only about three times that of pre-war days. 

This is probably the lowest rate of price increase of any house-

hold food item. Innovations in tinplate and can-making and food 

processing are partly responsible. 

In the future the increased use of the innovation of the domestic 

food mixer will contribute to what will probably be a ccntinuing 

decline in the prepared baby food market. The' two-piece baby food 

can, when Metal Box finally overcome their considerable develop-

ment problems, may affect the respective market shares of Heinz 

and Gerber but is unlikely to have the marketing appeal necessary 

to bolster a flageing market. 

H. Pet Food 

Pet food, first introduced in the inter-war years, has risen from 

a small base in the early 1950s to become the biggest single type 

of carmed product. Pedigree Petfoods, who reintroduced canned pet 

food to the UK after the war, is the biggest single user of cans. 

In 1954, the first year in which figures were recorded separately, 

output of canned pet food was 56,000 tans, by 1976 this figure had 
4 

risen to 603,000 tons. Pet ownership in the UK is about ~ million 

dogs and 5 million cats. 

The alternative to prepared dog and cat food is fresh food, scraps 

or milk. Whilst ccnsumption of prepared pet foods has been rising 

dramatically, consumption of the alternatives has hardly changed. 
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TABLE III* 

Can smnpt i 00 of PE>t Foods {'OOO tons) 

1960 1212 % Incr. 

Prepared 227 631 177 

Fresh 153 156 2 

Scraps & Milk 533 568 7 

* S~xrce: Retail Business 

The reasons for the preference for prepared pet food is ~~at prices 

have increased much less markedly than ~l1ose of fres.l1, and that the 

increase in use of convenience foods in general has reduoed the 

availability of scraps, i.e. canned pet foods success is to some 

extent a spin-off of prepared human foods. From a marketing 

perspective, two important factors have been T.V. advertising, which 

is ideally suited to pet food, and the introduction of varieties, 

which now account for more tha~ 30% of all canned dog food sales. 

Pet owners, like mothers, appear to equate diversity of flavours 

with a balanced diet. The growth of multiples has also suited the 

retailing of pet food; 85% of pet foods are sold in grocers agaj,nst 

7% in pet shops. Over half the sales through grocers is accounted 

for by multiples; principally Tesco, Cavenham, Sainsbury and 

International stores. 

The cnly hiocup in the growth of canned pet food was the imposition 

of a 2ot. purchase tax in 1969. The prepared cat food market remains 

substantially canned, whilst drJr and semi-moist alternatives packed 

in paper bags and boxes have had some lim! ted success in the dog food 

s"ector since their introduotion in the 1970s. These products are 

likely to pose an increasing challenge in the future because they 
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contain a higher proportion of cheaper, plant-based proteins and 

also because the trend in packa.eing and processing costs is likely 

to disadvantage cans and canning aga:1nst the dry and semi-moist 

altemative~. However, as long as the pet food ca.."1l1ers cmtinue 

to offer a nutritious and competitively priced product, there is 

every prospect that their growth will continue to be amongst the 

highest of any canned food. 

iii. ~ 

A small Welsh enterprise, Felinfoel, reserved itself a place in 

brewing history when it became the first Company to introduce 

canned beer to the UK in 1936. Production ceased during the war 

and the wax-lined, cone-top beer can did not make a reappearance 

until 1952. In 1954 the cane-top can was replaced by the now 

familiar 'flat-top' but the serious introduction of domestically 

canned beer to the UK market did not start until 1956 when the 

beer can was adopted by some of the leading UK brewers. 

The perceived success of the beer can in the early years depends 

to some extent on how the figures are interpreted; beer can sales, 

including imports, rose from 42 million in 1956 to 147 million in 

1960; whilst this represents a large increase, it is from a very 

small base. During .this period total beer sales were rising 

significantly and canned sales as a percentage of total sales 

remained between 1-~. In terms of the forecasts of canned beer 

sales made in 1956 this performance was very disappointing. 

There were a number of reasons why early beer can sales failed to 

match expectatioo. The post-war trend in beer CCIlSUmptic:n up until 

1958 had seen a swing towards bottled beer. The brewers had 

predicted this trend and expected it to continue as affluence 
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increased. However, in the late 1950s the British dr:1Jiker 

confirmed his traditional price consciousness by a revived 

preference for draught. Canned beer was at the time about three 

old pence dearer than bottled, a premium which the beer drinker 

was relucta."lt to pay. A second reasan why canned beer did not 

'take off' from the outset is that promotion was aimed at the 

upper income groups of the middle aged, ane of the most 

conservative segments of society. 

From early experience it became clear that there were two 

distinct beer markets - the public house and the take-home trade. 

It was also' increasingly clear that the can could not compete in 

the public house against the bottle because the return and reuse 

of the glass container was virtually 10~, making the throw-away 

can hopelessly uncompetltive. It was therefore evident that the 

EUccess of the can depended en its ability to create new demand 

in the take-home trade and, secondly, to displace the bottle as 

far as possible in the same market. 

A key factor in the success of thp. beer can was its rate of 

adoption, or diffusion, amongst the breweries. ThE' mass production 

of cans for beer could not even be considered until post-war 

restrictions an the use of tinplate were lifted, which ca.~e about 

in 1952. By this time many brewers had invested large sums of 

money in bottling equipment. There was a natural reluctance to 

write-off this investment unless there was strong evida~ce from the 

market of a preference for -the can over the bottle; this was not 

the case in the early years of canned beer. FUrther, each can sold 

represented up to two pence less profit to the brewer than a bottle 

sO there needed to be good reasons for the brewers to co-operate in 
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the advance of canned sales if it meant the loss of bottle sales. 

The canning of beer spread quite widely in the early years but t 

with it accounting for such a small precentaee of total sales, 

production at each individual brewery must have been somewhat 

nominal. 

TABLE IV* 

Diffusion of Beer Cann ing 1956-60 

~ No. of Brewers Types of CannlE'd Beer 

1956 14 32 

1951 19 32 

1958 36 100 

1960 43 120 

* Source: Retail Business 

In the 1960s the beer can continued its steady but ur.speotacular 

growth. It has been since the widespread adoption of the super 

ring-pull end between 1967 and 1970 that the beer can (alcng with 

soft drinks) has become the major growth area in cennin'g. 
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!!ELE V* 

Trends in UK 'Beer Cc.nsu!1!Eti CI'1 1260- 1212 

(mn barrels) 

% by Packaee 

Vol. Index % L~er Draught Bottled Canned 

1960 27.5 100 2 64 34 2 

1961 28.6 104 3 64 33 3 

1962 28.3 103 3 66 31 3 

1963 29.5 107 2 67 31 2 

1964 29.9 109 2 68 30 2 

1965 30.4 111 3 68 30 2 

1966 31.3 114 3 69 29 2 

1967 31.5 115 3 70 28 2 

1968 32.2 117 4 71 26 3 

1969 . 33.5 122 4 71 26 3 

1970 34·9 127 5 73 23 4 

1971 36.1 131 8 73 22 5 

1972 36.6 133 9 73 21 6 

4 

* Source: Retail Business 

This trend is more clearly illustrated if sales of draught beer are 

excluded. 
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TABLE VJ* 

UK Market for Pa.cknp;ed Beer (Million Gallons) 

% Canned 

* Source: Retail Business 

The impact of the easy-open end is further illustrated if we take 

the case of the 100z can, which was the growth area in beer cans 

at the time. 

TABLE VII* 

Annual Percentare Increase of 100z 13f.er Ca'1 Sa.les 

1964 

1-
8 

1965 55 - introduction of tab pull opener 

1966 14 

1967 45 - introduction of super ring-pull 

1968 45 

1969 28 

1970 30 

* Source: Retail Business 
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From the analytical perspective of this chapter, the central 

questicn is to what extent socio-economic and market forces may be 

identified as alternative explanations for the rise of the beer can 

since the innovation of the ring-pull end. 

Most of the socio-economic factors mentioned earlier such as 

increased leisure time ~~d home entertainment (T.V. watching) may 

be discounted because they are a general post-war influence. This 

is largely so with the ownership of 'fridges, which has been cited 

as a contributory factor in favour of the can. The trend to lager 

ccn sumpti on , particularly amcngst the less conservative younger 

drinker, has favoured the easy-to-cool can. The relaxing of UK 

licensing laws in 1961 may seem somewhat dated to be significant, 
-

but it is the case that the new law was applied sparingly for many 

years. It iE irrefutable that the increased sales of beers by 

licensed supermarkets have contributed to the growth of packaged 

beer since the mid 1960s. The total number of supermarkets grew 

from 3,500 to 4,000 whilst those with off licenses increased from 

295 to 650. A further complication is the introduction in 1961 of 

the breathalyser law which, if it stimulated drinking at all, will 

have dane so in the tal:e-home sector. 

In addition to the socio-economic variables there are the more 

market-orientated pressures; these seem to offer the credible 

alternatives to the stimulus of the easy-open end. In earlier 

chapters when considering the interaction of technological 

relationships at the manufacturing level the role of complementary 

and competitive forces was discussed; these are further factors to 

be takPJ1 into consideration at the market level. 



As regards complementary developments the complication of note is 

the innovaticm of multi-packing. These have been introduced in 

two main a1 ternatives, the Hi-CCJ1e plastic shrink-wrapped hoops 

which secure a number, usually four, of cans together and, secondly, 

the paper-board ccmtainers such as "Cluster-Pak" and "Jak-et-Pak" 

which are used for bottles as well as cans. Mul ti-pack1ng is an 

inducemlIDt to buy in bulk; for this reason it suits supermarket 

merchandising. It has decorative and display advantages in the 

case of paper board, is cCJ1venient for carrying and, inevitably, 

leads to a higher turnover of canned drink. 

Watney W.ann introduced the "Jak-et-Pak" in 1966 but is is impossible 

to isolate its effects from other factors. 

TABLE VIII* 

Index of Sales of Crumed Beers by Watn~y Mann 

1965/66 100 

1966/67 

1967/68 

1968/69 

130 - "J ak-et-Pak", plus price cut 

189 - Introduction of ring pull 

340 

1969/70 406 

* Source: Retail Business 

• 

A price reduction can never be discounted, so the only guide is to 

rely CJ1 the opinion of Watney Ma~n who believe the impetus to sales 

in the above years was due significantly to the multi-pack. 

The success of the can in displacing the bottle in the take-home 

beer market brought a competitive response from the glass container 

manufacturers in the fom of lightweight, ene-tri p bottles, new 
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closures and, somewhat later, new bottle designs. Such 

repercussions are different from the other forces discussed in the 

chapter in that they counteract rather than complement can-making 

innovations. Herein ccnEideraticn is restricted to the ene-trip 

bottle. This offers similar mechandising and ccnsumer cenvenie-.nce 

as the can, but was dependent upon the development of lightweight 

bottles to make it eccnomic. In challenging the convenience aspects 

of the can the ane-trip bottle sacrifices the traditional advantage 

of glass as returnable and re-usable. Again, socio-eccnomic factors 

such as high-rise flats had be~~ reducing the 'trippage' of return

able bottles throughout the post-war era (particularly noticeable 

wi th milk bottles). FUrther, people were increasirJgly feeling that 

it was not worth the trouble or embarrassment, in many cases, of 

reclaiming the deposit. The first ane-trip beer bottle was 

introduced by Whi tbread in 1961 but was withdrawn without success 

two years later. When re-introduced in 1966 the ooe-trip bottle 

met with some success and by 1971 it accounted for 2.1% of packaged 

beer sales. It is a matter for speculatien whether this success 

was at the expense of the can or the returnable bottle; what is sure, 
• 

however, is that it failed to check the growth in beer can sales in 

the 19705. By 1978 the take-home market accounted for 9.~ of all 

beer sales with cans dominant; 'one-trips' accounted for 10t of 

sales. 

4. Conclusion 

This chapter, in stepping outside the central focus of the study at 

the industrial level, has identified a variety of socio-eccnomic and 

market forces which have all influenced the development of canned 

food. This chapter has demonstrated that in studying the impa.ct of 



an innovation on the growth of an industry it is not possible to 

isolate the effects of the innovation from those of other casual 

phenomena. The questio~ therefore ari~p.s of whether the 

innovations in tinplate, can-makbg and canning were indeed 

crucial in the post-war development of ca~~ed foods, or were they 

merely a necessary response to the pull of demand? The analysis 

seems to argue that the innovaticns ~ crucial because most of 

the socie-economic forces uncovered favoured cancenience foods in 

general and not ca~~ed foods in particular. It w~s the 

cornnetitive role of technical change in deciding to which form of 

packaging would go the spoils that one must attribute its vital 

function. It must be remembered that some of the socio-economic 

cha~ges, such as 'fridges, favoured canvenia~ce foods other tha~ 

canned. Clearly, market forces and technical change both had their 

. role to play a'1d it will never be possible to quar.:.tify the 

contribution of each because, as we have observed, it is not possible 

to disentangle the effects of each. Measurability is not, however, 

. always importa~t or even necessary; the evidence still allows one to 

, present a case for the dominant role of technical change. In the 
t 

effect of the ring-pull for example, one could cite international 

cOMparisons to show its global impact. Similarly, one ca~ to somp 

extent discount many of the market canplicatians in assessing the 

value of the ring-pull end by reference to the soft drinks market 

where it was also accompanied by dramatic sales results. 

Perhaps the main value of the chapter, however, has been that 1 t 

has illustrated the difficulties that face the researcher in 

general, if he tries to establish cause a~d effect relationships in 

any conclusive sense. The lesson from this study would Beem to be 
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that before such relationships can be safely identified one must 

be sure that all the relevant phenomena have been considered in 

the st-J.dy of most things of importance. It is probably the case 

that the analytical fr~eworkB required would be so panoramic as 

to be unmanageable. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

SUH1·lARY Arm COHCLUSIOllS 

-. 



1. The Theoretical Perspective 

This study has attempted to contribute to the burgeoning literature 

on a 'theory of innovation' by probing the nature and role of 

technical change from an in ter-industry perspective. Understanding 

of the character of innovation, the factors which give rise to it, 

and the consequences or effects of innovative behaviour, is at 

present still very much superficial and impressionistic. The level 

of understanding of technical change reflects the way in which 

economists have treated the subject; despite a general recognition 

of the importance of technical chanee to economic progress, 

economists have tended to either treat the subject on a piecemeal 

basis - often subsumed within a number of different theories - or, 

more recently, considered it as an 'exogenous' or 'residual' 

factor. The way in which innovation has been dealt with in post-

war Growth Theory, in particular, has been increasingly critiCised. 

It has been argued that the lack of any distinct theory of , . 
technological change restricts the development of our understanding 

of the process of industrial development. Critics of growth 

economics have argued that a theory of technological change can only 

be developed from case studies of the history of inventions and 

innovations in different industries. 

In the past two decades such studies have been forthcoming and they 
I 

have been the foundation of, and contributed immensely to, the 

development of a theory of innovaticn. Whilst the case study 

methodology has been invaluable in providing an empirical base for 

the formulation of abstract hypotheses, it is important to recognize 

that the methodology which they have employed and the types of 

innovations which have been chosen for study may bias the perception 
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of the nature of technical change. 

Case study material has tended to focus on the salient innovations 

(such as the float glass process) and, particularly so ~ith US studies, 

concentrated on what might be termed 'glamorouc' or high technoloGY 

type industries such as scientific instruments and aerospace. Other 

studies which have been undertaken in more traditional industries 

have tended to focus on inr:ovations ... ,ith an obvious or drametic 

product dimension such as the case of Porvair in the footwear 

industry. Studies of process changes in traditional industries 

have similarly been biased to\'!ard the revolutionary development, 

such as in the case of tufted carpets. 

This understandable, a~d perhaps inevitable, bias in the selection 

of innovations to be studied, and the typical case study approach 

"'hich focuses on an innovation iro isolation, has encouraGed the 

perception of techr.ical change as a dramatic and disruptive force 

in industrial development. This study has argued that such 

innovations are the exception rather than the rule and that tech

nical change is predominantly a process, a stre~ of minor and 

incremental changes, with only occasional radical upheavals. Given 

this hypotheses, it.is argued that the case study 'sr~pshot' anr-roach 

is inadequate; to understand technical change one must examine the 

process over time for an industry by detailed enquiry. It is impor

tant, hO\oJever, that ",ithin the induztry a}Jproach the investigation 

is not restricted by conventional industrial classifications. It is 

necessary to recognize that change in one area affects another, and 

may produce a comnetitive or complementary response; for this reason 

an inter-industry or systems perspective is required. 
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It is further believed that innovation per se, i.e. the commercial 

exploitation of something new, m~ not be particularly relevant 

from the view of economic progress •. It is a fact that the over-

whelming majority of 'new' products and processes are commercial 

failures, hence the very high risk factor in enterprise business. 

Innovaticn, it is argued~ owes its real significance in the 

extent to which it is adopted or imitated. It is important, there-

fore, for an underst~~ding of the nature of technical change that 

the inter-industry perspective should include the diffusion process. 

studies of i~~ovation which restrict themselves to the innovating 

firm mly tell a small part of the story of an innovaticn. 

To test these hypotheses this study has attempted, by detailed 

historical enquiry, to trace the development of a traditional 

industry - can-making - throut;'h the medium of the technical change 

which has taken place therein. It has sought to relate this 

innovation, in terms of the reasons which brought it about and the 

effects which it generated, to developments in associated industries, 

prinCipally being the tinplate and canning industries but also the 

competitive industries of alternative packaging. It has sout;'ht to 

relate the role of innovation in can-making to that in 

complementary activities and, finally, to qualify the part played 

by technical cha..'1ge in industrial development by reference to wider 
I 

economic and socio-economic factors. 

The essential methodology of the study has been to "foll ow the 

innovaticns". To identify and examine technical chan~ at the very 

minor and incremental level of process developments a thorouch 

understanding and exposition of the technologies involved has been 

necessary. The source of this informatiCl'l. has been a month by month 
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review of the technical and commercial publications of the 'steel 

processing, metal manufacturing, food processing and food 

packaging industries coverine a thirty year period. Such a review 

has also served to develop a historical perspective of the 

development of an industry at the technploeical and ma."1ufacturing 

level. 

2. Technological Chanee As An Evolutionary Process 

In testing the hypotheses that innovation is essentially an on

going, evolutionary process this study hns been inconclusive. 

Such a characteristic of technical change has undoubtedly be~~ 

found to be so in the case of the can-making industry. The 

development of can-making from a craft through to a mechanized 

and, finally, a largely automated industry has been so incremental 

and continuous as to be almost imperceptible. The analysis has 

demonstrated that the humble art of can-making has been a hot-bed 

of innovation, a~beit for the most part minor, since the birth of 

the industry in 1810. 

In the case of the tinplate industry, however, a stream of minor 

changes did not appear to be a characteristic of tech.'1ical change, 

particularly since the development of hot-strip rolling in the 

1930s. Technological change in the tinplate industry (and also 

the steel industry) is typically associated with periodic, large 

scale changes in the methods of production. These changes are 

accompanied by large capital outlays an new equipment, the 

installation of which tends to be disruptive by nature. The 

development of the industry can be traced using the adoption of 

major innovations as the reference point. In the days When steel 

production was a growth industry these major technical changes 



were often accompanied by the opening of entirely new plants, or 

major expansion to existing ones. The evidence of the tinplate 

trade is such that one cannot claim that all industries ~JPport 

the hypothesis that technical change is essentially an on-going 

evolutionary process. In the case of tinplate the opposite is, 

superficially at least, true. 

Despite this, the detailed examination of the post-war develop

ment of tinplate making suggested that the major innovations which 

had been adopted were the manifestation, or exploitation, of a 

host of continual minor advances in the engineering industries; 

progress in mechanical, electrical, chemical, electro-chemical, 

and electronic engineering underlay the changes in tinplate 

technology. Electrolytic tinplating is an example of a major 

'innovation which drew heavily on all the branches of engineering 

so as to overcome a problem unique to the tinplate industry. It 

is perhaps precisely because some industries such as tinplate are 

characterized by enormous items of plant that it is not 

commerCially viable to modify processes on an on-going basis. It 

is, however, interesting to note that subsequent diffusion of each 

innovation was characterized by increased performance as reflected 

in physical measures of line speeds etc. This indicates the 

improvem~~t of processes on an an-going basis but which cannot be 

realized until the major capital outl~ necessary for a new piece 

of equipment is justifiable. 

In summary, then, the study has not proved that technical ch?~ge is 

essentially evolutionary, but it has demonstrated that minor, 

incremental change is certainly a large element of the innovatia, 

process and as such warrants serious academic consideration. 
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In attempting to analyse the contributiQ'l of minor innovatioo to 

ecanomic welfare it is not realistic or possible to attempt a 

comparison of the effects of large scale change in the tinplate 

industry against small Fcale change in the can-making sector. 

However, the comparatively major and supposedly cost-saving 

innovation of the two-piece can does lend itself to compariscn 

with the benefits of the on-going development of the three piece. 

The detailed physical measures, and also the operating data of 

Metal Box, would seem to prove conclusively that the CcntinuOllS, 

minor, incremental innovation in conventional can-making technology 

has made a consistently significant cmtributicm to eCCilOOlic 

progress, whereas the technical progress of the two-piece can has 

made a dubious contribution - to date at least - and in some cases 

a negative one, to human welfare in the only meaningful way in 

which the can-maker can measure it, namely the price of the can. 

Given the claims of the innovating firms, this is a most important 

and illuminating finding; it would provide an interesting exercise 

to eXa.'Iline the benefits of accumulated minor change against radical 

change in a number o~ industries. This is perhaps a subject which 

warrants further academic investigaticn. 

3. Innovation As A Complex And Diverse Phenomencn 

The hypothesis that innovation is a complex and diverse process 

whose causes and consequences cut across traditional ideas of 

industrial groupings was the basis of the inter-industry perspective 

adopted. Technical change in can-making has been exa.'Ilined as part 

of an innovaticn 'system' which included the supplying and using 

industry, complementary and competitive activity, and also wider 

eccmanic and socio-ecmomic factors. At the technological level 

the tinplate and can-making relatiooship was very useful in under-



standing the interactive role of the two industries in technical 

change. IndeedJ the course of technical progress in me industry 

cannot be understood without an appreCiation of its effect an the 

other. In a somewhat different context, the role of innovation 

in generating change across industrial boundaries was also seen 

in the case of steel technology where a chain reaction or 'ripple 

effect' was seen to go right through the steel-making industry to 

the ore carriers, deep sea terminals, and sources of supply. 

It was at the commercial level, though, that the value of the 

in ter-industry approach was most appare.'1. t. In the case of the 

tinplate industry this manifested itself, primarily, as a 

competitive struggle to defend its markets against the encroach

ment of the aluminium industry. The ccntinual trend to thinner 

steel plate and to lighter tin coatings was an attempt to keep the 

cost of the base material the same in proportion to the overall 

cost of the carl. Although the tinplate industry is in a mCl1opoly 

situation, its whole technical and commercial strategy was aimed 

at maintaining the competitiveness of its product. The role of 

technical change in the tinplate industry and the pressures which 

exist to remain competitive cannot be understood without an 

appreciatiCl1 of the relationship with can-making, and the options 

open to the can-maker to substitute steel or tin, or both. 

In the case of the can-making industry the inter-industry dimension 

is important from both a competitive and a complementary view pOint. 

In the historical analysis of the development of the industry in 

the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth centuries commercial 

relationships were not apparen~ In the post-war analysis however, 

which was based mainly on primary sources, it was these commercial 
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factors, and the way in which they were related to technical 

change, which was paramount. The examination of can-making and 

related activities had served to illustrate the interdependence 

and 'action-reaction' nature of industrial innovation at the 

technological and .manufacturing level. The examinatian at the 

commercial level, focusing as it did particularly on the 

changing industrial structure, served to illustrate the inter-

active nature of tec~~ical change in terms of the stim~li to 

innovation and the effects which it generated; these effects 

were primarily seen to be 'defensive' tecr~ical change or, to 

a lesser extent, supporting complementary developments. The 

course ~f technical change in can-making is determined by the 

commercial relationships which underlie the industry. These 

relationships, or pressures to innovate, came primarily from out-

side what is traditionally understood to be the source of 

competition. The competitive relationships which affect 

commerCial, and therefore technical, behaviour in the can-making 

industry were seen to include the steel industry, aluminium 

industry, glass container industry, plastics industry, tin 

industry, and also the food processing industry. These pressures 

exist irrespective of the structure of the can-making industry; 

for this reason, whilst it was demonstrated that industrial 

structure has an influence an innovative performance, any 

analysis which seeks to explain innovative behaviour by reference 

to the presence or absence of 'competition' must not restrict 

the perspective to the popular or traditional notion of 

competition as a function of the number of firms supplying a 

particular product. Alternative suppliers are important to 

innovative behaviour in that they are ane of many sources of 
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competitive or commercial presgure acting upon the firm which 

ensure that it strives to improve the quality of its product and 

to maintain constant cost proporticns. Technological innovatiCJ1 

is one of the ways in which the firm attempts to improve the 

competitiveness of its product by reducing the physical unit of 

input per unit of output, and by making the finished article more 

attractive to the customer. 

The inter industry, or systems, perspective was also valuable in 

attempting to assess the role of technical change in industrial 

development. This analysis has posited the question of what 1\'as 

the contribution of a particular innovation to the development 

of an industry and, secondly, what was the role of technical 

change in general, in the longer term, in industrial development? 

The examination has shown that, at any Cl'le time, there are so 

many factors to be cCJ1sidered that it is extremely difficult to 

establish the contribution of a particular innovation to some 

subsequent change. In the case of the rine-pull can adoptiCJ1 with 

Watney-Mann, for example, which was followed by market growth, it 

was not possible to isolate the role of this change from that of 

complementary developments and from other commercial changes. At 

the general level, by including wi thin the analytical framework 

wider socio-economic factors, it was apparent that it was not 

possible to establish, in any definitive cause and effect way, the 

role of technical change in the development of the can-making 

industry. This finding was reinforced by the analysis of the 'role 

of the market' which introduced further complicating factors in the 

development of canned food. It is possible to conceive of this 

quandary as personified in a round-table discussion of the various 
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functiCJ1al departments of an innovating firm debating the reascns 

for some recent commercial success; thp marketing man might well 

cite the role of his salesmen as being crucial, the production 

man the role of his team in meeting output and delivery targets, 

and the technical IDrul, perhaps, the cost-reducine effect of some 

innovation. In one comer might be the 'fly in the ointment', 

possibly a~ Accountant, qualifying his colleague's claims by 

reference to fortuitous or external factors outside of the 

Company's control which had a bearing on the S"..1ccess of thf:" 

product. 

It would appear then, that the innovation system is complex and 

diverse a"1d that to understand the nature of technical cha-life a 

broad analytical framework is necessary. The difficulty in 

citing cause crl~ effect relationships in any definitive way may 

be applicable to academic research in a more general context, 

perhaps the best that ca.'1 be achieved is an identification of 

'aSSOCiation' between cause ar.d effect. 

4. Th~ Sirnificance Of Diffusion In Thf!> Innovatim Process 

This study has attempted to show that innovation owec its 

significance to diffusion, that the rate and extent of diffusion 

is determined by the attractiveness of an innovation a'1d, secondly, 

by the extent of the capital outlay required to adopt it a'1d, 

further, that the diffusion process will encourage defensive 

innovation in the product or process being replaced. 

To say that a'1 innovation owes its significa~ce to th~ extent to 

which it is adopted may seem so self evident as to b~ considered a 

truism. In terms of the long term development of industry or the 
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workings of the business cycle it i~howeverl fundamental. B,y 

being the source of the increased supply of the innovatory 

product, the reduction in its real price and, in aggregate, the 

creation of the consumer bonanza associated with that phase of 

the business cycle where further investment opportunities are 

temporarily exhausted, the diffusion process is the mechanism 

by which innovative effort generates an improvement in human 

welfare. Eowever, it is not in this grandiose role that 

diffusion is examined in this study; here the concern has been 

primarily with minor, incremental innovatien en an on-going 

basis and not the maj or technical changes which are argued to 

generate the business cycle. The extent to which an innovation 

is diffused is important in this context, too, precisely because 

one is dealing with minor developments. Even though a small 

process change, for example, may not in isolation contribute 

dramatically to the cost of the final good, it may be considered 

an important innovation, within the context of the industry, if 

it is widely diffused. 

The simplest measure of diffusion is the number of firms within • 

an industry who adopt an innovation; this is of limited use in 

the context of the tinplate and can-making industries because of 

their monopolistic and oligopolistic structures. A more 

applicable measure is the percentage of output accounted for by 

an innovatory product or process. However, when one is dealing 

with minor changes this information is not usually available 

simply because it is not recorded within the industry. In the 

case of a major innovation, such as electrolytic tinning, it was 

possible to monitor, year by year, the percentage of electrolytic 
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tinplate to total production. However, it remains the case that 

m~~y, if not the majority, of the minor changes to the method of 

can manufacture have achieved total diffusion throughout the 

industry; this is particularly evident when taking the long term 

perspective and comparing the heavy, unwieldy, "open with a 

hammer and chisel" can of the nineteenth century with the super

light, easy-to-open can of today. Even comparing the cooe-topped, 

wax-lined, paper labelled, three-piece, Chimed, beer can qf 

thirty years ago with the flat-top, lacquered, lithographed, two

piece, necked-in can of today reveals the same universal diffusion. 

Alternatively, there have been many minor innovations introduced 

wi th a view to :providing particular properties for speCific end

use; this acc~~ts for the co-existence of a wide selection of 

tinplate and can-types. These innovatiCl1ary products, such as 

double-reduced or differential tinplate, were never intended to 

replace all other tinplate finishes, and for this reason it is 

unrealistic to mea~~re their success in terms of their production 

as a percentage of total output. 

The hypothesis that diffusion will encourage defensive innovations 

in thp. product or process being displaced and thuo serve to 

prolong, perhaps indefinitely, the latter's life was found to be 

the case in a number of instances. The clearest example was that 

of hot-dipped tinplate which managed to "hold-out" ae;ainst electro

lytic tinplate for over thirty years by virtue of process 

innovations of its own. Various tin-less steels, and TFS in 

particular, are a classic illustration of the response from the 

traditional product being stronger than the challenge of the new; 

tinplate has, in commercial terms, "seen-off" a variety of 

alternative materials which wha~ introduced appeared to have 
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decisive advantages. A variation on this theme is the competitive 

struggle of the three-piece can against the two-piece. The three-

piece has remained competitive by unashamedly imitatL~g many of 

the features of the two-piece such as all-round lithography. The 

three-piece has also benefited from the technical advances, 

particularly in the quality and composition of the steel plate, 

which were developed with a view to their application to two-

piece technology only. 

The hypotheses that the rate of diffusion would be determined by 

the attractiveness of the innovaticn to potential imitators and, 

secondly, by the ext~1t of the capital outlay required to adopt 

it was, again, open to limited verification by the mmopolistic 

~~d oligopolistic nature of the principal industries. However, 

in the case of the tinplate industry it has already been seen 

that, because of the large capital outlays required, it was 

necessary to accu~~late, in abeyance as it were, potential 

innovati~1s until new plant and equipment was justified. In the 

case of the can-makinB' industry it has been argued that Metal 

Box perceived the large capital outlays necessary for two-piece 

technology as a barrier to entry to the industry and that, indeed, 

7 in the case of Reads Ltd. and their Northfield Project, the large 

capital outlay involved. dissuaded the Canpany from taking the 

risk of investing in two-piece technology. The two-piece can is 

the only innovation an which it is possible to draw conclusions 

as to the 'attractiveness' of a new product or process as 

perceived by a potential imitator. In this instance it has been 

argued that, while the new technology was attractive in itself in 

that it removed the art and mystique from can-making, the ooly 

relevant consideration was the commercial one, i.e. is it a source 



of profit? 

5. Phys::cal ~lpa~rpE: As An Indicator Of The Imna.ct or 

Innovation 

This study has postulated that the be~~. measure of the effect of 

an innovation is t~e physical changes which it is intended to 

brine about. Consequently, the study has attempted to reflect 

th~ impact of innovations by recourse to physical measures; th~ 

material reducin~ effect, the speed of output, the relationship 

betwE'E'!:', rt:n::ical units of inY)llt and physicaJ u.'1i ts c·f Olltput are 

exa~ple~ of such measures. These are considered ~lC~ more 

accl?ptable tha.n mClnetary measures. It has fo!'tun~tely bo:en 

possible to indicate throughout the study the effect of tech.'1ical 

char.ee in te!"lts of physical mea~ures; thi s has be·?n pa=ticula.!'ly 

va.luable as 2.'1 indicator of the effect of minor, incre:nental 

innovation when accumulated over time. The benefit of tinplate 

innovations in terms of thE' steel plate, the level of tin coatine 

and the speed of output have variously b~en used to illustrate the 

dra~~tic success of the industry in reducing material L~put while 

increasine the rate of output cCl1sistently thrcuehout the rost-war 

ye~s. B-1 sJ-_o-.vine a cross-section of tinrlatl? r~ices fo~ 

particular types of tinplate product the ecano~ic i~pa~t of tn~s~ 

innovations is clearly visible in the sliding sc~le of charces 

whi:h j s used. 

In the case 0:: the C3!l-maJ:ine industry t~e u.''lderlyi.'1g effect of 

can-makine innovationR is reflected in a continual reduction in 

the cost of producing a CatJ in terms of rhysical inputs per \1.'1i t 

of physical output. This is due to a reduction in both th~ labour 

EC1d carital input per unit of output. due to material s?vb1e-
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:i.nnovatims, and to cQ1stant increases in the speed and efficiency 

of production. In terms of economic impact, the container has 

lost none of its properties as a method of food preservation a~d 

in respect of price, the can has managed to absorb many of the 

increases in material cost to which it has been subjected. 

6. Summary 

This study has attempted to contribute to an understanding of the 

nature of technical change by examining it from an inter-industry 

or 'systems' perspective. Mainstream economics has failed to 

give serious consideration to the role of technical change in 

industrial developmer!t and contemporary studies of innovation as 

a separate theory have been based on the case study approach. 

Case studies are an insufficient empirical base for the 

development of a theory of innovation because, by their nature, 

they are biased toward the revolutionary or radical change and, 

to a lesser extent, are concentrated in the 'gla'llorous' or high 

technology industries. This study argues that innovation is 

essentially a process, a stream of minor and incremental changes, 

and that in order to fully understand it one must adopt a 

historical perspective and observe the phenomenon by detailed 

enquiry CNer a!1 extended period. To understand the on-going 

nature of technical change it is appropriate to examine it within 

a traditional, staid, industrial setting. The choice of subject -

the UK can-making industry - reflects this hypothesis. 

This study has found that the superficially unexciting activity 

of can-making has in fact been a hot-bed of innovatiCJ1, al bei t 

for the most part minor and incremen tal, since its inception in 

1810. It has also been found that although the tinplate industry 
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is apparently characterized by major innovations, the nature of 

the industry is such that on-going changes to processes is not 

possible; the important finding is that it is the oo-going 

advances in engineering in general upcn which these occasior.al, 

radical changes are based. The evidence from the study indicates 

that accumulated, minor innovation has made a consistently 

significant contributicn to human welfare in terms of the can' s 

true purpose as a safe and inexpensive medium for food and drink. 

The inter-industry perspective adopted, incorporating firms 

supplying the can industry or using its output, and those 

engaged in competitive or complementary activities"has Shown 

that for an understanding of the nature of innovation, the 

factors which give rise to it and the effects that it generates, 

a broad analytical framework is necessary. This has been found to 

be the case at both the technical and the commercial level. 

Investigation of the stimuli to, and effect of, innovation has 

conc~~trated on the interdependence of industrial processes and 

the role of commercial pressures an the firm. The most important 

conclusion from this analysis is that it is competition in its 

widest sense, and not the immediate industrial structure in which 

one is operating, which is the main stimulus to innovation. The 

inter-industry perspective has also shown the complexity of 

factors surrounding innovation and industrial development and 

suegests that claims of definitive cause and effect relationships 

between innovation and industrial development should be avoided. 

The study has argued that innovation owes its significance to 

diffUsicn and that the best measure of the success of an innovation 

is the extent to which it is adopted. It has been found, however, 
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that whilst this m~ be true and applicable in terms of industrial 

evolution in general, it must be qualified when dealing with 

specific innovations. Whereas widespreai adoption of a minor 

process change indj cates a valuable il"_"1ovation in thp. ccr. text of 

th~ industry, the industrial struc~J.l'e may be such as to devalue 

this measure. further, m311Y important L'1novatians, a.r-ain in the 

context of a detailed industrial a"1alysis, may not be intended 

to be widely adopted or to displace alternative processes. 

Finally, th~ research has sho7m that physical measures as opposed 

to monetary ones, are best suited to assess the ~ignificance of 

technical chane-e, particularly so when one is tryine to convey 

the importance "of accuw~lated, minor changes. 

7. Thp. Limitations Of Tho Hpspa~ch 

Vrhereas the can-lIl?.J.:ing industry ma~,· be considered to be a typical, 

traditional British industry it 1s neces~a~J to evaluate the 

findings with regard to that industry's peculiarities. It ie 

obviously important to consider its unuS'.lal, and perhars u."1iqup, 

posit:i.on in beine domin~ted fo'!:' so lone by ane firm. This 

monorolistic feature has limited the usefulness of the ~'1alysis of 

diffusion, this being compounded by the concentration of tinrlate 

production in the post-war period under the umbrella of the 

Bri tish Steel Corporation. Similarly, the domination of tL'1})late 

a.."1,:1 ca'1-makil'1g by two firms h;'ts restricted the boundaries of the 

inter-industry fra~ework; whilst this has served to make the 

system more manaeeable, it may be that irl a more cOr:lplicatE"d 

industrial labyrinth the observed causes and consequences of 

innovation may appeal" signific<mtly different. 
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. 
A further limitation, from an inter-industry perspective, is that 

the food and beverage can has proved itself to be such a eelf-

contained entity that the concept of complementary production as 

an important variable has proved somewr.at fruitless. Agai.'"! this 

has helped to keep the system manaceable, but it may mea'"! that 

what is possibly a very importar.t factor in innovation in most 

industries appears peripheral in the case of. can-making. 

Finally, the ubiquitous role of Metal Box in general and the? 

C an p any , s omnipotent role in the development of the UK food 

ca.nning industry in particular mud surely be unique. The a11-

round expertise of ?tdal Box in the technology of tinplate 

manufactu.re, can-making, and food processing must inevitably 

ha.ve distorted the relationship w~ich might normally be exrected 

to exist between ~~ppliers a'1d users. In the case of the food 

processing industry it h~s completely undermined th~ role of the 

consumine industry in i.'1fluencing technical chanee :in the 

supplying industry. 



8. The Need For FUrther Research 

It follows from the above that to put the findings of this 

research into perspective it would be useful to have similar 

hypotheses ex~~ined within a different industrial framework. 

Such study would need to be within a traditional industrial 

setting but contain an assortment of firms in the focal industry, 

with a wide range of suppliers and with an aggressive consuming 

industry. 

To establish the respective roles of radical and minor 

innovations there is a need for further historical analysis of 

industrial development over time or, at least, the compilation 

of registers of the innovative record of industries. FUrther 

study is needed to establish the differences in innovative 

behaviour between highly capitalised industries and those with a 

low financial threshold with a view to assessing whether in 

fact capital intensity restricts an-going ch~~ge. 

The relationship between industrial structure and innovative 

behaviour, although relatively well researched, offers scope for 

continued study, particularly the hypothesis that competitive 

pressures to innovate will exist irrespective of the ~~ediate 

industrial structure. 

In subsequent research there would seem to be a strong case for 

testing the appropriateness of physical measures as the best 

indicators of the impact of innovation; a specific stu~v of the 

role of technical ch~~ge in affecting the relationship of physical 

inputs to physical outputs would seem particularly appropriate. 

It must be remembered, however, that suggestions an the need for 
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research in particular areas should not distract from the need 

for industrial studies in general into the process of technological 

innovation. 
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INNOVATION ~ TID:; FOOD PACY.AGING AnD PROCESSIlm INDUSTRIES. 

RESULTS OF A POSTAL QUE.STIONHAIRE 
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INTRODUCTIon 

The data collectio!1 exercise in \',hich you have participated is part 

of a three year study into technical change in the processed food 

and beverage can industry. The study aims to contribute to the 

theoretical understanding of the nature and inter-industry irnplica-

tions of technological innovation. The base of ~~y 6uch investiga-

tion must be a register of the new products and processes which have 

been introduced. 

11LTHOOOLOGY . 

Conpiling such a register has been a funda~enta1 problem in s5nilar 

past investigations. One important conclusion from foregoing studies 

han been the need to eliminate bias as far as possible by approaching 

independent sources. This was the methodology successfully adorted 

by the Science Policy Research Unit, University of Sussex in their 

"Rt:lport On The Role of Small Firms Innovation in The United Kinedo!':l 

Since 1945"_ 

The SPRU study attempted to compile data on innovations in industries 

comprisi.11g 66 3-digit Standard L'1dustrial Classification 'Hinimul'll 

List' Headings. The investigation did not include the industries 

probed in this exercise. SPRU adopted a two pronged approach to 

their problem; they initially contacted non-manufacturing organiza

tions and individuals with special kJ1O\vledge of each relevant branch 

of industry, this source included technical jourr~s, research 

associations, trade federations and academic institutions. When 

the responses from these groups were collated the Unit then 

endeavoured to check the factual content by writing to each firm 
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listed as responsible for an innovation and asking them to confirm 

whether they had in fact made the innovations, to check the date, 

a~d also to provide some supplementary information such as number 

of employees which was related to the Unit's specific objectives. 

The response rate for both phases of the exercise was good, but 

particularly so in the second insta~ce when over 9~~ of queries 

\,ere a~swered. This response rate is phenomenally high for such a 

postal data collection exercise, it was on the basis of this success 

that the SPRU methodology was adopted as a blue-print for this 

particular study. 

The food processing and packaging 'trade directories, \·;hich appeared to 

cover all those classes of organizations approached by SPRU, were 

initially consulted so as to identify potential sources. A pilot 

study was undertaken consisting of what ,-.'as considered the ideal 

independent sources, based on the description of their interests 

given in the directories. This pilot included in particular 

conSUltancy firms and research establishments. The response rate 

of over 5~; from this selection was considered very satisfactory -

but the information provided "las inadequate. A number of consultants 

",ho replied stated that the specific area of interest in question lay 

outside their own particular specialisation; in most cases these 

respondents suggested a more appropriate source. The major problem 

",i th the quality of th\: rt:sponse fror.} the pilot \laS in the hil;h de(;I'\:e 

of repetition; the sources tended to supply details of \!hat ".'er~ 

evidently the salient innovations in the industries. 

It would seem to be the case that SPRU methodoloey, while suitable 

for ~liciting the major developments, was far less appropriate for ~, 
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in-depth study of anyone particular industrial grouping. It was 

decided, therefore - on the basis of the evidence fron the pilot -

to roa."1don the two tier approach and to contact the rna"1ufacturinc 

organizations, aeain listed in the directories, from the outset. 

It ... ;as fully realized that this \o'ould introduce bias in that each 

respondent ..... ould be most far.liliar \vith his o\m cornpa'l1Y's i!'.novatio:1c. 

It a"1 atteMpt to offset this problem to some extent, an e~ual r-unber 

of sr.Jall Md larce firms - determined on subjective criteria - \-;ere 

selected for approach. 

The second ~~jor probleM in relying solely on these manufacturing 

'U..."1i ts \oms that it \"Ja::; envisaeed that the response rate ",ould drop 

dramatically. It is far more aGreeable to confirm or contradict 

information than it is to go to the greater effort of preparinc it. 

Further, it '-!as connidered that the exceptionally high ref::ponse rate 

to the SPRU enquiry from these types of organizations was due to the 

fact that the exercise carried the authority of the "Bolt or: Cor.-lf.littee 

of Enquiry on Slr.all li irrns" behind it. It \o,as the belief that \-!hen 

\o~itine to manufacturir~ companies - who receive large a~o~ts of 

unsolicited mail - it 'vas lm::?ortant to the response rate to ider.tify 

a particular individual in the organization. A certain ar.ount of 

effort, rnair.1;y telephone enquiries, \-laS expended to identify a."1 

individual with a technical backzround. The point of enquiry 'v:as 

usually director level in the hore that, if initially unsuccessful, 

the letter 'tlOuld be 'passed dov-m' rather tha.11 discarded. 

Ha"tJ'inc regard to the extent of duplication in the pilot E;urvcy it was 

decided to reduce the total size of the investigation fron 100 to 50 
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contacts: as the pilot had initially been based on 1/5th of the 

sanple i.e. 20 contacts, a further 30 nanufacturine organizations· 

"Jere broached. It "Jas sorneHhat surprisine that as many as 17 

organizations actually aclmo\'lledged receipt of the enquiry; of 

these 17 respor~es 11 declined to provide info~ation for a variety 

of reason£, the most usual of which was confidentiality. 

In UE:ine the one contact method it ... las not considered realistic to 

re-approach fims, SOr:le of whom had already declined to co-operate, 

to verify the information about them supplied by a'1other source; 

this meant that the inforrration provided had to be accepted as correct 

",ithout any in-built sydem of clarificatioTl. It 'oJa~· possible, ho\.,rever, 

to check some of the ir-fomation by subsequent re-course to perso:-.al 

contacts who ... !ere involved in other aspects of the overall study. 

\,'here this was not possible and two conpanies have been identified 

. as responsi11~ for the sa~e ~~ovation, a rule of thur.b pulicy has 

been adopted ... ,hereby the earlier accreditation is given prt)ference. 

RESULTS 

The innovations compiled have been split into three categories, ~1d 

each listed in chronological order. Category three - miscellaneoun 

packagir.g a.'1d processing innovations - inch.;,de developments \'lhich 

under a strict definition of the industrial categories initially 

specified ,",ould have been excluded. It is :felt that thece may be 

of interest to respondents and are therefore included. 

It has not been possible to provide a~ ~~alysis of the results within 

the parameters of the exercise but one or t",O interesting poi.."lts have 

been made in covering letters returned with the completed form. 



One respondent observed that even those closely concerned with develop

ments car~ot usually be definitive as to whether they are 'Innovators'; 

only v!hen there is close co-operation bt;tween the processor and the 

manufacturer in developing an innovation is it usually possible to 

be sure that one is involved in the first commercial introduction 

oro th~' oJ. some J.ng ne,·'. 

In the context of the can industry - and a feature of i.TlIlovation 

, ... hich may well be true in a more general cor.te::-:t - it "las observed 

that post-\·:ar procress has been very much the result of incremental 

development; this is reore often than not a process of applying the 

wider advances in mt::chanical, electrical, chereical and clectrordc 

engineering to solve the particular problems of the can-mal:er and, 

as a result, are difficult to identify as innovations. 

A final point or. inrlovation made by a respondent ... rhich miGht be tlen

tioned is that although many of the UK irmovations were first ap!llied 

abroad, these developments are rarely adopted 'verbatim'. Modifications 

and refinements are such an L~tegral part of the adoption process t~at 

a large grey area is created in which it is a matter of opinion \oJhether 

or not each successive application of a development is worthy of 

consideration as a~ innovation. This observation perhaps suggests 

that a clearer definition of 'innovation' would be helpful. 



INDUSTRIAL INNOVATIONS SINCE 1945 IN UK 

Name or Description of Innovation Firms First Using or Making 

1(a) Metal Food Cmtainer/Machinery/ UK WORLD 

Materials Supplier (if Prior to UK) 

Yr. of Name of Firm Yr. of Name of Firm 
Intro. Intro. 

1 • Electrolytic tinplate 1947 Richard 1937 United States Steel 
Thomas c1: Corp. (USSC) 
Baldwins (RTB) 

2. Flat top beer can 1956 Metal Box N/A (USA) 
(MB) ~ 

~ 

b 

3. Decorated processed food can 1957 MB N/A (USA) 

4. 'Differential double seamer' 1957 MB World 1st 

5· Cmtinurus annealing 1957 Steel Co. of 1936 Crown cork & Seal 
Wales (SCOW) (USA) 

6. Roll-form bodymaker 1958 Reads Ltd c.1910 American Can Co. 
(ACC) 

7. Self heating can 1959 Heinz & I.C.I. Possible world 1 st 

8. Caged can palletizatim 1958 MB Possi ble world 1 st 

9. 'Two-up' can making 1959 tm 1951 Ccntinental Can Co. 
(CCC) 



INDUSTRIAL INNOVATIONS SINCE 1945 IN UK (ccntinued) 

Name or Description of Innovation Firm First Using or Making 

10. 1-pint beer can 

11. Tinplate shipped in coils (export) 

12. LD Steel-making 

13. Differential tinplate 

14. Differential tinplate can-end 

15. Tinplate received in coils 

16. Beer can tab-pull end (alum:inium) 

11. Open coil annealing 

18. Super ring-pull can end (aluminium) 

19. Double reduced tinplate 

20. 'Tin Free Steel' 

21. Duo-can 

Yr. of 
Intro. 

1959 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1968 

1968 

~ WOO~ 

Name of Firm 

1m 

SCCJN 

RTB 

RTB 

Reads Ltd 

MB 

MB 

RTE 

llB 

BSC 

BSC 

ME 

(if Prior to UK) 

Yr. of 
Intro. 

1957 

1952 

1951 

1951 

1957 

1964 

1960 

1960 

1959 

1964 

Name of Firm 

World 1 st 

N/A 

N/A (Austria) 

NIA (USA) 

N/A (USA) 

ACC 

Cantop Inc. (USA) 

Lee Wilson Co. (USA) 

N/A 

USSC 

Toyo Kohan Fuj i Stee 1 
(Japan) 

N/A (Italy) 

~ ..... 
.-" 



INDUSTRIAL INNOVATIOOS SlllCE 1945 IN UK (crntinued) 

Name or Description of Innovation Firm First Using or Making 

22. Jet soldering 

23. Tinplate ring-pull 

24. Plug-in can 

25. Cemented 'Nylon A-Seam' can 

26. Ce~nted 'J,Urasearn' can 

'Z1. DralfIl & Ircned tinplate can 

28. Drawn &: Irooed aluminium can 

29. Ultra violp.t lac1.uer curing 

30. Full aperture easy O'pp.n can end 

31. 'Necked-in' can 

32. Press-buttal can end 

33. Draw re-draw can 

Yr. of 
Intro. 

1910 

1910 

1910 

1911 

1971 

1972 

1912 

1913 

1913 

1973 

1916 

1978 

UK WORLD 

Name of Firm 

MB 

MB 

Eisler 
Consul tants 

Metal box 

Reads Ltd 

MB 

MB 

MB 

ME 

MB 

MB 

MB 

(if Prior to UK) 

Yr. of 
Intro. 

1966 

1965 

1911 

1958 

1913 

1965 

1975 

1971 

Name of Firm 

N/A (USA) 

N/A 

Possible world 1 at 

N/A (Japan) 

ACC 

Crown cork ! seal 

Kaiser Industries 
(USA) 

N/A (USA) 

N/A (USA) 

N/A (USA) 

N/A (Australia) 

N/A (USA) 

~ 
-' 

'" 



INDUSTRIAL INNOVATIONS SINCE 1945 IN UK 

Name or DescriptiCl1. of Innovation 

1(b) As 1(a) but no UK details known 

1 • Organic thermoplastic cement first 
used in place of solder in a can 

2. l3ead.ed can 

3. Aluminium can (oil) 

4. Aluminium coated tin-free steel 

5. 'Margin plating' in can making 

6. Srudrcnic welded can 

7. Aluminium coated steel can 

8. 'Universal' lacquer - Budium 

9· 'High tin fillet' can 

10. Austeniti~ed steel 

11. Aluminium coated can by VaCUum 
evaporatiCl1 

Yr. of 
Intro. 

Firms First Using or Making 

UK WORLD 

Name of Firm Yr. of 
Intro. 

1947 

1955 

1955 

1956 

1956 

1958 

1962 

1962 

1964 

1964 

1965 

Name of Firm 

(USA) 

cee 

ACC 

(USA) 

Ace 

A.G. Zurich 

(USA) 

Dupont 

ACC 

InllIDd steel Co. 
(USA) 

USSC 

" .. 

~ --. 
'W 



INDUSTRIAL INNOVATIOnS SINCE 1945 In UK 

Name or Description of Innovation Firms First Using or Making 

2. Processors of canned foods & UK WORLD 

beverages; food & beverage processing . machinery manufacturers Yr. of Name of Firm Yr. of Name of Firm 
Intro. Intro. 

1 • Agitating vacuum process 1946 (USA) 

2. Pheumatic handling of dry matter 1946 
eg. salt, flour 

3. Electra-lic sorting of dry' goods 1941 ~ 
~ 

eg. pulses ~ 

. 4. Carmed baby food (strain~d) 1941 Heinz 

5. Canned hamburgers with gravy 1941 Simpscn Ready 
Foods (SRF) 

6. Andersen Barngrover spiral type 1948 
ccntinuous cooker 

1. Hydrostatic sterilisers 1949 (USA) 

8. Metal detectim 1950 

9. Martin Aseptic canning 1950 (USA) 

10. Ultra-high-temperature-short time 1950 Midland 
milk processing Counties Dairy 



nroUSTRIAL INNOVATIONS snlCE 1945 IN UK (ccntinued) 

Name or Description of Innovation Firms First Using or Making 

UK WORLD 

Yr. of Name of Firm Yr. of Name of Firm 
Intro. Intro. 

11. Canned pork burgers with gravy 1950 SRF 

12. Concentration with volatile 1950 
recovery 

13. steam peeling of vegetables c.1950 ~ 
~ 

U1 

14. Treatment of factor,y wastes - c.1950 
various methods 

15. Steak & kidney pie - (flat can) 1951 SRP 

16. Canned macaroni, tapicca, 1952 Lemar Foods 
semolina, sago, ground rice 
porridge 

17. Canning of white rice 1953 (USA) 

18. Cola in cans (screw cone type) 1953 (USA) 

19. Canned custard 1954 Lemar Foods 

20. Canned mince beef with cnioos/ 1954 Lemar Foods 
gravy 



INDUSTRIAL INNOVATIONS SINCE 1945 rn UK (ccntinued) 

Name or Description of Innovaticn Firms First Using or Making 

21. 'Hydrcn' hydrostatic cooker 

22. 'Flash 18' aseptic canning 
(liquids) 

23. Hot air can sterilisation 

24. Simlated meat producticn by 
spinning of vegetable protein 

25. Canned baby food (junior) 

26. Carmed soft drink - "Suncharm" 

'Z7. Stealll flow closures in sea:ning 
teclmiques 

28. Use of magnets in can handling 

29. Sterilising by direct heat 
('Sterinamme' ) 

30. Canned braised oxtail dinner 

Yr. of 
Intro. 

1955 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1957 

1959 

1960 

1962 

1962 

UK WORLD 

Name of Finn 

Pedigree 
Petfoods 

Heinz 

Benj amin Shaw 

SRF 

Yr. of 
Intro. 

1942 

1962 

Name of Finn 

(USA) 

(USA) 

(USA) 

Anson Patents (USA) 

(France) 

~ 
~ 

0'\ 



INDUSTRIAL INNOVATIONS SINCE 1945 IN UK (continued) 

Name or Descripticn of Innovation Firms First Using or Ma.king 

31. 'Aseptic cartoning of sterile 
milk packs - 'tertra-pak' 

32. Canned. cornish pa.st,y filling 

33. Canned. snack meal s 

34. 'Flash 18' - (used for solids) 

35. Canned pork pie 

36. Canned curried prawns with rice 

37. Canned' surprise' peas 

38. Liquid sugar metering , bulk 
storage 

39. Cooking under vacuum in jam 
manufacture 

40. Use of clear gel starches 

Yr. of 
Intro. 

1963 

1963 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1965 

1965 

1965 

UK WORLD 

Name of Firm 

Express 
Dairies 

Lemar Foods 

Crosse & 
Blackwell 

SRF 

SRF 

Unilever 

Yr. of 
Intro. 

1961 

1968 

Name of Firm 

(Switzerland) 

(USA) 

(USA) 

.to. 
~ 

~ 



INDUSTRIAL INNOVATIONS SINCE 1945 IN UK (cmtinued) 

Name of Description of Innovaticn Firms First Using or Making 

41. Reverse osmosis and ultrafiltration 

42. Canned ready meals 

43. Cooking under vacuum in apple 
processing 

44. Aseptic custard, milk· puddings etc. 

45. Intermediate moisture foods 

46. Geriatric canned foods 
"Senior citizen" 

41. Canned pizza pie 

48. Protein separatim by 1m exchange 

49 •. Use of alginates as suspendants 
and delayed coagulants 

Yr. of 
Intro. 

1968 

1968 

1971 

1971 

1971 

1972 

1973 

UK WORLD 

Name of Firm 

Milk Marketing 
Board 

Cadbury 
Schweppes 

Heinz 

Quaker Oats 

Heinz 

SRF 

Ecotech 

Yr. of 
Intra. 

1964 

1970 

1960 

1969 

1970 

1974 

Name of Firm 

Dan ish Sugar Corp. 

(Italy) 

James Dole Corp. 
(USA) 

Purina (USA) 

Dalgety 
(New Zeal~"'ld) 

(USA) 

.j:>o. 
~ 

co 



INDUSTRIAL INNOVATIONS srnCE 1945 IN UK (continued) 

Name or Description of Innovatim Firms First Using or Making 

50. Automatic time and temperature 
centrol and recording during 
processing 

51. Electronic sorting of wet goods 

52. Fluidised bed sterilising 

53. Filtration of air ~stems by 
refrigeratien 

Yr. of 
Intro. 

1975 

1976 

1977 

UK WORLD 

Name of Firm 

Stratford Upen 
Avcn canners! 
Taylor 
Instruments 

Yr. of 
Intro. 

1976 

Name of Firm 

(USA) 
~ 
-" 
'-D" 



nmUSTRIAL INNOVATIONS SINCE 1945 IN UK 

Name or Description of Innovation 

3. Miscellaneous food packaging 
and processing innovaticns 

1. Shrink wrapping - t cryovac ' 

2. Aerosols for food 

3. Baby food in glass jars 

4. Glass coffee jars 

5. Plastic soft drinks bottles 

6. One-trip beer bottle 

7. Light weight one-trip beer 
bottle 

8. Shrink wrapped tray system 
tkolatarap' 

9. 'Freeze dried instant coffee' 
"Cold Blend" 

10. 'Cluster pak t - for carmed 
beer 

Yr. of 
Intro. 

1955 

1958 

1960 

1960 

1960 

1962 

1964 

1965 

1966 

Firms First Using or Making 

UK 

Name of Firm 

Trufood 

Whitbread 

MB 

Nestle 

Mardm Soo ! 
Hall/Mead & 
Robinsm 

Yr. of 
Intro. 

1948 

1957 

WORLD 

Name of Firm 

(USA) 

CCC 

~ 
I\) 
<::> 



INDUSTRIAL nrnOVATIOnSSINCE 1945 IN UK (continu~d) 

Name of Descripticn of Innovation Firms First Using or Making 

UK WORLD 

11. Scr~w-off beer bottle tops 

1 2. N cn-r~turnable bottle (beer &: 
soft drinks) 

13. Glass bottles far mixers 

14. Self-chilling can 

15. 'Plastishield' bottle 

16. Merolite container 

17. Retortable plastic pouch 

18. 'Hi-cone' packs - (multi-
packing beer) 

19. Plastic can 

20. Paper can 

21. Skeleton pack 

Yr. of 
Intro. 

1968 

1968 

1968 

1972 

1973 

1973 

1973 

N/A 

N/A 

Name of Firm 

Schweppes 

leI 

MB 

Bosch 

Airfix 

Yr. of 
Intro. 

1971 

1972 

Name of Firm 

(Australia) 

Owens-Illinos (USA) 

(Japan) 

~ 

~ 
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INDUSTRIAL INNOVATIONS SINCE 1945 IN UK (continued) 

Name or Descriptim of Innovation Firms First Using or Making 

UK WORLD 

22. Widemouth Rip-cap bottle 

23. Widemouth bottle (seidel 
sealed) 

24. 'Winged' pallets 

25. Plastishield 

Yr. of 
Intro. 

1916 

1977 

1917 

1918 

Name of Firm 

Rockware 

United Glass 

Rockware 

United Glass 

Yr. of 
Intro. 

Name of Firm 

~ 
I\) 
I\) 


